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A BSTRACT
Orographically forced flows strongly impact the global distribution of momentum and water vapour
fluxes: flow across a mountain range may block the upstream flow, generate waves and vertical motions
leading to condensation and rain formation. The influence of orography on the atmosphere therefore
has important implications for ecosystems and human societies by producing strong horizontal precipitation gradients and by generating high-impact weather events such as downslope wind storms or flash
floods. In addition to this impact related aspects, orographic flow has been considered as a prototype
to enhance our understanding of precipitation formation in the atmosphere, as it provides a concise
framework to investigate the coupling between atmospheric dynamics and cloud microphysical processes. Though this coupling is a very crucial component of weather and climate, it is still not well
understood.
Numerous factors are known to have a profound influence on orographic precipitation including but not
limited to upstream velocity, temperature, stability and moisture profile and the aerosol availability. In
this thesis we explore concepts to formalise the description of these dependencies and to characterise
the response of orographic precipitation to changes in different properties a priori, i.e., without performing a numerical model simulation.
In the second part of this thesis the dependencies of orographic precipitation on the upstream flow
properties and the aerosol scenario are investigated in idealised two-dimensional simulations of stable
flow past an isolated hill. All investigated factors are found to have profound impacts on orographic precipitation amounts and distribution, though influence of the cloud condensation nuclei number density
diminishes with decreasing surface temperature. Tests with two different microphysical scheme suggest
that the formulation of cloud microphysics has little impact on the qualitative behaviour of the orographic
precipitation system, but can significantly alter the conversion pathways and the quantitative properties.
In general the precipitation amount at an mountain is to first order controlled by the upstream moisture
flux. However, different upstream flow properties are found to have significant impacts on the fraction
of the moisture influx that is removed from the atmosphere. Thermodynamic properties and the dynamic flow response control the fraction of the moisture flux that condenses during the passage. The
conversion of this condensate to surface precipitation is controlled by cloud microphysical processes,
which depend strongly on the availability of condensation nuclei and vertical velocities. Accordingly the
first component can be anticipated using existing concepts for the classification of the flow response,
e.g., the Froude numbers. In contrast, the conversion of condensate to surface precipitation is not well
characterised in a non-dimensional framework.
The third part of the thesis explores the use of characteristic timescale of pure warm- and pure icephase clouds to characterise the conversion efficiency. The characteristic timescales are explicitly
quantified in box model simulations driven with a idealised updraft velocity time series and in twodimensional numerical simulations based on air parcel trajectories. Based on this analysis, analytical
descriptions of the timescales for single parcels are developed. For warm-phase clouds, the vertical
coupling of parcels passing through the cloud due to sedimentational in- and outflux of hydrometeors
from higher- and to lower-level parcels is investigated employing again box model simulations along air
parcel trajectories. Based on the results, weighting factors for the timescale ratio of single air parcels
are constructed, which allow us to construct a single characteristic non-dimensional number characteristic for the entire cloud. It is shown that a close relation between the bulk timescale ratio and the
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precipitation efficiency exists.
The Lagrangian perspective chosen in the third part of this thesis can provide intriguing insides on the
microphysical processes, because it allows to focus on the single conversion rates without regarding
advective processes. As the construction of accurate parcel trajectories over complex terrain is a challenging task, in the first part of this thesis a new trajectory calculation tool is described, which allows
to calculate trajectories at very high temporal resolution and provide the best currently available trajectories for high-resolution numerical weather prediction models. The advantages of a high temporal
resolution of trajectory data are demonstrated in the appendix for three case-studies of Alpine foehn
flow and for the modelling of a cirrus cloud observed by Lidar above a high-alpine research station.
In the final part of the thesis, the characteristic timescales of orographic precipitation are put in the
context of previously developed conceptual models of orographic precipitation, namely the linear model
of orographic precipitation. It is shown that the underlying principles of our timescale definition can be
utilised in this context and allows us to include an explicit dependency on the aerosol availability in the
linear model.
In summary this study explores the characterisation of the orographic precipitation system with nondimensional numbers, which enhances our understanding of the fundamental interaction of dynamical
and cloud microphysical processes. The results from this thesis may in future be employed for a new
parameterisation of orographic precipitation in models with a coarse horizontal resolution, if the results
can be extended to mixed-phase clouds. In addition the advantages of the Lagrangian perspective
to address different features of orographic flow and precipitation formation is shown. The concepts
proposed in this thesis provide a general framework to characterise precipitation systems and are not
limited to the investigation of orographic precipitation.

Z USAMMENFASSUNG
Die globale Verteilung der Impuls- und Feuchteflüsse ist stark beeinflusst durch die Modifikation der
Strömung durch Gebirgszüge: Gebirgszüge erzwingen eine Um- oder Überstömung, Schwerewellen
werden erzeugt und Kondensation und Niederschlagsbildung tritt durch die erzwungene Hebung der
Luft auf. Die Interaktion der Orographie mit der Atmosphäre führt unter anderem zu starken horizontalen Niederschlagsgradienten und beeinflusst das Auftreten von Wettersituationen mit hohem sozioökonomischen Einfluss wie Starkniederschlagsereignisse mit schweren Überflutungen oder leeseitigen
Starkwindereignissen. Beide Faktoren haben eine starken Einfluss auf die Ökosysteme und die menschliche Gesellschaft. Von einem rein atmosphären-wissenschaftlichen Standpunkt werden orographische Strömungsphänomene oft als ein Prototyp für die Niederschlagsbildung betrachtet, da sie das
Studium der Interaktion zwischen dynamischen und wolkenmikrophysikalischen Prozessen in einem
wohl definierten Rahmen ermöglichen. Diese Wechselwirkung spielt eine zentrale Rolle für Wetter und
Klima, ist aber noch nicht gut verstanden.
Es sind zahlreiche Einflussfaktoren mit einem starken Einfluss auf die orographische Niederschlagsbildung bekannt. Diese beinhalten unter anderem die luvseitige Strömungsgeschwindigkeit, das luvseitige Temperatur-, Stabilitäts- und Feuchteprofil sowie die Aerosolkonzentration. In dieser Dissertationsschrift wird eine Formalisierung der Beschreibung dieser Abhängigkeiten untersucht sowie eine apriori Charakterisierung der Sensitivität des Gebirsgsniederschlages bezüglich veränderten luvseitigen
Strömungseigenschaften, d.h. eine Vorhersage dieser ohne eine komplexe numerische Simulation.
Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wird die Abhängigkeit des orographischen Niederschlages von den luvseitigen Strömungseigenschaften und der Aerosolkonzentration untersucht. Dafür werden idealisierte
zwei-dimensionale Simulationen der Gebirsgsüberströmung in einer stabil geschichteten Atmosphäre
verwendet. Alle untersuchten Einflussfaktoren haben ein grossen Einfluss auf die Niederschlagsmenge und die Niederschlagsverteilung, auch wenn sich der Einfluss der Wolkenkeimkonzentration mit
abnehmender Erdoberflächentemperatur reduziert. Tests mit zwei unterschiedlichen Mikrophysikparameterisierungen legen nahe, dass die Formulierung der Wolkenmikrophysik einen geringen Einfluss
auf das qualitative Verhalten des Niederschlagssystems hat. Allerdings treten signifikante quantitative
Änderungen einzelner Variablen auf und die mikrophysikalische Umwandlungswege unterscheiden sich
zum Teil stark. In erster Ordnung ist die Niederschlagsmenge, die bei der Überströmung des Berges
gebildet wird, durch den Feuchtefluss stromauf des Berges bestimmt. Die relative Beziehung zwischen
den beiden Grössen ist jedoch stark von den atmosphärischen Eigenschaften der anströmenden Luft:
Die thermodynamischen Eigenschaften und das Strömungsmuster, dass sich bei der Überströmung
ausbildet, kontrollieren den Anteil des Feuchteflusses, der kondensiert. Der Anteil des gebildeten Kondensates, der zu Niederschlag umgewandelt wird, wird dagegen von mikrophysikalischen
Prozessen kontrolliert. Diese hängen stark von der Verfügbarkeit von Kondensationskeimen und den
Vertikalgeschwindigkeiten ab. Die Kondensatbildung kann daher relativ gut mit bestehenden Konzepten
zur Klassifikation des Strömungsmusters, z.B., den Froudezahlen, antizipiert werden. Dagegen fehlt
bisher ein konzeptioneller Ansatz zur Charakterisierung der Umwandlung des Kondensates in Niederschlag.
Im dritten Teil der Arbeit wird untersucht in wieweit sich charakteristische Zeitskalen der orographischen
Niederschlagssystems zur Charakterisierung der Umwandlungseffizienz eignen. Die charakteristischen
Zeitskalen können anhand von Luftpaketstrajektorien direkt quantifiziert werden. Es werden sowohl
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Boxmodelsimulationen entlang idealisierter Vertikalwindzeitserien wie auch Trajektorien basierend auf
zwei-dimensionalen numerischen Simulationen der Gebirgsüberströmung betrachtet. Basierend auf
dieser Analyse werden analytische Formulierungen der Zeitskalen für einzelne Luftpakete entwickelt. Für Warmphasenwolken wird zudem der Einfluss der vertikalen Kopplung der Trajektorien durch
die Sedimentationsflüsse der Hydrometeor in und aus dem jeweiligen Luftpaket untersucht. Es werden wiederum Boxmodelsimulationen entlang einzelner Trajektorien verwendet. Basierend auf dieser
Analyse werden Gewichtungsfaktoren für das Zeitskalenverhältnis einzelner Luftpakete entwickelt, die
die Formulierung einer einzigen charakteristischen Kennzahl für die gesamte orographische Wolke
ermöglichen. Es wird gezeigt, dass eine enge Verknüpfung dieser Kennzahl mit der Niederschlagseffizienz der Wolke besteht.
Die Lagrangsche Perspektive, die im dritten Teil dieser Dissertationsschrift verwendet wird, erlaubt neue, erkenntnisreiche Einsichten in die mikrophysikalische Entwicklung, da explizit die mikrophysikalischen Prozessraten dargestellt werden und die advektiven Tendenzen nicht berücksichtigt
werden müssen. Da die Berechnung präziser Trajektorien über komplexer Topographie eine grosse
Herausforderung für bestehende Trajektorienmodelle darstellt, wird im ersten Teil der Arbeit eine neue
Methode vorgestellt, die eine in der Zeit sehr hochaufgelöste Berechnung der Trajektorien ermöglicht.
In Kombination mit einem hochauflösenden numerischen Wettervorhersagemodell erlaubt diese Methode momentan die genausten Trajektorienrechnungen. Die Vorteile der hohen zeitlichen Auflösung
werden im Anhang illustriert anhand der Analyse von drei Föhnwindereignissen über den Alpen und
der Modellierung einer Zirruswolke, die von einer hochalpinen Forschungsstation aus mit einem Lidar
beobachtet wurde.
Im letzten Teil der Arbeit werden die charakteristischen Zeitskalen der Gebirgsniederschlagsbildung in
den Kontext bestehender konzeptioneller Modelle eingebettet. Der Fokus liegt dabei auf dem sogenannten linear Modell des Gebirgsniederschlages. Es wird gezeigt das die Konzepte, die für die Definition
der Zeitskalen verwendet werden, auch im Kontext des linearen Modells nützlich sind. Sie erlauben
eine explizite Repräsentation des Effekts der Aerosolkonzentration im linearen Modell.
Zusammenfassend beschäftigt sich diese Dissertationsschrift mit der Charakterisierung des
Gebirgsniederschlagssystems durch nicht dimensionsbehaftete Kenngrössen. Sie trägt dadurch zu
einem besseren Verständnis der grundlegenden Wechselwirkung zwischen dynamischen und wolkenmikrophysikalischen Prozessen bei. Die Resultate dieser Studie könnten in weiterführenden Studien
zur Entwicklung einer neuen Parameterisierung von Gebirgsniederschlag in numerischen Modellen mit
geringer horizontaler Auflösung verwendet werden, wenn die hier präsentierten Resultate auf Mischphasenwolken ausgedehnt werden können. Zusätzlich wurden die Vorteile einer Lagrangschen
Betrachtungsweise das Verständnis wolkenmikrophysikalischer Prozesse und ihre Kopplung an die
Strömungsdynamik illustriert. Die hier vorgestellten Konzepte bieten einen generellen Rahmen für die
Charakterisierung von Niederschlagssystemen an, der nicht auf die Interaktion mit komplexer Topographie beschränkt ist.
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I NTRODUCTION

Precipitation and the lack thereof is one of the most perceptible aspect of weather with a profound
impact on ecosystems, agriculture and human society and their evolution (e.g., Curtis and Hodell,
1996; Brooks, 2006). The mechanisms generating precipitation stimulated therefore the curiosity of
generations of scientists since ancient times (e.g., Aristoteles, 1984). Though the understanding of precipitation generating mechanisms and the ability to predict its occurrence has strongly advanced over
time, quantitative precipitation prediction is still a major challenge for state-of-the-art numerical weather
prediction (e.g., Richard et al., 2007; Dierer et al., 2009). Furthermore the linkages of clouds and
precipitation to other components of the climate system are not fully understood (e.g., Stocker et al.,
2013).
The major challenge for a better understanding of clouds and precipitation is the interaction of processes acting on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales: While lifting of air masses leading to
condensation acts typically on scales of several ten to thousand kilometres, the nucleation of ice crystals or the collision of water droplets occurs on scales typically smaller than some centimetres. Though
the strongly differing spatial scales, small-scale processes have a profound impact on the larger-scale
processes and vice-versa. The nature and strength of this coupling between dynamical and cloud microphysical processes is one of the key questions of current research on precipitation processes (e.g.,
Altaratz et al., 2014). Several studies and review papers have been devoted to this question addressing
specific atmospheric phenomena, as for instance deep convective systems (e.g., Altaratz et al., 2014),
hurricanes (e.g., Khain, 2009) or orographic precipitation (e.g., Houze, 2012). In the context of the
interaction between flow dynamics and cloud microphysics in particular the question, how sensitive the
precipitation formation is to perturbations in the cloud microphysical part, e.g., by adding or removing
aerosols, has recently attracted attention due to the potential implications for anthropogenic impacts on
weather and climate (e.g., Stocker et al., 2013). However, changes in cloud or large-scale dynamics
may be equally important for changes precipitation amounts and distribution.
Orographic clouds provide a nearly ideal laboratory to study the complex interactions between cloud
processes, aerosols and dynamics due to the well defined dynamical forcing (e.g., Muhlbauer and
Lohmann, 2008; Muhlbauer and Lohmann, 2009). In this sense orographic clouds can be opposed to
marine shallow cumulus clouds, as archetypes of cloud systems with and without significant large-scale
forcing. These two cloud systems are therefore frequently chosen to evaluate new modelling systems
or new microphysical parameterisations (e.g., Thompson et al., 2004). In addition, orographic precipitation has been studied frequently in the past decades due to its importance for ecosystems and the
society (e.g., Meyers and Steenburgh, 2013): The interaction of the atmospheric flow with orography
can significantly impact the climatological rain fall distribution (e.g., Garreaud, 2009; Isotta et al., 2014)
and can lead to heavy precipitation events eventually associated with flash floods and landslides (e.g.,
Kunz and Kottmeier, 2006b; Reeves et al., 2008). Recent summaries of our current knowledge on
orographic precipitation are provided by Banta (1990), Houze (2012), Colle et al. (2013) and Stoelinga
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et al. (2013). The changes in orographic precipitation due to variations of the upstream flow properties and the aerosol availability are systematically investigated in part II of this thesis. The sensitivity
to variations in different physical parameters is additionally compared to the effect of using different
microphysical parameterisations, which can be interpreted to reflect uncertainties related to the bulk
formulation of cloud microphysical processes.
A more generalised description and physical understanding of the coupling of dynamics and cloud microphysics has been attempted only by a few studies (e.g., Wacker, 1992; Wacker, 2006; Khain, 2009;
Seifert and Zängl, 2010; Koren and Feingold, 2011; Feingold and Koren, 2013). In a review article,
Khain (2009) proposed a classification of different cloud systems according to their response to aerosol
perturbations based on a large set of case-studies (Fig. 11 in Khain (2009)). However, it would be desirable to obtain a more fundamental understanding of the behaviour of cloud systems to perturbations
in the cloud microphysics and the dynamic environment, and to develop a methodology to estimate the
qualitative response of a cloud system a priori, i.e., without conducting a large set of sensitivity experiments. A potential method to characterise complex systems and their behaviour is the similarity theory,
which states that any physical system behaves independent of its dimensional properties similar to
another system with the same set of non-dimensional characteristic numbers (e.g., Barenblatt, 2003).
This concept has been applied successfully for instance in dry atmospheric dynamics with the Rossby
or the Froude number, or in the description of turbulent motion with the Reynolds number. However,
only few attempts have been made to describe cloud systems in terms of non-dimensional numbers
(Jiang and Smith, 2003; Barstad et al., 2007; Seifert and Stevens, 2010; Seifert and Zängl, 2010). In
this thesis the use of non-dimensional numbers to characterise orographic clouds is investigated with
a focus on warm-phase clouds, i.e., clouds containing only liquid hydrometeors. The questions, how
timescales characteristic for the clouds have to be defined and how they relate to the efficiency of precipitation formation, is discussed in part III of the thesis. The characteristic timescales provide a link to
previously published conceptual models of orographic precipitation discussed in part IV.
To investigate the characteristic timescales of orographic precipitation, a Lagrangian perspective is
chosen, which allows to quantify the timescales directly from numerical simulations. The so-called Lagrangian perspective depicts changes of a certain variable in a single air parcel as it is advected with
the air flow (e.g., Lin, 2012). In contrast, the most popular representation of meteorological phenomena
is a time-series of spatial maps depicting the state of the atmosphere in terms of certain variables,
i.e., an Eulerian perspective. Choosing the Lagrangian perspective offers the advantage that advection needs not to be considered explicitly and that the mass residing in the air parcel is conserved, if
cross-boundary fluxes can be neglected. This perspective lends itself almost naturally to the study of
microphysical processes. It has therefore been adopted in an influential study on cloud microphysics
by Kessler (1969) and also in more recent studies investigating among others cirrus cloud formation
(e.g., Kärcher, 2003; Hoyle et al., 2005; Wiacek et al., 2010), drizzle formation in stratocumulus clouds
(Stevens et al., 1996), and cloud microphysical processes in warm-conveyor belts (Joos and Wernli,
2012). In part III of this thesis the Lagrangian perspective is adopted to investigate the microphysical
evolution along trajectories passing through orographic clouds and to quantify the related characteristic
timescales. In combination with a microphysical box model, the Lagrangian perspective allows further
to quantify the contribution of individual air parcels to surface precipitation.
While large-scale phenomena have been frequently studied in the Lagrangian perspective, a Lagrangian analysis of meso-scale phenomena has been attempted only by a few recent studies (e.g.,
Kogan, 2006; Stern and Zhang, 2013). The calculation of accurate air parcel trajectories based on the
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typically available temporal resolution of the wind fields (1 h–6 h) is challenging in settings with large
spatial or temporal gradients in the wind field. To address this issue a new online trajectory calculation
tool was developed, which allows to calculate trajectories at very high temporal resolution (below one
minute) suitable for studying cloud microphysical and meso-scale processes. The tool is described in
part I of the thesis and its benefits for studying atmospheric phenomena depending on (sub-)meso-scale
variations in the vertical velocity is demonstrated in Appendix A.

PART I

Methodological Innovation - An Online Trajectory
Module for the COSMO Model
published in Miltenberger et al. (2013) except for text in italic font

This part is a re-print of Miltenberger et al. (2013) including a short motivation for the development
of this technique (sec. 1), a description of its implementation (sec. 2) and a small case study with a
comparison to classical trajectory calculation methods (sec. 3). Finally challenges and potentials of the
online trajectory calculation are discussed (sec. 4).
In appendix A two applications of the online trajectory module are described in more detail: First, the
online trajectory module is employed to investigate the warming mechanisms in foehn flow (sec. 1).
Some of these results have already been documented in a master thesis (Reynolds, 2014). In a second application, the online trajectories are employed to investigate the formation mechanism of a cirrus
cloud observed by Lidar from the high-alpine research station Jungfraujoch, a high-alpine research station in Switzerland (sec. 2). This chapter is a pre-print of Kienast-Sjögren et al., 2015.
In addition, appendix A contains a re-print of the COSMO Consortium technical report No. 24 (Miltenberger et al., 2014), which provides more technical and user related information of the module. The
module will be part of the official COSMO-model source code starting from version 5.1.
The online trajectory module is employed for all trajectory calculations discussed in the reminder of the
thesis, if not stated differently.

Abstract. A module to calculate online trajectories has been implemented into the non-hydrostatic
limited-area weather prediction and climate model COSMO. Whereas offline trajectories are calculated
with wind fields from model output, which is typically available every one to six hours, online trajectories
use the simulated resolved wind field at every model time step (typically less than a minute) to solve
the trajectory equation. As a consequence, online trajectories much better capture the short-term temporal fluctuations of the wind field, which is particularly important for meso-scale flows near topography
and convective clouds, and they do not suffer from temporal interpolation errors between model output
times. The numerical implementation of online trajectories in the COSMO-model is based upon an
established offline trajectory tool and takes full account of the horizontal domain decomposition that is
used for parallelisation of the COSMO-model. Although a perfect workload balance cannot be achieved
for the trajectory module (due to the fact that trajectory positions are not necessarily equally distributed
over the model domain), the additional computational costs are found to be fairly small for the highresolution simulations described in this paper. The computational costs may, however, vary strongly
depending on the number of trajectories and trace variables. Various options have been implemented
to initialise online trajectories at different locations and times during the model simulation. As a first
application of the new COSMO-model module an Alpine north foehn event in summer 1987 has been
simulated with horizontal resolutions of 2.2 km, 7 km, and 14 km. It is shown that low-tropospheric trajectories calculated offline with one- to six-hourly wind fields can significantly deviate from trajectories
calculated online. Deviations increase with decreasing model grid spacing and are particularly large in
regions of deep convection and strong orographic flow distortion. On average, for this particular case
study, horizontal and vertical positions between online and offline trajectories differed by 50 km–190 km
and 150 m–750 m, respectively, after 24 h. This first application illustrates the potential for Lagrangian
studies of meso-scale flows in high-resolution convection-resolving simulations using online trajectories.

Introduction

The Lagrangian depiction of atmospheric processes has a long tradition in atmospheric sciences: The
first dynamic studies date back to the beginning of the 20th century when Shaw et al. (1903) and Shaw
and Lempfert (1906) used trajectories to describe the motion of air parcels in cyclones. These first
trajectories were so-called surface trajectories, which took into account only the wind fields close to
the earth surface. Later trajectories were calculated on isobaric surfaces and, when the importance
of vertical motion of air parcels became evident, also on isentropic surfaces (Danielsen, 1961). As
trajectories calculated on isentropic surfaces can only represent adiabatic motions, three-dimensional
trajectories using all three components of the wind field were introduced (e.g., Reap, 1972). These
three-dimensional trajectories can either be calculated taking into account subgrid-scale velocities, for
instance turbulent motions most relevant in the planetary boundary layer, or only use the resolved scale
wind. Accordingly the models are termed “Lagrangian particle dispersion model” (e.g., FLEXPART,
Stohl et al. (2005)) and “Lagrangian parcel model” (e.g., LAGRANTO, Wernli and Davies (1997)). Both
types of three-dimensional kinematic trajectories became especially popular since the late 1980s when
good quality and well resolved gridded wind fields became available. They are nowadays considered to
be the most accurate type of trajectories in the troposphere (Stohl and Seibert, 1998).
From the early studies on, the Lagrangian perspective had a large impact on the advance of the understanding of atmospheric processes, as it for instance allowed to identify coherent air streams that occur
within extratropical cyclones, most prominently the warm conveyor belt (e.g., Whitaker et al., 1988;
Wernli and Davies, 1997). Lagrangian studies were also important to connect ozone-rich episodes
in the troposphere to stratospheric intrusions (e.g., Buzzi et al., 1984), or to illustrate the flow blocking at mountain ranges during the passage of fronts (e.g., Buzzi and Tibaldi, 1978; Steinacker, 1984;
Kljun et al., 2001). Since trajectory calculations are computationally cheap, the Lagrangian approach is
also very valuable to assess the climatological frequency and geographical distribution of atmospheric
flow features like warm conveyor belts (e.g., Eckhardt et al., 2004) or stratosphere-troposphere exchange (e.g., Sprenger and Wernli, 2003). But trajectory analysis also made its way to other fields of
atmospheric sciences: For instance it was successfully used for analysing the detailed microphysical
evolution of clouds along the flow (e.g., Haag and Kärcher, 2004; Hoyle et al., 2005; Brabec et al.,
2012), identifying evaporative water sources for precipitation (e.g., Bertó et al., 2004; Sodemann et al.,
2008), interpreting measurements of stable water isotopes (Pfahl and Wernli, 2008) and in studies on
atmospheric chemistry (e.g., Coude-Gaussen et al., 1987; Miller, 1987; Forrer et al., 2000; Methven
et al., 2006). Lagrangian particle dispersion models have been successfully used for modelling the
dispersion of atmospheric tracers and pollutants (e.g., Gross et al., 1987; Bellasio et al., 2012; Weil
et al., 2012).
Besides these large-scale applications of trajectory analysis, Lagrangian parcel models have also been
applied to study single events in high-resolution numerical models, e.g., for studying hurricane eye dy-
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namics (Stern and Zhang, 2013), the origin of air parcels feeding convective cells (Wang and Xue,
2012) or nocturnal equatorial oceanic squall lines (Fierro et al., 2009). The Lagrangian approach has
also been successfully used for analysing stratocumulus clouds and entrainment rates in large eddy
simulations (LES) (e.g., Stevens et al., 1996; Kogan, 2006; Yamaguchi and Randall, 2012; Yeo and
Romps, 2013).
While frequently employed in all fields of meteorology, the accuracy of trajectories derived from measured or modelled wind data is a long standing point of discussion (e.g., Danielsen, 1961; Kahl, 1993;
Stohl, 1998; Brioude et al., 2012). The comparison of computed trajectories to the actual path of an air
parcel in the atmosphere is difficult, but several attempts have been made for instance with the aid of
tracer experiments (e.g., Draxler, 1987; Haagenson et al., 1990; Dop et al., 1998) and balloon or tetroon
flights (e.g., Djuric, 1961; Reisinger and Mueller, 1983; Stohl and Koffi, 1998). In addition to these experiments different trajectory models have been compared (e.g., Stohl et al., 2001), the sensitivity to
the input data frequency has been tested (e.g., Rolph and Draxler, 1990; Doty and Perkey, 1993; Stohl
et al., 1995) and the errors associated with the numerical scheme have been investigated (Seibert,
1993). In the case of three-dimensional kinematic trajectories, which are usually based on wind data
from a reanalysis data set or a weather forecast, several error sources can be identified (Stohl, 1998):
1. truncation errors: due to neglecting higher order terms in the Taylor expansion of the trajectory
equation
2. interpolation errors: due to the interpolation of the wind field data from the model grid and model
output times to the actual trajectory position in space and time
3. wind field errors: due to the non-representativity of the model wind-field, prediction errors and
errors in the initial conditions
The third error source depends largely on the quality of the entire forecasting system and the precision
of the initial conditions, which are independent of the trajectory model. The truncation error depends on
the numerical scheme used for solving the trajectory equation. All of today’s frequently used trajectory
models, FLEXPART (Stohl et al., 2005), HYSPLIT (Draxler and Hess, 1998), TRAJKS (Scheele et al.,
1996), and LAGRANTO (Wernli and Davies, 1997), employ the Petterssen scheme (Petterssen, 1940),
which is a second-order scheme, i.e., the truncation error is proportional to ∆t2 . For further discussion
of the numerical properties the reader is referred to Seibert (1993). Seibert (1993) argued that the
truncation error should clearly be smaller than the overall trajectory uncertainty, and that the time step
should be small enough to fulfil the Courant-Friedrich-Levy criterium, which is a prerequisite for convergent solutions. With a strongly decreasing grid-spacing in recent numerical weather prediction models
this constrains the time step to some minutes to seconds. All of the above-mentioned models compute
the trajectories based on winds from weather forecasts or reanalysis data sets. Typically, output from
global models (analyses and forecasts) is available every 6 hours, and from regional models every hour.
As integration time steps of this order would induce unacceptably large errors, temporal interpolation
between these output times is required for calculating trajectories.
The errors introduced by temporal and spatial interpolation depend strongly on the spatial and temporal
resolution of the wind data. While the spatial resolution of numerical weather prediction models has
strongly increased over the past years, the output frequency has increased only slowly and therefore
often constitutes the limiting factor for a reduction of the interpolation error. Both the truncation and the
temporal interpolation error can be reduced to a minimum if the trajectory equation is solved ”online”,
i.e., during the integration of the Eulerian numerical weather prediction model. In this case the wind
fields are available at every time step of the Eulerian model, which is some tens of seconds in state-of-
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the-art regional weather prediction models. Consequently, with this approach a large increase in data
resolution is obtained compared to the standard approach of calculating ”offline” trajectories. However,
while offline trajectories can be computed forward or backward in time, the online approach allows only
to solve the trajectory equation forward in time.
The first implementation of online trajectories we know of has been accomplished by Rössler et al.
(1992). More recently the online computation of air parcel trajectories has been utilised in chemistry
models within a Lagrangian advection scheme for trace gases (e.g., Becker and Keuler, 2001; Reithmeier and Sausen, 2002). In some studies air parcel trajectories are constructed based on passive
tracer fields, which also makes use of the resolved and sub-grid scale wind fields at each time step of
the Eulerian model (e.g. Gheusi and Stein, 2002; Duffourg and Ducrocq, 2011). Rössler et al. (1992)
showed in a case study that indeed the increased data input frequency significantly alters the pathways
of air parcels, particularly over strongly structured topography. In addition to the expected improvement
of the trajectory position found by Rössler et al. (1992), the online computation of trajectories may better capture the small-scale variability of the vertical wind field as it is represented on the grid of the
Eulerian numerical model. As shown in recent studies by Grell et al. (2004) and Brioude et al. (2012)
this is especially relevant for regional weather prediction models with a high spatial resolution. A good
representation of the small-scale structure of the wind field is important for investigations of orographic
flow and deep convection and for studies using the Lagrangian approach to investigate the evolution of
clouds or chemical substances: For instance the number of homogeneously nucleating ice crystals is
very sensitive to the cooling rates along the trajectory (e.g., Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002; Hoyle et al.,
2005; Spichtinger and Krämer, 2013).
In this paper we describe a new implementation of the online computation of trajectories based on
grid-scale wind velocities in the regional weather prediction model COSMO (chapter 2). To illustrate
the capabilities of the online trajectory approach, the module is used in a simulation of an Alpine foehn
event in July 1987, which is described in chapter 3. We provide a comparison of the online trajectories
to offline trajectories based on COSMO-model output at different output frequencies between one and
six hours with a particular emphasis on the representation of the foehn flow. In addition we investigate
the dependence of the detected differences between online and offline trajectories on the horizontal
grid spacing of the COSMO-model (14 km, 7 km and 2.2 km). Finally in chapter 4 potentials of and
challenges for the online computation of trajectories are discussed.

The Online Trajectory Module

The goal of our work has been to construct a new module for the numerical weather prediction model
COSMO, which allows to calculate forward online trajectories and to trace user-specified variables along
these trajectories. For the implementation of the online trajectory module two existing model codes are
combined: On the one hand we select the numerical weather prediction model COSMO as the Eulerian
model into which the online trajectory calculation should be embedded. The COSMO-model is a limited
area, non-hydrostatic model (Baldauf et al., 2011), which is used for high resolution operational weather
forecasting by several mainly European weather services (e.g., German Meteorological Service (DWD)
and MeteoSwiss). On the other hand we base the trajectory calculation procedure (time stepping as
well as interpolation) on the trajectory tool LAGRANTO (Wernli and Davies, 1997), which has been
employed in numerous studies to compute offline trajectories (e.g., Wernli and Davies, 1997; Stohl
et al., 2001; Lefohn et al., 2011; Cirisan et al., 2013; Grams et al., 2013). The LAGRANTO source
code has been modified to be consistent with the COSMO-model, the temporal interpolation has been
omitted and it has been parallelised to account for the spatial domain decomposition of the COSMOmodel.
The major technical criteria for the design of the online trajectory module are (i) to make as little changes
to the existing COSMO-model source code as possible, (ii) to write a module, which does not rely heavily
on existing COSMO-model source code, to make its adaption to other numerical weather prediction
models straightforward and (iii) to obtain a reasonable computational performance of the COSMOmodel with the online trajectory module. In the present version the trajectory module inherits from the
COSMO-model only the spatial grid decomposition and partly relies on the IO-structure of the COSMOmodel for the output of trajectory data. The implementation of the interpolation procedure is based on a
staggered Arakawa C-grid and terrain-following, rotated spherical coordinates as used in the COSMOmodel. Therefore it should be rather easy to port the online trajectory module to other numerical weather
prediction models, which use a similar coordinate system and employ a spatial domain decomposition.
With the set-up described below only few additional lines have to be added to the existing code. In the
namelist used for starting the COSMO-model an additional switch is introduced, which allows to switch
on or off the trajectory calculation, and an additional namelist block allows the user to specify essential
parameters of the module like the starting region, the time step for the output and the traced variables.
A detailed description of the namelist is provided in the user guide provided in Miltenberger et al. (2014)
(s. Appendix A3). The complete source code of the described module is available upon request from
the authors and is included in the official COSMO-model source code from version 5.1 onwards.
The general workflow inside the module and its embedding in the existing model is illustrated by the
flow chart in Fig. 2.1: After initialisation of the COSMO-model and the trajectory module (sec. 2.4),
the model loops through the time steps of the integration. At the end of each time step the trajectory
module is called to calculate the new trajectory positions (sec. 2.1 and 2.2). Then the necessary inter-
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initialize model

finalize model run

DO t = nstart, nend
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Figure 2.1. Flowchart of the online trajectory module for the COSMO-model.

processor communication takes place (sec. 2.3) and finally, if the time step is an output time step, the
trace variables are interpolated to the trajectory positions and are together with the trajectory position
written to the output files. The module is written in Fortran 90. For the inter-processor communication
the MPICH implementation (www.mpich.org) of the MPI-library is used.

2.1

Trajectory Integration Scheme

x
The physical core has to solve the trajectory equation D~
u(~x, t). For the solution of this equation
Dt = ~
we employ the Petterssen scheme (Petterssen, 1940), which computes the new trajectory position at
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time t1 = t0 + ∆t from the externally specified velocity ~
u(~x, t) using a second order semi-implicit
discretisation in space and time:

~ẋ(~x(ti ), ti ) + ~ẋ(~x(ti+1 ), ti+1 )
2
~u(~x(ti ), ti ) + ~u(~x(ti+1 ), ti+1 )
= ~x(ti ) + ∆t
2

~x(ti+1 ) = ~x(ti ) + ∆t

(2.1)

This implicit equation for the new position ~
x(ti+1 ) can be rewritten in fixpoint iteration form:

~xn (ti+1 ) = ~x(ti ) + ∆t

~u(~x(ti ), ti ) + ~u(~xn−1 (ti+1 ), ti+1 )
2

(2.2)

For the required starting values ~
x0 (ti+1 ) and ~u(~x0 (ti+1 ), ti+1 ), ~x(ti ) and ~u(~x(ti ), ti ) are used in the
Petterssen scheme. Therefore, the Petterssen scheme can also be viewed as predictor-corrector
method, which approximates the velocity for the forward integration by the mean wind between two
successive trajectory locations. Expanding the iteration and dropping the explicit time dependency of ~
x
yields:

~x1 (ti+1 ) ≈ ~x(ti ) + ∆t ~u(~x, ti )
1
~x2 (ti+1 ) ≈ ~x(ti ) + ∆t (~u(~x, ti ) + ~u(~x1 , ti+1 ))
2
...
1
~xn (ti+1 ) ≈ ~x(ti ) + ∆t (~u(~x, ti ) + ~u(~xn−1 , ti+1 ))
2

(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)

The new trajectory position is calculated with this scheme at every main model time step of the COSMOmodel, which is usually 20 s for simulations with a grid spacing of 2.2 km and 40 s with a grid spacing
of 7 km. We choose the Petterssen scheme, because it is used by all of the frequently used trajectory models, because it is accurate to the second order and because several studies have shown that
higher order schemes do not perform essentially better (e.g., Seibert, 1993). It should be noted that
the Petterssen scheme is a so-called ”constant acceleration” solution, i.e., it neglects the change in
acceleration of the air parcel during an integration time step. However, we think that this assumption is
justified in the online computation even more than in the offline calculation because of the very small
integration time step.
The convergence of the Petterssen scheme depends on the properties of the flow field and the starting
values for the iteration. Seibert (1993) showed that fulfilling the Courant-Friedrich-Levy (CFL) criterium
is important for obtaining a convergent solution of the trajectory equation. Assuming a maximum wind
velocity of 50 m s−1 , the horizontal CFL-criterium requires the time step to be smaller than 280 s for a
grid-spacing of 14 km and below 40 s for a grid-spacing of 2 km. The main model time step, at which the
trajectory integration is performed, is smaller than these values in the standard COSMO-model setup.
In the vertical the CFL-criterium is also almost always fulfilled in our test simulations (Fig. 2.2a).
The number of iterations required for convergence depends on the flow situation and the time step. We
analysed the convergence behaviour of the online trajectories in our test simulations (sec. 3) by interrupting the iteration either if the trajectory position changes less than a tenth grid spacing in the horizontal and less than 1 m in the vertical between single iterations or 50 iterations have been performed. The
results are summarised in Fig. 2.2b for simulations with three different horizontal resolutions: In almost
all cases the solution converges in the first few iteration steps. Only in about 0.1 h of all time steps
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. (a): Distribution of the vertical Courant numbers during all integration and iteration steps during
the simulation of our Alpine case study. (b): Number of iterations required until the solution of the trajectory
equation converges. The criterium for convergence is that the horizontal position changes less than a tenth of the
horizontal grid spacing and less then 1 m in the vertical.

more than 7 iterations are required, but in these instances the solution is probably truly non-convergent
as the iteration does not stop during the first 50 cycles. Based on these results we choose a default
value of three iterations. However, it is possible to adapt this number via the namelist.
The trajectory position is written to the output at a user-specified multiple of the major COSMO-model
time step together with the variables traced along the trajectories. The values of the trace variables
are obtained by interpolation, as described in the next section, from the Eulerian grid to the trajectory
position. The trace variables can be defined by the user via the namelist .

2.2

Interpolation, lower boundary condition and terrain intersection
problem

The Petterssen scheme requires the velocity ~
u(~x, t) at the parcel location at each integration time step
and therefore an interpolation of the wind data from the Eulerian grid to the parcel position is necessary. We decided to use a three-dimensional linear interpolation as it is, for instance, also used in
LAGRANTO. The interpolation is performed between the 8 neighbouring grid points of the trajectory
position along the coordinate axes of the COSMO-model, i.e. the horizontal interpolation is done along
terrain-following surfaces. Higher order interpolation is used by some other trajectory models (e.g.,
FLEXPART, optional in LAGRANTO), but may not always give better results. Moreover the errors introduced by the linear interpolation are much easier to interpret. In contrast to existing offline models, no
temporal interpolation of the wind field is required as it is available at each model time step, which is for
online trajectories identical to the trajectory integration time step.
Since the COSMO-model uses a staggered Arakawa C-grid the question arises how to derive the wind
field as well as other parameters close to the surface, i.e. below the lowest model level but above the
surface. This question is also strongly linked to the formulation of the lower boundary condition. In
the current version we decided to use a linear extrapolation of the horizontal wind velocity components
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from the two lowest model levels as it is for instance used, as one option, in the fast wave solver of the
COSMO-model. The vertical velocity is calculated by terrain-following linear interpolation.
During the calculation of trajectories it can happen, that trajectories intersect the topography. One would
expect that the number of terrain intersecting trajectories decreases with the time step used for the solution of the trajectory equation. However, we observe the opposite effect for the online trajectories in
our case study presented in sec. 3. In the COSMO-simulation with a horizontal resolution of 7 km (see
sec. 3) about 5 % more trajectories hit the ground than in the offline trajectory data set based on onehourly model output. There are three potential reasons for this: One candidate is the formulation of the
lower boundary condition, because the above described linear extrapolation lower boundary condition
might be unrealistic very close to the ground. Another potential reason could be the starting values
used in the fix point iteration of the Petterssen scheme. Finally, the horizontal interpolation tends to
smooth the wind-field, which can lead to an artificial motion of the trajectory towards the surface, particularly at isolated terrain peaks. In this situation, the high temporal resolution increases the frequency,
at which such terrain intersecting trajectories are detected. The effect of horizontal interpolation can be
illustrated by a simple model assuming a “zig-zag” topography and a terrain following wind field, which
increases with height (Fig. 2.3). The velocity at the lowest model level is assumed to be non-zero but
terrain-following. As is well visible in Fig. 2.3, the horizontal interpolation smooths the wind field and
therefore the “online” (blue) as well as the “offline” (cyan) trajectory do not follow the terrain at a constant
distance. In the example of the “offline” trajectory this does not lead to a detected terrain intersection,
as the trajectory points up- and downwind of the peak are above topography. The online trajectory has,
due to the shorter time step, much more points and therefore the intersection even with this narrow
peak is detected.
To investigate our third point from above in more detail, we have constructed a composite of the terrain,
the trajectory elevation and the height of the lowest model level for all trajectories that hit the topography
in the case study described in sec. 3 (Fig. 2.4). In the last 200 time-steps before terrain intersection
the surface elevation as well as the lowest model level are traced along these trajectories. In addition
the elevation of the surface that would be beneath the trajectory, if it continued in the same direction
and with the same speed as during the last time steps before the terrain intersection, was computed
for the next 200 time-steps. The composite was constructed by normalising the data with the maximum
elevation along each trajectory segment and averaging. The situation revealed by the composite analysis (Fig. 2.4) shows a trajectory passing over a narrow peak, as the 400 time steps correspond to an
average travel distance of about 3 to 6 grid points. Hence the composite closely resembles the picture
constructed above with the idealised “zig-zag” topography, which indicates that horizontal interpolation
is one factor contributing to terrain intersections. The strong reduction of the time step from offline to
online calculation of trajectories increases the frequency of detection of such events and therefore explains the higher percentage of terrain intersecting trajectories.
The composite analysis indicates that the smoothing of the wind field by horizontal interpolation may
play a role, but it does not allow to rule out the other possible explanations as the formulation of the lower
boundary condition and the choice of the starting values used for the fix point iteration in the Petterssen
scheme. Another option for the lower boundary condition would be to use u = v = w = 0 m s−1 at
z = 0 m. This no-slip lower boundary condition may reduce the number of trajectories hitting the topography, but it also may decrease the velocity of the trajectories very close to the surface to almost zero.
This would stop the trajectories and therefore result in an undesired virtual loss of air parcels similar to
terrain intersections. In order to test the effect of an altered formulation of the lower boundary condition,
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we implemented the no-slip lower boundary condition in the trajectory module. In our case study the
number of trajectories that are lost is about the same as with the original extrapolation lower boundary
condition. Also increasing in addition the number of iterations in the Petterssen scheme and using the
surface wind for the iteration, in case the trajectory is advected below the surface in an early iteration
step, has little effect on the number of lost trajectories. Further investigations of this issue could consider splitting the time step close to the surface or different choices of the starting value for the fix-point
iteration in the Petterssen scheme.
As it is rather unsatisfactory to ”lose” trajectories during the computation, for the moment being we
adopted the approach of other offline trajectory tools to artificially place every parcel hitting the topography at a point 10 m above the surface.

2.3

Parallelization and Communication

The COSMO-model employs a spatial grid decomposition for the computation on multi-processor machines, which constitutes a major difficulty for introducing the trajectory calculation: In contrast to the
Eulerian model, for which the grid points have a fixed spatial position, i.e., remain associated with a certain processor during the entire integration, trajectories have no fixed spatial position and hence may
pass from the spatial domain associated to a certain processor to another domain. This problem increases the inter-processor communication significantly, which may deteriorate the model performance
on multi-processor machines. In addition the trajectories may not be equally distributed in space at
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Figure 2.3. Illustration of the terrain intersection problem. For the calculation a zig-zag shaped topography is
assumed (black line). The wind is assumed to be terrain following and linearly increasing with elevation above
ground: The horizontal velocity is 3 m s−1 at the first level, which is 10 m above the surface and 6 m s−1 40 m
above the surface. The vertical velocity is calculated such, that the wind is terrain following on all levels. The
horizontal velocity at the surface is obtain by linear vertical extrapolation from the two levels above and the
vertical velocity at the surface is calculated from this extrapolated velocity. If the air parcel is advected below the
topography, the wind components at the surface are used. The blue line shows the calculated online trajectory
(time step of 1 s) and the cyan line an offline trajectory (time step of 5.3 min).
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Figure 2.4. Composite of the surface
elevation (green), trajectory height
(blue) and lowest model level (grey)
for all terrain intersecting trajectories in
the COSMO7 simulation of our Alpine
case study.
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each time instant, which makes it impossible to obtain a workload balance without strongly modifying
the existing COSMO-model structure. However, the effects of the workload imbalance may not strongly
affect the model performance because usually the number of operations needed on a certain processor
to compute the new trajectory positions is much smaller than the number of operations required at the
Eulerian grid points. To ensure a perfect workload balance, it would be necessary to either perform the
trajectory integration on processors, which are not associated to the domain in which the trajectory is located, or to re-assign Eulerian grid-points to different processors at each time step. In both cases parts
of the Eulerian variable fields have to be exchanged between processors during each time step. This
additional communication is computationally expensive and would offset the effect of a perfect workload
balance in almost all applications. We therefore decided to keep a fixed spatial domain decomposition
and an according association of trajectories.
The trajectory locations are stored in an array, which is a priori known to all processors. A certain
processor works only on the entries corresponding to trajectories inside its domain. However, in order
to minimise the communication, the trajectory array is only updated at the processor that performs the
integration, and in case that a trajectory passes to the domain of another processor the information is
transferred to this other processor. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1 all communications are performed when
all processors have finished the forward integration. This allows to obtain a minimum number of communication operations and therefore reduces the communication overhead. Additional communication
is required if output has to be written at a certain time step, because then the entire trajectory array
on the processor responsible for the IO has to be updated. In some cases with very few trajectories
passing between processors a complete update of the trajectory array on all processors after each time
step may be faster due to a smaller relative communicational overhead. Therefore this option is also
implemented. For all communications the MPI-library is used as in the entire COSMO-model.
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Selection of trajectory starting points

An essential choice made by the user of the online trajectory module is the specification of the starting
points of the trajectories. This is not a trivial task as no backward computation is possible and hence
an a priori knowledge of the interesting starting regions and times is required. Starting trajectories at
all grid points and time steps is not feasible for high-resolution models due to storage limitations and
because it will very strongly increase the runtime of the model. In the present version several options
to specify the starting region are available:

•
•
•
•
•

start trajectories once at each gridpoint inside a rectangular box (via namelist);
start trajectories once at user-specified coordinates (via external file);
start trajectories repeatedly at fixed locations at user-specified times (via namelist);
start trajectories repeatedly at fixed locations at a regular time interval (via namelist); and
start trajectories at different locations at different times (via external file)

A detailed description is provided in the Appendix A in chapter 3. In the module version included in the
official COSMO-model source code the first option is not available anymore, because it is covered also
by the other options.

Results from an Alpine Case Study

For a first application of the new online trajectory module we simulate the meteorological evolution over
Central Europe from 25 to 29 July 1987, which has already been investigated by Rössler et al. (1992),
Buzzi and Alberoni (1992) and Paccagnella et al. (1992).

3.1

Meteorological Situation

Between the 25 July and 27 July 1987 an upper-level trough was located over Central Europe and
the Mediterranean, which propagated slowly eastward, and mostly northwesterly flow prevailed in this
region (Fig. 3.1). On 26 July 1987 the associated surface cold front reached the Alps and was strongly
deformed due to the influence of the Alpine orography: Along the Rhone valley a strong Mistral was
observed, some portions of the cold air spilled over the Alpine ridge and induced north foehn in Ticino
and northern Italy, and finally along the eastern edge of the Alps a low-level jet formed (Buzzi and
Alberoni, 1992). As the cold air propagating around the eastern edge of the Alps met the warmer air
over the eastern Po valley, deep convection developed along the convergence line in the afternoon of
the 26 July (Buzzi and Alberoni, 1992). In addition a moderate Alpine lee cyclone developed over the
Adriatic Sea, which was influenced by the retardation and deformation of the cold front by the Alpine
ridge (Buzzi and Alberoni, 1992). For the trajectory analysis we focus on the time period during which
the cold front passes the Alps, i.e., the afternoon and evening of 26 July 1987.
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Figure 3.1. The potential vorticity distribution on the 320 K isentropic surface is shown in colours (in pvu) and
the sea level pressure field in blue contours (every 2 hPa) at 18 UTC 26 July
1987 based on the COSMO14 simulation.
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Modelling Framework

For the numerical simulations of the case study the COSMO-model version 4.17 (Baldauf et al., 2011) is
used at three different spatial resolutions: With 40 vertical levels and a horizontal grid spacing of 14 km
(0.125◦ , 195 x 200 grid points, COSMO14) and 7 km (0.0625◦ , 390 x 400 grid points, COSMO7), and with
60 vertical levels and a horizontal grid spacing of 2.2 km (0.02◦ , 1190 x 1220 grid points, COSMO2.2),
respectively. The spacing of the vertical levels ranges from approximately 16 m (13 m) close to the surface to 2800 m (1190 m) at 23 km, i.e. the model top, with an average of 582 km (388 m) for COSMO14
and COSMO7 (COSMO2.2). The domain reaches from approximately 30 ◦ N to 55 ◦ N and from 7 ◦ W
to 25 ◦ E, with the pole of the rotated grid lying at 47.5 ◦ N and −171.5 ◦ E. We employ the standard
model set-up of the Swiss weather service except for the microphysical parameterisation, for which
the two-moment scheme with 6 hydrometeor class by Seifert and Beheng (2006) is used. Turbulence,
soil processes and radiation are parameterised in all simulations. For the COSMO2.2 simulation only
shallow convection is parameterised, while in the other simulations also deep convection is parameterised with the Tiedtke convection scheme. The time step is 20 s for COSMO2.2 and 40 s for the two
other setups. The boundary and initial conditions for COSMO14 and COSMO7 are derived from the
ERA40 reanalysis with a spatial resolution of T159 (Uppala et al., 2005), while COSMO2.2 is driven
by the COSMO7 simulation. Therefore the COSMO2.2 simulation is performed over a slightly smaller
geographical domain. The COSMO14 and COSMO7 simulations are started at 0 UTC 25 July 1987,
COSMO2.2 is started 2 hours later. All simulations end at 0 UTC 29 July 1987. To assess the computational performance each simulation is performed twice, once with and once without the online trajectory
module.
At 2 UTC 25 July 1987 in total 24 615 trajectories are started over the British Isles at each grid point
between 50 ◦ N and 54 ◦ N and −5 ◦ E and 2 ◦ E and each model level from the surface up to 5 km. According to the distribution of vertical levels in the Gal-Chen hybrid coordinate system this gives about
twice as many trajectories starting below 2 km than above.
A comparison of the sea-level pressure, temperature and precipitation evolution simulated by the
COSMO-model with the analysis by Buzzi and Alberoni (1992) and Paccagnella et al. (1992) reveals a
reasonable performance for all simulations (not shown). The developing lee cyclone is slightly shallower
than in the observations and the convection over the eastern Po valley starts about three hours later.
Nevertheless, the essential meso-scale phenomena like the foehn flow, a strong mistral and the strong
low level jet around the eastern edge of the Alpine ridge are well captured in the COSMO simulations.
For the evaluation of the trajectory module we also compute offline trajectories with LAGRANTO for
each model simulation. The offline trajectories are started at the same points and time as the online
trajectories. For the integration of the offline trajectories the wind fields from the COSMO simulations
are used at output intervals of one, three and six hours and the integration time step is set to one twelfth
of this time interval. Similarly as for the online trajectory calculation, air parcels are placed 10 m above
the surface, if they are advected below ground.

3.3

Computational Performance of the Online Trajectory Module

To assess the computational performance of the COSMO-model with the online trajectory module we
use the model simulations performed for the Alpine case study described in the previous section. The
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Table 3.1. Relative runtime increase with respect to the named reference simulation for COSMO-model simulations with the online trajectory module for 24 615 trajectories and 10 trace variables. The simulations were run
using 16 processors (COSMO14 and COSMO7) or 128 processors (COSMO2.2).

without traj. module (ref.: COSMO14 without traj.)
with traj. module (ref.: COSMO14 without traj.)
with traj. module (ref.: simulation without traj.)

∆x = 14 km
0.00
0.264
0.264

∆x = 7 km
3.16
3.45
0.0681

∆x = 2.2 km
13.2
13.6
0.0366

number of processors varies with the spatial resolution of the simulation to obtain reasonable runtimes:
16 for the 14 km and 7 km simulations and 128 for the 2.2 km simulation, respectively. In addition to the
position, 10 additional variables are traced along the online trajectories and all variables are written to
the output files every model time step. 22 three-dimensional and 14 two-dimensional Eulerian variables
are written to output files every model hour.
The results from this performance test are summarised in Table 3.1. For this specific set-up the runtime
increase due to the trajectory module is below 30 % for the 14 km simulation, and the impact of the trajectory calculation on the runtime decreases to a few percent for the higher-resolution simulations. This
is because the number of trajectories remains constant while the number of grid points is much larger.
The observed runtime increase is not due to the integration of the trajectory equation itself, which is
computationally cheap to solve, but is mainly caused by additional writing of output, the additional communication between processors and probably in some cases also by the extensive interpolation of trace
variables. Of course the expected runtime increase strongly depends on the number of trajectories, the
number of traced variables and the number of processors. In general the observed run time increase is
satisfactorily small in this test case.

3.4

Comparison of Online and Offline Trajectories

The most prominent meso-scale flow features identified by Buzzi and Alberoni (1992), the flow splitting
at the Alps with strong low-level wind on either side of the mountain range and the north foehn flow with
a particularly strong outflow from the Simplon-Gotthard region, are well captured by the online and offline trajectory calculations (Fig. 3.2, foehn trajectories are those passing close to the black cross in both
panels). Another interesting feature revealed by the trajectory analysis is the strongly ascending branch
of air over eastern Europe, which is associated with ascent ahead of the upper-level trough. Its passage over Central Europe is accompanied by trajectories suddenly changing direction from southeast
to northeast and rising as for instance also observed over the eastern Alps (trajectories rising above
5 km in Fig. 3.2). A first qualitative impression of the differences between online and offline trajectories
can be obtained from Fig. 3.2: While on first order the flow patterns of the online (Fig. 3.2b) and the
offline trajectories based on three-hourly output (Fig. 3.2a) agree quite well, significant differences are
observable if sub-synoptic scale flow patterns are considered. For instance the flow around Corsica
shows a much more detailed flow structure in the online trajectories, the ratio of trajectories passing
over and around the Massif Central, the Pyrenees and the Alps varies quite strongly and over the Po
valley the westward curvature of the online trajectories that crossed the Alps is much stronger than that
of the equivalent offline trajectories.
To obtain a more thorough assessment of the path of air parcels calculated from wind fields with dif-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2. Offline trajectories based
on three-hourly output (a) and online trajectories (b) calculated for a
COSMO2.2 simulation. Only trajectories starting south of 8.5 ◦ N (rotated
coordinates) and between 1400 m and
1500 m altitude are shown.
The
colours denote the height of the trajectories above sea-level (in meters). The
trajectories that pass close to the black
cross are the foehn trajectories in both
panels.

ferent temporal resolutions, trajectories starting at the same location are compared by calculating the
average horizontal and vertical transport deviation (AHT D and AV T D ). These distance measures
are frequently used in the literature to quantify the differences of trajectories in different data sets (e.g.,
Rolph and Draxler, 1990; Stohl, 1998). The AHT D describes the average over N trajectories of the
horizontal distance between each trajectory calculated with two data sets as a function of time:
N
0.5
1 X
AHT D(t) =
{Xn (t) − xn (t)}2 + {Yn (t) − yn (t)}2
N

(3.1)

n=1

where (xn , yn ) is the position of the nth reference trajectory and (Xn , Yn ) the position of the nth test
trajectory. The AV T D is calculated with a similar equation for the trajectory heights zn and Zn instead
of the horizontal position. Note that, AHT D and AV T D only indicate the mean deviation of all pairs
at a certain time. The sensitivity of trajectories with the same starting point to the temporal resolution
of the wind field data can vary substantially with the flow features they encounter during their path: As
illustrated in Fig. 3.3 online and offline trajectories sometimes take almost the same path, while at other
occasions they diverge strongly and spread over entire Europe. It seems that the closer to the starting
point a sensitive flow situation is encountered, the larger is the final deviation. For instance the strongly
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diverging trajectory bundle shown in Fig. 3.3 (solid lines) enters a convective region off the coast of
northern France. In this case the representation of small-scale vertical velocity structures strongly influences the final three-dimensional path of the parcel. The other set of trajectories shown in Fig. 3.3
(dashed-dotted lines) does not encounter such a sensitive situation and remains fairly coherent.
AHT D and AV T D were computed with the online trajectories as the reference data set and offline
trajectories as the test data set for all spatial and temporal resolutions used in this case study (Fig. 3.4).
In addition online trajectories for simulations with different spatial resolutions are compared to assess
the influence of a changing horizontal model resolution (Fig. 3.4, red lines). In all cases the AHT D
increases more or less steadily with increasing simulation time, which can be explained by the increasing divergence of the trajectories once they enter specific flow regions. The AV T D increase is much
less steady, which is probably due to the more localised structure of strong vertical winds; the strongest
increases in AV T D occur during times, when many trajectories pass over steep topography.
Comparing the AHT D and AV T D evolution for the same spatial resolution, but different data input
frequencies for the offline trajectories (same line style in cyan, green and blue in Fig. 3.4) indicates a
weaker deviation between offline and online trajectories with increasing temporal resolution of the wind
fields used for the offline trajectories: For instance, if COSMO7 results are considered, the AHT D after
24 h (48 h) is 127 km (393 km) for six-hourly offline trajectories, 97 km (329 km) for three-hourly offline
trajectories and 61 km (256 km) for one-hourly offline trajectories. For the spatial resolution of the wind
fields the opposite behaviour is observed: AHT D and AV T D are smallest for the COSMO14 simulation and largest for the COSMO2.2 simulation: For example, if one-hourly offline trajectories are used
as reference, the AHT D after 24 h (48 h) is 50 km (214 km) for COSMO14 based trajectories, 61 km
(256 km) for COSMO7 and 133 km (444 km) for COSMO2.2. This is most likely related to the differences
in atmospheric dynamics depending on the spatial resolution: While for the coarsest resolution the flow
should be largely hydrostatic, the flow in the COSMO7 simulation has a non-hydrostatic component,
and in the COSMO2.2 simulation even deep convective motion is explicitly resolved on the Eulerian
grid. The offline trajectory method performs worse in finding an accurate numerical solution to the trajectory equation if the flow is less homogeneous in space and time. A comparison of online trajectories

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3. Example comparisons of online (red) and offline trajectories based on one- (blue), three- (green)
and six-hourly (cyan) COSMO-model output starting at the same position calculated for the simulation with
∆x = 2.2 km. The two examples (solid and dashed-dotted lines) illustrate extreme cases of similar and divergent
trajectories calculated from wind data available at different temporal frequencies.
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Figure 3.4. Average horizontal (a) and vertical (b) transport deviation for different trajectory data set pairs
(AHT D and AV T D , respectively). Online trajectories are used as reference trajectories and offline trajectories
with a data input interval of 1 h (blue), 3 h (green) and 6 h (cyan) as test trajectories. This comparison is done
for horizontal resolutions of the COSMO simulation of ∆x = 14 km (dashed-dotted lines), ∆x = 7 km (dashed
lines) and ∆x = 2.2 km (solid lines). In addition online trajectories computed for different spatial resolutions are
compared, i.e., ∆x = 2.2 km vs. ∆x = 7 km (solid red line), ∆x = 2.2 km vs. ∆x = 14 km (dashed red lines)
and ∆x = 7 km vs. ∆x = 14 km (dashed-dotted red lines). The calculated AHT D(t) and AV T D(t) takes into
account all trajectories that are inside the model domain at time t in the test and reference data set.

based on COSMO-model simulations with different spatial resolutions confirms that the sensitivity of trajectories to the temporal resolution gets larger with increasing spatial resolution (red lines in Fig. 3.4):
AHT D and AV T D are smaller if the COSMO7 online trajectories are used as reference instead of
the COSMO2.2 online trajectories. Furthermore the explicit representation of deep convective motion
in COSMO2.2 has a stronger impact on trajectories than the flow differences between COSMO14 and
COSMO7. We conclude this from the fact that the AHT D and AV T D evolution for COSMO14 and
COSMO7 online trajectories as test and COSMO2.2 online trajectories as reference are very similar.
The total error after four days of forward integration is between 600 km and 900 km in the horizontal
(extrapolating the COSMO2.2 results) and between 700 m and 1000 m in the vertical. The AHT D and
AV T D values found in the comparison between online and offline trajectories are somewhat larger
than those found in other studies trying to estimate the accuracy of trajectories by comparison of different offline trajectory data sets: Rolph and Draxler (1990) found an AHT D of about 400 km–500 km
after 96 h integration for offline trajectories based on six-hourly input data and Kröner (2011) found
an AHT D between 300 km–600 km after 96 h integration for offline trajectories based on three-hourly
and six-hourly input data. The discrepancy may have three reasons: First, both cited studies used
wind fields with much coarser spatial resolutions (50 km to 360 km) than applied here and it is obvious
from our results that the errors are smaller if wind fields with coarser spatial resolution are considered.
Secondly, Rolph and Draxler (1990) and Kröner (2011) averaged trajectories from different synoptic
conditions and over different regions (North America respectively the entire Northern Hemisphere) for
their comparison. This is anticipated to reduce the average error, as many meteorological conditions
are less complex and variable than the crossing of a cold front over the Alps. Finally, they used offline
trajectories based on one-hourly wind data as reference data set for their evaluation, which are potentially affected by significant errors. In our case study we found that using offline trajectories based on
one-hourly wind data as reference decreases the final AHT D by about 50 km to 100 km and the final
AV T D by about 50 m to 100 m (not shown).
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Figure 3.5. Histogram of the height difference of the trajectories between the southern and the northern side of
the Alps (a & c) and of the height of the trajectories on the southern side of the Alps (b & d). In panels (a) and
(b) the distribution of heights is compared for online trajectories based on simulations with different horizontal
resolutions and in panels (c) and (d) online and offline trajectories based on COSMO2.2 are compared.

3.5

Foehn Flow over the Alps

The analysis of the online and offline trajectories indicates that the differences are particularly large for
meso-scale flow features. Because trajectories have been used quite frequently to study orographic
flows in the Alps (e.g., Kljun et al., 2001; Würsch, 2009; Roch, 2011), we decided to perform a more
detailed analysis of the representation of the north foehn flow in the different trajectory data sets. In
each data set all trajectories that reached a minimum elevation below 1500 m over the Po valley after
crossing the Alps were selected as foehn trajectories.
One of the most interesting features of the trajectories is the change in elevation across the Alpine
ridge, which has significant implications for the long-standing discussion about foehn mechanisms (e.g.,
Steinacker, 2006; Drobinski et al., 2007). The elevation change of trajectories across the Alpine ridge
is computed by subtracting the minimum elevation of the foehn trajectories over the Po valley from their
minimum elevation over the Swiss Plateau. For most foehn trajectories in all of our trajectory data sets
this elevation change (Fig. 3.5) is positive, which means that the majority of air parcels contributing to
the foehn event descended during the passage of the Alpine ridge. However, the distribution of the
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elevation change varies on the one hand with the horizontal resolution of the model, but on the other
hand also with the data input frequency used for the trajectory calculation (Fig. 3.5a & c): For the
online trajectories based on the 14 km simulation the distribution is strongly peaked with a maximum
around 1500 m, but for the simulations with higher horizontal resolution the distribution becomes flatter
and the maximum shifts to about 800 m–1000 m. If different offline and online trajectory data sets are
compared, the shape of the distribution changes strongly: Offline trajectories based on six- and threehourly output data show a rather flat distribution of the elevation change, but for offline trajectories
based on one-hourly output data and online trajectories there is a clear peak around 800 m–1000 m
elevation change. As the number of foehn trajectories varies from data set to data set, also normalised
distributions were analysed (not shown). The normalisation has no effect on the qualitative differences
in the distribution between data sets.
The comparison of the distributions of elevation south of the Alps (Fig. 3.5b & d) for different data input
frequencies shows a similar pattern as for the elevation change across the Alps. However, here the
distribution for offline trajectories based on one-hourly output data and for online trajectories differs
significantly for elevations below 500 m: While the online trajectories show a structure reminiscent of
a low-level jet with a core just below 500 m, no such features is visible in the other data sets. This
”low-level jet” is only captured in the COSMO2.2 online trajectories, at lower temporal resolution the
distribution is flatter or the maximum is shifted to higher elevations. The differences in the distribution
for online trajectories from COSMO-model simulations with different spatial resolutions reflect to a large
degree the representation of the low-level jet in the Eulerian model. It becomes clear that for highresolution simulations online trajectories are very beneficial for capturing and illustrating the physical
processes related to foehn flow.

Potential and Challenges

A new module for the non-hydrostatic numerical weather prediction model COSMO has been developed, which calculates air mass trajectories using the grid-scale model wind field at every time step
during the integration of the Eulerian model. With this method no temporal interpolation of the wind
field data is required and the trajectory equation is integrated with a very small time step corresponding
to the Eulerian model time step. Such a small time step as well as the elimination of the temporal interpolation should make the numerical solution of the trajectory equation more accurate. The new module
was tested by simulating an Alpine north foehn event in July 1987, which exhibited a rich meso-scale
phenomenology along the Alpine ridge. Although it is not possible in this study to objectively verify
trajectories with measurements, we can conclude that the pattern of the online trajectories is physically
meaningful, compares well with offline trajectories on the synoptic scale and resolves many important
flow phenomena on the meso-scale. The latter are in general not well represented by offline trajectories, particularly if they are based on low-frequency output data. Capturing smaller scale fluctuations
in the wind field does not only add additional details to the trajectories, but also alters their path significantly over the entire simulated period: For our Alpine foehn case study, after 96 h forward integration
an offline trajectory is on average displaced by about 600 km–900 km in the horizontal (AHT D ) and by
about 700 m–1000 m in the vertical (AV T D ) compared to the online trajectory with the same starting
point.
Besides the clear advantages of the online approach, there are also several challenges that should be
kept in mind: First of all the COSMO-model cannot be used in backward mode, which means that only
forward trajectories can be calculated online. This may complicate studies seeking the explanation of a
certain point observation with the help of the history of the sampled air parcel, as for instance frequently
done in air pollution (e.g., Forrer et al., 2000) or cloud studies (e.g., Haag and Kärcher, 2004). A related difficulty is the choice of the starting points in general. Some a priori knowledge about interesting
meteorological phenomena and their spatio-temporal occurrence is needed to define the starting points
before starting the model simulation. This problem may be negligible for problems dealing for instance
with the dispersion of a pollutant from a fixed point source, but is not always trivial for other studies.
An unexpected challenge, tied to the numerical implementation, relates to terrain intersecting trajectories: While one would expect a decrease of the number of terrain intersecting trajectories with a
decreasing time step, we observed an increase in the online trajectory data set compared to the offline
trajectories based on one-hourly model output. A composite analysis suggests that this is caused by
the combination of the still required horizontal interpolation, the decrease of the time step leading to
more data points along the trajectory and narrow topography peaks. Another possible reason is the
formulation of the lower boundary condition, which at the moment is obtained by vertical extrapolation
from the two lowest model levels. A no-slip lower boundary condition has also been tested, but the
number of trajectories, that either hit the topography or get stuck close to the surface due to the zero
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Figure 4.1. Online trajectory ascending in a deep convective cloud in the COSMO2.2 simulation over the southern
Po valley in the evening of 26 July 1987. The colours denote the position of the trajectory relative to the W-E
oriented vertical section at 45◦ (yellow: in the plane, red: further north, magenta: further south). The colour
shading shows the total hydrometeor content in g kg−1 and the contours indicate vertical velocity (solid: upward
motion, dashed: downward motion) at 20 UTC 26 July 1987, which is the model output time step closest to the
ascent of the parcel.

wind velocity at the surface, remains almost unaltered. Other not yet explored potential remedies for
this problem are a split of the integration time step close to the surface or different starting values of the
iteration in the Petterssen scheme. At the moment the unsatisfactory loss of trajectories due to ground
intersection is avoided by artificially placing these trajectories again 10 m above the surface. This solution is convenient, but for the future we hope to find a more physically justified numerical solution to this
problem.
An essential property of the described online trajectory module is the neglect of sub-grid scale processes in the solution of the trajectory equation, which impacts potential applications of the module. Lagrangian parcel models as our online trajectory module have different strengths and weaknesses compared to Lagrangian particle dispersion models (LPDM), which explicitly include diffusive processes:
The Lagrangian parcel model represents the average properties of an air parcel with a typical volume
of a grid cell. The motion of such an air parcel represent the mean of a particle plume starting within
a grid box in a Lagrangian particle model. As noted for instance by Stevens et al. (1996) and utilised
in trajectory-based moisture source diagnostics (Sodemann et al., 2008), the time average result of
mixing is represented on the scale of gridboxes along parcel trajectories. Therefore on temporal scales
corresponding to the gridspacing and the advection velocity, the variation in a finite size box is well
captured by the parcel model. If subgrid-scale variations and according timescales are the focus of the
study, then Lagrangian particle dispersion models are the tool of choice. Note that then a much larger
number of particles must be calculated (compared to the number of parcels with our approach) in order
to statistically sample the subgrid-scale variations. For instance, as illustrated by Stevens et al. (1996)
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in a study on timescales in non-precipitating stratocumulus clouds, a microphysical box model driven
with a Lagrangian parcel model may have problems at cloud edges as warming and drying rates of
individual parcels may be too strong due to the neglect of subgrid-scale variations in humidity and temperature. Nevertheless parcel models are successfully used in the literature for Lagrangian analyses
of LES simulations (Yeo and Romps, 2013). In contrast to LPDM they allow to study the influence of
non-resolved mixing be it from parameterisations or numerical diffusion on the mean properties of air
parcels. In addition, as Yeo and Romps (2013) pointed out, air parcel trajectories ensure a constant
mass of dry air associated with the trajectory, while this is not the case if subgrid-scale velocities are
additionally taken into account.
In addition it is important to keep in mind that the represented processes using mean-wind trajectories
strongly depend on the grid-spacing and hence differ between LES and NWP applications: While it may
be inappropriate (or impossible) to study deep convection with a Lagrangian parcel model in a NWP
model that does not resolve convective processes, it is justified in convection resolving models. Online
trajectories aim to represent the motion of air parcels as accurately as possible, according to the resolved scale wind field. Thereby the air parcels are not regarded as closed boxes, but are permeable for
subgrid-scale motions, which the model does not aim to represent explicitly. If the latter is the objective
of a study, then Lagrangian particle models must be used. The differentiation between sub-grid scale
processes and the resolved wind is fundamental, although it relates to different scales and processes
for different model resolutions.
Despite the challenges associated with the online computation of trajectories, this novel possibility
for performing Lagrangian studies is supposed to be useful for high resolution simulations and even
mandatory for studying atmospheric phenomena with short temporal and spatial scales, as for instance
orographic flows or deep convection. There the advent of convection-resolving weather and climate
predictions in combination with the calculation of online trajectories can lead to novel insight into the
evolution of convective weather systems. For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1 online trajectories can
capture the rapid ascent in cumulonimbus clouds from the boundary layer to the upper troposphere
and even provide enough data points during the ascent to study the in-cloud processes. Whether such
trajectories are realistic of course depends to a large degree on the quality of the underlying Eulerian
model, but such trajectories may also help to validate the Eulerian model in a more process-oriented
way. Future studies addressing this verification aspect more closely, probably also employing observational data, will be very helpful in assessing the accuracy of the online trajectories.
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PART II

Sensitivity of Orographic Precipitation to Physical
Parameters and Microphysical Scheme

Introduction

Mountain ranges cover about 25 % of the land surface on Earth (Barry, 2008) and their impact on climate, weather, clouds and precipitation is well known since ancient times (e.g., Roe, 2005). Modern
science has highlighted the impact of mountains on vertical and horizontal heat and moisture fluxes on
a global scale (e.g., McFarlane, 1987; Broccoli and Manabe, 1992) on regional to large-scale precipitation patterns (e.g., Lin, 2007; Frei and Schär, 1998; Yeh and Chen, 1998; Zängl, 2008; Garreaud, 2009;
Isotta et al., 2014) and their connection to high-impact weather (e.g., Meyers and Steenburgh, 2013).
Particularly the generation of orographic precipitation and its prediction has conceived considerable attention from the meteorological community, as precipitation generated or enhanced by orography is an
essential ingredient for floods, flash floods, snow and ice storms and is also important for water storage
and hydropower generation.
The most basic ingredients to understand orographic precipitation are well known to be the atmospheric
conditions upstream of the mountain, the dynamical response of the air flow to the mountain and the
cloud microphysical processes converting condensate to surface precipitation (Sawyer, 1956). Nevertheless, rapid progress in understanding orographic precipitation, its variability and control parameters
was not made before the last two decades due to the highly non-linear coupling of orographic flow and
microphysical processes, both of which are non-linear themselves. The representation of the relevant
dynamical and microphysical processes in numerical weather prediction models is very challenging as
it requires a spatial resolution adequate to capture the non-linear and often meso-β or meso-γ scale
structures. In addition to the high spatial resolution, sophisticated microphysical schemes are needed:
in contrast to deep convection or synoptic scale weather systems neither hydrometeor growth by vapour
deposition nor by collision-coalescence can be considered the dominant microphysical processes due
to typical vertical velocities (e.g., Stoelinga et al., 2013). These are around 1 m s−1 , which is significantly larger than in most synoptic scale weather systems and considerable smaller than the vertical
velocities typically encountered in convective systems (e.g., Stoelinga et al., 2013).
Understanding of the orographic precipitation system has made fast progress over the last two decades
partly driven by numerous field campaigns at mid-latitude mountain ranges (e.g., CASCADE (Hobbs
et al., 1971; Hobbs, 1975), SCPP (Reynolds and Dennis, 1986), COAST (Bond et al., 1997), CALJET and PACJET (Ralph et al., 1999; Neiman et al., 2002; Ralph et al., 2005), IMPROVE-II (Stoelinga
et al., 2003), MAP (Rotunno and Houze, 2007), IPEX (Schultz et al., 2002), SAP (Smith and Evans,
2007)) and by increasing computational power enabling high-resolution modelling studies (e.g., Colle
et al., 2002; Richard et al., 2007). On this basis many studies have investigated the control factors of
orographic precipitation, the aerosol impact on these clouds as well as the essential microphysical pathways for mixed-phase orographic clouds. The key findings are summarised in the following sections of
this introduction (sec. 5.1 to 5.3). As this thesis investigates stable orographic flow, the focus of the summary will be on orographic precipitation formed by stable ascent, though orographic precipitation may
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be also formed by other mechanisms (Houze, 2012). Precipitation enhancement via the seeder-feeder
mechanism is also not discussed in more detail, though several numerical and observational studies
suggest it to be important for orographic precipitation particularly over hills (e.g., Bergeron, 1949; Hill
et al., 1981; Barros and Kuligowski, 1998).
The summary shows that already many studies have investigated the sensitivity of orographic precipitation either to the microphysical parameterisation (e.g., Evans et al., 2005; Grubisic et al., 2005; Lin
and Colle, 2009; Milbrandt et al., 2010; Cossu and Hocke, 2014), to the aerosol scenario (e.g., Givati
and Rosenfeld, 2004; Lynn et al., 2007; Muhlbauer and Lohmann, 2009; Saleeby et al., 2009) or to
variations in the upstream conditions (e.g., Colle, 2004; Pathirana et al., 2005; Reeves and Rotunno,
2008; Zängl, 2008; Watson and Lane, 2012). However, to our knowledge a systematic comparison
of variations due to different upstream flow conditions, aerosol scenarios and variations due to different microphysical schemes for a single set-up and numerical weather prediction model has not yet
been performed. However, such a comparison allows to better judge the impact of uncertainties in
the representation of microphysical processes as reflected by different parameterisation on the overall
uncertainty of quantitative orographic precipitation prediction. In a real case set-up the sensitivities may
differ from the ones in idealised studies as presented here and additional sensitivities to other model
components as the turbulence parameterisation arise (e.g., Zängl, 2004a). However, idealised studies
allow to investigate the microphysics-dynamics interactions in their purest form and the effects of different microphysical parameterisation are not blurred by effects of other parameterisations.
In chapter 6 the design of the experiment is further described and the measures used to characterise
the orographic precipitation system are introduced. Chapter 7 then investigates the changes of these
measures due to variations of physical parameters, while the sensitivities to the microphysical scheme
are discussed in chapter 8. Finally the conclusions are presented in ch. 9.

5.1

Dynamic and Thermodynamic Control Parameters

The dynamic and thermodynamic properties of the upstream airflow, i.e., moisture content, flow velocity
and stability, essentially control the water vapour flux towards the mountain and together with the mountain geometry determine the terrain-forced ascent. The water vapour flux and the terrain-forced ascent
control the vapour condensation in the orographic cloud and hence the maximum amount of water that
can fall out as precipitation. The transfer from condensate to precipitation is mitigated by microphysical processes, which depend on the size of the cloud, the temperature at cloud top, the height of the
melting layer, the available condensate amount and the aerosol number density.

5.1.1

Upstream Moisture Field

The amount of orographic precipitation is to first order controlled by the moisture flux towards the mountains, i.e., the product of moisture content and upstream velocity: Neiman et al. (2002) showed, that the
hourly rain rate is well correlated to the upstream flow velocity at the mean mountain height for measurements at the Sierra Nevada. Falvey and Garreaud (2007) found a similar result for precipitation
observations in central Chile. For the Black Forest Kunz and Wassermann (2011) found a good correlation between surface precipitation and the incoming water vapour flux multiplied with the Froude number
to account for flow around regimes. The dependency of the surface precipitation on the incoming water
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vapour flux was also shown in some idealised studies (e.g., Richard et al., 1987). This relation has
been employed in some conceptual models of orographic precipitation, which assume that orographic
precipitation rate is proportional to the condensation rate. The condensation rate is assumed to be proportional to the moisture flux and the local terrain slope. The formed condensate is assumed either to
be instantly transferred to surface precipitation (Smith, 1979; Oki et al., 1991; Barros and Lettenmaier,
1993; Sinclair, 1994) or to be dispersed over the downwind area reflecting advection of hydrometeors
(Collier, 1975; Colton, 1976; Rhea, 1978; Alpert and Shafir, 1989; Hay and McCabe, 1998).
In real cases horizontal moisture gradients have been found to impact the precipitation distribution
at mountains not only by providing a heterogeneous moisture influx, but by promoting convergence
and differential uplift due to modifications of the effective stability (e.g., Rotunno and Ferretti, 2001;
Galewsky and Sobel, 2005).

5.1.2

Upstream Velocity, Stability, Mountain Height and Width

The upstream flow velocity, and the mountain height and width are essential factors for orographic precipitation as they control the vertical velocity, the total vertical lifting, and the advection time across
the obstacle. These factors were already included even in the most basic conceptual models of orographic precipitation (Bader and Roach, 1977; Rhea, 1978; Smith, 1979; Collier, 1975). Assuming no
flow around the mountain, the mountain height is directly linked to the maximum condensate amount
and an increasing upstream velocity leads to a higher moisture flux, which increases the precipitation
rate (e.g., Smith, 1979; Jiang, 2003). With large upstream velocities the hydrometeors are advected a
larger horizontal distance before they reach the surface and the precipitation maximum is shifted further downstream sometimes even to the lee, particular if light particles like ice and snow are abundant
(e.g., Hobbs et al., 1973; Roe and Baker, 2006; Zängl, 2007a). The larger downwind advection can
lead to significant losses of precipitation due to evaporation (e.g., Colle, 2004; Barstad et al., 2007). A
similar role is played by the barrier width with more precipitation falling on the windward slope for wide
mountains (e.g., Colle, 2004). The aspect ratio, i.e., the ratio between mountain height and width, is
important for the maximum vertical velocity and accordingly the production rate of condensate. The
maximum vertical velocity has been found to be decisive for the microphysical pathways: For instance,
(Colle and Zeng, 2004b) observed a transition from deposition dominated hydrometeor growth to growth
dominated by riming for decreasing ridges widths (Colle and Zeng, 2004b).
The impact of the above mentioned factors combined with the atmospheric stability becomes even more
evident and is partly modified, if the flow response to the obstacle is taken into account (e.g., Marwitz,
1980; Grabowski, 1989; Banta, 1990; Medina and Houze, 2003; Colle, 2004; Kunz and Kottmeier,
2006b; Jiang, 2007). For dry flows and a vertically homogeneous atmosphere the flow response depends only on the ratio between stability N , upstream flow velocity U0 , mountain height h and width a:
If the intrinsic oscillation frequency N is much smaller than the forced oscillation U0 /a, an evanescent
gravity wave will form, while the gravity wave propagates upstream if N  U0 /a (e.g., Lin, 2007).
Particularly in the later case there is a strong impact on orographic precipitation: The ascent region
over the windward slope is extended vertically and is increasingly tilted upwind with increasing vertical
wavelength, i.e., increasing U0 or decreasing h (Grabowski, 1989; Colle, 2004; Kunz and Kottmeier,
2006b). Particularly the upstream tilt of the gravity wave together with a reduced cross-mountain horizontal wind increases the residence time of the parcels in the updraft region and shifts the precipitation
maximum further upstream (Colle, 2004; Banta, 1990). However, as Colle (2004) pointed out, the im-
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pact on upstream precipitation depends not solely on the depth of the lifted layer but also on the vertical
velocity, i.e., a reduction in moist stability may increase the vertical wavelength but not necessarily the
precipitation due to smaller vertical motions. The impact of vertically propagating gravity waves on
precipitation may even be stronger if multiple ridges are present: the interference of gravity waves can
lead to substantial increase of the effective vertical velocity. In addition, in case of high terrain clouds
formed at upstream ridges can seed clouds further downstream. Such effects have been observed in
idealised studies using multiple two-dimensional mountains (Jiang, 2007; Colle, 2008) and in numerical
simulations of orographic precipitation events observed during IMPROVE-II (Garvert et al., 2007).
Deep gravity waves develop only, if the induced velocity perturbation is much smaller than the upstream
flow velocity. If the induced velocity perturbations are in the same order of magnitude than the upstream flow velocity non-linear effects occur, which may include upstream flow blocking and hydraulic
jump like features over the lee slope (e.g., Smith, 1979). Flow blocking was observed to have profound
impacts on orographic precipitation as it acts to effectively widen and flatten the topography (Marwitz,
1980). Similar to the impact of a wider topography, the precipitation maximum has been observed to
shift upstream, the precipitation spillover to be reduced and the domain-integrated precipitation amount
to increase in many field campaigns including CALJET, SALPEX, MAP, IPEX and others (e.g., Marwitz,
1987b; Peterson et al., 1991; Wratt et al., 1996; Doyle, 1997; Sinclair et al., 1997; Houze et al., 2001;
Neiman et al., 2002; Cox et al., 2005; Colle et al., 2005a; Hughes et al., 2009). For situations with upstream flow blocking the hydrometeor growth by collision-coalescence was observed to be reduced in
favour of vapour deposition (Medina and Houze, 2003; Pujol et al., 2005; Lascaux et al., 2006; Rotunno
and Houze, 2007).
The transition between blocked and unblocked flow as well as the depth of the developing gravity wave
depend strongly on the stability of the atmosphere. The effective stability is difficult to calculate in moist
flow, as it is affected by latent heat release during phase transitions of water (e.g., Barcilon et al., 1979;
Durran and Klemp, 1982b; Miglietta and Buzzi, 2001). In general latent heating acts to reduce the static
stability of the air and therefore shifts the onset of blocking to larger mountain heights (for a constant
upstream velocity) (e.g., Durran and Klemp, 1982b; Jiang, 2003; Reeves and Rotunno, 2008). Some
studies suggest it is sufficient to replace the dry static stability with the moist static stability (Fraser
et al., 1973; Barcilon et al., 1979; Durran and Klemp, 1982a), but some later studies showed that the
response, particularly in the presence of large moisture amounts, may be more complex (e.g., Jiang,
2003; Miglietta and Rotunno, 2005; Miglietta and Rotunno, 2006; Kunz and Wassermann, 2011). The
reason for this complexity is that latent heat release occurs only in regions where saturation is reached
and this in turn depends on the vertical displacement field and hence the stability, both of which are
influenced by the latent heat release itself. Jiang and Doyle (2009) showed additionally that the vertical
position of the moist layer matters for its impact on mountain wave dynamics. The impact of latent heat
release on orographic flow, particularly its role in reducing upstream blocking, has been observed in
several case-studies at different mountain ranges around the world (e.g., Ferretti et al., 2000; Rotunno
and Ferretti, 2001; Galewsky and Sobel, 2005; Ralph et al., 2005; Jiang and Doyle, 2009; Kaplan et al.,
2012). Furthermore, besides reducing the effective stability, microphysical processes such as evaporation and melting can also act to enhance blocking and stable air pools by diabatic cooling (e.g., Marwitz,
1987a; Steiner et al., 2003; Bousquet and Smull, 2003; Colle et al., 2005a).
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Surface Temperature and Height of Melting Layer

Another parameter influencing the amount and distribution of orographic precipitation is the surface
temperature: It influences (i) the maximum water vapour flux towards the mountain due to the temperature dependence of the saturation vapour pressure, (ii) the temperatures inside the cloud and hence
the phase of the water substance and the efficiency of freezing, and (iii) the height of the melting layer.
The effect of rising surface temperatures has been recently studied by Siler and Roe (2014) in the
context of climate change at an idealised two-dimensional ridge. They observed an upward shift of
the condensation region, an according downstream shift of the surface precipitation and an increase
of total precipitation less than the increase in water vapour content at low-levels. Particularly regarding the last observation, they argued that the precipitation amount from orographic clouds is strongly
constrained by the geometry of the flow with windward ascent and strong descent in the lee and by
the thermodynamic control on the condensation rate. Similar observations were made by Barstad et al.
(2007). In the simulations by Barstad et al. (2007) the surface precipitation additionally decreased with
increasing temperatures due to enhanced lee side evaporation of hydrometeors. Observational data
fore exceptionally warm atmospheric rivers interacting with the Cascades and the Sierra Nevada show
a pattern consistent with a leeward shift of the precipitation maximum for increasing surface temperatures as found in numerical simulations (Underwood et al., 2009).
While the above mentioned studies all employed a warm rain microphysical parameterization, Miglietta
and Rotunno (2006) included additionally also mixed-phase processes. Most importantly in their experiments the surface precipitation increased towards lower temperatures despite a lower moisture content,
which they related to changes in microphysical pathways. Raising surface temperatures increase the
melting layer height, which modifies the relative importance of warm- and mixed-phase microphysical
processes (e.g., Yuter and Houze, 2003; Colle, 2004; Kirshbaum and Smith, 2008). Additionally the
height of the melting layer affects the terminal fall velocities of the precipitation particles leading to a
leeward shift of the precipitation for a lower melting layer (e.g., Colle and Zeng, 2004b; Zängl, 2007a;
Minder et al., 2008; Zängl, 2008; Pavelsky et al., 2012). Zängl and Hornsteiner (2007) and Zängl
(2008) pointed out the importance of the relative height of the freezing level to the mountain height.
In idealised simulations a freezing layer height below crest height produces two precipitation maxima
before and after the mountain top (Zängl, 2008). This result may contribute to the explanation of precipitation maxima in the valleys as observed during a heavy precipitation event in the Northern Alps (Zängl
and Hornsteiner, 2007).

5.1.4

Mountain Geometry

In several case studies and three-dimensional simulations it was shown that the shape of the mountain
range can influence the orographic precipitation response. Idealised studies with circular, convex and
concave arcs showed that additional convergence zones form upstream or downstream of the crest and
that the general flow pattern may be altered compared to an infinitely long ridge (e.g., Jiang and Smith,
2003; Watson and Lane, 2012). The impact of a downstream convergence zone has been observed to
affect orographic precipitation for instance at the Olympic Mountains (Mass, 1981) and in Hawaii (Chen
and Nash, 1994).
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Microphysical Processes

Besides the upstream flow properties and the flow response to topography, microphysical processes
converting condensate to surface precipitation are important for orographic precipitation formation (e.g.,
Sawyer, 1956). The description of the conversion processes needs to consider the nucleation of liquid
and solid hydrometeors, their growth by vapour deposition and by collision-coalescence processes as
well as the gravitational settling of the hydrometeors. These processes are sensitive to a number of
parameters, including but not limited to temperature, water vapour mixing ratio and the availability of ice
and cloud nuclei. Due to their complexity and the small scale some of those processes are still poorly
constrained and their representation in numerical models is challenging (sec. 5.3).

5.2.1

Microphysical Pathways in Mixed-Phase Clouds

Particularly in mixed-phase clouds many different growth mechanisms exist (e.g., Pruppacher and
Klett, 1997), which can be loosely grouped in growth by vapour deposition and growth by collisioncoalescence. Previous studies have attempted to quantify the relative importance of these conversion
pathways both in idealised experiments and real cases.
In idealised two-dimensional simulation of a mixed-phase cloud without melting layer, Jiang and Smith
(2003) found a contribution of 60 % by riming, 23 % by aggregation and 17 % by vapour deposition to
the total snow growth rate. For a cloud with a melting layer Colle and Zeng (2004b) found a contribution
of 45 % by riming, 4 % by aggregation and 50 % by vapour deposition to the total snow and graupel
growth rate. Additionally about 41 % of the total water vapour loss was converted to rain water by
warm-rain processes, while about 48 % of the total water vapour loss was converted to snow. These
results indicate that vapour deposition and collectional growth processes are equally important for
mixed-phase orographic clouds and that significant precipitation formation can occur by warm-rain
microphysical processes. Similar results were also obtained for numerical simulations of case studies
at the Cascades (Colle and Zeng, 2004a; Colle et al., 2005b) and the Wasatch mountains (Colle et al.,
2005a).
Observational constraints on the role of different conversion pathways are difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, some studies have attempted an estimate of the contribution of riming growth (e.g., Mitchell et al.,
1990; Kalina and Puxbaum, 1994; Borys et al., 2003; Lowenthal et al., 2011): According to Stoelinga
et al. (2013) the observed values range between 17 %–60 %. Based on cloud particle images taken
onboard an aircraft, Evans et al. (2005) concluded that depositional growth was important above the
melting layer, while significant growth by accretion of cloud droplets and condensation occurred around
the melting layer.
The importance of warm-rain processes for precipitation formation in mixed-phase orographic clouds
is supported by several other observational studies: Radar observations during MAP suggest efficient
growth by accretion below the melting layer (Yuter and Houze, 2003). Observations of strong
precipitation without a detectable brightband signal in Radar data over mountainous terrain have been
interpreted to indicate efficient precipitation growth by autoconversion and accretion (White et al.,
2003; Kingsmill et al., 2006). The classification of precipitation types during CALPEX by White et al.
(2003) suggested that this so-called nonbrightband precipitation is responsible for about 28 % of the
total orographic precipitation (excluding convective events).
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Primary loss mechanisms of hydrometeors are sublimation and evaporation, which are typically very
efficient over the leeward slope (e.g., Garvert et al., 2007). Sub-cloud evaporation can additionally
reduced the surface precipitation particularly in dry continental regions (e.g., Steenburgh, 2003).

5.2.2

Influence of Aerosol Type and Number Density

The number concentration of aerosol particles affects the number of forming cloud droplets and hence
their initial size. In addition aerosols can also act as ice nuclei, which influence the formation of frozen
hydrometeors by facilitating nucleation of ice particles at comparably high temperatures. The impact
of an increased aerosol concentration on the precipitation amount is not straightforward to predict, as
the aerosols can modify the pattern of latent heat release and particularly in mixed-phase clouds their
effects on different microphysical pathways can at least partly cancel each other (e.g., Khain, 2009).
Observational studies by Rosenfeld et al. (2008) using aircraft measurements during a field campaign
over the Sierra Nevada (SUPRECIP) indicated a suppression of orographic precipitation by anthropogenic aerosols. Similar observations were reported by Rosenfeld and Givati (2006) for multiple
mountain ranges in the western US, Givati and Rosenfeld (2007) for Israel, Rosenfeld et al. (2007)
for central China, by Jirak and Cotton (2006) for the Front Range Mountains in Colorado and by Borys et al. (2000) and Borys et al. (2003) for a high-altitude research station in northwestern Colorado.
Some of these studies showed also a leeward shift of the precipitation pattern. These observations
were challenged by a study of Alpert et al. (2008), who found an increase of orographic precipitation in
Israel during the past 50 years - a period marked by a strong increase of the aerosol concentration.
The suppression of upslope precipitation for high cloud nuclei concentrations is consistently also
observed in idealised numerical simulations with warm-phase microphysics (e.g., Muhlbauer and
Lohmann, 2008). In idealised simulations by Muhlbauer and Lohmann (2008), enhanced leeward precipitation can, however, compensate the upslope precipitation reduction for strongly blocked simulations
with a secondary rainband ahead of the mountain. For mixed-phase clouds the precipitation response
depends on the capability of the aerosol particles to nucleate ice: While for higher dust particle concentrations, i.e., very good ice nuclei, an increase of orographic precipitation is observed, precipitation
changes of either sign occur for anthropogenic aerosols depending on their mixing state and hence
their impact on freezing efficiencies. Idealised simulations of mixed-phase clouds show a suppression
and leeward shift of precipitation for aerosol compositions resembling measurements in urban areas in
China (Xiao et al., 2014).
In addition to idealised two- and three-dimensional studies, some studies investigated the effect of
aerosols on orographic precipitation forming over a more realistic topography mostly for mixed-phase
clouds: Saleeby et al. (2009) and Saleeby et al. (2011) found reduced orographic precipitation in simulations over the Park Range in Northern Colorado for enhanced aerosol number densities. They attributed
the precipitation reduction to reduced riming growth of ice particles. Lynn et al. (2007) observed a similar behaviour for a two-dimensional cross-section of the Sierra Nevada for upstream relative humidities
of 70 %–80 %, while for very high upstream relative humidities of about 90 % more precipitation formed.
The high relative humidity reduces lee side evaporation and decreases the cloud base height, which
reduces the vertical velocities during aerosol activation leading to fewer and larger droplets. In the
polluted case additionally strong embedded convection forms, which may contribute to the precipitation
increase. The sensitivity of the aerosol impact to the relative humidity and the cloud base height were
corroborated by simulations of Carrió and Cotton (2014), who found a reduction of supercooled driz-
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zle formation and a subsequent enhanced riming leading to more surface precipitation in case of high
aerosol number densities and low (warm) cloud bases.
While the numerical experiments discussed above essentially compare single events with fixed upstream conditions, Zubler et al. (2011) systematically varied the upstream conditions for the assessment
of aerosol impacts on mixed-phase precipitation over the Alps by using more than 200 stably stratified
upstream sounding profiles. On average the surface precipitation was found to decrease mostly due
to less liquid precipitation in simulations with high aerosol concentrations. The frozen precipitation response is very variable from case to case, but on average frozen precipitation increased. Zubler et al.
(2011) showed further that in cases with a strong sensitivity to the aerosol concentration warm-phase
microphysical processes dominate in the cloud, while in ice-dominated clouds riming and more efficient
freezing offset the effect from reduced cloud droplet sizes. According to this strong sensitivity to the
freezing and riming efficiencies and the dominance or cancelation of different processes, the sensitivity
of the precipitation response to the representation of mixed-phase microphysical processes in different
models has been found to be large, at least for an idealised setup (Muhlbauer et al., 2010).

5.3

Modeling Uncertainties and Microphysical Parameterisations

The above review on control factors of orographic precipitation illustrates that numerical modelling is an
important tool for advancing our understanding of orographic precipitation. This is particularly due to
the difficulties to obtain representative measurements in complex topography (e.g., Banta et al., 2013).
Other advantages of numerical experiments are the possibilities to assess sensitivities to modifications
of a single parameter and to quantify individual process rates. However, the question how well numerical models are able to represent orographic flow and precipitation should be critically addressed.
Many studies have shown that state-of-the-art non-hydrostatic models can produce realistic precipitation distributions, if a horizontal resolution higher than about 5 km is used (e.g., Colle and Mass,
2000; Mass et al., 2002; Benoit et al., 2002; Grubisic et al., 2005; Richard et al., 2007; Zängl, 2007b;
Hohenegger et al., 2008). In contrast quantitative precipitation predictions are much more challenging: Comparisons between model simulations and observations at many different mountain ranges
revealed systematic under- and overestimation of precipitation by different models (e.g., Colle et al.,
1999; Garvert et al., 2005a; Grubisic et al., 2005; Richard et al., 2007; Minder et al., 2008; Lin and
Colle, 2009; Barstad and Caroletti, 2013).
As orographic precipitation is influenced by many different processes and scales, there are many potentially problematic components in numerical models: the specification of initial and upstream boundary
conditions and data assimilation (e.g., Falvey and Beavan, 2002; McMurdie and Mass, 2004; Grubisic
et al., 2005; Marcus et al., 2007), the mass conservation in the advection scheme (e.g., Hahn and Mass,
2009; Lin and Colle, 2009), the formulation of horizontal diffusion and the vertical coordinate system
(e.g., Zängl, 2004b; Awan et al., 2011), the boundary-layer and convection parameterisations (e.g.,
Zängl, 2004b; Awan et al., 2011) and the representation of microphysical processes (e.g., Thompson
et al., 2004; Zängl, 2004b; Garvert et al., 2005b; Woods et al., 2007; Milbrandt et al., 2010).
The representation of moist processes may be particularly important, because moist processes contribute strongly to intrinsic error growth and hence may limit the predictability of orographic precipitation
(Hohenegger et al., 2006). Therefore the uncertainties introduced by the microphysical parameterisation have received much attention in the past decade, also because more complex parameterisations
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have become computationally feasible. The performance of several more or less sophisticated microphysical parameterisations has been tested for real cases (e.g., Colle et al., 2005b; Colle et al.,
2005a; Grubisic et al., 2005; Evans et al., 2005; Woods et al., 2007; Lin and Colle, 2009; Awan et al.,
2011) and comparisons of microphysical parameterisations in idealised setups have been performed
(e.g., Thompson et al., 2004; Miglietta and Rotunno, 2006; Muhlbauer et al., 2010; Cossu and Hocke,
2014). Additionally, dedicated sensitivity tests of individual parameterisation components have been
performed, for instance regarding the autoconversion scheme (Zängl et al., 2010), the number of used
moments (Milbrandt et al., 2010), the mass-diameter relationship of snow (Woods et al., 2007), ice initiation, graupel formation and representation (Thompson et al., 2004) and many others. The most critical
issues for orographic precipitation turned out to be related to the fall speeds of snow, the degree of riming, the size distributions of snow and graupel, the representation of melting processes, ice initiation,
condensation, and autoconversion and depositional growth rates of snow (Colle et al., 2013; Stoelinga
et al., 2003). While an adequate, sophisticated microphysical parameterisation becomes more important with increasing model resolution (Zängl, 2007b), the other problems named above can be equally
important for the model performance (e.g., Zängl, 2004b; Awan et al., 2011).

Methodology

The major aim of this part is a systematic characterisation of the sensitivities of the stable orographic
precipitation system to variations in the upstream flow properties and the microphysical parameterisation, i.e., one major uncertainty in modelling orographic precipitation. For this purpose quasi
two-dimensional simulations of orographic precipitation at a bell-shaped hill were performed with the
COSMO-model (Baldauf et al., 2011). The parameter space controlling orographic precipitation is huge
and therefore only a more or less representative sub-sample of all possible combinations can be investigated. The upstream flow properties for the simulations discussed in this part are chosen such as to
sample different dynamical regimes (F rh ≈ 0.38–2.31), different temperature regimes for the microphysical processes (pure warm-phase clouds and mixed-phase clouds with and without melting layer)
as well as continental and maritime aerosol scenarios. In addition to the variation in upstream conditions, the sensitivity to different microphysical parameterisations was tested by using the two-moment
scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2006) and the operational one-moment scheme of the COSMO-model
(Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006) with different formulations of the warm-rain microphysics (Kessler scheme
Kessler (1969) and one-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001)). In total 100 simulations were
conducted. A more detailed description of the model set-up is presented in Appendix B in section 4.1.1.

Non-dimensional Eulerian Variables
The large-scale effect of a mountain on the atmospheric moisture content can be quantified by the
difference in the column integrated moisture content on the upstream and the downstream side. This
most general measure of the efficiency of orographic precipitation is described by the drying ratio DR
(e.g., Smith, 2003):

DR = 1 −

P
Fout
=
Fin
Fin

(6.1)

where Fout and Fin are the column integrated moisture fluxes on the upstream and downstream side
of the mountain and P is the area-integrated surface precipitation rate. The drying ratio describes the
fraction of the incoming moisture flux that is rain-out across the mountain (Fig. 6.2a).
To yield further insight in the processes controlling the drying ratio, it can be decomposed in efficiencies
for different processes, i.e., microphysical and dynamical contributions (Barstad et al., 2007). In a
first step the drying ratio can be decomposed in the fraction of incoming moisture, which is condensing
(condensation ratio CR), and the fraction of this condensate, which is converted to surface precipitation
(precipitation efficiency P E ):

DR =

P
C P
=
·
= CR · P E
Fin
Fin C

(6.2)
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Figure 6.1. Schemata of the cloud microphysical processes as assumed for the formulation of the nondimensional Eulerian variables by Barstad et al. (2007) (a) and in this thesis (b). The boxes indicate the “reservoir”
species, while the arrows symbolise the conversion processes.

where C is the volume-integrated condensation rate. The first term, CR, quantifies the fraction of incoming water vapour that actually condenses over the mountain (dark blue arrows in Fig. 6.2a). Therefore the CR summarises the part of the system strongly controlled by thermodynamics and the flow
response: The amount of condensation depends on the decrease of the saturation vapour pressure with
temperature and the vertical lifting. The latter is in the context of stable orographic flow essentially controlled by the dry dynamic flow response to the obstacle modified by potential latent heat release due to
condensation (e.g., Jiang, 2003). The second term, P E , in turn describes the fraction of the cloud condensate that is removed by gravitational settling (red arrows in Fig. 6.2a). The P E embraces the more
microphysical parts of the orographic precipitation problem, as the conversion of the condensate to
surface precipitation is strongly controlled by the growth of hydrometeors through collision-coalescence
and vapour deposition and their fall velocities. In addition this term is modified by evaporation of the
hydrometeors in the downstream sub-saturated area.
The precipitation efficiency still summarises many different processes and it is therefore interesting
to further decompose this term. Assuming a simplified microphysical representation with a nonsedimenting (condensate) and a sedimenting (hydrometeor) water particle class (Fig. 6.1a), Barstad
et al. (2007) suggested the following decomposition of P E :

PE =

H P
P
=
·
= CE · F E
C
C H

(6.3)

where H is the volume-integrated formation rate of sedimenting hydrometeors (in case of a warmphase cloud the sum of autoconversion and accretion rate). The first term, the conversion efficiency
CE quantifies the fraction of cloud condensate that is converted, e.g., by autoconversion and accretion, to particles heavy enough to have a significant fall speed (green arrow in Fig. 6.2b). As cloud
condensate is assumed to have zero fall speed, only this fraction of the condensate can potentially
contribute to surface precipitation. The second term, the fallout efficiency F E , describes the fraction of
the hydrometeors that actually reach the surface as precipitation and does not evaporate aloft (orange
arrows in Fig. 6.2b).
While the simplified microphysics assumed by Barstad et al. (2007) is appropriate for warm-phase orographic clouds, the interpretation of the individual terms is not straightforward for ice- and mixed-phase
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clouds: In these clouds the H term additionally contains the vapour deposition rates, as they contribute directly to the growth of precipitable hydrometeors, and one has to account for back conversion
to smaller hydrometeor particles for instance by ice multiplication or shedding during riming. In the
decomposition according to equation 6.3 the conversion efficiency measures the fraction of condensate
transferred to sedimenting hydrometeors, while the fall-out efficiency allows to quantify the influence of
evaporation on the falling hydrometeors. Particularly, the conversion efficiency is only interesting, if a
cloud contains at least one hydrometeor with negligible sedimentation velocity: This is clearly the case
in warm-phase orographic clouds, where the cloud droplets are usually not considered to sediment. For
ice-phase clouds this would require a negligible sedimentation velocity of ice crystals, an assumption
that is not shared by all microphysical schemes. In ice- and mixed-phase clouds the interpretation of
the conversion and fall-out efficiency is additionally complicated by the different sedimentation velocities of graupel, snow, ice and rain and the multiple for- and backward conversions between the different
hydrometeor types. Because they can be very interesting to investigate the behaviour of different microphysical schemes, an extended decomposition is proposed:

Pc Pr
Pi Ps Pg
+
+
+
+
C C
C  C
C

Px
Cx Sx + Cx
Lx
Px
=
1−
C
C
Cx
S x + Cx S x + Cx − Lx

PE =

= CFx SRx−1 (1 − LRx ) F Ex

(6.4)

where Px is the domain-integrated surface precipitation due to hydrometeor type x, Cx the volumeintegrated deposition/condensation rate, Sx the volume-integrated growth, and Lx the volumeintegrated loss terms for hydrometeor type x. This formulation converges to the Barstad et al. (2007) formulation, if P Ec = P Ei = P Es = P Eg = 0, Cr = Lr = 0 and Sr = H . In this case: CFx SRx = CE
and F Ex = F E .
The first two non-dimensional numbers characterise the formation processes of hydrometeor type x
(left arrow in Fig. 6.2c). The first non-dimensional number, the condensation fraction CFx , describes
the fraction of the total condensation rate, which is condensing on the considered hydrometeor type x.
CFx varies between 0 and 1, where CFx = 1 means that water vapour condenses only on hydrometeor
species x and CFx = 0 that the considered hydrometeor type does not grow by condensation/deposition. The second term, the source ration SRx , describes the partitioning of the total growth rate of x
into condensation/deposition and other processes, i.e., collision-coalescence. SRx = 0 indicates that
the considered hydrometeor type grows only by condensation/deposition and SRx = 1 that it grows
only by collision-coalescence processes.
The remain terms characterise the sinks of hydrometeor type x, i.e., collection by another hydrometeor
type, breakup, evaporation and sedimentation (right arrow in Fig. 6.2c). The loss ratio LRx quantifies
the fraction of the formed hydrometeor, that is lost due to collection by other hydrometeors and breakup.
A value of 1 mean that the net production rate of hydrometeor type x is zero, whereas a value of 0 indicates that the hydrometeor type x only has source terms except for sedimentation and evaporation.
The last term, fallout efficiency F Ex , describes the fraction of the net production of x that reaches
the surface as precipitation and does not evaporate aloft. F Ex is identical to F E in the Barstad et al.
(2007) formulation except that it pertains to every hydrometeor type separately. A value of 0 means
that hydrometeor x completely evaporates aloft and does not contribute to surface precipitation, while
F Ex = 1 indicates that hydrometeor type x is not affected by evaporation.
In summary with the basic set of three non-dimensional numbers - drying ratio, condensation ratio and
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Figure 6.2. Schematics of non-dimensional Eulerian numbers for orographic precipitation. The blue boxes indicate the “reservoir” species, which are here understood as domain-integrated production rates over a fixed time
period. In panel (a) and (b) the arrows depict the conversion processes and their labels give the fraction of the
species “reservoir” species that follows a certain pathway. (a) Illustration of the drying ratio DR, the condensation ratio CR and the precipitation efficiency P E . (b) Further decomposition of P E as suggested by Barstad
et al. (2007) assuming a strongly simplified microphysical representation (Fig. 6.1a). (c) Decomposition of P E
suggested in this thesis assuming a less simplified microphysical representation (Fig. 6.1b). The arrows pointing
towards the boxes in (c) symbolise the formation processes of the respective hydrometeor, while the arrow pointing away from the boxes represent the loss terms. As the process rates are investigated in a domain-integrated
perspective, the production and loss terms have to balance for each hydrometeor species. The total condensation
rate C equals the sum of the partial condensation rates C1 , ..., Cx and P = P1 + ... + Px .

precipitation efficiency efficiency (eq. 6.1 and 6.2) - the orographic precipitation system can be well
characterised and the most crucial parts can be individually analysed. For a more detailed analysis of
the microphysical processes, an extended set of non-dimensional numbers can be used (eq. 6.3 or
6.4). These extended sets allow to investigate different microphysical pathway and the importance of
hydrometeor evaporation. Therefore the following analysis of sensitivity of orographic precipitation to
varying upstream conditions and microphysical schemes will focus on these non-dimensional numbers.

Residence Time
The above mentioned variables characterise the orographic precipitation system in a budget sense by
systematically comparing the individual source, sink and conversion terms. Focusing on the cloud,
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not only the question how much of the condensed water is removed to surface precipitation, i.e., the
precipitation efficiency, is of interest, but also the timescale on which this removal acts. To characterise
this conversion timescale, Smith et al. (2003) suggested the ratio of volume-integrated condensate to
the domain-integrated precipitation rate P as a useful measure (the residence time RT ):

RR
RT =

Q ρ dx dz
P

(6.5)

where Q is the mixing ratio of non-sedimenting hydrometeors and ρ the air density. Though this concept
assumes that the major loss term is gravitational removal and evaporation is negligible in depleting the
cloud, it is straightforward to calculate from model simulations and has been frequently used as Eulerian
approximation of the conversion timescale (e.g., Colle, 2008; Lin and Colle, 2009).
To account for evaporational losses the following formulation can be used:
?

RR

RT =

Q ρ dx dz
P +E

(6.6)

where E is the volume-integrated evaporation rate of rain water. In addition it should be noted that the
residence time is not only influenced by the actual conversion rates, but also includes the timescale of
sedimentation as pointed out by Colle et al. (2013). The concept of residence time has to be treated
with care due to the indirect inclusion of the evaporation and sedimentation timescales. However,
we quantify the residence time in our simulations in order to compare them to previous studies, to
investigate its sensitivities, and for a comparison to the Lagrangian estimates of the conversion rate
discussed in part III.

Precipitation susceptibility
Another aspect of the orographic precipitation system, which attained considerable attention lately, is
the sensitivity of the precipitation formation to the aerosol concentration and its modification by anthropogenic activities (e.g., Saleeby et al., 2009; Khain, 2009; Sorooshian et al., 2009). In the context of
aerosol-cloud interactions Sorooshian et al. (2009) defined the so-called precipitation susceptibility S :

S=−

dlnP
,
dlnnc

(6.7)

where nc is the number of cloud droplets. The precipitation susceptibility quantifies the sensitivity of
the rain rate to changes in the number of cloud droplets assuming an exponential relationship between
the two variables. The sensitivity of the rain rate in this context is assumed to depend on the cloud type
and some large-scale cloud property, e.g., the liquid water path. We use this measure to investigate
the precipitation susceptibility of orographic precipitation with the two-moment microphysical scheme of
Seifert and Beheng (2006). As the computation of precipitation susceptibility requires the inclusion of
aerosol effects in the model simulations, an analysis of the precipitation susceptibility to other schemes
is not possible as the Seifert and Beheng scheme is the only two-moment parameterisation currently
available in the COSMO-model.

Variability with Physical Parameters

Orographic precipitation is known to be influenced by many different factors including properties of the
upstream flow, mountain geometry and microphysical processes. In this chapter, the changes in surface
precipitation distribution (sec. 7.1) and in the non-dimensional characteristic variables introduced in
section 6 (secs. 7.2 and 7.4) are discussed for different upstream flow velocities, surface temperatures,
and aerosol number concentrations. The results are based on two-dimensional COSMO-simulations
using the two-moment scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2006) described in more detail in Appendix B
in chapter 4. In this simulations the upstream flow velocity U0 is varied between 5 m s−1 and 30 m s−1
yielding vertical Froude numbers between 0.38 and 2.31. Examples of the resulting flow patterns and
cross-sections through the clouds are shown in Appendix B in section 4.4. To investigate the influence
of the involved hydrometeor types, surface temperatures Tsurf of 15 ◦C, 5 ◦C and −5 ◦C are used to
simulate pure warm-phase and pure mixed-phase clouds and a clouds with a melting layer. Simulations
are performed with a maritime and a continental aerosol scenario, for which the activation of aerosol
particles is treated explicitly (Appendix B, sec. 4.1.4). The number concentration of aerosols that can
be activated is 100 cm−3 for the maritime and 1260 cm−3 for the continental scenario. Additionally
simulations with a fixed cloud droplet number density nc of 100 cm−3 are performed. This equivalent to
a 1.5 moment scheme, as the rain drop number density remains a prognostic variable.

7.1

Surface Precipitation Distribution

The domain-integrated surface precipitation P is most strongly influenced by the upstream velocity and
the aerosol scenario (Fig. 7.1). The surface precipitation varies from almost 0 mm h−1 up to 220 mm h−1
for different sets of upstream conditions. The largest precipitation amounts are generally observed for
high upstream flow velocities and a maritime aerosol scenario, while the smallest amounts occur for
small upstream velocities and a continental aerosol scenario.
For warm-phase clouds the domain-integrated surface precipitation for the largest upstream velocity
is about ten times larger than for the smallest upstream velocity (Fig. 7.1a) and varies almost linearly
with U0 in-between. This almost linear dependence can be observed for all aerosol scenarios though
the slope is about a factor two larger for the maritime aerosol scenario than for an intermediate aerosol
scenario. The general increase of surface precipitation with less available aerosol particles is consistent
with a much more efficient growth of rain drops by collision-coalescence in warm-phase clouds with few,
but large cloud droplets.
For colder surface temperatures a similar behaviour of the domain-integrated surface precipitation is
observed (Fig. 7.1b): It increases with upstream velocity and reduces with increasing aerosol availability. While the dependence on the upstream velocity is similar in magnitude to pure warm-phase
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Figure 7.1. Integral surface precipitation P as function of upstream velocity U0 , aerosol scenario and
surface temperature Tsurf (colours). The symbols
represent simulations with a cloud droplet number
concentration of nc = 100 cm−3 , while the upper
edge of the shaded area corresponds to simulations
with a maritime aerosol scenario and the lower edge
to those with a continental aerosol scenario.

clouds, the impact of the aerosol scenario reduces with decreasing surface temperature. The different
aerosol scenarios in our simulations pertain only to the number of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).
For the colder clouds the number of CCN influences to some degree the number of ice crystals, which
form in all clouds by freezing of cloud droplets, and, most importantly, influences the riming growth of
ice crystals and snow flakes. The latter process is most decisive as graupel grains have a comparably
large sedimentation velocity. Accordingly the contribution of graupel to surface precipitation significantly
increases with decreasing CCN availability as discussed later (Fig. 7.5). Nevertheless, the impact of
the number of CCN is diminished compared to pure warm-phase clouds suggesting some internal compensation of different microphysical pathways in the more complex cold microphysics.
Along with the domain-integrated surface precipitation also the surface precipitation distribution varies
with all investigated parameters (Fig. 7.2): In general the precipitation shifts upstream with decreasing
U0 , CCN availability and Tsurf . The influence of the upstream velocity can be explained by the combination of a smaller horizontal transport of hydrometeors for small U0 and an upstream shift of the lifting
region as upstream flow blocking develops. The first factor is particularly important for light hydrometeors, i.e., snow flakes and ice crystals, which have small fall velocities. The impact of the upstream
velocity is also clearly evident for the location of the maximum surface precipitation (Fig. 7.3a): Except
for the coldest simulations, the maximum precipitation occurs close to the crest for U0 up to 20 m s−1 .
For U0 = 30 m s−1 the maximum surface precipitation clearly occurs over the downwind slope leading to a significant drop in the fraction of precipitation falling over the upstream slope (Fig. 7.3b). The
rather small trend in the location of the maximum precipitation up to U0 = 20 m s−1 is likely caused
by a compensation of the increasing advection by larger fall velocities of the hydrometeors, which are
in general larger and heavier in simulations with higher U0 . The changes in the location of maximum
surface precipitation manifest themselves also in the fraction of precipitation falling over the upstream
slope (Fig. 7.3 b): With increasing U0 the fraction of the total surface precipitation falling on the windward side of the mountain gradually decreases from 95 % (40 %) to 30 % (1 %) for pure mixed-phase
(warm-phase) clouds and an intermediate aerosol scenario.
For colder surface temperatures, the cloud contains more light hydrometeors and therefore one would
expect a downwind displacement of the surface precipitation distribution. Our simulations show, however, a significant windward shift of both, the location of maximum surface precipitation and the entire
precipitation distribution (Fig. 7.3). For higher upstream velocities this is mainly related to the strong
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Figure 7.2. Panels (a) and (c) display the surface precipitation distribution Psurf (x) for simulations with Tsurf = 15 ◦C. The distribution for different upstream velocities is shown by different colours,
while the line styles in panel (c) represent different
aerosol scenarios (solid maritime and dashed continental (scaled by a factor 20)). Panels (a) and (b)
show simulations with nc = 100 cm−3 . In panel (b)
the surface precipitation distribution is shown for
lower Tsurf , which are represented by the different
line styles (solid Tsurf = 5 ◦C and dashed Tsurf =
−5 ◦C).

contribution of graupel particles to surface precipitation (Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5), which have fall speeds
comparable to those of large rain drops, and to the faster conversion of condensate to hydrometeors
via the ice-phase. In this respect the double-peaked structure of surface precipitation in some of the
simulations with Tsurf = −5 ◦C is intriguing (Fig. 7.2b): A closer analysis shows that the heavy graupel
particles produce the first peak, while the second one is due to slower settling snow flakes (Fig. 7.5).
Though this difference is mainly due to a stronger drift of snow than graupel particles, the different production heights of the hydrometeors inside the cloud may also contribute to the double-peaked structure:
The snow crystals tend to form at higher elevations and therefore may also be advected further downwind before reaching the ground than the graupel particles forming in general at lower elevations. For
lower upstream velocities the surface precipitation does not show a second peak in the lee but instead
a second maximum develops above the lower upstream slope. This is due to very early nucleation of
ice crystals at the upstream edge of the blocked air masses. This crystals grow rapidly and fall out
subsequently (Fig. B.6e).
Finally the influence of the aerosol scenario on the location of surface precipitation can be explained
by its effect on the hydrometeor sizes, particularly for cloud droplets: The available condensate is determined by the vertical lifting of the air column, which is essentially determined by the gravity wave
structure and therefore is very similar in simulations with the same upstream velocity (s. discussion of
CR below). As the same amount of condensate is distributed on the available aerosol particles, the
cloud droplets forming in the simulations with a continental aerosol scenario are initially much smaller
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than in the simulation with a maritime aerosol scenario. Accordingly the formation of larger rain drops
or large graupel particles is less efficient in the continental set-up and the precipitation needs longer
to reach the surface (Fig. 7.2c). The smaller bulk sedimentation velocity in the continental scenario
is also reflected in a downwind displacement of the location of maximum precipitation by about 20 km
for warm-phase clouds and about 10 km for clouds with a melting layer (Fig. 7.3a). For mixed-phase
clouds the impact of the aerosol scenario is very small for low velocities, as little graupel is formed in
these simulations. However, for an upstream velocity of 30 m s−1 the surface precipitation maximum is
displaced about 15 km downwind, if using a continental instead of a maritime aerosol scenario. This
suggests that the most important impact of the aerosol scenario in cold clouds is the modification of
the riming efficiencies. Consistent with the lee-ward shift of the precipitation distribution an increasing
aerosol number leads to an increase of the surface precipitation falling on the downwind side of the
mountain for all investigated surface temperatures and velocities (Fig. 7.3b). The impact is strongest
for warm-phase clouds and decreases for colder temperatures.
In summary all of the investigated parameters have a profound impact on the domain-integrated surface
precipitation and the partitioning of precipitation between the up- and downwind slope of the mountain.
The precipitation amount generally increases with the upstream velocity U0 and decreases with increasing aerosol availability. For intermediate aerosol concentrations clouds with a melting layer produce the
strongest precipitation followed by pure warm-phase and mixed-phased clouds. The fraction of precipitation falling on the upstream side of the mountain decreases with increasing upstream velocity,
increasing CCN number density and decreasing surface temperature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3. Location of maximum surface precipitation (a) and surface precipitation fraction falling upwind of
the mountain crest (b) as function of upstream velocity U0 , aerosol scenario and surface temperature Tsurf .
Symbols represent simulations with nc = 100 cm−3 , while the boundaries of the shaded area indicate results
from simulations with the maritime and the continental aerosol scenario: In the maritime scenario the location of
maximum precipitation is further upstream and fraction of precipitation falling upstream is larger.
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Figure 7.4. The contribution of different hydrometeor types to surface precipitation for simulations with
Tsurf = 5 ◦C is shown for U0 = 10 m s−1 (a, c & e) and U0 = 30 m s−1 (b, d & f). In panels (a) and (b) simulations
with a maritime aerosol scenario are displayed, in (e) and (f) those with a continental aerosol scenario and in (c)
and (d) the cloud droplet number density is fixed at nc = 100 cm−3 .
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Figure 7.6. Drying ratio DR as function of upstream
velocity U0 , aerosol scenario and surface temperature Tsurf (colours). The symbols indicate simulations with a fixed cloud droplet number density
of nc = 100 cm−3 . he upper (lower) edge of the
shaded area corresponds to simulations with a maritime (continental) aerosol scenario.

7.2

Summary Measures for the Orographic Precipitation System

To better understand the responses of orographic precipitation to changes in the upstream dynamic
and thermodynamic properties and the aerosol scenario, the non-dimensional summary measures introduced in chapter 6 are used. While the drying ratio DR characterises the overall impact of orographic
precipitation to modify the moisture content of the air, particularly the condensation ratio CR and the
precipitation efficiency P E allow to assess the relative importance of dynamical respectively microphysical factors for orographic precipitation formation. Additional summary measures allow a more detailed
investigation of the microphysical part of orographic precipitation efficiency. These include the conversion efficiency CE and the fallout efficiency F E for warm-phase clouds and the condensation fraction
CF , the source ratio SF and the loss ratio LR for mixed-phase clouds.
The maximum drying ratio observed in our simulations is about 0.165, i.e., 16.5 % of the incoming moisture flux is removed from the atmosphere by precipitation (Fig. 7.6). The highest values are observed for
simulations with high upstream velocities, low surface temperatures and a maritime aerosol scenario.
The warm-phase clouds are very inefficient in removing moisture from the atmosphere with drying ratios between about 0 and 0.05. The drying ratio for small upstream velocities are almost identical for all
surface temperatures, while the differences are particular large for high upstream velocities.
The drying ratio of the different simulations (Fig. 7.6a) does not correlate very well with the domainintegrated surface precipitation discussed previously (Fig. 7.1): The lowest precipitation rates were
observed for low surface temperatures, while these simulations also have the highest drying ratios. The
first order effect explaining the smaller amount of surface precipitation at small surface temperatures
is a smaller absolute value of the incoming water vapour flux. However, a much larger drop of surface
precipitation would be expected from the temperature dependence of the saturation vapour pressure.
Splitting the drying ratio in the condensation ratio CR and the precipitation efficiency P E illustrates the
reasons for the comparable large DR for low temperatures: CR is much larger in the simulations with
Tsurf = −5 ◦C than in those with Tsurf = 15 ◦C (Fig. 7.7a), i.e., a much smaller fraction of the incoming moisture is condensing in the warm-phase simulation. In addition the precipitation efficiency is for
almost all cases significantly larger in the presence of ice particles (Fig. 7.7b). Accordingly, while the
condensation and precipitation production is more efficient in mixed-phase clouds, the absolute surface
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precipitation rate is dominated by the larger water vapour flux at higher temperatures controlled by the
temperature dependence of the saturation vapour pressure.
The increase CR with decreasing surface temperature can be explained by the combination of a number of factors: (i) the lower saturation vapour pressure over ice compared to water, (ii) a slightly larger
fraction of the water vapour influx below 3 km altitude and (iii) the earlier onset of condensation in the
cold than in the warm case, i.e., at smaller vertical displacements. These factors enhance the fraction
of the incoming water vapour flux, which condenses during the passage of the mountain and leads to
an increasing CR. The gravity wave structure is almost identical for simulations with different temperatures and therefore changes in the vertical displacement field cannot explain the increasing CR.
The variation of CR with upstream velocity U0 is comparable in magnitude to the variation with Tsurf .
The general increase of the condensation ratio with the upstream velocity is due to larger vertical wavelengths of the excited gravity wave, which leads to a vertical extension of the area with upward motion.
Accordingly a larger fraction of the incoming water vapour is condensed. The dependency on U0 is
particularly strong for cold surface temperatures. This facilitates the efficient freezing of liquid droplets.
Finally, only a weak dependency of the CR on the aerosol scenario is observed, which is in line with
the primarily thermodynamic control of condensation. For the colder temperatures a slightly enhanced
sensitivity to the aerosol scenario is observed. The insensitivity of the CR to the aerosol scenario
implies a small impact of delayed freezing of small cloud droplets on the latent heating profile and the
cloud dynamics in contrast to hypotheses for deep convective clouds.
The second decisive factor for the drying ratio is the conversion of the condensate into precipitation
described by the precipitation efficiency P E (Fig. 7.7b). The precipitation efficiency varies reaches
maximum values of about 0.7 in maritime clouds. In contrast to the condensation ratio, the precipitation efficiency is strongly sensitive to the aerosol scenario. The precipitation efficiency is largest for
a maritime aerosol scenario, while the smallest P E occur with a continental aerosol scenario. This
general tendency is due to more efficient growth of precipitation particles by collision-coalescence in

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7. Condensation ratio CR (a) and precipitation efficiency P E (b) as function of upstream velocity U0 ,
aerosol scenario and surface temperature Tsurf . The symbols indicate simulations with a fixed cloud droplet
number density of nc = 100 cm−3 and the upper (lower) edge of the shaded area corresponds to simulations
with a maritime (continental) aerosol scenario.
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Figure 7.8. Conversion efficiency CE (a) and fallout efficiency F E (b) as function of upstream velocity U0 ,
aerosol scenario and surface temperature Tsurf . The symbols indicate simulations with a fixed cloud droplet
number density of nc = 100 cm−3 and the upper (lower) edge of the shaded area corresponds to simulations
with a maritime (continental) aerosol scenario.

the presence of initially larger cloud droplets: A high aerosol number density can almost completely
suppress precipitation in warm-phase clouds. An increase of the aerosol availability is less effective for
intermediate and low temperatures, for which the precipitation efficiency may still be as large as 0.6 for
a continental scenario (Fig. 7.7b). The sensitivity to the aerosol content is largest for warm and smallest
for cold surface temperatures.
For warm-phase clouds the maximum precipitation efficiency occurs for an upstream velocity of
U0 = 10 m s−1 , while for mixed-phase clouds with and without melting layer the maximum P E is observed for U0 = 20 m s−1 . This implies that the microphysical part of the precipitation formation is most
efficient at intermediate flow speeds. The decrease of P E explains the decreasing tendency of the
drying ratio for high velocities despite a further increase of CR (Fig. 7.6b and 7.7).
To better understand the variation of P E with the initial flow speed, the P E for warm-phase clouds
is decomposed in the conversion efficiency CE and the fallout efficiency F E . These numbers allow
to separate the efficiency of the microphysical processes themselves from evaporational losses of hydrometeor particles in the sub-saturated area downwind of the mountain crest. For warm-phase clouds
the CE varies between 0.25 and 0.55 for an intermediate aerosol scenario, while values of up to 0.85
are observed in a maritime setting (Fig. 7.8a). This is in-line with an efficiency reduction of collisioncoalescence processes for larger nc , i.e., smaller droplet diameters.
Though the largest CE values are observed at intermediate velocities, the CE cannot completely explain the decreasing precipitation efficiency for large upstream velocities. The strongest component for
this decrease is the increasing fraction of lee side hydrometeor evaporation as indicated by a steadily
decreasing F E (Fig. 7.8b). For large upstream velocities the hydrometeors are advected more easily
to the lee side sub-saturated area than for small upstream velocities. The effect can be observed for
all aerosol scenarios, though it is least important for maritime clouds with large, fast sedimenting rain
drops. The loss of hydrometeor mass due to evaporation ranges from about 75 % to 90 % for the intermediate aerosol scenario (Fig. 7.8b).
For mixed-phase clouds the conversion efficiency, particularly in the absence of a melting layer, is very
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large (Fig. 7.8a). This is mainly related to the absence of any frozen species with negligible sedimentation velocity. The only hydrometeor type not directly contributing to surface precipitation is hence cloud
water, which occurs only at small concentrations in simulations with Tsurf = −5 ◦C. The dependency
of CE on the upstream flow velocity is very similar to warm-phase clouds with a maximum conversion
efficiency at intermediate flow velocities. The same applies to the sensitivity to the number of aerosol
particles, but again with a decreasing sensitivity for colder temperatures. For large upstream velocities
the fallout efficiency for mixed-phase clouds is significantly larger than for warm-phase clouds with values of only 0.5–0.8 (Fig. 7.8b). This is at first glance surprising, as the hydrometeors should be more
easily transported to the downwind sub-saturated area due to the small sedimentation velocity of snow
and ice. The reduced impact of hydrometeor advection is likely due to (i) significant contribution of
graupel to surface precipitation (sec. 8.3), (ii) slower evaporation rates of snow and particularly graupel
particles and (iii) earlier formation of hydrometeors leading to less transport into the sub-saturated area.
In general it is noteworthy that F E for mixed-phase clouds does not decrease with increasing upstream
velocity, but rather increases with U0 . This is most likely due to the larger fraction of graupel forming
for large U0 , which significantly increase the average sedimentation velocity and outweighs the effect of
an increasing U0 on hydrometeor advection. In contrast to warm-phase clouds the decreasing P E and
DR towards high upstream velocities are not related to an increasing impact of lee side evaporation,
but by a clearly reduced efficiency of hydrometeor production (Fig. 7.8a).
The microphysical processes in mixed-phase clouds are far more complicated than in warm-phase
clouds due to the larger number of different hydrometeor types with different sizes, densities and therefore different fall speeds. To investigate the different mechanisms dominating for individual hydrometeors and to improve the understanding of the microphysical part of orographic precipitation formation,
the precipitation efficiency for each hydrometeor type is therefore split into the condensation fraction

Table 7.1. Values of the summary measures for orographic precipitation for simulations with the double-moment
scheme and a constant cloud droplet number density of nc = 100 cm−3 .

U0 [m s−1 ]
Tsurf = 15 ◦C
30
20
13
10
5

DR [%]

CR [%]

P E [%]

CE [%]

F E [%]

0.34
2.08
1.43
2.48
0.61

11.98
9.52
7.01
6.78
3.47

2.81
21.87
20.33
36.58
17.45

37.91
47.35
35.69
51.71
24.43

7.40
46.18
56.97
70.75
71.43

10.06
10.75
4.10
3.57
0.72

21.73
17.31
12.75
11.37
5.38

46.31
62.14
32.19
31.39
13.40

58.96
75.29
61.26
44.70
17.87

78.54
82.53
52.54
70.22
74.98

12.48
15.27
6.48
4.08
0.54

34.79
24.18
17.09
14.43
4.58

35.89
63.14
37.92
28.25
11.80

72.77
100.48
90.74
87.11
90.59

49.33
62.83
41.79
32.43
13.02

Tsurf = 5 ◦C
30
20
13
10
5

Tsurf = −5 ◦C
30
20
13
10
5
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Figure 7.9. Condensation fraction CF (a & b), source ratio SR (c & d) and loss ratio LR (e & f) as function of
upstream velocity and aerosol scenario. Simulations with a surface temperature of Tsurf = 5 ◦C (a, c & e) and
Tsurf = −5 ◦C (b, d & f) are displayed. Downward pointing triangles (5) mark simulations with a maritime aerosol
scenario, upward pointing triangles (4) such with a continental aerosol scenario and crosses (+) simulations with
a constant cloud droplet number density of nc = 100 cm−3 .
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CF , the source ratio SR and the loss ratio LR as suggested in chapter 6 (eq. 6.4).
The CF for different hydrometeors provides insight in the contribution of different hydrometeors in the
depletion of the supersaturation generated by the orographically forced updraft. For Tsurf = 5 ◦C most
of the generated supersaturation is depleted by condensation on cloud droplets, while for Tsurf = −5 ◦C
the vapour deposition on ice crystals dominates in almost all cases (Fig. 7.9a & b). The vapour deposition on snow and graupel particles rarely exceeds 10 % of the total condensation rate and hence can
be considered rather unimportant for all cases. Further interesting is that the partitioning of the total
condensation on single hydrometeor types is almost independent of the chosen aerosol scenario.
The source ratio SR quantifies, how important vapour deposition and condensation are for single hydrometeor species in comparison to other formation processes. In-line with CF , production mechanisms other than growth from the vapour phase are dominant for snow and graupel (Fig. 7.9c & d). The
source ratio is almost independent from the upstream velocity, and for all hydrometeor types also from
the CCN abundance.
The loss ratio LR, finally, quantifies the percentage of the produced hydrometeor mass, which is converted to other species by collision-coalescence and break-up processes. Large loss ratios indicate
that most of the hydrometeor mass of a given species is converted to another species in the cloud,
small loss ratios on the other hand indicate that this species is mainly formed and has only small sink
terms (except from sedimentation and evaporation). The values of LR for the simulation with a melting
layer show that all hydrometeor species except rain have large sink terms (Fig. 7.9e): Typically more
than 40 % of the originally produced mass is converted to other species. This is consistent with a large
abundance of graupel grains above the melting layer, which efficiently collect smaller cloud droplets,
and with the existence of a melting layer, which leads to large melting losses for all solid hydrometeors
(Fig. B.6c & d). In contrast to SR and CF , the loss ratio depends on the aerosol scenario particularly
for graupel and rain. For graupel, LR is larger in the continental than in the maritime scenario, which is
likely related to large, slowly melting graupel particles in a maritime scenario. The opposite behaviour
is observed for rain. A potential reason could be the more efficient growth of rain drops by collisioncoalescence over the windward slope in the maritime set-up and subsequent collection of these rain
drops by snow or graupel particles. This argument is also supported by a larger impact of the aerosol
scenario with increasing upstream velocity: For large U0 more liquid water is generated by lifting and
hence the droplets are somewhat larger and collision-coalescence is more efficient. The argument is
further supported by a strongly increasing graupel content for increasing velocities, most pronounced
in the maritime scenario (sec. 8.3).
For mixed-phase clouds without a melting layer the largest LR is observed for the liquid hydrometeor
types and ice crystals, while for snow respectively graupel the maximum observed LR are 20 % respectively 0 %. This is consistent with a dominant role of freezing and riming processes in mixed-phase
clouds without a melting layer.
From the more detailed consideration of the important microphysical pathways in mixed-phase clouds,
one may hence conclude that the variability of the conversion efficiency with the upstream velocity is
due to both, variations in the conversion pathways (LR) and variations in the partitioning of the total
condensation rate in the depositional growth rates of different hydrometeors (CF ). The variation of the
CE with the aerosol scenario, however, stems solely from different conversion pathways (LR).
Summarising the discussion of Eulerian summary measures for the orographic precipitation system,
one can conclude that all three explored control parameters have a profound impact on orographic
precipitation formation. Though their impact can sometimes be clearly separated in affecting predomi-
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Figure 7.10. The cloud residence time RT as function of upstream velocity U0 , aerosol scenario and
surface temperature Tsurf . The grey symbols display the modified residence time as defined in eq. 6.6
for Tsurf = 15 ◦C, while the red symbols display
the residence time based on the definition by Smith
(2003) for the same surface temperature.

nantly the dynamical or the microphysical part of the orographic precipitation system, sometimes they
influence both system parts in opposite direction. In general, the fraction of moisture removed from the
atmosphere is controlled by the amount of formed condensate (mostly controlled by thermodynamic
constraints and the flow dynamics), modulated by the efficiency to convert condensate to surface precipitation (mostly controlled by the cloud microphysics) and by lee side evaporation. Further it is noteworthy that the condensation is affected very little by the aerosol scenario (CCN) and that the impact of
the chosen aerosol scenario decreases with decreasing surface temperature.

7.3

Residence Time

The Eulerian summary measures discussed in the previous section attempt quantifying the contribution
of different processes to the precipitation formation and their sensitivity to variations in different physical
parameters. The efficiency of the microphysical processes to deplete the cloud, has been also quantified in terms of the residence time (eq. 6.5). The residence time has been used to estimate the bulk
microphysical timescale of the orographic precipitation system and is therefore related to the consideration of characteristic timescales for orographic clouds discussed in part III.
For warm-phase clouds by the far most important factor for the residence time is the aerosol scenario
(Fig. 7.10a): For a maritime aerosol scenario residence times of several tenth of minutes are observed,
while the RT is in the order of 104 min–107 min in the continental scenario. An increasing upstream
velocity seems to have little effect on the residence time: an increase in U0 only slightly increases RT ,
i.e., tends to make the clouds less efficient in transferring cloud water to surface precipitation. This
trend is reversed to a clear decrease of the residence time RT ? with increasing U0 , if the evaporational
losses of cloud water are taken into account (red versus grey symbols in Fig. 7.10a). The impact of
considering additionally the evaporative depletion of cloud water is particularly large for high upstream
velocities and a high aerosol abundance, i.e., settings which have been observed to be strongly affected
by lee side evaporation in the previous section (Fig. 7.8b). Both the sensitivity of the residence time
RT ? to the upstream velocity and the aerosol scenario are in-line with the results for the precipitation
efficiency in the previous section.
The residence time for mixed-phase clouds is smaller than for warm-phase clouds in all simulations with
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a continental and in most simulations with an intermediate aerosol scenario (Fig. 7.10b). For mixedphase clouds with a melting layer, RT varies between 100 min and 500 min for the continental scenario
and between 20 min and 200 min for mixed-phase clouds without a melting layer. As already observed
in the previous section the impact of the chosen aerosol scenario decreases with surface temperature.
The smallest residence times of about 20 min occur for upstream velocities of 20 m s−1 , which is consistent with the behaviour of CE and P E discussed in the previous section (Fig. 7.8).
In summary, the residence time is controlled by the aerosol scenario and the surface temperature, i.e.,
the phase of the cloud, and modulated by the upstream velocity. Though the upstream flow velocity
seems to be the least important factor in this analysis, the residence times for different velocities may
differ by up to an order of magnitude.

7.4

Precipitation Susceptibility

Increasing aerosol number densities affect the cloud droplet number density and thereby the precipitation production in clouds. One measure to quantify this impact is the so-called precipitation susceptibility
S (Sorooshian et al., 2009): It assumes an exponential relation between P and nc and quantifies the
strength of the sensitivity of the system to aerosol perturbations by the slope of this relation (eq. 6.7). It
has been hypothesised that clouds can be categorised by their type and some macro-physical property
as for instance the liquid water path in classes with similar S , i.e., similar sensitivities to aerosol perturbations (e.g., Sorooshian et al., 2009).
The relation between cloud droplet number density and surface precipitation for pure warm-phase orographic clouds is shown in Fig. 7.11a: The sensitivity of the precipitation formation is very small for
small cloud droplet number densities, suggesting a predominant dynamical control of the surface precipitation rate. However, the sensitivity to aerosol perturbation strongly increases for high cloud droplet
number densities. Hence the slope for the relation between nc and P is clearly non-constant. The
relation between nc and P is very similar for all upstream velocities.
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Figure 7.11. In simulations with Tsurf = 15 ◦C a strong variation of the surface precipitation rate P with the
number of cloud droplets is observed (a). In panel (b) estimates for the precipitation susceptibility S for three
different cloud droplet density ranges are displayed as function of mean LWP.
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Sorooshian et al. (2009) found different precipitation susceptibilities of warm-rain clouds over the ocean
for varying liquid water path (LWP). The LWP in the simulations of orographic clouds is essentially controlled by the upstream velocity with a slight reduction towards low nc (Fig. C.2). The latter is most
likely due to more efficient precipitation production and hence the removal of condensate. Using the
LWP for simulations with the highest nc together with the precipitation susceptibility derived from the
simulations, shows a somewhat higher S for a liquid water path below about 300 g m−2 than above
(Fig. 7.11b). However, the variation of S between high and low cloud droplet number densities is much
stronger than the variation with the liquid water path: S is about 5–8 for large nc and 0.1–0.3 for small
nc (Fig. 7.11b). Accordingly in contrast to shallow maritime clouds, the precipitation rate of orographic
clouds with a constant liquid water path does not vary linearly with the cloud droplet number density in
logarithmic space.

Variability with Microphysical Scheme

In the previous chapter the sensitivity of orographic precipitation to variations in physical parameters
such as upstream flow velocity, surface temperature and aerosol availability were discussed. These
considerations are based on numerical simulations with a double-moment microphysical scheme.
Double-moment schemes provide the currently best available bulk representation of microphysical processes in numerical weather prediction models. However, in many operational weather forecast models
and multiple previous studies less sophisticated but computationally cheaper single-moment schemes
are used. Different microphysical schemes reflect in some sense our ignorance about the correct bulk
representation of cloud microphysics and therefore constitute one crucial uncertainty in studying the
sensitivities of orographic precipitation to changing physical parameters.
In this chapter the sensitivity of the orographic precipitation system to a different microphysical parameterisation is investigated: We use the single-moment scheme of the COSMO-model used for operational
forecasts (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006) to conduct the same experiments, which have been conducted
in the previous chapter. In addition two different formulations of the warm-rain processes (autoconversion and accretion) are investigated: a Kessler-type formulation (Kessler, 1969) and a single-moment
version of Seifert and Beheng (2001). Though the ice- and mixed-phase processes are altered, we refer
to these model versions in the following as Kessler-type single-moment scheme and single-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001). The analysis of the non-dimensional number in this simulations can
provide valuable insights in the differences between the schemes and allows to judge the robustness of
sensitivities to variations in physical parameters.

8.1

Surface Precipitation Distribution

The domain-integrated surface precipitation shows a similar behaviour for both investigated microphysical schemes: The precipitation amount strongly increases with upstream flow velocity and decreases
with surface temperature (Fig. 8.1). For pure warm-phase clouds, the produced precipitation amounts
from the Kessler-type single-moment scheme are comparable to or even larger than those from the
two-moment scheme with a maritime aerosol scenario when no autoconversion threshold(Fig. 8.1).
The autoconversion threshold specifies the minimum cloud water content required for the onset of autoconversion in single-moment schemes. In double-moment schemes such a threshold is not required
as the mean droplet mass is explicitly calculated and therefore can be used for the calculation of the
autoconversion efficiency. For an autoconversion threshold of qc,0 = 0.2 g kg−1 , i.e., the operationally
used value, the precipitation is slightly reduced but still at the upper end of those predicted with the
two-moment scheme. Only if the autoconversion threshold is increased to qc,0 = 1.0 g kg−1 , the precipitation amounts become comparable to those simulated with the double-moment scheme and an
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intermediate aerosol scenario. In contrast, with the one-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001)
the spread of the surface precipitation rates is quite well captured (Fig. 8.1).
For colder surface temperatures, the results from the single-moment scheme lay typically well within
the range predicted by the two-moment scheme (Fig. 8.1). However, for mixed-phase clouds without
a melting layer and small upstream flow velocities the domain-integrated surface precipitation from the
single-moment scheme clearly exceeds the one from the double-moment scheme. The spread of the
single-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001) is clearly smaller than that of the full doublemoment version.
In terms of the distribution of the surface precipitation a significant upstream shift is observed for warmphase clouds in simulations with the single-moment scheme (Fig. 8.2a & c). For the Kessler-type
formulations, modifications of the autoconversion threshold essentially only shift the onset of surface
precipitation leeward and reduce the peak precipitation, but are not able to increase the precipitation
falling on the downwind slope (Fig. 8.2a). This behaviour is also expressed in an upstream displacement of the location of maximum precipitation compared to simulations with the double-moment scheme
(Fig. 8.3a), in a more or less similar location of the maximum surface precipitation in all simulations with
different autoconversion thresholds (not shown, and in a significantly larger ratio between the precipitation falling on the upstream side than in the two-moment scheme for Tsurf = 15 ◦C (Fig. 8.3b). For the
one-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001), the behaviour with increasing cloud droplet number
concentration resembles more closely the behaviour of the double-moment scheme. However, the leeward shift of the precipitation maximum is less pronounced (Fig. 8.3a) and the impact of the chosen nc
on the peak precipitation rate is larger (Fig. 8.2c).

Figure 8.1. Integral surface precipitation as function of upstream velocity and surface temperature for the single(symbols and lines) and the double-moment (shading) scheme. The different lines show simulations using a
Kessler-type single-moment scheme (line) or a single-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001) (symbols).
The formulation of the ice- and mixed-phase cloud processes is identical in both version of the single-moment
scheme. For simulations of warm-phase clouds (Tsurf = 15 ◦C) with the Kessler-type single-moment scheme,
different thresholds (qc,0 ) for the onset of autoconversion have been used (different line styles). For the singlemoment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001) cloud droplet number densities of nc = 10 cm−3 (5) and nc =
300 cm−3 (4) are used. The upper respectively lower edge of the colour shaded area corresponds to a maritime
respectively continental aerosol scenario.
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Figure 8.2. The surface precipitation distribution is shown for the Kessler-type single-moment scheme (a & b)
and the one-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001) (c & d). Panels (a & c) show results for Tsurf = 15 ◦C.
The different line-styles in these panels show the results for different autoconversion thresholds (a) and different
nc (c), respectively. The surface precipitation distribution for Tsurf = 5 ◦C and Tsurf = −5 ◦C are shown in (c &
d) for the respective microphysical scheme with qc,0 = 0.2 g kg−1 and nc = 100 cm−3 , respectively. Results for
different upstream velocities U0 are represented by different colours.

Reducing the surface temperature to include mixed-phase processes the differences between simulations with single- and double-moment schemes become larger (Fig. 8.2b & d): Particularly, the doublepeaked structure of surface precipitation in simulations with the double-moment scheme is not captured
by the single-moment scheme. The location of maximum precipitation is in general located further upstream, except for small velocities (Fig. 8.3a). For Tsurf = 5 ◦C this is expressed in a larger fraction
of surface precipitation falling on the upstream slope compared to simulations with the double-moment
scheme (Fig. 8.3b). In contrast for Tsurf = −5 ◦C in general less precipitation is falling on the upstream
slope compared to the double-moment simulations. The major reason for this differences is the negligible contribution of snow to surface precipitation in single-moment simulations (compare Fig. 7.5 and
Fig. C.3c & d). This indicates a different importance of certain hydrometeors and conversion pathways
in the two microphysical schemes, which is discussed in more detail in sections 8.2 and 8.3.
In summary, it can be concluded that simulations with the single-moment scheme show in general a
very similar behaviour for changes in upstream velocity and surface temperature. However, the parti-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.3. (a): Location of maximum surface precipitation as function of upstream velocity U0 and surface
temperature Tsurf . In both panels the solid lines and symbols correspond to simulations with the single-moment
scheme, while those with the double-moment scheme are represented by the shaded area. The upper (lower)
edge of the shaded area correspond to a maritime (continental) aerosol scenario in panel (a) and vice-versa in
panel (b). (b): Surface precipitation fraction falling upwind of the mountain crest as function of upstream velocity
U0 and surface temperature Tsurf .

tioning of surface precipitation between the upstream and downstream sides of the mountain is modified
particularly for pure warm-phase and mixed-phase clouds without a melting layer. The surface precipitation distribution and the domain-integrated precipitation amount from Kessler-type single-moment
simulations resembles in most cases more a continental scenario for mixed-phase clouds. However, for
warm-phase clouds the domain-integrated surface precipitation is comparable to those from the maritime setup, while the surface precipitation distribution still resembles the simulations with a continental
aerosol scenario. A potential explanation might be a too efficient autoconversion and accretion in the
single-moment scheme once the autoconversion threshold for total liquid water is exceeded. Using
instead a single-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001) for the warm-rain processes allows to
incorporate most of the aerosol-induced effects. However, significant differences in the surface precipitation distribution for colder temperatures remain.

8.2

Summary Measures for Orographic Precipitation System

To better understand the differences between simulations with the two microphysical schemes and to
investigate the impact of the microphysical schemes on different parts of the orographic precipitation
system, we consider here again the summary measures introduced in chapter 6.
The differences in the drying ratio between the two different microphysical schemes are in general
consistent with the observed changes in domain-integrated surface precipitation: Simulations with
comparably high precipitation rates in simulations with the one-moment scheme (Tsurf = 15 ◦C and
Tsurf = −5 ◦C with U0 ≤ 20 m s−1 ) have a large drying ratio, while those with a comparably small
precipitation rate have comparably low drying ratios (Fig. 8.4). Particularly remarkable is the increase
of the drying ratio for pure mixed-phase clouds by up to a factor of two for small upstream flow speeds
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Figure 8.4. Drying ratio DR as function of upstream velocity U0 and surface temperature Tsurf .
The symbols and lines indicate the drying ratio in
simulations with the single-moment scheme, while
the upper (lower) edge of the shaded area corresponds to simulations with a maritime (continental) aerosol scenario in simulations with the doublemoment scheme.

and for warm-phase clouds with high upstream velocities compared to simulations with the doublemoment scheme. The results from both versions of the one-moment scheme are very well, except for
pure warm-phase clouds. For pure warm-phase clouds, the one-moment version of Seifert and Beheng
(2001) is able to represent the aerosol-induced spread predicted by the double-moment scheme, while
the Kessler-type one-moment scheme resembles the results for a maritime scenario. However, of lower
surface temperatures, the one-moment version of Seifert and Beheng (2001) is not able to capture the
aerosol-induced variations in the drying ratio.
The decomposition of DR in the condensation ratio CR and the precipitation efficiency P E indicates
that differences between the two versions of the one-moment scheme are only due to modifications of
P E , i.e., of the microphysical efficiency (Fig. 8.5). Because the results for both versions are so similar, the reminder of this section focusses on the analysis of simulations with a Kessler-type formulation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.5. Condensation ratio CR (a) and precipitation efficiency P E (b) as function of upstream velocity U0
and surface temperature Tsurf . The symbols and lines indicate simulations with the single-moment scheme,
while the upper (lower) edge of the shaded area corresponds to simulations with a maritime (continental) aerosol
scenario in simulations with the double-moment scheme.
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The decomposition in CR and P E further shows that the doubling of DR for cold surface temperatures
and small upstream flow velocities compared to simulations with the double-moment scheme is partly
related to an increased condensation and partly to more efficient microphysics (Fig. 8.5). However,
the partitioning between the contributions from both factors depend on the upstream velocity: While for
very small upstream velocities mainly the precipitation efficiency increases (from about 0.15 to 0.7), for
U0 = 20 m s−1 the precipitation efficiency even slightly decreases and the response in DR is dominated by an increase in the condensing fraction of the water vapour influx. The tendency towards an
increased condensation ratio for simulations with the single-moment scheme is also present for mixedphase clouds with a melting layer, though smaller in amplitude. As the vertical displacement pattern
over the upwind slope is almost identical for simulations with different microphysical schemes and the
same velocity (Fig. C.1), the modification of the CR may be due to different treatments of the vapour
deposition in both schemes. Another possible explanation is a longer residence time of ice crystals in
simulations with the one-moment scheme, which has no ice sedimentation. A longer residence time
of ice crystals should lead to a more efficient conversion of supersaturation or cloud water to the icephase, as it prolongs the time available for vapour deposition to act. In addition the snow fraction is
much larger in the simulations with the one-moment scheme likely due to a larger collection rate, which
may indicate larger crystals having larger vapour deposition rates.
For warm-phase clouds the increase of DR for large U0 is entirely due to a larger P E , as the condensation ratio is almost identical for the two microphysical schemes. Decomposing the P E further into the
conversion efficiency and the fallout efficiency reveals that the apparently more efficient microphysical
conversion is not due to more efficient autoconversion or accretion in the one-moment scheme, but to
less rain evaporation (Fig. 8.6): The efficiency of collision-coalescence process to convert condensate
to precipitating hydrometeors is comparable to simulations with an intermediate aerosol scenario in
the two-moment scheme. The F E is, however, very large for the one-moment scheme with values of
close to 1.0 for all U0 . This explains the systematic increase of the discrepancy between the singleand double-moment scheme with increasing U0 as the evaporation becomes more and more important

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.6. Conversion efficiency CE (a) and fallout efficiency F E (b) as function of upstream velocity U0 and
surface temperature Tsurf . The symbols and lines indicate simulations with the single-moment scheme, while the
upper (lower) edge of the shaded area corresponds to simulations with a maritime (continental) aerosol scenario
in simulations with the double-moment scheme.
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Figure 8.7. Condensation fraction CF (a), source
ratio SR (b) and loss ratio LR (c) as function of upstream velocity U0 and surface temperature Tsurf .
Downward pointing triangles (5) mark simulations
with a surface temperature of 5 ◦C and crosses
(+) simulations with Tsurf = −5 ◦C. Only results
from simulations with the Kessler-type one-moment
scheme are shown.

with increasing U0 and hence hydrometeor advection in the double-moment scheme. In contrast, the
evaporation of rain water is almost negligible in all simulations with the single-moment scheme. The
smaller importance of rain water evaporation is likely due to the earlier formation of rain water and an
efficient sedimentation, which is also indicated by an upstream shift of the onset of surface precipitation
over the upwind slope and of the cessation of surface precipitation over the lee slope (Fig. 8.2a & b).
Accordingly few rain drops are carried to the sub-saturated region over the lee slope and can evaporate.
The tendency of a reduced hydrometeor evaporation together with an only intermediated efficiency of
hydrometeor production from condensate is also observed for the other surface temperatures (Fig. 8.6).
The difference between the two microphysical schemes is largest for pure mixed-phase clouds, for
which the CE is reduced by about 0.1 to 0.2 and F E increased to about 0.7–0.8 almost independent
from U0 . For mixed-phase clouds with a melting layer the CE is comparable to the continental scenario
for the double-moment scheme. While the F E for high upstream velocities is again reaching values
larger than 0.9, the fallout efficiency for U0 = 5 m s−1 is almost zero. In this simulation hardly any solid
hydrometeors exist, which can melt (Fig. 8.8). This is likely due to a rather inefficient freezing of cloud
droplets at the comparably high temperatures in the shallow cloud and an inefficient autoconversion
due to the small liquid water content compared to the autoconversion threshold.
Considering in addition also the hydrometeor-wise decomposition of the precipitation efficiency (eq. 6.4)
reveals further differences in the process rates in both schemes (Fig. 8.7): In the single-moment scheme
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the condensation on cloud droplets is the dominant condensation mechanism for all upstream velocities
and surface temperatures, while in the double-moment scheme the vapour deposition on ice becomes
the dominant condensation mechanism for Tsurf = −5 ◦C (compare Fig. 8.7a and Fig. 7.9a & b).
Despite this, the ratio between formation by condensation and deposition and other formation mechanisms (SR) remains very similar for all hydrometeors (Fig. 8.7b & d). Small hydrometeors (ice crystals
and cloud droplets) grow predominantly by condensation and deposition, while growth by collisioncoalescence is dominant for the larger graupel and snow particles. For the sink terms of the different
hydrometeor types (LR) a much simpler behaviour in the one-moment scheme is observed compared
to the double-moment scheme (Fig. 8.7c and Fig. 7.9e & f). Similar to the behaviour of CF , the same
microphysical processes are dominant for both surface temperatures. In contrast, in simulations with
the double-moment scheme a clear increase in the loss terms of liquid water hydrometeors is observed
for Tsurf = −5 ◦C. This implies that the freezing of liquid hydrometeors is less important in the singlemoment scheme, which nicely complies with the smaller CF values for ice particularly for mixed-phase
clouds without a melting layer.
In summary, the analysis of the Eulerian summary measures for orographic precipitation has revealed
some important differences between the single- and double-moment microphysical parameterisation
including a slower evaporation of hydrometeors on the downwind side, a more rapid conversion of ice
to snow crystals for low temperatures, a less efficient vapour deposition on ice crystals and a smaller
respectively larger freezing rate of cloud droplets for intermediate respectively cold temperatures in the
single-moment scheme. In addition different formulation of the autoconversion and accretion rates are
found to have only a significant impact for pure warm-phase clouds.

8.3

Hydrometeor Distribution

The impact of the chosen microphysical scheme on the bulk measures of orographic precipitation efficiency were discussed in the previous section. These and other differences, particularly concerning the
conversion pathways, express themselves also in a different partitioning of the total condensate to the
different hydrometeor classes.
Mixed-phase clouds without a melting layer contain essentially cloud droplets, ice crystals, snow flakes
and, for larger upstream velocities, graupel grains (Fig. 8.8b & d). For both schemes the ice fraction
decreases with upstream velocity in favour of snow and cloud droplets, and additionally for graupel
for U0 = 30 m s−1 . The major difference between the two schemes is the larger contribution of snow
compared to ice in the single-moment scheme. This is consistent with a larger LR of ice in the singlemoment scheme compared to the double-moment scheme as discussed in section 8.2. While in general the contribution of cloud droplets to the total condensate is slightly smaller in the single-moment
scheme, it is much larger for U0 = 30 m s−1 . A potential reason for this may be the less efficient vapour
deposition on solid hydrometeors discussed in the previous chapter. Particularly, for the highest upstream velocity and an accordingly fast advection of air parcels through the cloud this may favour the
production of cloud droplets instead of frozen particles. The graupel content is comparable for both
microphysical schemes.
Introducing a melting layer by raising the surface temperature acts in favour of liquid hydrometeors as
expected (Fig. 8.8a & c). In the single-moment scheme between 80 % and 100 % of the total condensate consists of cloud droplets. This cloud composition is similar to the continental scenario in the
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Figure 8.8. The contribution of different hydrometeor types to the total condensate is shown for different upstream
velocities U0 and aerosol scenarios in the simulations with Tsurf = 5 ◦C (a & c) and Tsurf = −5 ◦C (b & d). In
panels (a) & (b) the double-moment scheme is used, in the panels (c) & (d) the single-moment scheme.

simulations with the double-moment scheme (about 70 %–100 %). However, for the maritime scenario
hydrometeors other than cloud droplets may contribute as much as 55 % to the total condensate. As
for the simulations without a melting layer, the smaller contribution of cloud water in the double-moment
scheme coincides with a larger fraction of ice. In addition, larger rain and graupel water contents contribute to this behaviour. Particularly, interesting is the rain water fraction: While virtually no rain drops
exist in simulations with the single-moment scheme, they constitute 5 %–20 % of the total condensate in
simulations with the double-moment scheme. The particularly large rain water contribution for the maritime scenario indicates that this behaviour is essentially due to the autoconversion parameterisation.
While the liquid water content only slightly exceeds the autoconversion threshold of 0.2 g kg−1 for the
cold surface temperatures, droplets may still collide and grow to larger rain drops, particularly, if there
are only few CCN to which the condensing water is distributed.
Overall the hydrometeor distribution in the different simulations complies very well with a less efficient
conversion of condensate to the hydrometeors in the single-moment scheme also observed in the comparison of the CE . Nevertheless, the domain-integrated surface precipitation and also its distribution,
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Figure 8.9. The cloud residence time RT as function of upstream velocity U0 and surface temperature Tsurf for simulations with the single-moment
scheme. Evaporation of hydrometeors is not taken
into account.

particularly for Tsurf = 5 ◦C, are very similar. This is due to a more efficient transfer of the hydrometeors to surface precipitation potentially due to higher fall velocities, earlier precipitation formation or less
efficient evaporation and sublimation (indicated by a larger F E ).
Consistent with the discussion in the previous section, the impact of different formulations of the autoconversion and accretion rates has a very small impact on the hydrometeor composition of the clouds
for both surface temperatures.

8.4

Residence Time

The residence time of condensate in the cloud as defined in equation 6.5 displays also a signature of the
different microphysical schemes, which is consistent with the above findings (Fig. 8.9): In contrast to the
simulations with the two-moment scheme, the residence time is largest for simulations with Tsurf = 5 ◦C
followed by those with Tsurf = 15 ◦C and Tsurf = −5 ◦C. The absolute values of the residence time are
comparable to those of the maritime aerosol scenario for warm-phase clouds (RT ≈ 20 min–60 min)
and mixed-phase clouds with melting layer for intermediate upstream velocities (RT ≈ 40 min–100 min).
For pure mixed-phase clouds the residence times show the opposite dependence on the initial velocity
than in the double-moment scheme (RT ≈ 9 min–40 min). This behaviour is consistent with the trend of
the cloud water fraction of the total condensate discussed in the previous section for the single-moment
scheme. For the double-moment scheme the dependence on U0 is in contrast dominated by increasing
snow and graupel content.

Conclusions

The sensitivity of stable orographic precipitation to variations in different upstream flow parameters
(upstream velocity, surface temperature and aerosol number concentration) and the microphysical parameterisation has been investigated in quasi two-dimensional simulations with the COSMO-model
(Baldauf et al., 2011). The simulations cover Froude numbers between 0.38 and 2.31, warm-phase and
mixed-phase clouds with and without melting layer, and maritime to continental aerosol scenarios. In
addition the sensitivity of the results to different formulations of the cloud microphysics has been tested
by conducting the simulations with a single-moment scheme (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006) and with the
double-moment scheme by Seifert and Beheng (2006). The usefulness of non-dimensional Eulerian
measures, e.g., the condensation ratio and the precipitation efficiency, to disentangle dynamical and
microphysical influences is illustrated for the investigations of sensitivity of orographic precipitation to
different parameters.
The absolute value of the domain-integrated surface precipitation is to the first order controlled by the
upstream moisture flux. Higher order modulations of this relation include the fraction of the upstream
moisture flux, which is actually condensed, and the efficiency of the conversion of condensate to surface precipitation. These processes and their sensitivity to changes in upstream flow properties can be
assessed using non-dimensional Eulerian variables.
The fraction of the upstream moisture flux, which condenses, is described by the condensation ratio
CR. In our simulations, the condensation ratio reaches maximum values of about 35 %. It strongly
increases with the upstream flow velocities due to the relation between U0 and the vertical gravity
wavelength. In addition CR increases with decreasing surface temperature. The condensation ratio is
almost independent of the chosen aerosol scenario. While the general behaviour of the CR to modified
upstream conditions does not depend on the microphysical schemes, the absolute values for mixedphase clouds without a melting layer are sensitive to the microphysical scheme.
The second processes important to assess the precipitation formation is the conversion of the condensate to surface precipitation. The fraction of the condensate, which is converted to surface precipitation,
is described by the precipitation efficiency P E . In our simulations the precipitaion efficiency varies between 0 %–75 %. The precipitation efficiency has a much smaller dependence on the upstream velocity
and the surface temperature than the condensation ratio, but it is more sensitive to changes in the
aerosol scenario. The sensitivity to the aerosol scenario is largest for warm-phase clouds and decreases with the surface temperature. Significant modifications of the precipitation efficiency occur between different microphysical parameterisations, particularly for mixed-phase clouds without a melting
layer. The range of precipitation efficiency from our simulations compares well with the EULAG simulation of Barstad et al. (2007), who found precipitation efficiencies between 35 % and 70 %. Though
observational estimates are even more difficult to obtain than for the drying ratio, several studies attempt an estimate: Chappell (1970) found precipitation efficiencies between 25 % and 35 % for warmer
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clouds in Colorado, while for colder clouds they observed values up to 100 %. For the southern side of
the Alps Smith (2003) found values between 60 % and 100 %.
The precipitation efficiency can be further decomposed to assess the impact of hydrometeor evaporation and different microphysical pathways (conversion efficiency, fall-out efficiency, source ration,
condensation ratio, loss ratio). This composition suggest significant differences between different microphysical schemes in the importance of hydrometeor evaporation, the partitioning between condensation/deposition on different hydrometeor and conversion processes between hydrometeor species.
The partitioning of condensation/deposition on different hydrometeor species is found to be most sensitive to the surface temperature and the upstream flow velocity. In contrast, the conversion pathways
are also sensitive to the chosen aerosol scenario. In simulations with the double-moment scheme the
importance of hydrometeor evaporation depends strongly on the upstream flow velocity and the aerosol
scenario, while it is almost independent from U0 in simulations with the single-moment scheme.
The discussed non-dimensional variables can be combined to the drying ratio DR. It describes the
fraction of the upstream moisture flux, which is converted to surface precipitation and therefore is important to describe the large-scale influence of mountains on the moisture transport in the atmosphere.
The drying ration in our simulations reaches a maximum of 16.5 % for pure mixed-phase cloud and intermediate velocities. The drying ratio is sensitive to all investigated upstream flow properties. Different
microphysical parameterisations provide estimates of the drying ratio that fall within the aerosol-induced
spread of the double-moment parameterisations except for mixed-phase clouds without a melting layer.
Observational estimates of the drying ratio are significantly larger than the values obtain for the idealised two-dimensional simulations discussed here: Smith (2003) found a drying ratio of 34 %–46 %
for precipitation events in the southern part of the Alps, while Lin and Colle (2009) observe values of
9 %–19 % for the Oregon Coast Range and 22 %–29 % for the Cascades. Using water isotope measurements Smith et al. (2005) estimated the drying ratio to be 43 % for the Cascades and 50 % for the
Southern Andes (Smith and Evans, 2007). However, the estimation of the drying ratio for real precipitation events is difficult mainly due to the required estimate of the water vapour influx. Our values
correspond well those provided by Barstad et al. (2007) for idealised simulations with the EULAG model
(DR = 8 %–14 %).
Comparing the sensitivity to changes in physical parameters and the sensitivity to different microphysical simulations, the COSMO-model results suggest that large-scale properties like the drying ratio and
the domain-integrated surface precipitation are not very sensitive to the microphysical scheme, if the
influence of the cloud condensation nuclei is neglected. The results from simulations with the singlemoment scheme resemble a more maritime aerosol scenario for pure warm- and mixed-phase clouds
and a more continental setting in the presence of a melting layer. In contrast, more local characteristic as the location of the maximum surface precipitation, the cloud composition in terms of different
hydrometeors and the conversion pathways are strongly dependent on the microphysical parameterisation. For these parameters the sensitivity to the microphysical scheme is comparable to or even larger
than the sensitivity to physical parameters.

PART III

Orographic Precipitation and the Concept of Scaling
Relations

Introduction
parts printed in italic style are taken from Miltenberger et al. (2015)

Orographic precipitation is controlled by the meteorological conditions far upstream, the flow response
to the mountain and the microphysical processes in the cloud (Sawyer, 1956). The properties of the
incoming flow, together with the geometry of the mountain, determine the flow response, which in turn
controls the vertical velocity and vertical displacement of air parcels and hence the formation of condensate. However, the coupling between the dynamic flow response and the microphysics is not only
one-way as the latter influences atmospheric stability by latent heating and cooling, and therefore feeds
back on the dynamical flow response.
Dry air flow past orography has been extensively studied, analytically as well as with the aid of numerical model simulations (e.g., Queney, 1948; Smith, 1979; Lin and Wang, 1996). These studies
identified a set of non-dimensional numbers, which characterise the flow response as linear or nonlinear, hydrostatic or non-hydrostatic. These non-dimensional numbers, e.g., the horizontal and vertical
Froude numbers, depend on the dry static stability, the horizontal flow velocity far upstream, and the
mountain height and width. If the impinging flow is sufficiently moist to obtain saturation, this set of
non-dimensional numbers is no longer sufficient due to the associated latent heat release (e.g., Miglietta and Buzzi, 2001; Jiang and Smith, 2003). Representing the effect of latent heat release on the air
flow dynamics constitutes a difficult problem, as the stability reduction applies only to regions reaching
saturation. Whether saturation is reached in a specific region depends on vertical lifting, which in turn is
affected by the latent heat release (e.g., Smith, 1982; Barcilon and Fitzjarrald, 1985; Jiang and Smith,
2003). However, to first order the effect of latent heating can be taken into account by replacing the
dry static stability in the horizontal and vertical Froude numbers by the moist static stability (e.g., Colle,
2004).
While the air flow response to an obstacle can be fairly well characterised in terms of the above described non-dimensional numbers, the question arises whether a set of non-dimensional parameters
can be derived, which describes the precipitation response to a given obstacle. Such an extension of
the existing set of non-dimensional numbers to the problem of orographic precipitation has to take into
account not only the dynamical but also the microphysical processes converting cloud condensate to
surface precipitation.
Orographic precipitation has been examined in many studies using observational data (e.g., Hobbs,
1975; Neiman et al., 2002; Rotunno and Houze, 2007; Smith et al., 2009; Yu and Cheng, 2013), numerical model simulations (e.g., Colle and Zeng, 2004a; Richard et al., 2007; Zängl, 2007a; Milbrandt
et al., 2008) and conceptual models (e.g., Sarker, 1966; Smith, 1979; Smith and Barstad, 2004; Roe
and Baker, 2006; Kunz and Kottmeier, 2006a). These studies revealed the influence of many different
parameters on orographic precipitation including, but not limited to, the upstream flow velocity and humidity (i.e., the moisture influx) (e.g., Neiman et al., 2002; Kunz and Wassermann, 2011), atmospheric
stability (e.g., Marwitz, 1980; Jiang and Smith, 2003; Jiang and Doyle, 2009; Kaplan et al., 2012),
geometry of the mountain (e.g., Schneidereit and Schär, 2000; Colle, 2004; Jiang, 2007; Watson and
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Lane, 2012), surface temperature (e.g., Colle, 2004; Kirshbaum and Smith, 2008; Zängl, 2008), and
the aerosol content (e.g., Borys et al., 2000; Rosenfeld and Givati, 2006; Saleeby et al., 2009; Zubler
et al., 2011). Houze (2012) provided an excellent and extensive summary of the phenomenology of
orographic precipitation enhancement.
In this article we propose the precipitation efficiency and the Damköhler number, i.e., the ratio of the
advective and microphysical timescales, as appropriate non-dimensional numbers to characterise the
precipitation response in the case of stable orographic flow and warm-phase microphysics. While the
precipitation efficiency is a well-established quantity to describe the removal of condensate from the
atmosphere in a budget sense (e.g., Smith, 2003; Jiang and Smith, 2003; Smith et al., 2005; Barstad et
al., 2007; Khain, 2009), the formulation of the timescales involved in the Damköhler number is a critical
issue. The required timescales should be characteristic of the advection and the precipitation formation,
e.g., due to collision-coalescence processes, in orographic clouds. For the advective timescale the ratio
of the mountain half-width to the upstream velocity has been used so far (e.g., Smith, 2003; Smith and
Barstad, 2004; Seifert and Zängl, 2010). This simple scaling neglects variations due to the structure of
the excited gravity wave, but has not been questioned except by Cannon et al., 2014. In the past there
have been several attempts to formulate a microphysical timescale for orographic clouds (e.g., Jiang
and Smith, 2003; Smith and Barstad, 2004; Roe and Baker, 2006; Kunz and Kottmeier, 2006a; Cannon
et al., 2014), mostly in the context of the so-called upslope model of orographic precipitation (Barros
and Lettenmaier, 1994; Barstad and Smith, 2005). In the earlier studies the fundamental control parameters of the conversion timescale from condensate to precipitating hydrometeors were not evident
and the conversion timescale served as a tuning parameter to fit the surface precipitation distribution
predicted by the upslope model to observations (e.g., Barstad and Smith, 2005; Hughes et al., 2009).
The comparison of the surface precipitation modelled with the upslope model to the surface precipitation from measurements or complex numerical weather prediction models indicates, however, that the
conversion timescale varies strongly from cloud to cloud (e.g., Barstad and Smith, 2005; Cannon et al.,
2012). Therefore Cannon et al., 2012 and Cannon et al., 2014 suggested a dependency on the condensation rate. However, all studies so far have formulated the microphysical processes in a vertically
integrated box and entirely neglected the coupling of different cloud layers by sedimentation, except
for differentiating between a frozen and a liquid layer (e.g., Barstad and Schüller, 2011; Cannon et al.,
2014). The difficulties in defining an appropriate conversion timescale are, in addition to the complexity
of microphysical processes, related to the lack of any direct measures for the conversion timescales,
either from observations or from numerical simulations.
In this study we apply a Lagrangian perspective, which allows us to quantify the microphysical timescale
directly from numerical simulations and enables an analytical timescale formulation. We focus on warmphase orographic clouds, i.e., clouds containing only liquid hydrometeors. The analytical timescale
formulations developed in this paper are used to show that a close relation between the precipitation
efficiency and a properly defined Damköhler number exists, following Seifert and Stevens, 2010 and
Seifert and Zängl, 2010.
In the next chapter the conceptual ideas behind our approach are explained and discussed (ch. 11).
Lagrangian estimates and theoretical approximations of the timescales are introduced in chapter 12.
The introduced concept is then applied to warm-phase (ch. 13) and ice-phase clouds (ch. 14). The
timescales and their relation to precipitation efficiency are first investigated in box model simulations
along sinewave-like trajectory paths. Subsequently, two-dimensional numerical model simulations of
warm-phase clouds are considered (ch. 13.2).

Concept of a Scaling Relation for Precipitation
parts printed in italic style are taken from Miltenberger et al. (2015)
A widely used principle to characterise complex physical systems is the so-called physical similarity
(based on the Buckingham-Π theorem) (e.g., Barenblatt, 2003), which states that two physical systems
are similar, if they do not differ in characteristic dimensionless parameters of the system (but they may
differ in the magnitude of the dimensional parameters). In fact this simplifies the description of physical
systems significantly, as once the state of the system for a certain set of dimensionless parameters
has been described, the state of all systems with the same values of the dimensionless parameters are
similar no matter what the dimensional values of the realisation are. Examples of such non-dimensional
numbers are for instance the Rossby, the Stokes and the Reynolds numbers.
For dry idealised orographic flows the four governing parameters, far upstream horizontal velocity U0 ,
mountain half-width a, mountain height h and static stability N can be combined to two characteristic
non-dimensional numbers according to the Buckingham-Π theorem, as only two independent dimensions - time and length - are involved (e.g., Laprise and Peltier, 1989). Most frequently used are the
vertical Froude number F rh = U0 /(N h), the inverse of which is also known as the non-dimensional
mountain height, and the horizontal Froude number F ra = U0 /(N a) (sometimes the aspect ratio a/h
is used instead). The vertical Froude number describes the linearity of the flow in the vicinity of the obstacle: If F rh is much larger than one, the induced velocity disturbances will be much smaller than the
background flow and hence non-linear terms in the Navier-Stokes equation are negligible (e.g., Laprise
and Peltier, 1989; Lin and Wang, 1996; Lin, 2007). However, if it is smaller than one, the non-linear
terms are important. A physical meaning to the vertical Froude number can be derived by energy conservation arguments first described by Sheppard, 1956. The horizontal Froude number describes the
ratio of the forced oscillation frequency by the terrain (related to U0 /a) to the internal frequency of oscillation (related to N ). Hence if F ra is much smaller than one, the flow is hydrostatic and will become
increasingly non-hydrostatic for F ra larger than one (e.g., Laprise and Peltier, 1989; Lin, 2007).
To describe orographic precipitation, additional equations describing the conversion from condensate
to surface precipitation have to be added to the classical set of equations (Navier-Stokes, continuity and
thermodynamic energy equations and the ideal gas law). For warm-phase precipitation one may apply
the following bulk model:

Dqc
= Scond − Sauto − Saccr
(11.1)
Dt
Dqr
= Sauto + Saccr − Ssedi
(11.2)
Dt
where qc is the cloud and qr the rain water content and Scond denotes the condensation, Sauto the autoconversion, Saccr the accretion, and Ssedi the sedimentation rate. This adds two additional equations
to the system, which we postulate to introduce three additional parameters: the volume-integrated condensation rate C , the domain-integrated surface precipitation rate P and the microphysical timescale
τmicro , i.e., the characteristic timescale for the conversion of cloud condensate to sedimenting hydrometeors. As there are now three independent dimensions (time, length and mass) besides the two
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Froude numbers two additional non-dimensional numbers are needed: We suggest here the use of the
precipitation efficiency

P
C

(11.3)

τadv
τmicro

(11.4)

PE =
and the Damköhler number

Da =

where τadv is the advective timescale.
The precipitation efficiency describes a central part of the water budget of orographic precipitation
(e.g., Barstad et al., 2007): In a large-scale perspective the effect of mountains on the transport of
moisture can be described by the divergence of the moisture flux across the considered mountain (the
drying ratio), which can be rewritten as the product of the precipitation efficiency and the so-called
condensation ratio. The condensation ratio is the fraction of the water vapour flux that condenses
during the passage of the mountain. In warm-phase orographic clouds it is essentially determined
by the vertical lifting, i.e., it is in principle characterised by the moist Froude numbers. Hence a nondimensional number characterising the precipitation efficiency is essential for characterising the entire
water budget of orographic flow.
The Damköhler number was originally proposed by Damköhler, 1936, who theoretically justified earlier
practical rules to describe the yield of a chemical reaction as a function of the residence timescale of
a substance in a reactor compared to the reaction rate (e.g., Bodenstein and Wolgast, 1908; Förster
and Geib, 1934). The classical example to illustrate the principle of the Damköhler number is the
consideration of a first-order reaction, e.g., radioactive decay, occurring in a well-mixed, closed reactor
with a constant in- and outflux. In a first order reaction of reactant A to product B the reaction rate
depends on the available reactant A as

dA
dB
=−
= −kA.
dt
dt

(11.5)

where k is the rate coefficient. Solving this equation for the concentration of reactant A and of product
B results in:

A(t) = A0 e−kt ;

B(t) = A0 − A0 e−kt

(11.6)

and the conversion degree X(t) is

X(t) =

B(t)
.
A0

(11.7)

According to equation 11.5 the time until one unit of the reactant is converted to the product (conversion timescale) strongly increases with the conversion degree, i.e., when less reactant is available
(Fig. 11.1a):

τ −1 =

1 dA
kA
kA0 (1 − X)
=
=
= k(1 − X).
A0 dt
A0
A0

(11.8)

As the conversion timescale τ is a function of time, in Damköhler theory the conversion timescale at
the entrance of the reactor is used:

τ0−1 = τ −1 (t = 0) =

1 dA
kA0
(t0 ) =
= k.
A0 dt
A0

(11.9)
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Figure 11.1. Illustration of the Damköhler concept for a first-order reaction (e.g., radioactive decay), for which
the conversion timescale τ is proportional to the available reactant A and hence increases with the conversion
degree X (a). Due to this dependency a complete conversion, i.e., a conversion degree X = 1, is only reached
for very large Damköhler numbers, which correspond to an infinite residence timescale τadv in the reactor (b).

Assuming that the fluid spends the time τadv in the reactor, the conversion degree at the exit of the
reactor can be determined from eq. 11.5-11.9:

Xexit = 1 − e−τadv /τ0 = 1 − e−Da

(11.10)

Accordingly this conversion degree only depends on the timescale ratio, i.e., the Damköhler number
(Fig. 11.1b). This equation shows additionally that the conversion degree only asymptotically approaches a complete conversion for an infinitely long residence timescale due to the dependency of
the actual conversion timescale on the conversion degree (eq. 11.8). Hence the conversion degree can
be predicted by only knowing the conversion timescale τ0 and the residence timescale τadv , i.e., the
Damköhler number of the system.
For pure ice-phase clouds equations 11.1 and 11.2 have to be modified. If aggregation is neglected,
the ice-phase microphysical processes can be described by the following equations:

Dδ
= supdraf t − sdep
Dt
Dqi
= sdep − ssedi,q
Dt
Dni
= snuc − ssedi,n
Dt

(11.11)
(11.12)
(11.13)

where δ = qv − qv,sat is the difference between the actual and the saturation vapour pressure (related
to the ice supersaturation), qi the ice water content, ni the ice crystal number density, supdraf t the
production of supersaturation by ascending motion, sdep the deposition rate of water vapour on ice
crystals, ssedi,q the sedimentation rate of ice, ssedi,n the sedimentation rate of ice crystals and snuc the
nucleation rate of ice crystals. In comparison to warm-phase clouds an additional equation is required,
as the ice crystal nucleation occurs only in a limited time frame. Therefore the ice crystal number density
decreases steadily, needs to be considered explicitly. It can neither be prescribed nor set to a constant
value as for warm-phase clouds. Accordingly three additional equations are added to the system,
which add four additional parameters: The volume-integrated production rate of supersaturation Cp ,
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the domain-integrated sedimentation rate Pcb at the cloud base, the ice-phase microphysical timescale
τmicro describing the balance between deposition and sedimentation and the sedimentation timescale
τsedi . As there are three independent dimensions, identical to warm-phase clouds (time, length and
mass), three additional non-dimensional numbers are required to describe the system. We propose the
a modified precipitation efficiency for ice-phase describing the fraction of generated super-saturation
leaving the parcel as ice crystals

P Eice

R
Pcb
P
R
R
=
=
Cp
supdraf t ρ dx dz

(11.14)

τadv
τmicro

(11.15)

and the Damköhler number

Da =

similar to warm-phase orographic clouds. Additionally the ratio of the advective timescale to the sedimentation timescale

τadv
τsedi

(11.16)

is used. The second timescale ratio describes how much of the condensed phase can actually leave
the parcel.
In this study we show that the Damköhler number can be adopted for orographic clouds and can be
used to predict the precipitation efficiency of the cloud, i.e., the degree of conversion from condensate to
surface precipitation. The original Damköhler theory is only valid for single, closed and homogeneously
mixed boxes or parcels. However, an orographic cloud is usually far from being vertically and, in a threedimensional setup, horizontally homogeneous. This inhomogeneity concerns the residence timescale
of air parcels in the cloud as well as the conversion timescale. In addition, the microphysical evolution of
air parcels at different levels is not independent due to the gravitational settling of hydrometeors. Due to
these differences the Damköhler number of single parcels is not necessarily identical to the Damköhler
number of the entire cloud. To resolve this issue, we first investigate the timescales separately for
different air parcels and only afterwards combine the Damköhler numbers of single air parcels in a “bulk”
Damköhler number. The formulation of a bulk Damköhler number is based on an investigation of the
contribution of single parcels to surface precipitation. Using properly formulated timescales and suitable
vertical averaging, we will show that the precipitation efficiency is a unique function of the vertical Froude
number and the Damköhler number, at least for the two-dimensional numerical simulations described
in chapter 13.2.

Characteristic Timescales for Orographic Precipitation
parts printed in italic style are taken from Miltenberger et al. (2015)

When applying the Damköhler concept to orographic precipitation, the most critical issue is the definition
of the timescales for advection, τadv , and conversion of condensate to precipitation, τmicro . This is
particularly challenging as we are looking for a single Damköhler number that characterises the entire
cloud. It is not clear a priori that such a unique Damköhler number exists for each cloud.
To gain more insight into the processes that control the timescales and have to be included in the
definition and formulation of the timescales we choose a three-step approach:
1. Lagrangian analysis: We compute trajectories using numerical solutions of the moist orographic
flow problem and investigate the precipitation forming processes along these trajectories (Sections 13.2.1.1 and 13.2.1.2). With this Lagrangian analysis the microphysical evolution of single
air parcels can be depicted and characteristic points in the evolution can be identified.
2. Analytical approximations: We then search for analytical descriptions of these critical points,
which allow us to diagnose the timescales from the far upstream flow properties and the mountain
geometry only (Sections 13.2.1.1 and 13.2.1.2, Appendices A and B).
3. Vertical integration: The timescales defined for each air parcel are combined to a single bulk
Damköhler number of the entire cloud (Section 13.2.2). To tackle this issue we use again the
Lagrangian perspective and investigate the influence of single air parcels on the surface precipitation. In this way we can define the Damköhler number of the entire cloud as a weighted average
of the timescale ratios of individual air parcels.
The Lagrangian definition of the timescales and the analytical approximations of the timescales are
presented in this chapter. The formulation of the advective timescale already pertains to an orographic
setting (sec. 12.1), while the discussion of the microphysical timescales is valid also in a broader context
as very simple vertical velocity time series are used (sec. 12.2). This chapter therefore covers step 1
for a strongly idealised setting and step 2 of the above list. A detailed Lagrangian analysis of the
timescales in a less idealised setting of a two-dimensional orographic clouds is presented in chapters 13
and 14. The combination of timescales respectively Damköhler numbers of single parcels to values
characteristic of an entire warm-phase cloud, i.e., step 3 in the above list, is discussed in sections 13.1.2
and 13.2.2.

12.1

Advective and In-Cloud Residence Timescale

The advective timescale in the Damköhler concept refers to the time during which the conversion of the
reactant to the product can take place. In the context of precipitation formation the advective timescale
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Figure 12.1. Lagrangian definition of the in-cloud residence timescale τic,lagr for warm-phase (a) and ice-phase
(b) clouds. In panel (a) the temporal evolution of the total condensate qv (t = 0) − qv (t) (green), the cloud
Rt
water content qc (cyan), the rain water content qr (red) and the integrated outflux of rain drops 0 qr,out dt (blue)
is shown along an exemplary trajectory. For warm-phase clouds the in-cloud residence timescale equals the
time period when the cloud water content is larger than zero. Panel (b) shows the temporal evolution of the
ice supersaturation Si (blue), the ice water content qi (cyan), the ice crystal number density ni normalised with
the number of nucleated ice crystals ni,0 (red) and the mean ice particle mass x̄ normalised with its maximal
value x̄max (green). For ice-phase clouds the in-cloud residence time corresponds to the time period after
the first nucleation event during which the relative humidity over ice is larger or equal than 1.0. The displayed
microphysical evolutions were simulated with the microphysical box model (Appendix B 4) forced with a sinewavelike vertical velocity time series (sec. 13.1).

should hence describe the time, during which hydrometeors can grow. For warm-phase clouds rain
drops can grow as long as cloud droplets are available, i.e., as long as the air is saturated. Hence the
advective timescale is straightforward to quantify along a trajectory: It equals the time during, which
the cloud water content is larger than zero (Fig. 12.1a). In the following this timescale will be named
in-cloud residence timescale τic to distinguish from the previous use of the term “advective” timescale
related to advection across the mountain (eq. 12.1). Estimates of the in-cloud residence timescale obtained from a Lagrangian analysis of simulations are referred to as τic,lagr .
For ice-phase clouds, ice crystals can grow starting from the nucleation event until the relative humidity
with respect to ice becomes less than 100 %. Accordingly for ice-phase clouds the in-cloud residence
time equals the time after the nucleation event, during which the parcel is supersaturated with respect
to ice (Fig. 12.1b). The ice-supersaturation has to be treated explicitly for the ice-phase clouds due
to (i) larger supersaturations needed for homogeneous nucleation or IN activation compared to CCN
activation and (ii) a rather slow consumption of the supersaturation by deposition compared to condensation, i.e., the characteristic timescale for condensation is much smaller than the one for deposition.
In contrast, for warm-phase clouds the condensation can be treated as an instantaneous process.
The in-cloud residence timescale is to first order similar to the advective timescale used in other studies
(e.g., Smith, 1979):

τadv =

a
U0

(12.1)

where U0 is the far upstream flow velocity and a the mountain half-width. The advective and the incloud residence timescales differ only by a constant factor depending on the upstream relative humidity,
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if the cloud formation and dissipation occur at the same vertical displacement and if the flow response
is symmetric, i.e., the vertical velocities in the updraft and downdraft region are identical except for the
sign.
However, for a real orographic cloud the flow response is rarely symmetric due to the formation of gravity
waves. Additionally, neither the vertical displacement pattern nor the upstream relative humidity, which
determine the location of cloud formation, are constant with height. These two factors are included in the
analytical formulation of the in-cloud residence timescale τic,ana presented in the following: The impact
of the upstream relative humidity is included by considering the lifting condensation level (LCL) of each
parcel, which describes the vertical lifting of a parcel needed to reach saturation. This information is
combined with the vertical displacement of the parcel predicted by linear gravity wave theory (Fig. 12.2).
Any feedback of the condensation and evaporation on the vertical displacement by latent heat release
is neglected. This extended formulation comes at the expense of loosing full analytical tractability,
particularly because of the required computation of the LCL.
Based on the upstream temperature and specific moisture content of the air parcel, the height of the LCL
can be computed as follows: The water vapour mixing ratio is conserved during the adiabatic ascent
of the parcel to the LCL, and at the LCL the water vapour pressure has to equal the saturation vapour
pressure (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997): ew = ew,sat . Approximating the saturation vapour pressure
with the Magnus equation (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997) and approximating the saturation mixing ratio
1 ew,sat
by qw,sat = p−(1−
, the temperature at the LCL can be calculated by:
1 )ew,sat

TLCL



pLCL qw
AT0 − B ln 1 e3 +q
w (1−1 )e3


=
pLCL qw
A − ln 1 e3 +q
w (1−1 )e3

(12.2)

where qw is the water content of the air parcel, 1 = 0.622, e3 = 610.7 Pa, A = 17.15, B = 38.25 K
and T0 = 273.15 K. By using the conservation of potential temperature θ0 during the ascent to the LCL,
the pressure at the LCL is given by


pLCL = p0

TLCL
θ0

−1/κ
(12.3)

where κ = Rd /cp ≈ 0.286, p0 = 1000 hPa and θ0 = θ(p0 ). Assuming the environment to be in
hydrostatic equilibrium, the LCL height of the parcel zLCL can be computed by solving the equation
dp
−2 and the air density ρ(T, p).
dz = −gρ(T, p) with g = 9.81 m s
Based on the LCL considerations above, the vertical lifting required for condensation in an air parcel
with initial height z0 is: ηc (z0 ) = zLCL . Linear gravity wave theory provides an expression for the
vertical displacement for flow across an isolated mountain (e.g., Smith, 1979):


η(x, z) =
Z

ρ0
ρ(z)

1/2

∞

ĥ(k)e

Z
Re

l

ĥ(k)ei(l

2 −k 2 )1/2 z

· eikx dk+

0
−(k2 −l2 )1/2 z

· eikx dk

(12.4)

l

where ĥ(k) is the Fourier transformed topography, k the wavenumber of the topography and l = N
U the
Scorer parameter. By combining this solution with the LCL height, the cloud shape can be determined
as illustrated in Fig. 12.2: Assuming that all parcels have the same LCL height, condensed water should
exist at all locations, where the vertical displacement is larger than this LCL height (blue shaded area).
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Figure 12.2. Illustration of the concept for estimating the in-cloud residence timescale from linear gravity wave
theory. The vertical displacement from the analytical solution for U0 = 30 m s−1 is displayed by the contour lines
(black for positive and dark grey for negative displacement). The light grey curves are streamlines. Assuming
that every air parcel needs a lifting of 150 m to reach saturation and that no water is removed by sedimentation,
the blue shaded area indicates where cloud droplets should exist. The distance a parcel spends inside the cloud
is xic (red line). The in-cloud distance can be scaled with the initial horizontal velocity U0 to provide an estimate
for the advective timescale: τic,ana = xUic0 .

If the LCL varies for different parcels, a different vertical displacement has to be chosen along each
streamline. The point of first and last occurrence of saturation along a streamline, i.e., a trajectory,
starting at height z0 can be calculated by solving:

η(x, z0 + ηc (z0 )) = ηc (z0 )

(12.5)

This equation in general has two solutions x1 (z0 +ηc (z0 )) and x2 (z0 +ηc (z0 )), which correspond to the
first and last occurrence of saturation. The distance between these two points is the horizontal travel
distance xic of an air parcel inside the cloud (Fig. 12.2).
The in-cloud residence timescale can finally be computed by

τic,ana (z0 ) =

x2 (z0 ) − x1 (z0 )
U0

(12.6)

While it is not clear a priori that the average advection velocity inside the cloud is equal to U0 , the incloud average horizontal velocity along the COSMO-model trajectories showed only minor deviations
from U0 for all simulations (not shown).

12.2

Microphysical Timescale

The Damköhler number is the ratio of the advective timescale and a timescale describing the conversion process of the reactant to the product. In the context of precipitation formation this means the
formation of hydrometeors heavy enough to have significant fall speeds. The conversion timescale in
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the Damköhler theory is defined as the time needed for the conversion of the initial reactant concentration assuming the reaction rate to be constant (eq. 11.9). Transferring this concept to an orographic
cloud is not straightforward, because the concentration of total condensate, i.e., the reactant, is not
a monotonically decreasing function of the residence time, but is first increasing and then again decreasing according to the vertical displacement induced by the obstacle. This is equivalent to adding a
source term for the reactant in equation 11.5. In addition the reaction rate is not a simple function of the
conversion degree due to this source term. One rather obvious option is to use the mean conversion
rate, as done by some previous studies on the linear model for orographic precipitation (e.g., Smith and
Barstad, 2004; Cannon et al., 2014). This approach is equivalent to substituting the initial reaction rate
in eq. 11.9 by the mean reaction rate and therefore is equivalent to the standard definition of a reaction
timescale. However, the time-average conversion rate of cloud to rain water along a trajectory is difficult
to estimate a-priori as it is a highly non-linear function of the amount of both liquid hydrometeor types
and is strongly influenced by sedimentational in- and out-flux of rain water from and to the air parcels
above and below, respectively. Instead of using an average or maximum inverse reaction rate for the
microphysical timescale, the time until a specific point in the microphysical evolution is reached, can be
used to characterise the microphysical system.
This approach is chosen for the formulation of microphysical timescales in this thesis: For the warmphase microphysical timescale, the balance of production of cloud water by the updraft and its depletion
by microphysical processes is considered as suggested by Stevens and Seifert (2008) and Seifert and
Stevens (2010) (sec. 12.2.1). This concept can, however, not be directly transferred to ice-phase clouds,
because (i) the depletion of supersaturation is much slower and (ii) the sedimentation velocity can be
neglected neither for ice crystals nor for snow flakes. Therefore for ice-phase clouds the balance between the effects of vapour deposition and sedimentation on the mean particle mass are considered
(sec. 12.2.2). This approach allows to describe a larger part of the microphysical evolution than the
characteristic timescale of deposition, which has been used in previous studies as the characteristic
timescale for pure ice clouds (e.g., Khvorostyanov, 1995; Morrison et al., 2005; Kärcher et al., 2006).

12.2.1

Warm-Phase Clouds

For illustrative purposes the microphysical evolution of an air parcel lifted by a constant updraft is considered and sedimentation of rain drops is neglected (Fig. 12.3): After the parcel reaches saturation cloud
water starts to form. Initially no rain drops are present and hence the cloud water content equals the
total condensate qv (t = 0) − qv (t). The concept of the total condensate is very useful, as it describes
the amount of condensate that is available at a certain time based on the thermodynamic history of the
air parcel. After some time a significant amount of rain water droplets have been formed by collision
of cloud droplets (autoconversion), which subsequently grow very rapidly by collecting smaller cloud
droplets (accretion). Though steadily additional condensate is formed due to the continued uplift, the
cloud water content starts to decrease at a certain point due to its depletion by collision-coalescence.
c
The time from the first formation of condensate up to this point, i.e., Dq
Dt = 0, is used as microphysical timescale τmicro (Fig. 12.3). At this point, the production of cloud water by condensation and its
depletion due to collision-coalescence processes are balanced. For later times the condensate is very
quickly converted to rain drops.
The computation of the microphysical timescale from trajectory data is hence straightforward: The microphysical timescale τmicro,lagr equals the time between the first point with cloud water content larger
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Figure 12.3. Concept of the microphysical timescale τmicro,ana for air
parcels with a constant updraft and no
sedimentation. The microphysical evolution of condensate qv (t = 0) − qv (t)
(green), cloud water qc (blue) and rain
water qr (red) is shown for updraft velocities of 0.5 m s−1 (solid lines) and
1 m s−1 (dashed lines). The microphysical timescale corresponds to the
time between the first formation of condensate and the maximum cloud water
content (orange lines).
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than zero and the point with maximum cloud water content. However, in case of a non-constant updraft
a Lagrangian estimate of the microphysical timescale is only possible if τmicro,lagr is shorter than the
time the air parcel spends in the updraft. If the microphysical timescale is longer, the maximum cloud
water content is determined by the onset of evaporation in the downdraft. In this case a Lagrangian
estimate of the microphysical timescale cannot be determined.
Assuming a linear updraft, a constant cloud droplet number density, and no sedimentation the time to
c
reach Dq
Dt = 0 from the occurrence of first saturation can be computed (Stevens and Seifert, 2008). It
should be noted that disregarding sedimentation up to this point is not a strong assumption as the cloud
mainly consists of cloud droplets, which have very small sedimentation velocities. The equation to be
solved is:

Dqc
= scond + sautocon + saccr = 0.
(12.7)
Dt
where scond is the condensation, sautocon the autoconversion and saccr the accretion rate. In this study,
the microphysical terms are parameterised according to the two-moment scheme proposed by Seifert
and Beheng (2001):

sauto = kau qc4 n−2
c Φcc (2 )

(12.8)

saccr = kcr qc qr Φcr (2 )

(12.9)

r
where qc is the cloud water content, qr the rain water content, 2 = qcq+q
the rain water fraction, and
r
−1
τcond = (wΓl ) the condensation timescale. Γl is the liquid water lapse rate and can be approximated
c
by Lpv ( cgp − Γ) with Γ being the moist saturated lapse rate. kau ≈ 4.87 × 1018 s−1 m−6 is the autocon-

version parameter and kcr ≈ 4.33 s−1 the accretion parameter. Finally, Φcc = 1 + 600

0.68 3
0.68
2 ·(1−2 )
(1−2 )2

4



and Φcr =  +5 ×2 10−4
are universal similarity functions for autoconversion and accretion.
2
For a constant vertical velocity, the condensation rate can be assumed to be time independent and
described by a characteristic condensation timescale τcond (Stevens and Seifert, 2008; Seifert and
Stevens, 2010). Combining this approximation with equation 11.1, 12.8 and 12.9 results in the following
equation:

1

τcond

− kau qc (t)4 n−2
c Φcc (2 (t)) − kcr qc (t)qr (t)Φcr (2 (t)) = 0.

(12.10)
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Based on Stevens and Seifert, 2008, Seifert and Stevens, 2010 developed an approximate solution of
equation 12.10, which is

τmicro,ana =


−β? + β?2 +

τ04
(1 − ? )4 Φcc (? )

1/2 !1/2
(12.11)

2
kcr n2c τcond
? Φcr (? )
2kau (1 − ? )3 Φcc (? )

3/10 !
kau
? ≈ 0.10 · tanh 16.135
2 n2 τ
kcr
c cond

β? =

0.75 −0.25
τ0 = nc0.5 τcond
kau

with nc being the cloud droplet number density.
According to this analytical expression, the microphysical timescale depends on the vertical velocity,
the liquid water lapse rate and the number of cloud droplets. All these variables determine the temporal
evolution of the size of the cloud droplets, which is most decisive for the collision-coalescence efficiency
in the first part of the cloud. According to this model, the microphysical timescale decreases with
increasing vertical velocity (Fig. 12.3) and decreasing cloud droplet number density..
An appropriate estimate of the vertical velocity along a trajectory is the most critical issue when applying
the above microphysical timescale to orographic clouds, particularly because the updraft velocity is
not constant in contrast to the assumptions in the above derivation. The Lagrangian analysis of the
microphysical timescale suggests that the mean updraft velocity in the upstream part of the cloud is
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Figure 12.4. Illustration of the concept for estimating the mean upstream in-cloud vertical velocity w̄ic from linear
gravity wave theory. The vertical displacement η from the analytical solution for U0 = 30 m s−1 is displayed by the
contour lines (dark grey for positive and light grey for negative displacement). The black curves are streamlines.
Assuming that every air parcel needs a lifting of 150 m to reach saturation and that no water is removed by
sedimentation, the blue shaded area indicates where cloud droplets should exist. The mean upstream in-cloud
vertical velocity w̄ic of an air parcel, can be estimated by the distance it travels in the cloud until it starts to
descent, ∆x, and the vertical displacement the parcel experiences inside the cloud, ∆η , (red lines) scaled with
∆η
the initial velocity U0 : wic = U0 ∆x
.
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a good choice (sec. 13.2.1.2). This mean updraft velocity can be calculated from linear gravity wave
theory (Fig. 12.4). It equals the maximum additional vertical displacement of a parcel from its LCL (∆η )
divided by the distance between the two points (∆x ) scaled with the upstream horizontal velocity U0 :

wic = U0

12.2.2

∆η
∆x

(12.12)

Ice-Phase Clouds

To investigate the microphysical evolution in ice-phase clouds, box model simulations are performed.
The box model is based on the two-moment microphysical scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2006) and
is described in more detail in Appendix B in chapter 6. It is assumed that ice nucleates at time tnuc
in a single event and that growth of ice particles by collision-coalescence can be neglected. For the
simulations discussed in this section, the air parcel is lifted with a constant vertical velocity up to the
nucleation event; afterwards the vertical velocity is reduced slowly to zero within a certain time interval
τw (damping time) according to:

w(t) =



w0






0.5 · w0 cos

t ≤ tnuc
π
τw (t



− τnuc ) + 1



0.0







tnuc < t ≤ τw + tnuc

(12.13)

t > τw + tnuc

The decay of the vertical velocity after the nucleation event is required, because the sustained production of supersaturation could not be depleted due to sedimentational losses of ice crystal and accordingly multiple nucleation events would occur. Additionally it is assumed that ice crystals do not grow by
collisional processes. This assumption may hold even in the upper part of thick orographic ice clouds:
An analysis of the integrated microphysical rates in COSMO simulations of cold clouds indicates that
the ice microphysics in the upper part of the cloud are dominated by vapour deposition (Fig. C.4).
The temporal evolution of ice supersaturation, ice water content and mean ice crystal mass along an

Si

1.0
Figure 12.5. Concept of the ice-phase microphysical timescale. The evolution of the ice supersaturation Si (blue), the crystal number density ni (red), the ice water content qi (cyan)
and the mean particle mass x̄ (green) was simulated with the microphysical box model. Up
to the nucleation event (leftmost dashed vertical line) a constant updraft velocity is prescribed,
which is dampened to zero in the 500 s after the
nucleation event. The ice-phase microphysical
timescale is defined as the time between the nucleation event and the time, at which the mean
particle mass reaches its maximum(orange line).
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exemplary trajectory is shown in Fig. 12.5 for w0 = 0.5 m s−1 and τw = 500 s: The ice supersaturation Si (blue line) increases almost linearly up to the nucleation event marked by a rapid increase
of the ice crystal number density ni (red line). Afterwards the supersaturation reduces as it is consumed by vapour deposition on the ice crystals. The number of ice crystals steadily reduces due to
sedimentation. The ice water content qi increases immediately after the nucleation event due to vapour
deposition and decreases later due to sedimentation (cyan line). The mean particle mass defined as
x̄i = qi /ni (green line) behaves very similarly to the ice water content, but reaches its maximum at
a later time and also reduces at a much smaller rate later on. This difference is due to the contrary
effects of sedimentation on the mean particle mass: The reduction of the ice crystal number density
tends to increase the mean particle mass, while the removal of ice mass decreases the mean particle
mass. The overall impact of sedimentation is, however, a reduction of the mean particle mass, as the
large ice crystals are removed quicker than the smaller ones. The evolution of the mean particle mass
is important for the entire microphysical evolution, as it determines the bulk sedimentation velocity and
hence the removal of condensate from the parcel. Additionally the mean particle mass affects vapour
deposition, which depends strongly on the total surface area of the particles. If a constant crystal shape
and density is assumed, the mean particle mass is directly related to the total surface area. The time,
x¯i
at which DDt
= 0, is hence decisive for the microphysical evolution, because it separates a phase in
the microphysical evolution that is dominated by deposition from a phase dominated by sedimentation.
x¯i
The time from the nucleation event up to DDt
= 0 is therefore used here as the microphysical timescale
(orange line in Fig. 12.5).
The variation of the ice-phase microphysical timescale with the control parameters w0 and τw for
the vertical velocity time series is shown in Fig. 12.6a: For small damping times, e.g., τw = 100 s,
the microphysical timescale strongly decreases with increasing updraft velocity from about 1000 s for
w0 = 0.1 m s−1 to about 100 s for w0 = 2.0 m s−1 . An investigation of the actual evolution of the supersaturation indicates that the damping time of the vertical velocity is smaller than the time required
to deplete the supersaturation for all w0 (Fig. 12.7a & c). Accordingly the balance between vapour
deposition and sedimentation is dominated by a rapidly decreasing vapour deposition term. Due to the
discontinued uplift and hence generation of supersaturation, the ice supersaturation is consumed very
rapidly in the early phase of the cloud evolution.
For larger damping times, e.g., τw = 1000 s, the damping time is much larger than the time required
for the depletion of the supersaturation (Fig. 12.7b & d). Nevertheless, for vertical updrafts less than
0.5 m s−1 a similar behaviour of the microphysical timescale is observed. For larger updraft velocities
the microphysical timescale a quasi-equilibrium between production of supersaturation by the updraft
and its depletion by vapour deposition is reached, which is only perturbed by the prescribed decreasing
updraft velocity (Fig. 12.7b & d). This quasi-equilibrium is enabled by the slow damping of the vertical
velocity compared to the initial depletion of supersaturation by vapour deposition. Accordingly, for large
w0 the ice-phase microphysical timescales converges to a single number (Fig. 12.6a), which is determined by the decrease of the vertical velocity disturbing the quasi-equilibrium supersaturation.
The importance of vapour deposition for the microphysical evolution becomes even clearer, if the vapour
deposition timescale proposed in earlier studies, e.g., Khvorostyanov (1995) and Morrison et al. (2005)
or Kärcher et al. (2006), is used. These studies mainly aimed at a parameterisation of ice crystal nucleation and the depletion of supersaturation for large-scale models. The deposition timescale τdep is
defined by the relaxation timescale immediately after nucleation assuming no additional lifting after the
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nucleation event and a constant ice crystal number density:


τdep = (qv (tnuc ) − qv,sat (tnuc ))

Dqi
Dt

−1
(12.14)
dep

In the framework of the two-moment scheme by Seifert and Beheng (2006) the depositional timescale
can be calculated according to

τdep = (gni,0 ci dfv )−1


qv (tnuc ) − qv,sat (tnuc ) βgeo
d = αgeo
ni,0

(12.15)
(12.16)

where ni,0 is the number of nucleated ice crystals, ci = 0.5, fv a ventilation factor,
αgeo = 0.835 mkg−βgeo and βgeo = 0.39 geometry factors relating the mean particle mass to the particle diameter and g = 4π(Le d2 (Kt Rd T 2 )−1 + Rd T (Dvtp esi )−1 )−1 with the diffusivity of water vapour
Dvtp , Led = 2.83 × 106 J kg−1 , KT = 2.5 × 10−2 W m−1 K−1 and Rd = 461.5 J kg−1 K−1 .
The ratio of the deposition timescale to the ice-phase microphysical timescale allows to judge the role
of vapour deposition in the evolution of the mean particle mass (Fig. 12.6b): For small τw the ice-phase
microphysical timescale is essentially a multiple of the deposition timescale, while for larger τw the ratio
between the two timescales strongly increase towards larger w0 . While the increase of the timescale
ratio τmicro,lagr /τdep is much stronger for large damping times, it also increases slightly with w0 for
τw = 100 s. Since the two assumptions for the formulation of the deposition timescale, constant ice
crystal number density and no vertical motion after the nucleation event, are not fulfilled in the current
experiment, this is likely related to a poor estimate of the deposition timescale. The importance of the
ratio between τmicro,lagr and τdep is corroborated by an investigation of the microphysical evolution
(Fig. 12.7), which shows that the depositional timescale is a good predictor of the relative humidity for
small τw and the early phase after nucleation for large τw , but not for the later evolution for large τw .
These observations indicate that the ice-phase microphysical timescale describes the microphysical
evolution for longer time spans than the deposition timescale, which is in general only a good descriptor
for the evolution shortly after the nucleation event.
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Figure 12.6. Panel (a) shows the dependency of the ice-phase microphysical timescale on the updraft velocity for
three different damping rates of the vertical velocity after the nucleation event (colours). Panel (b) shows the ratio
of the ice-phase microphysical timescale and the deposition timescale calculated according to equation 12.15.
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Figure 12.7. Evolution of the relative humidity over ice (a & b) and the mean particle mass (c & d). Panels (a)
and (c) show simulations with τw = 100 s and panels (b) and (d) with τw = 1000 s. The time axis in each panel is
normalised with the deposition timescale. The dashed vertical lines in (c) and (d) indicate 0.5 τw /τdep . The grey
line in (a) and (b) shows the relative humidity evolution expected from Si = Si,0 exp (−t/τdep ). The tendencies
of the mean particle mass due to different microphysical terms is shown in Appendix C (Fig. C.8).

Finally, if the precipitation output from the box model is considered, the sedimentation timescale of
ice-crystals becomes important. Assuming a constant sedimentation velocity vsedi , the sedimentation
timescale τsedi equals the inverse fall-time of an ice particle through the box with height ∆z :

τsedi =

∆z
vsedi

(12.17)

After this time all ice crystals should have left the box, if all particles have the same, constant sedimentation velocity vsedi and are initially homogeneously distributed in the box. The sedimentational timescale
can be derived from the trajectory data by assessing the time ts , which the ice crystal number density
requires to reduce to some constant fraction c of the initial number density ni,0 :

τsedi = −

ts
.
ln(c)

(12.18)
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For a first order analytical estimate of the sedimentation timescale the relation of the sedimentation
velocity to the mean particle mass can be used:

vsedi = αx̄i bvel .

(12.19)

The mean particle mass can be estimated by dividing the maximum possible condensate at the nucleation event by the number of nucleated ice crystals:

x̄isedi =

qv (t = 0) − qv,sat (t = tnuc )
ni,0

(12.20)

where qv (t = 0) is the initial water vapour mixing ratio before the nucleation event and qv,sat (t = tnuc )
the saturation water vapour mixing ratio at the time of nucleation event. Though this estimate entirely
neglects the temporal variation of the mean particle mass, it provides a good first-order estimate of the
sedimentation timescale.

Towards an Analytical Formulation of the Ice-Phase Microphysical Timescale
The change in mean particle mass can be written as

Dx̄i
D
=
Dt
Dt



qi
ni


=

1
1
x̄i
sdep + ssedi,q − ssedi,n
ni
ni
ni

(12.21)

where sdep pertains to changes of qi due to vapour deposition and ssedi,q and ssedi,n pertain to changes
due to sedimentation of ice mass and number, respectively. Using the formulations from the twomoment scheme by Seifert and Beheng (2006), the terms can be expanded as

1
sdep = C(t) x̄i (t)βgeo Si
ni

(12.22)

1
ssedi,q = Cq x̄i (t)1+bvel
ni
x̄i
ssedi,n = Cn x̄i (t)1+bvel
ni

(12.23)
(12.24)

The constants in the above equations are as follows:

0.1875
1.225 kg m−3
1
≈ 22.4625 ms kg
Cn =
ρ0
∆z

0.1875
−3
1
1
1.225 kg m
Cq = αq cbλvel ρexp
≈ 35.8378 ms−1 kg−bvel
∆z
ρ0
∆z
−β
geo
0.4175 mkg
· 4π
C(t) = ci αgeo fv gi ≈ 2
2
−1
Led (KT Rd T (t) ) + Rd T (t)(Dvtp esi (T (t)))−1
∆t
αn cbλvel ρexp
∆z

−1

−bvel



= 8.7602 × 10−5 m2 s−1 K−1.81 Pa T (t)1.81 p(t)−1 , Led = 2.83 × 106 J kg−1 ,
KT = 2.5 × 10−2 W m−1 K−1 , Rd = 461.5 J kg−1 K−1 , βgeo = 0.39 and bvel = 0.215 79.
with Dvtp

While the terms pertaining to sedimentation depend solely on the mean particle mass, the vapour deposition term contains additionally the ice supersaturation Si . The ice supersaturation can be calculated
by

Rd T ρ
Rd T ρ
qv (t) − 1 =
Si = RHi − 1 =
es,i (T )
es,i (T )



Z
qv (t0 ) −

t


ni (t)sdep dt − 1

0

(12.25)
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Figure 12.8. The sedimentation timescale τsedi is estimated by a logarithmic fit to the simulated ice crystal
number density ni in the time interval with ni,0 ≥ ni (t) ≥ 0.5 ni,0 . The dependence of τsedi on w0 and τw is
shown in panel (a). Panel (b) shows the relation between the sedimentation timescale and the ratio of the initial
excess water vapour content divided by the number of nucleated ice crystals, i.e., a first-order estimate of the
mean particle mass.

Similar to the considerations of warm-phase clouds the first term can be approximated by the integral of
the vertical velocity multiplied with an ”ice water lapse rate”, i.e., the change in saturation vapour mixing
dq
. The second term, however, cannot be formulated such that it only involves
ratio with lifting v,sat,i
dt
the mean particle mass and the time. It contains an additional dependency on the ice crystal number
density. Accordingly an approximation of the ice crystal number density as function of time for use in
the formulation of the supersaturation has to be developed. Because in the current framework the only
process affecting the ice crystal number density after the nucleation event is sedimentation, the ice
crystal number density in a box of height ∆z can be written as

Z
ni (t) = −
0

t

vsedi (t)
ni (t)dt
∆z

vsedi (t) = αn x̄i bvel

(12.26)
(12.27)

If the bulk sedimentation velocity was constant, the ice crystal number density would decay exponentially with time according to



t
ni (t) = ni,0 exp(−vsedi t/∆z) = Ni,0 exp −
τsedi

(12.28)

where ni,0 is the number of ice crystals generated during the nucleation event and τsedi the sedimentation timescale. Motivated by these considerations the sedimentation timescale is estimated from box
model simulations forced with a vertical velocity time series according to eq. 12.13 with various values
of w0 and τw (Fig. 12.8a): the sedimentation timescale depends very strongly on w0 and less on τw .
As the sedimentation velocity is connected to the mean particle mass, w0 can in principle have two different impacts on τsedi . First and probably most importantly w0 determines the number of ice crystals
that are nucleated homogeneously (Fig. C.5). Additionally w0 influences the total vertical displacement
and hence the maximum possible condensate amount. To investigate the first effect the sedimentation
velocity is plotted against the ratio of the difference between the actual and the saturation water vapour
content at the nucleation event δ0 = qv (tnuc ) − qv,sat,i (tnuc ) and the number of nucleated ice crystals
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ni,0 , i.e., a first-order estimate of the mean particle mass (Fig. 12.8b). The sedimentation timescale
seems to depend almost linearly on the logarithm of this mean particle mass estimate for all except the
smallest w0 . The deviation for small vertical velocities is linked to the slow increase of the terminal fall
velocity to its maximum value governed by the depositional growth of the ice crystals (Fig. C.7). For
larger vertical velocities, the maximum fall velocity is reached much faster and accordingly the estimate
of the sedimentational timescale is not biased by the initially relatively slow removal of ice crystals. The
slope of the relation is very similar for large τw , while it is slightly larger for τw = 100 s.
Therefore the following expression can be used to estimate the sedimentation timescale from δ0 /ni,0


τsedi = b − a ln

δ0
ni,0


(12.29)

where a = 115.2 s/ln(kg) and b = −2059 s estimated from the curves for τw = 500 s and τw = 1000 s
and w0 > 0.5 m s−1 . Inserting equations 12.28 and 12.29 in the expression for the supersaturation
(eq. 12.25) results in:

Rd T ρ
Si =
es,i (T )
Rd T ρ
=
es,i (T )

Z
qv (t0 ) −

t


ni,0 exp −

0



Z t
qv (t0 ) −
ni,0 exp −
0

t
b − a ln(δ0 /ni,0 )



t
b − a ln(δ0 /ni,0 )



Dx̄i
Dt

!



dt

−1

dep
βgeo

C(t)x̄i (t)


Si dt − 1

(12.30)

The ice-phase microphysical timescale can be finally calculated by setting the equation of the mean
particle mass to zero:

Rd T ρ
es,i (T )



Z t
qv (t0 ) −
ni,0 exp −
0

t
b − a ln(δ0 /ni,0 )



βgeo

C(t)x̄i (t)


Si dt − 1+

(Cq + Cn )x̄i (t)1+bvel = 0

(12.31)

The numerical solution to this equation (which requires still a time integration) captures the dependency
of the ice-phase microphysical timescale on w0 and τw very well except for very small vertical velocities
(Fig. 12.9). However, further approximations may be necessary to solve equation 12.31 analytically.

Warm-Phase Orographic Clouds

In this chapter the scaling relation concept is applied to warm-phase orographic clouds, i.e., clouds
containing no frozen hydrometeors. In the first section simulations with a microphysical box model
forced by a sinewave-like vertical velocity time series are investigated (sec. 13.1). This model serves
as an intermediate step towards more realistic orographic clouds, because vertical variations of the
parcel displacement and relative humidity are neglected. In the second part the timescales and the
scaling relation are investigated for two-dimensional orographic clouds, which were simulated with the
COSMO-model (sec. 13.2).

13.1

Sinewave Updraft and Box model

To first order, flow across topography can be envisioned as a vertical lifting followed by a descent
of an air parcel, a perspective employed also by the most basic models of orographic precipitation
(e.g., Rhea, 1978; Smith, 1979). The microphysical evolution and the characteristic non-dimensional
numbers as proposed in chapter 11 are therefore first investigated along a single trajectory with a
prescribed sinewave-like vertical velocity time series. The period of this wave (T ) can be interpreted as
the ratio of the mountain width to the upstream flow velocity. Therefore a shortening of the wave period
corresponds to a larger upstream velocity assuming a constant mountain width. A detailed description
of the prescribed time series is provided in Appendix B 5. The temporal evolution of relative humidity,
cloud condensate and rain water along these trajectories is simulated with a box model based on the
two-moment scheme in the COSMO-model. The box model is in more detail documented in Appendix
B 6. In the second section several of these trajectories are stacked on top of each other and are
therefore influenced by the sedimentational influx of rain water from higher level parcel (sec. 13.1.2).
With this approach the impact of sedimentation fluxes on lower-level parcels can be investigated, which
is an important step towards more realistic orographic clouds.

13.1.1

Single Parcels

For an air parcel undergoing a very rapid ascent-descent sequence the cloud condensate essentially
corresponds to the total condensate, i.e., the time integral of the condensation rate: In Fig. 13.1a the
green and the cyan lines are almost identical and only at the very end of the cloud some rain water (red)
develops. Accordingly only a very small fraction of the total condensate is falling out as precipitation
(blue). If the air parcel spends successively more time in the cloud, i.e., the period of the sinewave-like
pattern gets larger, the formation of significant rain water amounts occurs already at an earlier phase of
the wave as more time is available for collision-coalescence processes to act (Fig. 13.1a to d). Accord-
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Figure 13.1. Microphysical evolution simulated by the box model forced with a sinewave-like vertical velocity time
series: total condensate qv (t = 0) − qv (t) (green), cloud water content qc (cyan), rain water content qr (red) and
Rt
the integrated sedimentational outflux 0 qr,out dt. The initial relative humidity is RH = 99 %, the initial temperature T (t = 0) = 15 ◦C and the cloud droplet number concentration is nc = 100 cm−3 . From panel (a) to panel
(d) the period T of the vertical velocity time series is 20.4 min, 40.8 min, 128.3 min, and 583.3 min. The vertical
grey dashed lines indicate the first and last occurrence of cloud water. The maximum vertical displacement ηmax
equals 1000 m.

ingly the amount of rain water leaving the box as precipitation also steadily increases. However, while
the onset of rain water occurrence keeps to move upstream relative to the wave pattern, the fraction
of total condensate falling out as precipitation does not increase steadily for very long wave periods. A
closer examination particularly of Fig. 13.1d suggests that this is due to a very efficient removal of rain
drops in an early phase of the cloud and the inability to reinitialise efficient accretion in the downdraft
phase of the cloud. The inefficient removal of cloud water is expressed in a quasi-plateau in cloud
water content around non-dimensional time 0.35–0.5. In this ”regime” sedimentational losses outweigh
collection of cloud droplets for the net budget of rain water. For cloud water, losses due to accretion are
approximately balanced by condensation. The latter balance is only disturbed by the decreasing vertical
velocity reducing the condensation rate and later on the transition to evaporation. The quasi-balance
between condensation and sedimentational losses together with the termination of the ascent impede
a larger precipitation efficiency despite an earlier onset of efficient rain production for long wavelength.
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These fundamental properties of the microphysical system are captured well by the scaling relation, as
will be shown at the end of this section.
To formulate a scaling relation for precipitation efficiency based on the Damköhler number, first the behaviour of the advective and the microphysical timescales needs to be investigated for different wave
periods and cloud droplet number densities. Fig. 13.2a shows the in-cloud residence times, i.e., the
time an air parcel spends inside the cloud (sec. 12.1). The values are normalised with the wave period
for ease of comparison. For short wavelength air parcels spend about 85 % of the wave period inside
the cloud. The in-cloud residence time never reaches the full wave period as the air parcels are subsaturated at the beginning and hence there is a condensate free episode at the beginning and the end
of the trajectory. For a single cloud droplet number concentration, e.g., of 100 cm−3 (dark blue line in
Fig. 13.2a), the in-cloud residence time first decreases steadily for increasing wave periods reaching a
minimum of about 56 % of the wave period. For even larger wave periods, it again slightly increases to
about 58 %. This behaviour is very tightly coupled to and well in-line with the changes of precipitation
amount observed in the examination of the microphysical evolution of single trajectories (Fig. 13.2):
While the onset of condensation relative to the wave phase is not influenced by the precipitation formation, the amount of precipitation impacts the dissolution of the cloud by altering the total water content.
Thereby the point, at which all cloud water is evaporated and the parcel becomes sub-saturated, is
moved upstream and the cloud, i.e., the in-cloud residence time, is shortened. Examining simulations
with other cloud droplet densities (other colours in Fig. 13.2) shows a very similar behaviour of the
in-cloud residence time: For large cloud droplet number concentrations a comparable decrease of the
in-cloud residence time requires a larger increase of the wave period than for small cloud droplet number densities. The cloudy fraction of the wave period also levels off at higher values. This is expected
due to less efficient microphysical warm-phase growth processes in the presence of more and smaller
cloud droplets leading to a smaller reduction of the water content in the parcel by sedimentation.
The microphysical timescale defined as the time to reach the maximum cloud water content, i.e.,
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Figure 13.2. Lagrangian estimate of the in-cloud residence timescale τic,lagr (a) and of the microphysical
timescale τmicro,lagr (b) from simulations with the microphysical box model forced by a sinewave-like vertical velocity time series. The initial relative humidity is RH(t = 0) = 99 % and the initial temperature T (t = 0) = 15 ◦C.
Both timescales are divided by the wave period T of the vertical velocity time series, which varies between 0.2 min
and 5833.3 min. Different colours show simulations with a different cloud droplet number density. The maximum
vertical displacement equals 1000 m in all simulations.
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= 0, is displayed in Fig. 13.2b again normalised with the wave period. Considering the depen-

dency of the microphysical timescale on the wave period for a single cloud droplet number density, e.g.,
100 cm−3 (dark blue line), shows a significant reduction of the microphysical timescale with increasing
wave period. For very short wave periods the ratio of the microphysical timescale to the wave period
equals about 42 %, which corresponds to half of the in-cloud residence timescale. In these cases the
decrease of the cloud water content is governed by the onset of evaporation in the descent phase
and significant depletion of cloud water by microphysical processes occurs only in the downdraft. As
discussed in section 12.2.1 this behaviour is due to limitations of the Lagrangian method to quantify
the timescales: With the Lagrangian approach the cloud microphysical timescale can only be quantified correctly, if the microphysical processes are efficient enough to balance the condensation rate
before the onset of the downdraft. For longer wave periods the relative microphysical timescale shortens due to two factors: First, the updraft velocity and hence the condensation rate are reduced due to
a prescribed maximum vertical displacement and secondly more absolute time is available for droplet
growth in the ascent phase. As the microphysical timescale is defined by the time required to reach a
balance between growth of cloud droplets by condensation and depletion by cloud droplets by collisioncoalescence, the first factor leads to an earlier balance between the two processes and hence shortens
the microphysical timescale. As the autoconversion process depends on the actual time available, it
acts in the same direction. The autoconversion is also strongly dependent on the cloud droplet number
density: The required time to grow large enough drops to initialise an efficient collection mechanism
increases rapidly with the cloud droplet number density (differently coloured lines in Fig. 13.2). Accordingly for larger cloud droplet number densities a deviation from the value of 42 % for the ratio between
microphysical timescales occurs only for larger wave periods. Additionally for large nc a comparable
decrease of the relative microphysical timescale needs a larger increase of the wave period than for
smaller cloud droplet number densities.
In the discussion of non-dimensional numbers for orographic precipitation in chapter 11 it was proposed that there is a close relationship between the Damköhler number, i.e., the ratio of advective to
microphysical timescale, and the precipitation efficiency. This hypothesis is investigated by combining the ratio of the Lagrangian timescale estimates with the precipitation efficiency of single parcels
(Fig. 13.3a). The precipitation efficiency of single parcels can be defined as

RT

ssedi,out dt
P Eparcel = 0R T
0 scond dt

(13.1)

where scond is the condensation rate, ssedi,out is the sedimentation outflux of rain drops. Each line in
Fig. 13.3a corresponds to a set of sinewave experiments with a certain cloud droplet number density
and different wave periods. In general, simulations with short wave periods are located on the lower
part of the curve with small precipitation efficiencies, while simulations with long wave periods are on
the upper right part of the curve with high precipitation efficiencies. Each curve starts at a Damköhler
number of about 2.0, because the production of rain water is very inefficient and the time at which
Dqc
Dt = 0 is accordingly only determined by the onset of the downdraft. In some sense this is an artefact
of the Lagrangian estimation of the microphysical timescale, which is not able to accurately estimate
microphysical timescales in such cases. Following a single curve from low to high precipitation efficiencies the Damköhler number first decreases. This is due to the impact of precipitation formation
on the in-cloud residence timescale discussed previously, which is initially much stronger than the decrease of the microphysical timescale. As soon as the precipitation efficiency does not vary strongly
anymore, the Damköhler number increases again. The maximum value of the precipitation efficiency
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Figure 13.3. Scaling relation for single air parcels for box model simulations along a sinewave-like vertical velocity
time series. In panel (a) Lagrangian estimates of both timescales are used, while in panel (b) analytical timescale
estimates are used. The simulations have an initial relative humidity of RH0 = 99 % and an initial temperature of
T (t = 0) = 15 ◦C. Different colours show simulations with a different cloud droplet number density.

reduces from about 85 % for the lowest cloud droplet number density nc = 25 cm−3 to about 55 % for
nc = 300 cm−3 . A comparison of the microphysical evolution in simulations with a Damköhler number
of about 2.0 in the upper branch of the scaling curve indicates that this is mainly due to a stronger
impact of sedimentation on the rain drop reservoir (Fig. C.9): While for small cloud droplet number
densities the collision-coalescence is efficient enough to balance sedimentational losses of rain water,
rain water is much faster depleted for high cloud droplet number densities and therefore reduces the
efficiency of accretion even further. Obviously the reduction in rain formation by collision-coalescence
is more important than the smaller mean rain droplet mass and therefore bulk sedimentation velocity
for high cloud droplet number densities.
Though the maximum precipitation efficiency depends additionally on the cloud droplet number concentration, a strong relation between the Lagrangian estimate of the Damköhler number and the precipitation efficiency exists. This relation is, however, not unique as for Damköhler numbers smaller than
about 2.0, two precipitation efficiencies are possible even for a single cloud droplet number density. The
major reason for this is the implicit inclusion of the precipitation efficiency in the Lagrangian estimates
of the in-cloud residence time. If this information is removed from the Damköhler number by using the
analytical estimates of the timescales discussed in chapter 13.2.1 the scaling relation becomes unique
(Fig. 13.3b): While for Damköhler numbers below about 0.55 no precipitation leaves the parcel, the
precipitation efficiency strongly increases with the Damköhler number up to about Da = 1.1 and finally
the precipitation efficiency reaches its maximum value for very large Damköhler numbers. Except for
the maximum precipitation efficiency the curves now collapse almost on a single curve. Connecting the
simulations differently by grouping together simulations with the same wave period, but different cloud
droplet number densities shows that the slope of the relation between the Damköhler number and the
precipitation efficiency can be also interpreted to represent the sensitivity of the system to perturbations
in the cloud droplet number density or the aerosol amount (Fig. C.10).
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Vertically Stacked Parcels

In the experiments discussed in the previous section only a single homogeneously mixed box of constant vertical extent was used. Orographic clouds are, however, usually much deeper than a single
parcel can be assumed to be in the box model approach chosen here. The reasonable depth of a
single parcel is mainly restricted by the sedimentation algorithm, which implicitly assumes an instantaneous vertical redistribution of the hydrometeors in the box after each time-step.
The depth of orographic clouds depends on the gravity wave response, which determines the vertical extent of the air mass lifted upstream of the mountain. Using linear gravity wave theory it can be
shown that the vertical wavelength is proportional to the upstream flow velocity and that all streamlines
up to half the vertical wavelength experience upward motion on the upwind side of the mountain (for
instance consider streamlines in Fig. B.4). In a further step towards a more realistic orographic cloud,
the cloud depth is therefore scaled linearly with the upstream velocity. Different cloud depths are simulated by stacking several trajectories on top of each other. The number of vertically stacked trajectories
is proportional to the upstream velocity, i.e., inversely proportional to the wave period. The different
trajectories in one stack are coupled by the sedimentational fluxes of rain water (for more details see
Appendix B 5 and 6). While more realistically considering the cloud depth compared to the previous
section, the initial conditions of all trajectories in a stack are still identical: They have the same initial
temperature, pressure and relative humidity and are forced by an identical vertical velocity time series.

13.1.2.1

Timescales and Damköhler Number for Individual Parcels

The microphysical evolution along trajectories at different vertical positions in the stack is shown in
Fig. 13.4 for different wave periods: The trajectory with the largest starting height z0 in each panel
corresponds to the cloud top parcel and the temporal evolution of all microphysical species is exactly
identical to those shown in Fig. 13.1 for the same wave period. The precipitation falling out of this parcel
is, however, entering the next lower trajectory and accordingly influences the microphysical evolution in
this trajectory by increasing the mixing ratio of rain water. An increased rain drop concentration should
lead to a more rapid collection of cloud droplets and accordingly the cloud water content in the lower
parcels is generally reduced. Nevertheless, the impact on the time, at which the maximum cloud water
content is reached, is rather small. Because the vertical motion of the different trajectories in a stack is
identical and the rain drops have finite fall velocities, the drops from higher trajectories reach a certain
parcel only after the local production of rain starts. This is also expressed in the downstream shift of
the peak in rain water content with decreasing z0 .
The vertical divergence of the rain water flux, i.e., the difference between sedimenational outflux from
the parcel and the influx from the parcel above, shows a less intuitive behaviour: Due to a larger collection efficiency the precipitation amount leaving the parcel should increase. Considering the integrated
sedimentational outflux up to the time, when no cloud or rain water is left in the parcel, such a behaviour
is only observed for the longest wave period shown in Fig. 13.4d). For the next smaller wave period
the integrated precipitation output increases only for the topmost parcels and remains constant below
(Fig. 13.4c), while for even smaller wave periods the precipitation output even decreases (Fig. 13.4a
and b). In experiments with small wave periods a significant fraction of the total precipitation leaves the
parcel only after the cloud water has completely evaporated even in the cloud top parcel. As the influx
of rain drops from higher level parcels leads to a more rapid collection of cloud droplets and hence
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Figure 13.4. Temporal evolution of microphysical quantities in simulations with the microphysical box model,
where several trajectories are stacked on top of each other: Cloud water content qc (cyan), rain water content
qr (red), total condensate qv (t = 0) − qv (green) and the divergence of the sedimentational flux across the
parcel (blue), i.e., the difference of the sedimentational rain in- and outflux. The number of trajectories in the
stack is scaled according to the vertical wavelength of the gravity wave, i.e., the upstream velocity: The number
of vertically stacked trajectories is 42 (a), 24 (b), 14 (c) and 7 (d). The wave period T of the vertical velocity
time series used to force the box model is 29.2 min, 52.5 min, 87.5 min, and 180.8 min, respectively. The initial
relative humidity for all trajectories is RH0 = 99 %, the initial temperature T (t = 0) = 15 ◦C and the cloud
droplet number concentration is nc = 100 cm−3 . Different line styles indicate the microphysical evolution along
trajectories starting at different heights z0 , where z0 = 0 m corresponds to the cloud base.
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Figure 13.5. The in-cloud residence timescale τic,lagr (a) and the microphysical timescale τmicro,lagr (b) as
function of the trajectory starting height z0 (z0 = 0 m denotes the cloud base) from warm-phase experiments
with multiple vertically stacked parcels. In panel (a) shows τic,lagr normalised with the in-cloud residence time of
the cloud top parcel and panel (b) τmicro,lagr normalised with the wave period. Different colours correspond to
different wave periods and the line style represents different cloud droplet number concentrations.

an earlier complete evaporation of the cloud droplets, this fraction increases strongly: For the lowest
parcels in simulations with a wave period less than about T ≈ 60 min all net precipitation outflux occurs
after the complete evaporation of the cloud water content. Accordingly the rain drops are subject to
evaporation before they can leave the parcel and hence the net precipitation output decreases. If single
hydrometeors were traced, it would be obvious that not the rain drops formed in this box experience the
additional evaporation but drops entering the downdraft region from higher levels. However, in a budget
sense their evaporation in the parcel reduces the effective precipitation output from this parcel.
The successive shortening of the cloud towards lower levels is also clearly visible in the Lagrangian
estimates of the in-cloud residence timescale (Fig. 13.5a): Depending on the period and hence the
time available for interaction of the different parcels, the in-cloud residence timescale decreases by
5 %–20 % from cloud top to cloud base. The strongest reduction is observed for intermediate wave
periods, for which the rain drops from higher levels enter early enough to not just evaporate in the lower
level parcels, and the clouds are still deep enough to allow for significant collectional growth. Though
the absolute in-cloud residence time decreases with the cloud droplet number density as in the experiments with a single box, the relative decrease of τic,lagr throughout the cloud is larger for large cloud
droplet number densities, at least for small and intermediate wave periods. The less efficient depletion
in clouds with many small cloud droplets reduces the impact of evaporation on falling rain drops and
therefore the enhanced precipitation formation efficiency results in a strong decrease of the in-cloud
residence time towards cloud base. For small wave periods the impact of the cloud droplet number
density is reversed, as the parcels spend too little time in the cloud to form many rain drops which could
interact with lower laying parcels.
The discussed differences in the conversion efficiency of cloud water to rain drops are also visible in
the Lagrangian estimates of the microphysical timescale (Fig. 13.5b): In general it strongly decreases
with decreasing cloud droplet number densities and towards the cloud base. The reduction throughout
the cloud is strongest for intermediate wave periods and high cloud droplet number densities. However, the absolute changes are smaller than for the in-cloud residence time as already indicated by the
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investigation of exemplary trajectories at the beginning of this section (Fig. 13.4). The dominance of
the reduction of τic,lagr leads to a decrease of the Damköhler number from cloud top to cloud base, if
calculated from the Lagrangian timescale estimates (Fig. 13.6).
The timescale estimates can be used to investigate the relation between the Damköhler number and
the parcel precipitation efficiency, which is defined as:

RT
P Eparcel =

ssedi,out − ssedi,in dt
,
RT
0 scond dt

0

(13.2)

where scond is the condensation rate, ssedi,out is the sedimentation outflux of rain drops and ssedi,in .
The impact of rain drop evaporation is nicely captured by the difference between the parcel precipitation
efficiency and the parcel conversion efficiency, which are defined as

RT
CEparcel =

0

sauto + saccr dt
RT
0 scond dt

(13.3)

where sauto the autoconversion and saccr the accretion rate. The relation between the three quantities
is shown in Fig. 13.1.1: The curve connecting the cloud top parcels is identical to the one for single
parcels in discussed in section 13.1.1 (blue curve in Fig. 13.3a). For parcels below the cloud top the
Damköhler number decreases steadily. The precipitation efficiency of single parcels first increases
with the distance to the cloud top and again reduces for even lower parcels in simulations with small
to intermediate wave periods (green to dark blue curves in Fig. 13.6a). In contrast, the conversion
efficiency steadily increases with the distance from cloud top (Fig. 13.6b). The only difference between
the parcel precipitation and conversion efficiency is the inclusion of evaporation and sedimentation in
the former. The comparison of the two efficiencies hence clearly confirms the hypothesis that rain drop
evaporation plays a crucial role in determining the net parcel precipitation efficiency of parcels far below
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Figure 13.6. Scaling relation of individual parcels from a vertical stack assuming an cloud droplet number density
of nc = 100 cm−3 : The ratio of the Lagrangian timescale estimates is plotted against the precipitation efficiency
of single parcels as defined in equation 13.1 (a). In panel (b) the conversion efficiency is used instead (eq. 13.3).
The different lines correspond to individual clouds, i.e., a certain wave period. The cloud top parcel is marked
by a circle and the parcel closest to the surface by a cross. Different colours are used to highlight some specific
wave periods as listed in the legend.
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the cloud top. For the parcels close to the cloud top the conversion and precipitation efficiency are
almost identical at least for large wave periods indicating a negligible role of rain water evaporation,
while the discrepancy between CEparcel and P Eparcel steadily increases for lower-level parcels due to
stronger rain water evaporation. This is consistent with the observations for the microphysical evolution
of single parcels (Fig. 13.6). Again it is very important to note that in these experiments the vertical
motion of different parcels is in phase, which is usually not the case in real orographic clouds as the
gravity waves usually tilt upstream with height.
The relation between the Damköhler number and the parcel precipitation efficiency for parcels with the
same relative position in the cloud, e.g., one or two parcels below cloud top, resembles closely the
relation for single parcels discussed in section 13.1.1: The precipitation efficiency increases strongly
with decreasing Damköhler number for Da ≈ 1.5–2.0 and becomes constant for Da & 1.6–1.8. Similar
to the results for single parcels the non-uniqueness of the relation is due to redundancy of information,
as the precipitation efficiency is implicitly contained in the Lagrangian measure of the in-cloud residence
time. This can be removed by using analytical timescale estimates. In this experiment all parcels
in a trajectory stack, i.e., a cloud, have the same analytical Damköhler number as they are subject
to the same vertical velocity time series and have the same initial relative humidity. This illustrates
the ignorance of the Damköhler number in the above proposed formulation to cross boundary fluxes.
Nevertheless a unique relation between the precipitation efficiency and the Damköhler number can be
found; the information of cross boundary fluxes is contained in the shape of the relation between the
two variables.

13.1.2.2

Vertical Coupling and Bulk Damköhler Number

With the approach of parcel precipitation efficiencies and Damköhler numbers the vertical coupling
can already be described. However, the quantification of the importance of individual parcels for surface precipitation is not yet satisfactory as the definition of a parcel precipitation efficiency according
to equation 13.1 makes lower-level parcels apparently unimportant for the formation of surface precipitation as drops from higher levels evaporate there. This is in contradiction to hypothetical single
hydrometeor trajectories, which show that rain drops arriving at the surface almost exclusively come
from the lower-level trajectories. A proper description of the vertical coupling is additionally desirable
as we would like to formulate a bulk Damköhler number describing an entire cloud based on the parcel
Damköhler numbers discussed so far.
To improve the quantification of the contribution of single parcels to surface precipitation again the microphysical box model is used: The impact of the n-th trajectory in the stack on surface precipitation is
estimated by comparing the surface precipitation from a simulation with n vertically stacked trajectories
to a simulation with the full trajectory stack. The surface precipitation is here defined as the sedimentational outflux from the lowest trajectory. An illustration of this procedure for a specific wave period is
shown in Fig. 13.7: The colour coding shows the difference in surface precipitation, if only trajectories up
to height z0 are considered for the calculation of surface precipitation. The results are more compatible
with the expectations from hydrometeor trajectories than the parcel precipitation efficiencies: Removing
only the parcels close to cloud top has a weaker impact on surface precipitation than removing also
lower-level trajectories. Additionally the impact on the surface precipitation migrates upstream, if more
and more trajectories are removed. The first observation is consistent with a stronger evaporation of
rain drops from higher-level parcels, while the second is consistent with a larger horizontal advection
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distance of rain drops from higher-level parcels due to the larger fall distance. In order to make the
quantification more succinct the impact of the n-th parcel in a trajectory stack is formulated as

RT
IP,n =

0

RT
Pout,n dt − 0 Pout,n−1 dt
RT
0 ssedi,out dt

(13.4)

where Pout,n is the rain water flux out of the lowest most parcel in a simulation with n vertically stacked
parcels and ssedi,out the surface precipitation from a simulation with the full trajectory stack. The relative contribution of single parcels to surface precipitation as a function of the trajectory starting height
is shown in Fig. 13.8 for different wave periods and cloud droplet number concentrations. Two control
factors determine the shape of the curves: (i) The advection of rain drops in the sub-saturated downdraft region reduces the impact of parcels with larger starting heights, and (ii) the fall distance through
the cloud water containing region determines the collisional growth of rain drops. Accordingly mid-level
parcels tend to have the largest contribution to surface precipitation. Only for long wave periods cloud
top parcels are most important. For these wave periods the clouds are very shallow due to the linear
relation between upstream horizontal velocity and vertical wavelength of the gravity wave. The shallow
cloud depth in combination with a long cross-ridge transport time inhibits the transport of rain drops to
the sub-saturated downdraft area and hence renders the first control factor irrelevant.
This information on the contribution of single parcel to surface precipitation can be used for the construction of a bulk Damköhler number. The bulk Damköhler number is calculated as weighted arithmetic
mean of the parcel Damköhler numbers, where the weighting factors n are related to the impact of the
parcels on surface precipitation:

Da =

k
X
n=1

Dan · n =

k
X

τic,n

τ
n=1 micro,n

·n

(13.5)

for a stack of k trajectories. In principle we could use the curves in Fig. 13.8 as weights. But since the
shape of the curves differs significantly for different wave periods and cloud droplet number densities,
they have to be determined from numerical experiments. As the non-dimensional numbers should be
designed to predict the precipitation efficiency without actually performing the simulations, the essential

Figure 13.7. Change in surface precipitation as function of cloud depth
for a sinewave period T of 3500 s
and a cloud droplet number density
nc = 100 cm−3 for simulations with
mulitple vertically stacked parcels. The
colour shading at a certain height z0
shows the absolute change in surface precipitation that would occur if
only parcels starting below z0 were
present.
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Figure 13.8. Relative change in integrated surface precipitation due to the removal of a parcel starting at height

z0 (eq. 13.4) from simualtions with multiple vertically stacked parcels. Sinewave experiments with different time
periods (colours) are displayed for cloud droplet number densities of 100 cm−3 (a) and 250 cm−3 (b). In panels
(c & d) the colours indicate different cloud droplet number densities for experiments with sinewave periods of
T = 500 s (c) and T = 1000 s (d).

information of the curves in Fig. 13.8 has to be represented in a simplistic manner: First, the drop of
IP,n for the lower parcels is disregarded, as they are important for the amplification of the precipitation
flux from higher-level parcels; though they may be too close to the surface for significantly amplifying
the precipitation formed by themselves. The reduced impact of higher-level parcels is approximated by
linearly decreasing the weights of parcels from the cloud base to cloud top:
n

zct − z0,n
= Pk
n=1 zct − z0,n

(13.6)

where zct is the height of the cloud top and k the number of trajectories passing through the cloud.
This linear dependency on the trajectory starting height does not perfectly match with the shape of the
curves in Fig. 13.8, but the Lagrangian analysis again contains the effect of a reduction of the cloud
length by precipitation formation. As this is the quantity to be predicted, it should not be contained in the
Damköhler number. However, a more detailed analysis of hydrometeor trajectories will probably allow
a refined and more universal formulation of the weights in future studies.
The bulk Damköhler number constructed according to the above description is combined with the pre-
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cipitation efficiency of the clouds defined as:

RT
P Ecloud =

0

ssedi,out (z0 = zcb )dt
Pk R T
n=1 0 scond,n dt

(13.7)

In the current experiment the bulk Damköhler number only differs from the Damköhler number of single
parcels, if the Lagrangian timescale estimates are used, because the analytical timescales are constant
throughout the cloud. The relation between the two non-dimensional numbers is shown in Fig. 13.9 for
wave periods between 2 min and 833 min and for cloud droplet number densities between 25 cm−3 and
300 cm−3 . Each line in Fig. 13.9 corresponds to simulations with the same wave period but different
cloud droplet number densities nc . Simulations with small nc are located at the high precipitation efficiency end of each curve, while those with high nc have low precipitation efficiencies. The overall
relation between the bulk Damköhler number and the precipitation efficiency is very similar to the one
observed for experiments with single parcels (Fig. C.10 and Fig. 13.3). The major difference to the
single parcel experiments is a strong reduction of the maximum precipitation efficiency for small wave
periods (compare green curves in Fig. 13.9 and Fig. C.10), while the precipitation efficiencies for long
wave periods slightly increase (yellow and orange curves in the same figures). This is consistent with
the observed impact of vertical coupling discussed above, particularly regarding rain evaporation. Accordingly, the scaling curves for different wave periods are only identical when evaporation of rain drops
is less important than the amplification of the precipitation in lower-laying parcels. In addition for very
long wave periods the scaling curve gets flatter similar to the experiments with single parcels.
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Figure 13.9. Scaling relation for ”clouds”, i.e., a vertical stack of trajectories, from the sinewave experiment. Each
line represents sinewave experiments with the same period T , but different cloud droplet number densities nc .
Simulations with high nc are generally located on the left side, while those with low nc are more on the right side.
For the coloured lines the sinewave period is given in the legend, while the grey lines have some intermediated
periods. In panel (a) the mean Damköhler number based on Lagrangian timescale estimates is shown, while in
panel (b) analytical timescale estimates are used.
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Two-Dimensional Orographic Flow
parts printed in italic style are taken from Miltenberger et al. (2015)

In the previous section characteristic timescales and non-dimensional numbers of orographic precipitation were investigated in a highly idealised setup, which essentially consisted of lifting of air parcels
followed by a descent. While in the second part the effects of the varying cloud depth due to the gravity
wave response was included, the updraft-downdraft pattern was still assumed to be symmetric about
the mountain crest and vertical variations in the upstream relative humidity and in the vertical displacement were neglected. These features are, however, essential ingredients of orographic clouds. In this
section the analysis is therefore extended to more realistic two-dimensional orographic clouds, which
are simulated with the numerical weather prediction model COSMO. The details of the model set-up
are provided in Appendix B 4 and two exemplary cross-sections are shown in Fig. 13.10. The numerical
solutions of the moist orographic flow problem are used to calculate trajectories, which can be used to
directly quantify the timescales (sec. 13.2.1). As outlined at the beginning of chapter 12, also analytical
estimates of the timescales are developed, which were already discussed in chapter 12. Finally, the
formulation of a bulk Damköhler number for the entire cloud, is presented (sec. 13.2.2), and this bulk
Damköhler number is used to investigate the scaling relation of orographic precipitation (sec. 13.2.3).

13.2.1
13.2.1.1

Lagrangian Analysis of the Timescales
Advective and In-Cloud Residence Timescale

In the Damköhler concept the advective timescale describes the time that is available for the reaction
to take place. In the framework of condensate to precipitation conversion, this corresponds to the
time an air parcel spends inside the cloud, because only in the presence of cloud droplets can larger
sedimenting rain drops form and grow. We refer to this timescale as the in-cloud residence timescale

(a)

(b)

Figure 13.10. Vertical cross-sections of simulated flow fields and clouds in the quasi-steady state for U0 =
30 m s−1 (F rh ≈ 2.31) (a) and U0 = 5 m s−1 (F rh ≈ 0.38) (b) with a cloud droplet number density of nc =
100 cm−3 . Grey lines show isentropes and black lines online trajectories. The vertical velocity is indicated by blue
lines for upward motion and red lines for downward motion. Blue shading indicates regions that contain cloud
water, and orange shading those that contain rain water.
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Figure 13.11. Microphysical evolution along an example trajectory illustrating the Lagrangian definition of the
in-cloud residence timescale τic,lagr and the microphysical timescale τmicro,lagr . The displayed trajectory starts
at approximately 240 m above ground in the simulation with U0 = 30 m s−1 and nc = 100 cm−3 . Shown are the
cloud water content qc (light blue), rain water content qr (red), the change in water vapour content qv relative to
the starting point of the trajectory (green) and the integral mass, which is precipitating out of the trajectory (dark
blue). The in-cloud residence timescale τic,lagr is defined as the time during which the cloud water content is
larger than 0 g kg−1 (dark green arrow). The microphysical timescale τmicro,lagr is defined as the time between
the first saturated point along the trajectory and the time with maximum cloud water content (orange arrow). It is
only calculated if the maximum cloud water content is reached before the air parcel descends again, i.e., before
reaching maximum condensate qv (t = 0) − qv (t).

τic in the following to distinguish it from the time required for the advection of an air parcel over one
mountain half-width, which has been used in previous studies as advective timescale τadv (e.g., Smith,
2003; Seifert and Zängl, 2010). The in-cloud residence timescale can be directly calculated in the
Lagrangian perspective as the time along a trajectory during which the cloud water mixing ratio is larger
than zero (τic in Fig. 13.11). In the following this in-cloud residence timescale estimated from the
Lagrangian analysis is referred to as τic,lagr .
The Lagrangian analysis shows a systematic variation of τic,lagr with (i) the vertical position of the
parcel in the gravity wave, (ii) the relative humidity far upstream, and (iii) the amount of precipitation
falling out of the trajectory (Fig. 13.12a). The pure advective timescale τadv depends in contrast only on
the mean horizontal velocity perturbation across the mountain, the upstream velocity and the mountain
half-width leading in general to a smaller vertical variation (not shown). The dependency on the vertical
position in the gravity wave is due to the vertical variation of the induced velocity perturbations: The
updraft region is broadest and strongest close to the surface with vertically decaying amplitude and
width. While a parcel starting just above the surface follows the topography and hence experiences
a maximum vertical displacement equal to the mountain height, a parcel starting at a height equal
to half the vertical wavelength of the gravity wave is not lifted on the windward side of the mountain
(see trajectory starting at z ≈1.8 km in Fig. 13.10b). The second controlling factor is the far upstream
relative humidity, which determines the vertical lifting needed to reach saturation. Because an air parcel
is gradually lifted as it approaches the mountain, the initial relative humidity determines the location of
first condensation and last evaporation, i.e., the time during which the parcel is saturated. As the
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relative humidity in our initial profile decreases with height (Fig. B.1), more vertical lifting is needed until
saturation is reached for air parcels that start at higher levels. Accordingly both factors, the vertical
variation in parcel displacement and relative humidity, explain the general decrease of the in-cloud
residence timescale with height in Fig. 13.12a. The decrease of the in-cloud residence timescale for
the lowest parcels is partly due to the shape of the gravity wave and partly due to a numerical problem of
the COSMO-model tending to reduce specific water vapour content in the lowest model layers. Finally,
the in-cloud residence timescale depends also on the amount of precipitation leaving the trajectory,
since this reduces the total water content of the air parcel. Therefore a significant sedimentational loss
of rain droplets causes an earlier complete evaporation of the cloud over the downwind slope compared
to a case with no sedimenting rain drops. The sedimentational loss of rain droplets is the major reason
for the decrease of the in-cloud residence timescales in the lower parts of the cloud between the nonprecipitating simulation and the simulation with finite cloud droplet number densities (orange and blue
symbols in Fig. 13.12a).
In an analytical approximation of the in-cloud residence timescale (τic,ana ) the first two dependencies
discussed in the previous paragraph, can be represented by using the lifting condensation level of the
air parcels and the vertical displacement field from linear gravity wave theory (sec. 12.1). However, the
dependency on the amount of precipitation cannot be captured analytically, because it depends on the
precipitation efficiency, which is the quantity to be predicted.
For the analytical approximation we first derive the horizontal travel distance xic of an air parcel through
the cloud: An air parcel enters the cloud once its vertical displacement exceeds its lifting condensation
level (LCL) and leaves the cloud if the vertical displacement becomes again smaller than the LCL
assuming no water is removed by sedimentation. Hence the in-cloud travel distance corresponds to the
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Figure 13.12. (a) In-cloud residence timescales τic,lagr derived by the Lagrangian analysis as a function of the
trajectory starting height z0 for simulations with U0 = 30 m s−1 (crosses). Simulations with cloud droplet number
densities of nc = 25 cm−3 (dark blue) and nc = 100 cm−3 (light blue) are shown. In addition a simulation is
shown, for which only the saturation adjustment, but no warm-rain parameterization is used (orange). Accordingly
no precipitation occurs in this simulation, while the condensation of cloud water is still considered by immediate
relaxation of any supersaturation. The red line shows the analytical approximation of the in-cloud residence
timescale τic,ana based on the far upstream temperature and humidity profiles and a static stability of N =
0.013 s−1 . (b) Average vertical velocity in the updraft region of the cloud wic,lagr from a simulation with U0 =
30 m s−1 (orange crosses) as a function of the trajectory starting height. The analytical estimate (wic,ana ) based
on linear gravity wave theory is depicted by the red line.
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horizontal distance along which the vertical displacement η of the parcel is larger than its LCL (green line
labeled xic in Fig. 12.2). The LCL for each parcel can be computed from the far upstream temperature
and humidity profiles, while linear gravity wave theory provides a formulation of the vertical displacement
depending only on the far upstream horizontal velocity, the static stability and the mountain geometry
(as explained in detail in Appendix A). The vertical displacement and hence also the gravity wave
structure is influenced by latent heating due to condensation, but this effect is not included here. To
derive the time the air parcel spends inside the cloud, τic,ana , a scaling of the horizontal distance xic
with the average horizontal velocity is required. The Lagrangian analysis indicates that on average the
horizontal velocity disturbances induced by the excited gravity wave cancel (not shown), and hence a
scaling with the far upstream horizontal velocity U0 is sufficient:

τic,ana =

xic
U0

(13.8)

For the simulated non-precipitating cloud, i.e., when using no warm-rain parameterization, the analytical
approximation τic,ana and the Lagrangian estimates τic,lagr agree very well and illustrate the capability
of the analytical approximation to capture the vertical variability of the in-cloud residence timescale
(Fig. 13.12a).

13.2.1.2

Microphysical Timescale

The conversion timescale in the Damköhler theory is defined as the time needed for the conversion of
the initial reactant concentration assuming the reaction rate to be constant (eq. 11.9). Transferring this
concept to an orographic cloud is not straightforward, because the concentration of total condensate,
i.e., the reactant, is not a monotonically decreasing function of the residence time, but is first increasing and then again decreasing according to the vertical displacement induced by the obstacle. This is
equivalent to adding a source term for the reactant in equation 11.5. In addition the reaction rate is
not a simple function of the conversion degree due to this source term. One rather obvious option is
to use the mean conversion rate, as done by some previous studies on the linear model for orographic
precipitation (e.g., Smith and Barstad, 2004; Cannon et al., 2014). This approach is equivalent to substituting the initial reaction rate in eq. 11.9 by the mean reaction rate and therefore is equivalent to the
standard definition of a reaction timescale. However, the time-average conversion rate of cloud to rain
water along a trajectory is difficult to estimate a-priori as it is a highly non-linear function of the amount
of both liquid hydrometeor types and is strongly influenced by sedimentational in- and out-flux of rain
water from and to the air parcels above and below, respectively.
Instead of using an average or maximum inverse reaction rate for the microphysical timescale, the time
until a specific point in the microphysical evolution is reached, can be used to characterise the microphysical system. This approach is fundamentally different from the one discussed above, as it does not
rely on the assumption of an exponential decay of a reactant, but attempts to separate different phases
of the microphysical evolution, which are characterised by inefficient (autoconversion) and efficient production (accretion) of rain drops. Analysing the microphysical evolution in a closed air parcel subject
to a constant lifting, Stevens and Seifert, 2008 identified the time when the production of cloud water
c
due to vertical lifting is balanced by its depletion due to the microphysical processes, i.e., Dq
Dt = 0,
as good descriptor of this transition (Fig. 12.3): Once the parcel has reached this microphysical state,
all produced condensate is quickly transferred to rain drops. Before the maximum cloud water content
is reached, the produced condensate accumulates as cloud water. In contrast to cloud droplets, rain
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Figure 13.13. Dependency of the Lagrangian estimates of the microphysical timescale τmicro,lagr on the mean
vertical velocity in the updraft region wic,lagr for simulations with different upstream velocities U0 (different
colours) and a cloud droplet number density of nc = 100 cm−3 . Only trajectories along which the cloud water content decreases before they enter the downdraft are depicted. For each color the symbol with the highest
mean vertical velocity corresponds to the parcel closest to the surface, while the one with the lowest mean vertical velocity is highest in the cloud. The black line shows the dependency of the theoretical approximation of
the microphysical timescale τmicro,ana on the vertical velocity (see Appendix B). Similar to Seifert and Stevens,
2010 a scaling factor has been used for the analytical estimate (here: 5/9). This scaling factor is not used in
the derivation of the scaling relation. Deviations between Lagrangian estimates of the microphysical timescale
and the analytical solution for the trajectories closest to the surface are due to the enhancement of microphysical
processes by the sedimentational influx of rain drops.

drops have a non-negligible fall velocity and are hence responsible for the precipitation production of
the air parcel. Stevens and Seifert, 2008 and Seifert and Stevens, 2010 used the time between the
c
first formation of condensate and the point with Dq
Dt = 0 to define the microphysical timescale of the
air parcel. This choice has the additional advantage that, at least for some simplifications including
a linear updraft and negligible sedimentation in the first phase of the ascent, an analytical expression
for the timescale can be derived following Seifert and Stevens, 2010 (see Appendix B). According to
this analytical expression, the microphysical timescale depends on the vertical velocity, the liquid water
lapse rate and the number of cloud droplets. All these variables determine the temporal evolution of the
size of the cloud droplets, which is most decisive for the collision-coalescence efficiency in the first part
of the cloud. According to this model, the microphysical timescale decreases with increasing vertical
velocity (Fig. 12.3) and decreasing cloud droplet number density. A more detailed discussion of the
choice of the microphysical timescale can be found in section 12.2.1.
The Lagrangian analysis allows to determine the microphysical timescale for air parcels, which pass
through an orographic cloud and which accordingly experience a non-constant vertical updraft: The
Lagrangian estimate of the microphysical timescale τmicro,lagr corresponds to the time between the
first occurrence of saturation and the point, at which the cloud water content reaches its maximum
(Fig. 13.11). However, a physically meaningful Lagrangian estimate of the microphysical timescale can
only be obtained if the conversion is efficient enough to deplete the cloud water already on the windward
side of the mountain, i.e., in the updraft region. In Fig. 13.11 this means that the cloud water content has
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to reach its maximum (blue curve) before the total condensate qv (t = 0) − qv (t) decreases again due
to evaporation of cloud water (green curve). If the cloud water content and the total condensate reach
their maximum at the same time, the subsequent decrease of qc is not related to an efficient conversion
to rain water but to the evaporation related to the downwind descent of the air parcel. Accordingly, under
these circumstances the time between the first occurrence of cloud water and the maximum cloud water content does not characterise the microphysical processes. Therefore we consider τmicro,lagr only
for trajectories fulfilling the above mentioned criterion. The Lagrangian analysis shows that τmicro,lagr
increases for trajectories passing through the cloud at higher elevation. This increase is related to a
decreasing maximum vertical velocity with height in the first half wavelength of the gravity wave and to
a reduced enhancement of accretional growth by sedimentational influx of rain droplets (not shown).
For the analytical approximation of the microphyscial timescale (τmicro,ana ) we use the formulation by
Stevens and Seifert, 2008 (see Appendix B). Because this formulation only uses a single vertical velocity and the updraft in the case of an orographic cloud is clearly non-constant, a suitable average vertical
velocity has to be defined. The best match between the analytical and the Lagrangian estimates is
obtained, if the mean vertical velocity from the first point of condensation to the first occurrence of a
rain drop along a trajectory is used in the analytical formulation (not shown). Averaging the vertical
velocity up to the last point of the windward side ascent (wic ) results also in a satisfactory match with
the analytical dependency (Fig. 13.13): The different symbols of a particular color represent τmicro,lagr
along trajectories with different starting heights as function of wic . Parcels located closer to the surface
experience larger mean vertical velocities wic . The relation between these two quantities fits very well
with the one predicted by the formulation of Stevens and Seifert, 2008 (black line in Fig. 13.13). This
estimate of the mean vertical velocity has the advantage that it does not depend on the microphysical evolution itself. Hence it can be analytically estimated from linear gravity wave theory by using
the vertical displacement of the air parcel inside the cloud (∆η ), the horizontal distance between the
first condensation and the maximum vertical displacement along a streamline (∆x), and the upstream
velocity U0 (Fig. 12.2):

wic = U0

∆η
ηmax − zLCL
= U0
∆x
x|ηmax − x|LCL

(13.9)

where ηmax is the maximum vertical displacement of the air parcel and zLCL the height of its LCL. A
comparison of this estimate to the mean vertical velocity derived from the trajectories shows that the
vertical variation of the mean vertical velocity is captured quite well, though the quantitative agreement
is not perfect (Fig. 13.12b).
The combination of the analytical formulation of the microphysical timescale by Stevens and Seifert,
2008 with the theoretical estimate of the mean vertical velocity in the updraft part of the cloud hence
allows us to calculate a reasonable microphysical timescale for air parcels in orographic clouds. This
analytic estimate is based only upon the upstream velocity, the moist static stability, the mountain geometry, the lapse rate and the cloud droplet number concentration (sec. 12.2.1).

13.2.1.3

Scaling Relation for Individual Trajectories

For single parcels a clear relation between the parcel timescales discussed in the preceding section
and the precipitation leaving the respective parcel was observed for the sinewave experiments in section 13.1. As in the previous section, the parcel precipitation efficiency is defined as the ratio of the divergence of the sedimentational flux and the time integrated condensation rate along the parcel (eq. 13.1).
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Figure 13.14. Scaling relation for individual parcels in two-dimensional warm-phase clouds simulated with the
COSMO-model: The parcel precipitation efficiency P Eparcel as defined in equation 13.1 is combined with the
Damköhler number based on Lagrangian timescale estimates (a) and the analytical timescale approximations
(b). Simulations with a cloud droplet number of nc = 100 cm−3 and different velocities (colours) are shown.
Each dot corresponds to a single trajectory passing through the cloud. Parcels close to the cloud top have the
lowest precipitation efficiencies and those close to the surface have the highest precipitation efficiencies. Due to
limitations of the Lagrangian quantification of the microphysical timescale in panel (a) only trajectories are shown,
for which the microphysical timescale is shorter than the time the air parcel spends in the updraft region. In panel
(b) all trajectories passing through the cloud are considered.

This parcel precipitation efficiency is determined from the trajectory data derived from the idealised
numerical simulations and can be combined with either the ratio of the Lagrangian or the analytical
timescale estimates from the previous sections (Fig. 13.14): The different scaling curves correspond
to clouds simulated with different upstream velocities, where each dot represents a single trajectory.
Trajectories passing close to the cloud top have the smallest precipitation efficiencies, while those close
to the surface have the largest P Eparcel . The plots are equivalent to Fig. 13.6 for the sinewave experiments, where the different upstream velocities U0 correspond to the different wave periods T . While
the scaling curves resemble hardly the scaling curves for clouds in the sinewave experiments, they are
more similar to the scaling curves for single parcels in the sinewave experiment (Fig. 13.3). In contrast to the sinewave experiments with vertically stacked parcels, the relative humidity and the parcel
displacement decrease with height in the two-dimensional simulations, which diminishes the impact of
higher level parcels and reduces the relative importance of rain evaporation in lower level parcels compared to the enhancement of microphysical processes. In contrast to the sinewave experiments the
onset of significant precipitation occurs at different Damköhler numbers likely due to the asymmetry of
the updraft and downdraft regions related to the gravity wave response.
Some of the aspects discussed for sinewave experiments apply, however, also for the two-dimensional
simulations: For upstream velocities of U0 = 30 m s−1 and U0 = 20 m s−1 the Damköhler number
based on the Lagrangian timescale estimates decreases with increasing precipitation efficiency for the
higher level parcels (Fig. 13.14a). This decrease is related to the impact of precipitation efficiency
on the Lagrangian estimate of the in-cloud residence timescale and does not occur if the analytical
timescales are used (Fig. 13.14b). For low-level parcels the precipitation efficiency remains almost
constant and the Damköhler number increases, as its behaviour is dominated by a decreasing microphysical timescale. For those parcels cloud water is already very effectively removed and therefore a
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stronger sedimentational influx of rain water has little effect on the cloud extent (Fig. C.12). This is
very well compatible with the variation of the in-cloud residence time shown in Fig. 12.2.1: While for
intermediate starting heights (0.5 km–1.5 km) the vertical structure deviates in precipitating clouds from
those in non-precipitating clouds, it is very similar for lower starting heights.
Further interesting is the gradual change of the slope of the scaling relation from U0 = 30 m s−1 to
U0 = 5 m s−1 for P Eparcel = 0–0.5 (Fig. 13.14a): While for large U0 the Lagrangian estimate of the
Damköhler number decreases steadily, it increases for the lowest upstream velocity. For U0 = 5 m s−1
a very strong downdraft associated with the non-linear flow response develops over the lee slope, which
impedes a strong impact of the water vapour reduction by precipitation on the horizontal cloud extent.
Therefore the Lagrangian estimate of the in-cloud residence timescale is only weakly affected by the
precipitation removal. If the analytical Damköhler number is considered instead, the opposite behaviour
is observed (Fig. 13.14b): While for large U0 the Damköhler number steadily increases with decreasing
parcel elevation, it increases for U0 = 5 m s−1 . This is due to a very strong increase of the horizontal
cloud extent with height up to almost the cloud top due to developing flow blocking (Fig. B.6).

13.2.2

Formulation of a Bulk Damköhler Number

In the preceding sections the characteristic timescales of orographic precipitation have been investigated for individual air parcels using a Lagrangian approach. The remaining challenge is to combine
the timescales of single parcels to one single timescale ratio for the entire orographic cloud, i.e., one
bulk Damköhler number. To this end we use an averaging of the timescale ratios of all air parcels inside
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Figure 13.15. The influence of a single trajectory on surface precipitation is estimated by performing microphysical box model simulations along the trajectories. The result of the box model simulations with U0 = 30 m s−1
and nc = 100 cm−3 is shown in (a): The color shading depicts the absolute change of surface precipitation
in kg kg−1 s−1 , if all trajectories above a certain height (ordinate) are removed. The abscissa corresponds to
the travel time of the lowest trajectory. The grey dashed line indicates the location of maximum surface precipitation. The relative contribution of a trajectory to surface precipitation, i.e., the difference between the surface
precipitation from the stack of trajectories with and without this trajectory relative to the surface precipitation if all
trajectories are included, is shown in (b) as a function of the trajectory starting height z0 . The results for simulations with different upstream velocities are indicated by different colours. All simulations have a cloud droplet
number density of nc = 100 cm−3 .
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the cloud weighted with their importance for surface precipitation. From basic considerations the impact
of a single air parcel on surface precipitation should depend on (i) the precipitation leaving the parcel,
(ii) the fall time of hydrometeors to the surface, (iii) the amplification of the precipitation falling out of the
parcel due to non-linear microphysical processes and (iv) the potential evaporation of hydrometeors in
the sub-saturated region on the downwind side of the mountain. The first contribution is captured by
the timescale ratio of the parcel, but it is not straightforward to quantify the other effects and determine
appropriate weights of the Damköhler numbers of individual air parcels.
To tackle this issue we use a microphysical box model. This box model solves the microphysical equations (eq. 11.1 and 11.2) along individual trajectories using the thermodynamic data (temperature and
pressure from the Eulerian model) traced along the trajectories. The autoconversion and accretion
terms are parameterised according to Seifert and Beheng (2001), i.e., the same parameterization is
used in the Eulerian model simulations and in the derivation of the microphysical timescale in the previous section (see eq. 12.8 to 12.9 for the formulation of the individual terms). In order to simulate the
microphysical evolution of the entire cloud the box model is run for a stack of trajectories, which cover
the entire cloud at a regular vertical spacing. The microphysical evolutions of the different air parcels in
this stack are not independent due to sedimentational fluxes of rain water:

Dqr,n
= sauto,n + saccr,n − ssedi,out,n
Dt
Dqr,n−1
= sauto,n−1 + saccr,n−1 − ssedi,out,n−1 + ssedi,out,n
Dt
......
Dqr,2
= sauto,2 + saccr,2 − ssedi,out,2 + ssedi,out,3
Dt
Dqr,1
= sauto,1 + saccr,1 − ssedi,out,1 + ssedi,out,2
Dt
= sauto,1 + saccr,1 − Psurf + ssedi,out,2 ,

(13.10)
(13.11)

(13.12)
(13.13)
(13.14)

where n is the index of the highest trajectory in the stack starting far upstream at z0,max and 1 the index
of the lowest trajectory. Psurf is the surface precipitation rate. ssedi,out,i describes the sedimentational
removal of rain water from the i-th air parcel, which is the influx of rain water to the next lower trajectory.
In the box model vertical shear is taken into account for the calculation of the sedimentational fluxes.
The above set of equations is solved by starting with the topmost trajectory and then proceeding trajectory by trajectory towards the surface. If z0,max is above the cloud top, i.e., if the trajectories cover the
entire cloud, the sedimentational outflux from the lowest trajectory equals the surface precipitation rate
from the Eulerian model (not shown).
To investigate the sensitivity of the surface precipitation rate to the presence of a certain trajectory, we
successively reduce the starting height of the highest trajectory z0,max and accordingly also the number
of trajectories. The change of the surface precipitation rate Psurf in these experiments compared to
the control experiment is shown in Fig. 13.15a as a function of z0,max : For large z0,max the change in
surface precipitation is zero. However, if the trajectory stack covers only the cloud part below 1.5 km,
the surface precipitation rate successively reduces. For decreasing z0,max the surface precipitation rate
first decreases at the downstream side, because hydrometers formed very high in the cloud have a long
fall distance and experience the largest downwind advection before reaching the surface. If more and
more trajectories (smaller z0,max ) are removed the surface precipitation closer to the mountain crest is
also affected.
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Table 13.1. Cloud-average in-cloud residence timescale τ ic,ana (first line) and microphysical timescales
τ micro,ana (lines 2 - 7 for different values of nc ) computed for different simulations based on the analytical
approximations discussed in section 13.2.1. The estimates for single trajectories are weighted according to
equation 13.15 by replacing Dan with τic,ana,i or τmicro,ana,i , respectively.

nc [cm−3 ]
τ ic,ana [min]
τ micro,ana [min]

U0 =
30 m s−1

U0 =
20 m s−1

U0 =
13 m s−1

U0 =
10 m s−1

U0 =
5 m s−1

52.75
51.15
64.90
74.40
81.92
93.77
103.2

90.43
82.89
104.8
120.0
132.1
151.2
166.5

180.4
156.1
197.0
225.5
248.2
284.3
313.4

265.5
229.3
289.0
330.8
364.3
418.0
461.4

772.9
816.2
1033
1189
1316
1527
1702

25
50
75
100
150
200

This analysis shows that the importance of a single trajectory strongly depends on its far upstream
starting height (Fig. 13.15b): Parcels with z0 > 1.1 km do not contribute to surface precipitation, while
the impact of parcels starting at lower elevation increases almost linearly with decreasing elevation.
This behaviour is very similar for all investigated initial velocities and can be explained by the decreasing importance of hydrometeor advection to the downwind sub-saturated area. The most influential
parcels are those starting at about z0 = 300 m, as parcels starting below lack the amplification of their
precipitation output by the accretional growth in layers beneath. These parcels are, however, important
for the amplification of the precipitation influx from above.
The results of this analysis suggest that, despite the in principle highly non-linear processes governing
the vertical coupling, the impact of a certain parcel on surface precipitation depends almost linearly
on its height above the surface. We exploit this linear relationship to determine appropriate weights
for Damköhler numbers of different parcels in order to obtain a bulk Damköhler number Da: The
Damköhler numbers of individual parcels are averaged using weighting factors, which increase linearly
from cloud top to the surface:

Pn
Da =

Da · (z0,ct − z0,i )
i=1
Pn i
,
i=1 z0,ct − z0,i

(13.15)

where Dai is the Damköhler number of the i-th trajectory, z0,i its starting height and z0,ct the starting
height of the trajectory passing at the cloud top. Typical values of the cloud-average advective (τ ic,ana )
and the microphysical timescale (τ micro,ana ) are provided in Tab. 13.1. These are also calculated
according to eq. 13.15 by replacing Dai by τic,ana,i and τmicro,ana,i , respectively. Note that the ratio of
the cloud-average timescales is not identical to Da.

13.2.3
13.2.3.1

Scaling Relation
Lagrangian Bulk Damköhler Number

The bulk Damköhler number calculated from the Lagrangian timescale estimates according to eq. 13.15
is combined with the precipitation efficiency of the entire orographic cloud defined by eq. 11.3
(Fig. 13.16): Each line in the scaling plot represents simulations with a single upstream velocity and
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different cloud droplet number densities between nc = 10 cm−3 and nc = 300 cm−3 represented by
the filled circles. Simulations with small cloud droplet number densities have the largest precipitation
efficiencies, while those with large nc have the smallest P E . For the computation of the Lagrangian
bulk Damköhler number only trajectories are used, for which τmicro is smaller than the time the respective air parcel spends in the updraft region. Accordingly the Lagrangian bulk Damköhler number does
not represent the entire cloud, but only the region dominated by efficient removal of cloud water by
microphysical processes.
For upstream velocities larger than U0 = 5 m s−1 the relation resembles those for the sinewave experiments (Fig. 13.9): In the lower branch of the scaling curve the Damköhler number decreases
with increasing precipitation efficiency, while it increases for larger precipitation efficiencies. For large
Damköhler numbers the precipitation efficiency seems to approach a maximum value. The decrease of
the Damköhler number for large nc is due to a strong reduction of the in-cloud residence timescale with
increasing removal of water vapour by precipitation. For this part of the scaling curves the reduction of
τic is more important than the shortening of the microphysical timescale with decreasing cloud droplet
number densities. A second important factor is the deepening of the cloud layer with efficient microphysical processes with decreasing nc , which acts in the same direction as the reduction of τic . The
reduction of the microphysical timescale becomes dominant for smaller cloud droplet number densities,
as the in-cloud residence timescale remains almost constant in the lower cloud layers (Fig. 13.12 and
Fig. C.11 left column).
The scaling curve for U0 = 5 m s−1 shows a different behaviour with steadily increasing Damköhler
numbers for all cloud droplet number densities. This is consistent with the previously discussed small
impact of water vapour removal by precipitation on the in-cloud residence timescale compared to the
other upstream velocities, which is due to the rapid descent on the downwind side. These difference will
become obsolete if analytical estimates of the Damköhler number are used in the next section resulting
in more similar scaling curves for different upstream velocities. The analytical estimate additionally considers the timescales of all parcels passing through the cloud, while for the Lagrangian estimate only
those parcels with very efficient microphysics can be used. These two factors do not only affect the
behaviour of the Damköhler number at small P E , but also at larger P E , resulting in an almost unique
scaling of the precipitation efficiency with the Damköhler number (Fig. 13.17).
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Figure 13.16. Scaling relation for precipitation efficiency using Lagrangian
timescales for warm-phase clouds.
Each line represents simulations with
a single upstream velocity and different cloud droplet number densities between 10 cm−3 and 300 cm−3 .
The bulk Lagrangian Damköhler number has been calculated according to
eq. 13.15 from the Damköhler numbers of single trajectories.
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Figure 13.17. Precipitation efficiency as a function of the bulk Damköhler number and the Froude number. The
precipitation efficiency is computed from the numerical simulations, while the Damköhler number is calculated
analytically as described in section 13.15. In (a) the average Damköhler number takes into account all trajectories
passing through the cloud, while in (b) only trajectories starting below 1.1 km are used. The region above about
1.1 km does not contribute to surface precipitation (Fig. 13.15b). The different colours correspond to simulations
with upstream velocities between U0 = 5 m s−1 and U0 = 30 m s−1 , while each dot represents a simulation
with a certain cloud droplet number density. The simulations with the smallest cloud droplet number density
(nc = 10 cm−3 ) have the highest precipitation efficiency, while those with the largest cloud droplet number
density (nc = 300 cm−3 ) have a precipitation efficiency of almost zero.

13.2.3.2

Analytical Damköhler Number

In section 13.2.1 an analytical estimate for the bulk Damköhler number of an entire orographic cloud
was derived. The analytical estimates can now be combined with the precipitation efficiencies computed in numerical simulations of orographic clouds to investigate the relationship between the two
non-dimensional numbers. If the Damköhler number is very small the air parcel spends less time in the
cloud than required for significant precipitation production and hence the precipitation efficiency should
be small. In contrast a high precipitation efficiency should be observed for clouds with large Damköhler
numbers as the production of precipitation takes less time than the air spends inside the cloud. This
behaviour is indeed observed for all dynamical settings, i.e., for simulations with different upstream
velocity U0 (F rh ≈ 0.38 to 2.31) (Fig. 13.17): For very small Damköhler numbers below about 0.5
no significant surface precipitation is formed. For intermediate Damköhler numbers the precipitation
efficiency increases strongly with increasing Damköhler number, while it approaches a maximum value
of about 0.8 for Damköhler numbers larger than about 1.0.
The relation between the average Damköhler number and the precipitation efficiency does not show a
perfectly unique onset of precipitation if the Damköhler number is averaged over all trajectories passing through the cloud (Fig. 13.17a). However, if only trajectories, which actually contribute to surface
precipitation according to the analysis in section 4.3, i.e., trajectories starting below 1.1 km, are considered for the average, then there is an almost unique relation between the two non-dimensional numbers
(Fig. 13.17b). The disregard of the higher parts of the cloud for the calculation of the Damköhler number
shifts the onset of the curve for large upstream velocities to slightly higher Damköhler numbers, as the
very inefficient trajectories close to the cloud top are not considered.
The maximum possible precipitation efficiency is very similar for all except the highest upstream ve-
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Figure 13.18. Fraction of rain water evaporating before it reaches the
surface as a function of upstream velocity U0 (colours) and cloud droplet
number density nc .
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locity (Fig. 13.17b). For this simulation there are two reasons for the reduced precipitation efficiency
compared to simulations with a similar Damköhler number. First, as the maximum starting height of air
parcels contributing to surface precipitation is very similar in all simulations, but the orographic cloud is
getting deeper with increasing U0 , the fraction of total condensate that does not contribute to surface
precipitation is increasing. This is equivalent to a less efficient average conversion. Secondly, as the
bulk sedimentation velocity of the rain drops is comparable between simulations with the same number of cloud droplets, the advection of hydrometeors to the sub-saturated regions above the downwind
slope increases with U0 and therefore the fraction of evaporating rain water (Fig. 13.18): While less than
15 % of the rain droplets formed by collision-coalescence processes evaporate for upstream velocities
up to 20 m s−1 , the fraction of rain water that evaporates increases to about 30 % for U0 = 30 m s−1 .
Again this is equivalent to a less efficient average conversion and a smaller precipitation efficiency. For
the initial velocities up to U0 = 20 m s−1 the increasing hydrometeor advection is compensated by a
downwind extension of the orographic cloud as the excited gravity wave becomes more and more symmetric.
Besides describing the precipitation efficiency of orographic clouds, the scaling relation allows us to
define “regimes”, in which different forcing mechanisms are most important for surface precipitation formation and the susceptibility of precipitation formation to aerosol perturbations. For small Damköhler
numbers the precipitation efficiency depends most strongly on the number of cloud droplets and therefore the precipitation efficiency is controlled by the microphysical part of the system. A small decrease
of the cloud droplet number density increases the efficiency of rain water production strongly and the
system is capable of translating this increase to an increase in surface precipitation. Therefore the precipitation efficiency is very sensitive to the aerosol number for this range of the Damköhler number. For
large Damköhler numbers, on the other hand, the precipitation efficiency is nearly independent of the
number of cloud droplets and is hence only controlled by the dynamical part of the system. The precipitation efficiency in this regime is determined by the cloud depth and the hydrometeor advection to the
sub-saturated downwind area, which both are controlled by the airflow dynamics. Aerosol perturbations
have a negligible impact on the precipitation efficiency, as the production of rain water is already very
efficient independent of the exact aerosol number density.
which only depends on the far upstream properties of the flow and is based on linear gravity wave
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theory. Using numerical simulations of two-dimensional stably stratified orographic flow, covering a vertical Froude number range from 0.3 to 2.3 and cloud droplet number densities between 300 cm−3 and
10 cm−3 , we show the usefulness of choosing the Damköhler number as non-dimensional control parameter for orographic precipitation: The precipitation efficiency increases with increasing Damköhler
number above Da ≈ 0.5. While the increase is very strong up to values of Da ≈ 1.0, the precipitation
efficiency slowly approaches a maximum value for even larger Damköhler numbers. For Damköhler
numbers between 0.5 and 1.0, the precipitation efficiency strongly depends on the number of cloud
droplets, i.e., the number of aerosol particles, and hence is dominated by the microphysical part of the
system. However, for large Damköhler numbers, the number of cloud droplets has only little effect and
the precipitation efficiency is almost only controlled by the flow dynamics.

Ice-Phase Orographic Clouds

In this chapter the characteristic timescales of ice-phase clouds are investigated for highly idealised
box model simulations of single air parcels. Both modes of ice nucleation, homogeneous and heterogeneous, are investigated, but nucleation is assumed to occur within a single time-step. These simulations
are used to investigate the relation between the precipitation efficiency, the Damköhler number and the
ratio of the advective to the sedimentational timescale.
In contrast to the warm-phase clouds discussed in the previous chapter ice-phase clouds have some different properties, which are important to understand the differences of timescales and non-dimensional
numbers compared to warm-phase clouds:
1. The number of ice crystals cannot be assumed constant as the number of cloud droplets due to
the smaller availability of ice nuclei in case of heterogeneous nucleation and due to the isolated
nucleation events for homogeneous nucleation. In addition the number of ice crystals is tightly
linked to the cooling rate and hence the vertical velocity during homogeneous nucleation events.
This makes it more difficult to disentangle dynamical and microphysical control parameters as
they cannot be varied independently.
2. Supersaturation can be sustained in ice-phase clouds. For warm-phase clouds it was assumed
that any supersaturation is immediately depleted.
3. All solid hydrometeors have significant sedimentation velocities. For warm-phase cloud a distinction between non-sedimenting cloud droplets and sedimenting rain drops was made.
Despite these differences, one could argue that ice- and warm-phase clouds are rather similar in many
general aspects: The supersaturation has a similar role than the cloud droplets in warm-phase clouds,
as both ”store” water that can be condensed but not removed from the parcel by gravitational settling.
For both cloud types the conversion of this storage to a species that can contribute to precipitation
(rain for warm- and ice for ice-phase clouds), is tightly linked to the number of aerosols though in the
opposite direction: The collision-coalescence in warm-phase clouds is less efficient, if a large number
of cloud droplets is present, and the vapour deposition is less efficient, if only very few ice crystals are
formed. In this respect the two cloud types differ in the range of possible consumption efficiencies.
While in warm-phase clouds an instant conversion of cloud water to rain water is very unlikely, vapour
deposition can happen quasi-instantly for large ice crystal number densities typical for homogeneous
nucleation. Similar to the investigation of warm-phase orographic clouds in chapter 13 the microphysical
evolution and the timescales are investigated in box model simulations forced with a sinewave-like
vertical velocity time series. This can be considered as a simplistic model of an orographic cloud with a
forced ascent followed by a forced descent, where the wave period T represents the ratio of mountain
width to upstream flow velocity and the maximum vertical displacement ηmax , i.e., the wave amplitude,
the mountain height. Details on the microphysical box model and the prescribed vertical velocity time
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Figure 14.1. Typical vertical velocity w (left) and vertical displacement η (right) time series used for the sinewave
experiments. The prescribed time series are controlled by the period of the wave (here: T = 3500 s = const.)
and the maximum vertical displacement (different colours).

series are provided in Appendix B in chapter 5 and 6. Exemplary vertical velocity and displacement
time series are shown in Fig. 14.1. In the first section simulations with homogeneous nucleation are
investigated (sec. 14), while in section 14 the heterogeneous nucleation is mimicked by nucleating a
prescribed number of ice crystals at a ice supersaturation of 110 %.

Homogeneous Nucleation
In the simulations considering cirrus clouds with homogeneous nucleation, ice nucleates typically between 140 % and 150 % ice supersaturation and the number of nucleating ice crystals is primarily controlled by the cooling rate during the nucleation event (Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002). In the context of
orographic clouds typical updraft velocities are around 0.1 m s−1 –2 m s−1 resulting in ice crystal number
densities of 100 l−1 –1000 l−1 (Fig. C.5a).
Some exemplary results from the box model simulations with different wave periods and two different
initial relative humidity are shown in Fig. 14.2: The nucleation event occurs in most cases during the
first quarter of the wave, where its exact location is determined essentially by the initial relative humidity and the vertical displacement history (not shown). For short wave periods the ice water content
peaks essentially at the same time, at which the maximum vertical displacement is reached and the
potential condensate, i.e., the difference between the initial water vapour content and the current saturation vapour pressure qv,0 − qv,s (t), peaks. Sedimentational losses of ice crystals are small. In line
with the small influence of sedimentational processes on the microphysical evolution, the mean particle
mass peaks roughly at the time of maximum vertical displacement. Its decline is mainly caused by the
rapid evaporation of ice water in the downdraft region. The ice supersaturation is very rapidly depleted,
reaches a value close to 0 shortly after the nucleation event.
If the wave period is increased (Fig. 14.2b & c), the maximum vertical velocity and accordingly also the
vertical velocity at the nucleation location is reduced. Hence, the less ice crystals are nucleated, the
ice crystals grow faster and have larger fall velocities: Sedimentation becomes more important, which
is indicated by an earlier decline of the ice water content, a more rapid reduction of the ice crystal
number density and a larger integrated sedimentational outflux compared to the previous simulation.
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Figure 14.2. Microphysical evolution simulated by box model forced with a sinewave-like vertical velocity time
series: difference between the actual water vapour mixing ratio and the saturation mixing ratio delta (blue), ice
water content qi (cyan), ice crystal number
density ni (red), mean ice crystal mass x̄ (green) and integrated
Rt
sedimentational outflux of ice crystals 0 qi,out dt (yellow). Ice crystals are nucleated homogeneously. In addition
the difference between the initial water vapour content and the saturation mixing ratio is shown , i.e. the equivalent
to the total condensate for warm-phase clouds (grey). The initial temperature is T (t = 0) =−30 ◦C and the initial
relative humidity over ice is 99 %. Simulations with wave periods of 5.8 min (a), 23.3 min (b) and 58.3 min (c) are
shown, all of which have the same maximum vertical displacement ηmax = 1000 m. The time axis is normalised
with the wave period. The dashed lines indicate the time, at which the maximum vertical displacement is reached.
The legend in the lower left panel is valid for all panels. The results for simulations with a lower initial relative
humidity are shown in appendix C (Fig. C.13).

According to the stronger impact of sedimentation the maximum particle mass is reached earlier in the
microphysical evolution and the dissolution of the cloud occurs earlier in the downdraft. However, the
ice supersaturation is again rapidly depleted. In contrast to shorter wave periods the ice supersaturation
is remains significantly larger than 0 during the entire updraft phase.
Simulations with a larger initial relative humidity show essentially a very similar behaviour (Fig. C.13).
However, the quasi-constant supersaturation in the updraft phase of the evolution establishes at a generally higher level and occurs already at smaller wave periods. This is due to a stronger impact of
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sedimentation processes linked to the upstream shift of the nucleation event. Therefore the vertical
velocities and the cooling rates during the nucleation event is reduced and less ice crystals are nucleated. For very long wave periods, the rapid decrease of the ice crystal number density even enables a
secondary maximum in the supersaturation around the maximum vertical displacement, as the few remaining ice crystals are not able to consume the supersaturation produced by the updraft (Fig. 14.2e).
In this case the maximum mean particle mass is reached only in the downdraft phase. The ice crystals
can grow in the downdraft by vapour deposition for some time as the remaining supersaturation first
must be depleted. If the wave period would be further increased a secondary nucleation event would
occur before the onset of the downdraft.
The behaviour of the microphysical evolution discussed above can be summarised in the change of
the timescales with the wave period (solid lines in Fig. 14.3): The in-cloud residence time normalised
with the wave period (a) steadily increases with the wave periods, while the normalised ice-phase microphysical timescale has a minimum for intermediated wave periods (b). The increase of the in-cloud
residence timescale is linked to the sustained ice supersaturation for longer wave periods observed
in the previous discussion. As the quasi-equilibrium supersaturation increases with the wave period
successively more time is required to deplete it either by vapour deposition or sinking of the air parcel. For the shortest investigated wave periods the in-cloud residence time equals the time between
the nucleation event and the onset of the downdraft. The fraction of the wave period, during which
the air parcel is supersaturated, increases from about 25 % for RHi (t = 0) = 99 % to about 37 % for
RHi (t = 0) = 110 % in case of a maximum vertical displacement, i.e., mountain height, of 1000 m.
The ice-phase microphysical timescale reduces compared to the wave period for small wave periods, as
sedimentation becomes more important and sedimentation tends to decrease the mean particle mass
by removing preferentially the large ice crystals. The minimum relative ice-phase timescales is reached
for wave periods of about 40 min for RHi (t = 0) = 99 %, while for higher initial relative humidities the
minimum shifts towards shorter wave periods (about 20 min for RHi (t = 0) = 110 %). The increase
of the normalised ice-phase microphysical timescale towards even longer wave periods is related to
an even stronger decrease of the ice crystal number density and a subsequently reduced efficiency
of the depletion of supersaturation by vapour deposition. The continued growth of the few remaining
ice crystals by vapour deposition outweighs the sedimentation impact on the mean particle mass and
accordingly the maximum mean particle mass is reached only later in the evolution. It should be noted
here, that the absolute values of both the in-cloud residence timescale as well as the ice-phase microphysical timescale increase steadily with the wave period in all cases. The sedimentation timescale is
for short wave periods much longer than the wave period and decreases rapidly to about 10 %–25 %
of the wave period for longer waves (Fig. 14.3c). The reduction of τsedi,lagr is consistent with smaller
vertical velocities for long wave periods, i.e., a smaller number of nucleated ice crystals.
As the ice crystal number density intrinsically depends on the vertical velocity time series, it is much
more difficult to disentangle the effects of a higher condensation rates and particle number densities
then for warm-phase clouds, where the number of cloud droplets could be varied independently of the
chosen vertical velocity time series. In order to slightly increase the sampled combinations of ice crystal
number density and mean updraft velocity in the cloud different mountain heights, i.e, maximum vertical
displacements, were investigated for ice-phase clouds (Fig. C.5a). These experiments are shown by
the dashed respectively the dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 14.3. An larger maximum vertical displacement
ηmax in general increases the absolute values of the vertical velocity in a simulation with the same
wave period and therefore the critical supersaturation for nucleation is reached earlier. For simulations
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Figure 14.3. Lagrangian estimate of the incloud residence timescale τic,lagr (a), the icephase microphysical timescale τmicro,lagr (b)
and the sedimentation timescale (c) from simulations with the microphysical box model forced
by a sinewave like vertical velocity time series.
Ice crystals are nucleated homogeneously. The
initial temperature T (t = 0) = −15 ◦C. Different initial humidities (colours) and maximum vertical displacements (line style) are used. The
both timescales are divided by the timescale T
of the vertical velocity time series, which varies
between 5.8 min and 58.3 min.
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with the same wave period the number of nucleated ice crystals and the mean updraft velocity in the
cloud increases, while for simulations with the same number of nucleated ice crystals the mean updraft velocity in the cloud decreases (Fig. C.5a). For different ηmax the variation of the timescales with
the wave period is in general very similar to those for a maximum vertical displacement of 1000 m.
Reducing the maximum vertical displacement has in general a similar effect than reducing the initial
relative humidity: It decreases the normalised in-cloud residence time and the ice-phase microphysical
timescale. Additionally the minimum relative microphysical timescales is shifted to larger wave periods.
The sedimentation timescale is almost identical for all vertical displacements, as its behaviour is essentially governed by the number of nucleated ice crystals.
The relation between the both timescale ratios, τic,ana /τmicro,lagr and τic,ana /τsedi,lagr , and the icephase precipitation efficiency (eq. 11.14) is shown in Fig. 14.4: The precipitation efficiency is primarily
determined by τic,ana /τsedi,lagr (Fig. 14.4b), while the dependency on the Damköhler number is weak
and not unique (Fig. 14.4a). The dominance of the sedimentation timescale can be explained by the
rapid consumption of the generated supersaturation shortly after the nucleation related to the high ice
crystal number density. After this initial phase all produced supersaturation is immediately deposited
on the ice crystals, as illustrated by the constant small supersaturation during the updraft phase of the
clouds (Fig. 14.2a to e). As hence only a very small fraction of the produced supersaturation is not
transferred to the condensed phase, the sedimentation velocity and the time available for sedimenta-
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1.0

Figure 14.4. Scaling relation for single air parcels
for box model simulations along a sinewave
like vertical velocity time series. Ice crystals
are nucleated homogeneously. The precipitation efficiency P Eice is shown as function of the
Damköhler number τic,ana /τmicro,lagr in panel
(a). The relation between τic,ana /τsedi,lagr to the
precipitation efficiency is shown in panel (b) and
(c), where in the latter each symbol is coloured
with the ratio of the in-cloud residence timescale
to the sedimentation timescale of the corresponding simulation.
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tion determines the fraction of condensate that leaves the parcel: The precipitation efficiency increases
strongly with τic,ana /τsedi,lagr an asymptotically approaches a precipitation efficiency of 1.0.
For long wave periods the precipitation efficiency decreases again and the curves for different ηmax and
RHi,0 deviate for τic,ana /τsedi,lagr ≈ 1.5 (Fig. 14.2b). For these clouds sedimentation decreases the
ice crystal number so strongly that the remaining ice crystals cannot consume the produced supersaturation in the updraft phase of the cloud, as for instance in the simulation shown in Fig. 14.2f. While in
these cases still all condensate is removed from the air parcel by sedimentation, as expected based on
the large ratio between τic,ana and τsedi,lagr , a significant fraction of the produced supersaturation is not
condensed and thus the precipitation efficiency is lowered. For these long wave periods the ice-phase
microphysical timescale is increasing again, which could potentially be used to predict the different behaviour of the precipitation efficiency. However, further investigations are required, as the dependency
on the Damköhler number remains weak also for long wave periods (Fig. 14.2c).

Heterogeneous Nucleation
A different formation mechanism of ice crystals is heterogeneous nucleation, i.e. the formation of
ice crystals on preexisting aerosol particles. These heterogeneous events occur typically at lower ice
supersaturation of 110 %–120 % and produce significantly fewer ice crystals (10 l−1 –100 l−1 ) than ho-
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Figure 14.5.
Microphysical evolution simulated
by box model forced with a sinewave-like vertical velocity time series. The initial temperature is
T (t = 0) =−30 ◦C, the initial relative humidity
over ice is 99 % and the number of ice nuclei is
50 l−1 . Simulations with wave periods of 5.8 min
(a), 23.3 min (b) and 58.3 min (c) are shown, all of
which have the same maximum vertical displacement
ηmax = 1000 m. The time axis is normalised with the
wave period. The dashed lines indicate the time, at
which the maximum vertical displacement is reached.
The legend in the lower left panel is valid for all panels. Results for simulations with an ice nuclei number
density of 10 l−1 are shown in appendix C (Fig. C.14)

t/T

mogeneous nucleation events. In the box model simulations all available ice nuclei are activated as
soon as the ice supersaturation reaches 110 %. The ice nuclei concentration is prescribed as 10 l−1 ,
20 l−1 or 50 l−1 in different simulations. This is a rather simplistic treatment of heterogeneous nucleation
as in the atmosphere ice nuclei with different compositions are present, which nucleate at different ice
supersaturation. This prolongs the nucleation event and leads to a broader ice crystal size distribution.
Nevertheless, similar formulations of heterogeneous nucleation have been employed in other studies
(e.g., Spichtinger and Gierens, 2009; Spichtinger and Cziczo, 2010) and should be sufficient to investigate the impact of a strongly reduced ice crystal number density on the microphysical evolution. The
major impact of a reduced ice crystal number density should be a slower depletion of the ice supersaturation. Accordingly the precipitation efficiency of air parcels should not be purely dominated by the
sedimentation timescale as for homogeneous nucleation discussed previously.
The microphysical evolution for some exemplary simulations is shown in Fig. 14.5 for different wave
periods and ice nuclei (IN) concentrations of 50 l−1 (10 l−1 : Fig. C.14). As expected, the biggest difference to the simulations in the previous section (Fig. 14.2) is a smaller vapour deposition rate shifting
the peak supersaturation and ice water content to later phase of the microphysical evolution. For short
wave periods and low IN concentrations the ice supersaturation follows closely the potential condensate
curve and only very little condensate is formed (Fig. 14.5a and b). With increasing wave period and
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Figure 14.6. Lagrangian estimate of the incloud residence timescale τic,lagr (a), the icephase microphysical timescale τmicro,lagr (b)
and the sedimentation timescale (c) from simulations with the microphysical box model forced
by a sinewave like vertical velocity time series.
Ice crystals are nucleated heterogeneously. Different initial humidities (colours) and maximum
vertical displacements (line style) are used. The
both timescales are divided by the timescale T
of the vertical velocity time series, which varies
between 5.8 min and 58.3 min.
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IN concentration more water vapour is deposited on ice crystals and accordingly also more ice leaves
the parcels (Fig. 14.5c and d). Though less condensate is formed than in the simulations with homogeneous nucleation, the number of ice crystals is strongly effected by sedimentation due to the reduced
number of nucleated ice crystals, which at least partly offsets the effect of a reduced condensation rate
on the mean particle mass. For very long wave periods almost all ice crystals are lost in the updraft
phase of the cloud and accordingly the consumption of supersaturation is again less sufficient than for
intermediate wave periods (Fig. 14.5e and f). This behaviour is very similar to the simulations with only
homogeneous nucleation.
The differences in the microphysical evolution are captured by the in-cloud residence, the ice-phase
microphysical and the sedimentation timescale, which are shown as function of the wave period in
Fig. 14.6: The parcels are during about 40 % to 70 % of their travel time supersaturated with respect to
ice (Fig. 14.6a). The variation of the in-cloud residence time with the wave period is primarily due to
the depletion of the vapour phase and subsequent sedimentation of ice crystals. If no vapour deposition would take place τic,lagr /T would be independent of the wave period. As vapour deposition and
sedimentation are most efficient for intermediate wave periods, the relative in-cloud residence time is
reached for those wave periods.
The ice-phase microphysical timescale decreases steadily relative to the wave period for longer waves
(Fig. 14.6b), which is related to a more efficient consumption of ice supersaturation and accordingly an
earlier transition to a sedimentation dominated regime. Only for the largest vertical displacement and
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Figure 14.7. Scaling relation for single air parcels
for box model simulations along a sinewave like
vertical velocity time series. Ice crystals are
nucleated heterogeneously. The precipitation
efficiency P Eice is shown as function of the
Damköhler number τic,ana /τmicro,lagr in panel
(a) and (b), where in the latter each symbol is
coloured with the ratio of the in-cloud residence
timescale to the sedimentation timescale of the
corresponding simulation. The relation between
τic,ana /τsedi,lagr to the precipitation efficiency is
shown in panel (c).
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IN concentrations of 50 l−1 the τmicro,lagr /T increases again for wave periods larger than about 25 min.
The increase is related to a very efficient sedimentational removal ice crystals during the updraft phase,
as the few remaining ice crystals are not able to consume the produced supersaturation anymore (e.g.,
Fig. 14.5f). Due to the consequently larger ice supersaturation, the remaining ice crystals grow very
rapidly and the mean particle mass is dominated by depositional growth.
The relative sedimentation timescale decreases rapidly for longer wave periods (Fig. 14.6c). However,
the absolute value of the sedimentation timescale get even slightly larger for large T (not shown). This
increase is due to smaller lifting rates for long wave periods and accordingly slightly smaller initial ice
crystal number densities. In contrast the sedimentation timescale in simulations with homogeneous nucleation is dominated by the variation of the ice crystal number density with the updraft velocity during
the nucleation event.
Due to the less efficient consumption of ice supersaturation, the precipitation efficiency should not only
depend on the ratio of the in-cloud residence to the sedimentation timescale, but should be also influenced by the microphysical timescale. In-line with this hypothesis, the evaluation of the simulations
shows that the relation between the precipitation efficiency and τic,ana /τsedi,lagr is not unique for different IN concentration and vertical displacements (Fig. 14.7c): The precipitation efficiency varies by
almost a factor of 4 for simulations with the same timescale ratio. The dependency of the precipitation
efficiency on the Damköhler number is also not unique (Fig. 14.7a and b). However, for simulations with
τic,ana /τsedi,lagr . 0.8 the precipitation efficiency increases with the timescale ratio with a rather simi-
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lar slope for different sets of simulations. This behaviour suggest that both timescale ratio are required
to describe the precipitation efficiency for ice clouds with heterogeneous nucleation. However, further
investigations of the formulation of the timescales and the relation between the timescale ratios and the
precipitation efficiency are required to ascertain a scaling relation between the three non-dimensional
numbers.

Conclusions and Outlook
parts printed in italic style are taken from Miltenberger et al. (2015)

Orographic precipitation is controlled by many factors including dynamical and thermodynamical properties of the upstream flow and the number of available cloud condensation and ice nuclei. The dynamical
and the microphysical part of the orographic precipitation system are both non-linear and strongly interrelated. Due to this complexity the understanding and prediction of orographic precipitation are, despite
being in the focus of research for several decades, a challenging topic. The analysis in the previous part
suggests that orographic precipitation response can be decomposed into the fraction of the upstream
moisture flux that condenses during the passage of the mountain (condensation ratio) and the fraction
of this condensate that is actually converted to surface precipitation (precipitation efficiency). The analysis suggests further that the first factor is controlled by the dynamic and thermodynamic properties of
the atmosphere, at least in stable conditions. The dynamic response of the atmosphere to an obstacle
has been well studied and can be essentially described using the Froude numbers. The second factor,
i.e., the precipitation efficiency, is less well studied and therefore is difficult to constrain a priori. To investigate this fundamental physical properties of the system we propose the Damköhler number as an
extension to the set of non-dimensional control parameters, which have been used to characterise dry
orographic flows. The Damköhler number allows to include the microphysical aspects of the orographic
precipitation system and links the precipitation efficiency of the system, i.e., the fraction of condensed
water converted to surface precipitation, to the system’s advective and microphysical timescales. For
ice-phase clouds, in addition to the Damköhler number, the ratio of the advective to the sedimentation
timescale needs to be considered for homogeneously nucleating clouds.
Lagrangian estimates of the timescale ratios have been analysed for single parcels, for several vertically stacked air parcels coupled by sedimentational fluxes and for quasi two-dimensional numerical
simulations. For single parcels a close relation between the Damköhler number and the precipitation
efficiency is found for warm-phase clouds, while for ice-phase clouds either the Damköhler number or
the ratio of the advective to the sedimentation timescale is more important depending on the number of
nucleating ice crystals and hence the consumption rate of ice supersaturation. If several warm-phase
parcels are coupled in the vertical, which experience all the same vertical velocity time series, only for
a few parcels close to the cloud top get more efficient, while the lower ones are effect more and more
by evaporational losses. Finally, the analysis is extend to two-dimensional warm-phase clouds, where
the vertical position in the gravity wave plays a major role for the timescales as it controls the width of
the lifting zone and the vertical velocity. As the vertical velocity time series of different parcels are not
in phase, the sedimentation fluxes in general enhance the precipitation formation of parcels starting
below approximately 1.1 km. The small impact of higher-level parcels implies that at least for warmphase clouds precipitation production directly induced by the mountain is limited to the lower parts of
the cloud, i.e., the depth of the cloud has a fairly small impact due to efficient advection to and evaporation over the lee side. This does may not apply for problems involving multiple ridges or in the presence
of pre-existing clouds.
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On the basis of the Lagrangian analysis we propose an analytical formulation of the characteristic
Damköhler number for entire warm-phase clouds, which only depends on the far upstream properties
of the flow and is based on linear gravity wave theory. Using numerical simulations of two-dimensional
stably stratified orographic flow, covering a vertical Froude number range from 0.3 to 2.3 and cloud
droplet number densities between 300 cm−3 and 10 cm−3 , we show the usefulness of choosing the
Damköhler number as non-dimensional control parameter for orographic precipitation: The precipitation efficiency increases with increasing Damköhler number above Da ≈ 0.5. While the increase is
very strong up to values of Da ≈ 1.0, the precipitation efficiency slowly approaches a maximum value
for even larger Damköhler numbers. For Damköhler numbers between 0.5 and 1.0, the precipitation
efficiency strongly depends on the number of cloud droplets, i.e., the number of aerosol particles, and
hence is dominated by the microphysical part of the system. However, for large Damköhler numbers,
the number of cloud droplets has only little effect and the precipitation efficiency is almost only controlled by the flow dynamics.
While a well-defined scaling relation for warm-phase clouds has been established and some pioneering
steps towards an extension of the concept to pure ice-phase clouds have been taken, a more detailed
analysis of the relation between the timescale ratios and the precipitation efficiency is required for icephase clouds. This would ideally lead to a scaling relation for the ice-phase orographic clouds and
their efficiency in dehydrating specific atmospheric layers. Such clouds would typically occur in the midand upper troposphere. Two examples of such orographic ice-phase clouds are shown in Fig. 15.1.
These examples illustrated, that at least for clouds formed by heterogeneous nucleation, the nucleation
processes is continuous and its representation should therefore be refined compared to the current
approach. This aspect and the inclusion of aggregational growth of ice-crystals will be important steps
to a future extension of the concept to mixed-phase clouds.
Characteristic timescales for conversion of condensate to precipitable particles has been used in several conceptual models of orographic precipitation distribution (e.g., Sinclair, 1994; Smith and Barstad,
2004; Roe and Baker, 2006). Some studies have therefore attempted an estimation of typical con-

(a)

(b)

Figure 15.1. Cirrus clouds for quasi two-dimensional orographic flow modelled with the COSMO-model for upstream velocities of 13 m s−1 (a) and 30 m s−1 . Isentropes are shown by the grey lines, upward motion is indicated
by blue contours and downward motion by red contours. The ice water content is shown by the colour shading
and the black dots indicate nucleation events. The set-up used for these simulations is described in Appendix B
sec. 4.1.1.1.
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version timescales mostly for mixed-phase clouds: In some studies the ratio of the volume-integrated
condensate to the precipitation rate, i.e., the residence time discussed in part II (eq. 6.6), has been used
as estimate of the characteristic timescale. These studies observe values of 1500 s–2500 s in idealised
simulations (Colle, 2008) and case-studies in the Alps (Smith, 2003) and the Oregon Cascades (Lin and
Colle, 2009). While these values correspond well with to the residence times for the two-dimensional
simulations discussed in this thesis in a maritime scenario (sec. 7.3), they are significantly shorter than
the cloud-average microphysical timescale based on the Lagrangian analysis in this part. In contrast to
the microphysical timescale, the residence time includes also the efficient production of rain water by
accretion likely explaining the lower values. The residence time concept has the disadvantage that is
only a diagnostic quantity, i.e., the physical processes controlling it are not clear. Therefore its adaption
to different settings is not possible, which is essential as the residence time strongly depends on different dynamical and microphysical parameters (sec. 7.3).
The estimates of the conversion timescale used in many studies for the linear model by Smith and
Barstad (2004) suffer from a similar problem, as the conversion timescale is essentially used to match
the predicted surface precipitation distribution to observations. Depending on the mountain range and
the particularly event studied different timescales have been proposed Smith and Barstad (2004) and
Smith et al. (2005) suggested a timescales between 1500 s and 2400 s for the Oregon cascades and of
500 s–5000 s for the precipitation pattern in the entire state of Oregon. For the Wasatch range during
IPEX and the southern Alpine ridge during MAP found timescales of 0 s–1000 s match the observed
precipitation pattern best (Barstad and Smith, 2005), while for the southern Germany and France low
mountain ranges the best predictions are obtained for a timescale of 1600 s (Kunz and Wassermann,
2011). From analysis of isotopic signals in the Olympic range Smith and Evans (2007) find a timescale
of 800 s for the Olympic range.
In contrast to the diagnostic quantification of conversion timescales, a more process-oriented investigation has been performed by Roe and Baker (2006): Based on single hydrometeor trajectories in idealised simulations, they investigated the time precipitation particles need to grow by a certain amount.
For liquid hydrometeors they found typical growth times of 600 s–1000 s and for ice crystals of 3000 s–
6000 s. As these timescales primarily focus on the accretional growth they are again significantly smaller
than our microphysical timescale, which focusses on the autoconversion.
The approach to characterise precipitation systems by the ratio of the characteristic timescales has
been used by Jiang and Smith (2003) for mixed-phase orographic clouds using a volume-averaged formulation of cloud microphysics, i.e., disregarding horizontal or vertical differences in the microphysical
rates. Jiang and Smith (2003) investigates the principal dependencies of the precipitation efficiency
on the advection, the fallout and the snow generation timescale, which is defined as inverse reaction
rate. While this study relies on a very strongly simplified description of cloud microphysics, Seifert and
Stevens (2010) investigated the characteristic timescales and the precipitation efficiency for shallow
cumulus clouds using a full double-moment cloud microphysical scheme. Using a one-dimensional
kinematic cloud model they showed that the precipitation efficiency is closely linked to the ratio of
the microphysical timescale to the cloud lifetime. The use of the cloud lifetime instead of an in-cloud
residence timescale in our study illustrates one major difference between the highly idealised onedimensional cloud model of Seifert and Stevens, 2010 and the less idealised two-dimensional stratified
orographic clouds considered in this study: For the first model the timescales and hence the Damköhler
number of single parcels and the entire cloud are identical, while this is not the case for our less idealised clouds. The vertically inhomogeneous structure of dynamical forcing and available moisture and
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the strong vertical coupling due to sedimentation of rain drops result in a large vertical variation of the
timescales of single parcels. Therefore the Damköhler number of the entire cloud is not equal to the
one of any single air parcel. Nevertheless, the shape of the scaling relation for shallow cumulus clouds
closely resembles the one presented here. Considering surface precipitation, a maximum precipitation
efficiency of about 0.75 was found, while for cloud-base precipitation it reaches values of 0.95 (Fig.
8 in Seifert and Stevens, 2010). Hence, in terms of precipitation efficiency sub-cloud evaporation in
shallow-cumulus clouds acts in a similar manner as lee side evaporation in orographic clouds. The
Damköhler concept has also been applied to three-dimensional orographic cloud simulations (Seifert
and Zängl, 2010). Seifert and Zängl (2010), however, based the in-cloud residence timescale and the
vertical velocity on simple geometric arguments and did not explicitly consider the vertical coupling.
Therefore a common scaling curve for different dynamical settings was only obtained by introducing an
additional empirical parameter depending on the Froude numbers. Nevertheless their scaling relation
closely resembles the one described in this paper albeit with a lower maximum precipitation efficiency
of about 0.4. This reduced maximum precipitation efficiency is most likely due to differences between
the two- and three-dimensional orographic flow.
These successful applications of the Damköhler concept illustrate its potential to advance the conceptual understanding of the coupling of dynamical and microphysical processes for different cloud types.
In combination with a Lagrangian perspective, it can provide insights in the interaction of different air
parcels and contributes to the long-standing discussion how the transition from the microphysical description of single air parcels, e.g., by the quasi-stochastic collection equation (Gillespie, 1972), to the
description of the microphysical evolution of entire clouds or cloud fields should be done.
Future studies should investigate the relation between the Damköhler number and the precipitation efficiency for more complex topographic settings and for other microphysical parameterisation schemes.
Particularly the vertical coupling of different parcels and the formulation of a bulk Damköhler number
should be investigated in different settings. If a unique relation between the Damköhler number and
precipitation efficiency can be observed also in other settings, this relation can be used to predict the
precipitation efficiency of orographic precipitation based only on the basis of large-scale atmospheric
properties. This could, for example, contribute to the development of a new parameterisation of the effect of sub-grid scale orography on surface precipitation and the atmospheric moisture content in global
models.

PART IV

Orographic Precipitation Distribution and the Linear
Model of Orographic Precipitation

Introduction

In the previous part characteristic timescales for warm- and ice-phase orographic clouds and their
relation to the precipitation efficiency have been discussed. The aim of this part is to investigate how
these concepts relate to the already existing conceptual models of orographic precipitation and whether
the developed concepts can be also used to analyse the precipitation distribution at mountains. We
focus on warm-phase precipitation only.

16.1

Conceptual Models for Orographic Precipitation Distribution

Many conceptual models for orographic precipitation have been proposed with different degrees of sophistication in the representation of flow dynamics and cloud microphysics. The major purposes of
these models is (i) to predict orographic precipitation if high-resolution numerical models are not affordable due to computational limitations (e.g., Corradini, 1985; Alpert and Shafir, 1989; Barros and
Lettenmaier, 1993), (ii) to interpolate sparse precipitation measurements in complex terrain (e.g., Rhea,
1978; Barros and Lettenmaier, 1993; Kunz and Wassermann, 2011), or (iii) to investigate the fundamental control parameters of orographic precipitation (e.g., Roe and Baker, 2006). According to Roe and
Baker (2006), the conceptual approaches can be divided in two categories with one group of models
focussing on the seeder-feeder mechanism (e.g., Bader and Roach, 1977; Carruthers and Choularton,
1983; Choularton and Perry, 1986), while the other focuses on the condensation rate during ascent
(e.g., Alpert and Shafir, 1989; Roe, 2002; Smith and Barstad, 2004). As this part considers only pure
warm-phase clouds, this summary will only consider models in the second category. A more detailed
review on dynamical models for orographic precipitation is provided by Barros and Lettenmaier (1994).
An essential ingredient of all conceptual models is the estimation of the condensation rate linked to the
forced ascent on the upwind side of the mountain. While the computation of the condensation rate from
adiabatically rising air has been established by Fulks (1935), the conceptual models employ different
methods to estimate orographically forced component of the vertical velocities. In the most basic model
version the air flow is assumed to be terrain following on all levels (e.g., Collier, 1975; Passarelli and
Boehme, 1983; Corradini, 1985; Alpert and Shafir, 1989; Smith, 2003), while in more sophisticated
models the amplitude decays with elevation (e.g., Haiden et al., 1990; Sinclair, 1994; Roe and Baker,
2006; Cannon et al., 2014). Other models aim at an even more realistic representation of orographic
flow while maintaining analytical tractability and employ either linear gravity wave theory to calculate the
vertical velocity pattern (e.g., Sarker, 1966; Smith and Barstad, 2004; Kunz and Kottmeier, 2006a) or
some other approximations to the moist flow response (e.g., Hobbs et al., 1973). Finally, some authors
rely on complex numerical models to calculate the vertical velocity (e.g., Colton, 1976; Oki et al., 1991;
Barros and Lettenmaier, 1993).
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The second important ingredient for orographic precipitation formation is the representation of cloud
microphysical processes including advection of hydrometeors and evaporation. In the most simplistic conceptual models an instant conversion of cloud condensate to surface precipitation is assumed,
i.e., microphysical processes and advection of hydrometeors are neglected (e.g., Sarker, 1966; Collier,
1975; Smith, 1979; Oki et al., 1991). The model by Alpert and Shafir (1989) relaxes the assumptions
by redistributing the cloud condensate based on weighting factors proportional to the mean horizontal
velocity to account for hydrometeor advection. Colton (1976) took a similar approach, but used different
sedimentation velocities depending on the position relative to the melting layer.
Several authors have attempted to include more sophisticated descriptions of cloud microphysics yet
retaining the analytical tractability of the model: For instance, Rhea (1978) and Barros and Lettenmaier
(1993), used constant scaling factors akin to a precipitation efficiency to reduce the condensate and to
provide a simplistic representation of cloud microphysics. Another approach to formulate bulk microphysical relations is the use of constant conversion timescales, which describe the characteristic time
needed for conversion of cloud condensate to precipitation. While in some studies a single characteristic timescale for the entire cloud is used (e.g., Smith, 2003; Smith and Barstad, 2004; Roe and
Baker, 2006), others varied the timescales with height above the surface (e.g., Sinclair, 1994; Kunz
and Kottmeier, 2006a; Barstad and Schüller, 2011). Many models with simplistic cloud microphysics
neglect hydrometeor evaporation on the lee side (e.g., Alpert and Shafir, 1989; Haiden et al., 1990;
Barros and Lettenmaier, 1993; Smith, 2003). However, in some models the evaporation is described by
a characteristic evaporation timescale (e.g., Roe and Baker, 2006) or the evaporation rate is estimated
based on negative condensation rates in the downdraft regions (e.g., Smith and Barstad, 2004; Kunz
and Kottmeier, 2006a).
In other models more sophisticated formulations of the cloud microphysics are used, which rely on bulk
parameterisations as also often used in numerical models (e.g., Hobbs et al., 1973; Passarelli and
Boehme, 1983; Corradini, 1985; Haiden et al., 1990; Cannon et al., 2014). In most cases this comes at
the loss of analytical tractability of the model.

16.2

The Linear Model by Smith and Barstad (2004)

A conceptual model frequently employed in the past decade is the linear model of orographic precipitation by Smith and Barstad (2004). In this model the vertical velocity is described by linear gravity wave
theory, cloud microphysics are represented by constant formation and fallout timescales and lee side
evaporation and hydrometeor advection are included. As the results of the preceding part III will be
discussed in the context of this linear model in the next chapters, the linear model of Smith and Barstad
(2004) is described in more detail in this section.
The model describes the precipitation formation on the basis of a vertically integrated advection equations for cloud and rain water:

DQc
Qc
= Scond −
Dt
τc
DQr
Qc Qr
=
−
Dt
τc
τf

(16.1)
(16.2)

where Scond is the vertically integrated condensation rate, Qc the vertically integrated cloud water content, Qr the vertically integrated rain water content, τc the conversion timescale and τf the fallout
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dT
dt ,

i.e., the updraft velocity, and

dρs
dz
dT

(16.3)

timescale. The condensation rate is determined by the cooling rate
s
the decrease of the saturation vapour content with temperature dρ
dT :
∞

Z
Scond =
0

dT dρs
dz =
dt dT

Z

∞

wΓm
0

where ρs is the saturation water vapour density, Γm the moist adiabatic lapse rate and w the vertical velocity. Based on considerations of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, Smith and Barstad
(2004) approximated the saturation vapour density by a exponentially decaying function of height
ρs = ρs,ref exp(−z/Hw ) with scale height

Hw = −

2
Rv Tsurf

Lv γ

.

(16.4)

Rv is the gas constant for vapour, Tsurf the surface temperature, Lv the latent heat and γ the environmental lapse rate. Using this approximation the condensation rate can be written as

Z
Scond =
0

∞

ρs,ref −z/Hw
Cw
dz =
wΓm
e
γHw
Hw

Z

∞

we−z/Hw dz

(16.5)

0

with Cw = ρs,ref Γm γ −1 .
The vertical velocity in the above equations is determined by the gravity wave response to the topography, which can be described by linear gravity wave theory for large Froude numbers. The Fourier
transform of the vertical velocity ŵ above an arbitrary topography hs is given by:

ŵ(k) = U0 hˆs eimz = ŵ0 eimz

(16.6)

where U0 is the far upstream horizontal flow velocity, k the horizontal wavenumber and m = NUm
sgn(k)
0
the vertical wave number (assuming hydrostatic flow). Combining equations 16.5 and 16.6, Smith and
Barstad (2004) found the following approximation for the condensation rate Ŝ in frequency space:

ˆ = Cw
Scond
Hw

Z
0

∞

ŵ0 eimz−z/Hw dz =

Cw ŵ0
1 − Hw im

(16.7)

To calculate the surface precipitation rate Psurf , equations 16.1 and 16.2 are Fourier transformed.
∂
Assuming steady state conditions and using ∂x
≈ ik with the horizontal wavenumber k (Smith, 2003),
the Fourier transformed surface precipitation is given by

P̂surf =

ˆ
qˆr
Scond
=
τf
(ikU0 τf + 1)(ikU0 τc + 1)

(16.8)

The surface precipitation distribution due to orographic lifting can hence be analytically derived by combining equations 16.7 and 16.8. The solution depends only on the topography hs , the upstream flow
velocity U0 , the environmental lapse rate γ , the upstream specific moisture content ρs,ref and temperature Tsurf close to the surface, the moist static stability Nm , the conversion timescale τc and fallout
timescale τf . The parameter most difficult to quantify is the conversion timescale, which is poorly
constrained by observations and has been used in most studies as a tuning parameter to match observed surface precipitation distributions (e.g., Smith, 2006; Barstad and Schüller, 2011; Kunz and
Wassermann, 2011). As discussed in section 10, Cannon et al. (2014) recently suggested a more
detailed formulation of the microphysical part, but did not provide direct estimates of the conversion
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timescale. In part III a Lagrangian analysis of idealised two-dimensional simulations was performed to
obtain estimates of a microphysical timescale. This Lagrangian perspective allows to directly quantify
the microphysical timescale of single air parcels from NWP model output. However, the previously presented values of the microphysical timescale τmicro are not straightforward to use within the framework
of the linear model, as the definitions of τmicro and the conversion timescale τc differ fundamentally: In
the linear model as formulated in equation 16.1 it is assumed that the conversion of cloud water to rain
water can be described by an exponential decay of the cloud water with a constant timescale. In such
an approach the characteristic timescale is approximated by the time it takes to completely convert an
initial concentration with the initial conversion rate:


τc = Qc (t = 0)

−1
dQc
(t = 0)
dt

(16.9)

It is not clear a-priori that this is a valid model of cloud microphysical processes in orographic clouds. As
discussed in section 12.2 we chose a different approach for the microphysical timescale: The time up
c
to a characteristic point in the microphysical evolution (here: Dq
Dt ) is used as microphysical timescale.
Since this does not comply with the timescale definition in the linear model, it is not straightforward to
use the Lagrangian and analytical timescale estimates from part III in the context of the linear model.
In this section we first compare the linear model with idealised quasi two-dimensional COSMO simulations of orographic precipitation (ch. 17). The setup of the COSMO-model simulations is slightly
modified compared to the previous parts to better comply with the assumptions of the linear model:
The initial profile is modified to have a constant moist static stability instead of a constant dry static
stability and the relative humidity is set to 99 % for the entire column (sec. 4.1.2). In a second chapter
a modification of the linear model for warm-phase clouds is proposed based on our timescale definition
(ch. 18). While this comes at the expense of loosing full analytical tractability, precipitation distributions predicted with this modified version of the linear model are more similar to those simulated by the
COSMO-model with a double-moment scheme.

Comparison to the Linear Model

the surface precipitation distribution predicted by the linear model is compared to idealised quasi twodimensional simulations with the COSMO-model. Warm-phase orographic clouds are simulated using
upstream profiles with a constant moist static stability, an upstream relative humidity of 99 % and upstream horizontal flow velocities of 5 m s−1 , 10 m s−1 and 15 m s−1 . The simulations have moist vertical
Froude numbers of 0.83, 1.67 and 2.5. Accordingly only in the simulation with the smallest U0 , nonlinear dynamic phenomena as a downstream hydraulic jump and upstream flow blocking are observed.
A more detailed description of the COSMO-model set-up is provided in Appendix B 4.1.2. The parameters for the linear model were deduced from the initial conditions of the COSMO-model and are listed
in Tab. 17.1. These settings ensure a comparable moisture influx and flow response to the obstacle in
both models.
One essential ingredient for the linear model is the vertically integrated condensation rate, which has
a strong impact on the surface precipitation distribution (eq. 16.8). The condensation term depends
most strongly on the flow dynamics and is at least over the upstream slope independent of any cloud
microphysical processes. The condensation terms of the COSMO-model and the linear model should
therefore be similar. We compare the vertical integral of the condensation and evaporation rate calculated by the saturation adjustment of the COSMO-model to condensation rate predicted by equation 16.7 (Fig. 17.1 cyan and red to yellow lines). In general the condensation rate from both models
agree quite well on the upstream side of the mountain. However, for small upstream velocities the linear model predicts higher values of S far upstream than the COSMO. The major reason for this is that
linear gravity wave theory predicts a vertical displacement of zero and that the liner model assumes an
initially saturated flow (RH = 100 %). In contrast the flow at the inflow boundary of the COMSO model
is slightly sub-saturated (RH = 99 %) and the vertical displacement in the models decreases faster
upstream of the mountain due to the finite domain size.
The maximum condensation rate in the COSMO-model is slightly shifted downstream compared to the
linear model and the maximum condensation rate is slightly higher, particularly for small upstream velocities. This can be explained by a partly cancellation of the low-level condensation by higher level
evaporation in the linear model, as the condensation term is integrated from the surface up to an infinite
height (eq. 16.5), while the condensation rate in the COSMO-model is only calculated for regions that
contain cloud water. As the vertical velocity from the linear model is multiplied with the vertical derivative
of the saturation water vapour content, the impact of the downward motion over the upstream slope is
less important for large upstream flow velocities with a long vertical gravity wave wavelength: At the
heights affected by downward motion the saturation vapour pressure is already low and hence they
contribute little to the vertically integrated condensation rate. In contrast for small upstream velocities
and accordingly smaller vertical wavelengths the impact of downward motion at higher levels becomes
increasingly important due to the larger saturation vapour pressure in the downward moving air. This
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effect can be removed by modifying equation 16.5 to include only the condensation rate up to the lowest
streamline that experiences no vertical lifting on the upstream side:

Ŝcond,cloud

Cw
=
Hw

Z

zcloud

ŵ0 eimz−z/Hw dz =

0


Cw ŵ0 
1 − eimzcloud −Hw /zcloud
1 − Hw im

(17.1)

The maximum condensation rate calculated with this equation corresponds slightly better to the one
predicted by the COSMO-model (Fig. 17.1 dark blue curve). The spatial offset in the location of maximum condensation remains, which is likely due to a different vertical displacement pattern.
Over the leeward slope S is negative as the flow is dominated by downward motion and accordingly
evaporation occurs. Due to the upstream tilt of the gravity wave with height the transition from a positive
to a negative condensation rate occurs slightly upstream of the mountain crest. In the lee the condensation rate is much more negative in the linear model than in the COSMO simulations, which is related
to the non mass-conservative formulation of the linear model: While in the COSMO simulations only
cloud droplets not removed by precipitation formation can evaporate, the water content is not affected
by precipitation formation in the linear model. The strong impact of precipitation formation on the lee
side integrated condensation rate also explains its dependency on the microphysical parameterisation
used in the COSMO-model: The absolute value of Scond is largest for simulations with the two-moment
scheme, which produces least surface precipitation, and smallest for simulations with the one-moment
scheme using no autoconversion threshold, which produces most precipitation (Fig. 17.1 and C.15).
The surface precipitation distribution simulated by the COSMO-model is compared to Psurf calculated
with the linear model in Fig. 17.2. Different values of the conversion timescale τc between 0 s and 5000 s
have been used for the LM. the assumptions underlying the representation of microphysical processes
in the linear model resemble most closely a single-moment scheme with no autoconversion threshold (qc,0 = 0 g kg−1 ). Accordingly the surface precipitation distribution from these simulations is most
comparable to the one from the linear model. Nevertheless, the maximum precipitation rate is slightly
underestimated by the linear model for U0 = 5 m s−1 and U0 = 10 m s−1 , while it is overestimated
for U0 = 15 m s−1 . The location of the maximum precipitation rate is captured best for conversion
timescales of 2000 s–5000 s, where longer τc are required for smaller U0 . The τc values providing the
best match for the location of the maximum precipitation rate, strongly underestimate the peak precipitation rate while providing a good match of the domain-integrated surface precipitation (Fig. C.15).
More than about 40 km upstream of the mountain the precipitation rate is considerably larger in the
linear model.
These differences are most likely due to a slightly smaller condensation rate in the COSMO-model due
to differences in the vertical displacement field as discussed earlier and the strong non-linearity of the
autoconversion and accretion terms. While the exponential decay of cloud water used in the linear
model is identical to the description of autoconversion in Kessler type models with no autoconversion
threshold, the accretion term depends on the rain water content and hence behaves very differently.
The accretion term is, however, responsible for the efficient conversion of cloud to rain water. This

Table 17.1. Parameters used for simulations with the linear model. The values are derived from the initial
conditions for the COSMO-model.

U0 [m s−1 ]
5, 10, 15

Nm [s−1 ]
6 × 10−3

γ [K m−1 ]
5 × 10−3

Tsurf [K]
288.15

Γm [K m−1 ]
5 × 10−3

τf [s]
1000

τc [s]
0, 200, 400, 1000,
2000, 3000, 5000
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Figure 17.1. Vertically integrated condensation and
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according to equation 16.7 (dark blue and cyan) and
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hypothesis is corroborated by the almost identical surface precipitation distributions in the vicinity of
the mountain for simulations with the single-moment scheme and a finite autoconversion threshold (orange and red curves in Fig. 17.2). The choice of the autoconversion threshold only influences the
precipitation formation in an early phase of the microphysical evolution and shifts the onset of surface
precipitation downstream, but has little affect on the strong increase of the precipitation rate over the
upstream slope.
The discrepancies of the precipitation distribution from the linear model and the COSMO-model become
even larger if the double-moment scheme is used in COSMO (yellow curve in Fig. 17.2): The onset of
surface precipitation is shifted significantly further downstream being located very close to the mountain
crest for large upstream velocities. Similarly the maximum surface precipitation rates is located closer
to the mountain top and can be only matched by the linear model if very large conversion timescales
of 3000 s–5000 s are chosen. Even with these large values of τc the domain-integrated surface precipitation rate is overestimated by the linear model (Fig. C.15), while the maximum precipitation rates
are slightly underestimated (Fig. 17.2). The later onset of significant precipitation production compared
to simulations with the single-moment scheme is consistent with the findings in part II. It is related to
the quadratic dependency of the autoconversion term on the mean droplet mass and the cloud water
content (eq. 12.10).
The comparison of the COSMO simulations to the linear model reveals a significantly different surface
precipitation related to the different representations of the cloud microphysical processes in the two
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Figure 17.2. Surface precipitation rate from the
linear precipitation model with different conversion
timescales according to eq. 16.8 (cold colours) and
COSMO simulations with the one- and the twomoment scheme (warm colours). The upstream horizontal velocity is U0 = 5 m s−1 (a), 10 m s−1 (b) and
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models. In terms of the dynamic forcing the models are quite comparable as the condensation rates
over the upstream slope are very similar in the two models. In the lee the condensation term has a
much larger amplitude in the linear model due to neglecting the removal of water vapour by precipitation in the calculation of the condensation rate. These differences seem to have less impact on the
surface precipitation distribution, than deficiencies in the formulation of cloud microphysical processes.
The approach to describe the conversion rate by an exponential decay of the cloud water neglects the
strongly non-linear dependency of the conversion rate on the rain water fraction, most important for the
accretion term, and the initiation of efficient rain formation in the early phase of the cloud. The combined
effect is an underestimation of the maximum precipitation rate and an upstream shift of the precipitation
pattern. The main problem is the attempt to characterise two processes with fundamentally different
timescales with one single timescale or in other words the rapid and non-linear increase of the droplet
collision with the droplet size and the broadening of the droplet spectrum.
The impact of the neglect of autoconversion in the microphysical formulation of the linear model is
largest in pure orographic clouds, i.e., in the absence of a larger-scale forcing and pre-existing precipitating clouds or a seeder-feeder type situation. While the impact of orography on precipitation may in
most cases occur due to the enhancement of large-scale precipitating systems and not the production
of precipitation (Houze, 2012), the set-up chosen here is a valuable testbed for our understanding of
orographic precipitation and the interaction between cloud microphysics and dynamics.

Modification of the Linear Model

One major discrepancy between the formulation of the linear model by Smith and Barstad (2004) and
the COSMO-model microphysics is that in the linear model of precipitation production is assumed to
start at an infinite distance before the mountain and that precipitation production is governed by a constant microphysical timescale. These assumption cause the precipitation to be spread over a large area
upstream of the crest and reduce the peak precipitation rates (sec. 17). The microphysical timescale
proposed by Stevens and Seifert (2008) and Seifert and Stevens (2010) for warm-phase clouds and
used in part III of these thesis, does not rely on an constant conversion timescale but considers the balance between condensational growth of cloud droplets and their depletion by collision-coalescence.
While condensation dominates before the point in time, when the two terms exactly balance, precipitation forming processes dominate thereafter. In the context of the linear model, we suggest to
use the balance between the two processes to derive a critical condensation rate, at which collisioncoalescence becomes important. It is suggested to modify the condensation term accordingly to be
zero before and set to its original value after the critical condensation rate is reached in order to suppress precipitation formation far upstream.
This modification comes, however, at the loss of full analytical tractability. Nevertheless, the numerical
solution to the linear model is still straightforward and computationally inexpensive. The modified procedure to calculate the surface precipitation distribution is detailed in the following:
I

Calculation of the condensation term following Smith and Barstad (2004)
In a first step the Fourier transformed condensation rate is computed using equation eq. 16.7 as in
the linear model by Smith and Barstad (2004). The inverse Fourier transform of the above equation
is then computed to obtain the vertically integrated condensation rate Scond (x).

II

Calculation of the critical condensation rate based on Seifert and Stevens (2010)
The critical condensation rate, at which condensation and collision-coalescence balance, can be
calculated for single parcels using the two-moment scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2001) with the
following expression (sec. 12.2.1, eq. 12.7 and 12.10):

scrit,parcel = sauto + saccr
= kau qc4 n−2
c Φcc (2 ) + kcr qc qr Φcr (2 )

(18.1)

scrit,parcel corresponds to the condensation rate that would be required at each position to balance
the condensate losses due to conversion of condensate to rain water. The critical condensation rate
is used in the next step to find the location, at which the actual condensation rate matches the critical
condensation rate. This method takes into account that the updraft velocity and therefore the con-
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densation rate has a large spatial variation for orographic flow. In contrast, a constant condensation
rate is used in the derivation of the microphysical timescale by Stevens and Seifert (2008) used in
part III (eq. 12.10).
Assuming that all condensate remains in the parcel, i.e., that sedimentation of droplets is negligible,
the above equation can be rewritten in terms of the total condensate qt at each time:
?
2 ?
?
?
Scrit,parcel = kau qt4 (1 − ?2 )4 n−2
c Φcc (2 ) + kcr qt 2 (1 − 2 )Φcr (2 )

where

epsilon?2


= 0.10 · tanh 16.135



kau
2 n2 τ
kcr
c cond

3/10 

(18.2)

is the approximate rain water fraction at

c
the time with Dq
Dt = 0 (Seifert and Stevens, 2010). The assumption of a constant water content is
a rather weak assumption as only small droplets with negligible fall velocities exists in the first part
of the cloud. To connect this approach with the linear model, we need to make the assumption that
equation 18.2 is also valid for column integrated values. The column-integrated total condensate Qt
can be calculated by integrating the condensation rate along a streamline:

Z
Qt =

t

Z

x

Scond (x)dt =
0

0

Scond (x)U0−1 dx.

(18.3)

Note that the integration has to be conducted over time since S is the temporal derivative of Qt . In
order to use equation 18.2, the mean column integrated value of the total condensate Q̄t is required.
0
Assuming that the cloudy layer is confined to a layer with depth zcloud = πU
N , i.e., half the vertical
wavelength of the gravity wave, the mean total condensate concentration is Q̄t = z Qt . Replacing
cloud
qt in 18.1 with this expression of Q̄t and multiplying the equation with zcloud provides the critical
vertically integrated condensation rate:

Scrit = Scrit,parcel (Qt ) · zcloud

(18.4)

III Modification of the condensation term from the linear model
The basic idea of the modification is that efficient conversion of condensate to precipitation occurs
only once the actual condensation rate S exceeds the critical condensation rate Scrit . The only
way to suppress precipitation formation in the linear model is to set the condensation rate Scond
equal to zero. If the condensation rate exceeds the critical condensation rate first at location x1 , the
condensation rate is modified according to

Scond,mod (x) =




0

for x < x1

Scond (x1 ) +


S
cond (x)

R x1
x−1
1 U0 0

Scond (x1 )U0−1 dx

for x = x1

(18.5)

for x > x1

IV Calculation of the surface precipitation following Smith and Barstad (2004)
Finally the surface precipitation rate can be computed with the same equation than in the linear
model by Smith and Barstad (2004) (eq. 16.8) using the modified condensation rate (eq. 18.5):

P̂ =

Ŝcond,mod
(ikU0 τf + 1)(ikU0 τc + 1)

(18.6)
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Figure 18.1. Surface precipitation rate calculated with (i) the linear precipitation model by
Smith and Barstad (2004) with different conversion timescales according to eq. 16.8 (cold
colours), (ii) the modified linear model according to equations 18.6 and 18.9 (red) and (iii) from
COSMO-model simulations with the two-moment
scheme (orange). The upstream horizontal velocity is U0 = 5 m s−1 (a), 10 m s−1 (b) and
15 m s−1 (c).
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Solving the above equation still requires an estimate for the fall-out timescale τf and the conversion
−1
timescale τc . The first can be easily approximated by τf = zprecip vsedi
. As rain water forming above
1.1 km is not contributing to surface precipitation according to section 13.2.2, zprecip = 1.2 km is
used, while vsedi = 3 m s−1 . The conversion timescale τc in the modified model is dominated by
accretion, because it only needs to describe the precipitation production after the onset of efficient
collision-coalescence growth. Using again the two-moment model of Seifert and Beheng (2001), the
accretion rate is (eq. 12.10)

saccr = kcr qc qr Φcr (2 ).

(18.7)

Neglecting sedimentational loss of condensate, it can be rewritten in terms of the total condensate:

saccr = kcr qt2 2 (1 − 2 )Φcr (2 ),

(18.8)

where qt can again be replaced by the cloud mean condensate concentration.
In the linear model the conversion timescale is defined as the time needed for the conversion of the
cloud water assuming the initial conversion rate to be constant (eq. 16.9). Though the evolution of
cloud water in the two-moment model cannot be accurately described by an exponential decay, the
slope close to the onset of significant precipitation production can be used to estimate a timescale.
This approximation diverges for longer time periods from the accurate description, but this is probably not so important for orographic precipitation because significant precipitation production starts
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only relatively close to the crest. Accordingly the conversion timescale is calculated as

τc =

Qt,max
2
kcr Qt,max 2 (1 − 2 )Φcr (2 )

(18.9)

where Qt,max is the maximum total condensate. This equation still has one free parameter (2 ),
which has to be estimated a priori. Since the rain water fraction at the location where Scrit is
reached, is close to 0.1 in most cases. Here we chose 2 = 0.12. For the settings of the COSMOmodel simulations, values for τc of 2090 s, 2264 s and 3367 s are obtained for U0 = 15 m s−1 ,
10 m s−1 and 5 m s−1 , respectively.
The surface precipitation calculated with the modified linear model is compared to those simulated by
the COSMO-model using a two-moment scheme and the linear model of Smith and Barstad (2004) in
Fig. 18.1: As expected the far upstream precipitation is reduced to zero and the surface precipitation is
more concentrated in a finite area over the lee slope. However, the first surface precipitation still occurs
further upstream in the modified linear model and the discrepancy increases with reducing upstream
velocity. The onset of surface precipitation is controlled by Scrit and therefore depends very strongly
on a correct representation of the total condensate. Particular over the upstream slope the total condensate is strongly overestimated by the linear model. Potential reasons for this overestimation are
non-saturated upstream conditions in the COSMO-model and a slightly different vertical displacement
pattern. The total condensate is much more sensitive to small differences in these fields as the condensation rates (sec. 17), because the total condensate is the integrated condensation rate over the
upstream slope. The difference in the total condensate is particularly large for an upstream velocity of
5 m s−1 likely due to the developing flow blocking, which cannot be described with linear gravity wave
theory. Accordingly the surface precipitation distribution predicted by the modified linear model does
not resemble the one predicted by the COSMO-model.
Discrepancies between the linear model and the COSMO simulations occur also over the leeward slope
with precipitation falling further downstream in the COSMO-model. This is due to the very strong evaporation on the lee side, which is related to the non mass-conservative formulation of the linear model,
the integration of all terms to infinite heights and the inability of the linear model to properly treat rain
water evaporation.

Conclusions

The surface precipitation and condensate rate have been compared between two-dimensional COSMO
simulations and the linear model by Smith and Barstad (2004) for warm-phase clouds. The condensation rates over the upstream slope agree very well between the two models for all investigated Froude
numbers (0.83–2.5), though the condensation rate in the linear model increases further upstream than
in the COSMO-model simulations. In addition leeward evaporation is strongly overestimated in the linear model. This overestimation is due to the non-mass conserving formulation of the linear model and
the integration over the entire vertical column instead of only the cloudy layer.
Th precipitation distribution predicted by the linear model is similar only to the precipitation distribution
of COSMO simulations with a Kessler-type microphysical scheme and an autoconversion threshold of
0 g kg−1 . The location of maximum precipitation is best matched for conversion timescales of 1000 s–
2000 s, while the maximum precipitation rate is matched best by simulations with much shorter conversion timescales. For COSMO-simulations using a single-moment scheme with a finite autoconversion
threshold, the onset of precipitation occurs significantly later than in the linear model. Nevertheless the
maximum precipitation rate is not effected by the choice of the autoconversion threshold. In contrast
the precipitation rate in the linear model is always larger than zero even far upstream of the mountain.
If a double-moment scheme is used for the COSMO simulations the precipitation onset is shifted even
further towards the mountain crest and the peak precipitation rates significantly increase. These precipitation rates can only be reproduced in the linear model, if an instant conversion and fallout is assumed
in the linear model (τc = τf = 0 s).
A modified formulation of the microphysical part of the linear model is developed to account for the
onset of precipitation only close to the mountain crest related to the autoconversion process. The modified formulation introduces a dependency of the solution on the aerosol number density but comes
at the cost of loosing full analytical tractability. The modification is based on the consideration of the
balance between cloud water production by the updraft and its depletion by collision-coalescence processes. The condensation rate is modified such that precipitation production occurs only if cloud water
consumed efficiently by collision-coalescense. Further an analytic estimate of the conversion timescale
for accretion-dominated growth is formulated, which depends on the rain water fraction. The modified
linear model is able to capture the delayed onset of precipitation over the upper windward slope. Some
discrepancies to the COSMO-model results arise, particularly for small upstream velocities, which are
due to differences in the condensation rates in the COSMO-model and the linear model.
The proposed modification of the linear model essentially introduces explicitly an autoconversion processes, which may be only of importance in the absence of synoptic scale precipitation and a seederfeeder type mechanism (Zängl et al., 2010). While such pure orographic precipitation occurs probably
very rarely in the atmosphere (Houze, 2012), the investigation of pure orographic precipitation can
provide valuable insights in the coupling of dynamical and microphysical processes.

C ONCLUSIONS

AND

O UTLOOK

Orographic precipitation is controlled by multiple factors including both microphysical and dynamical
parameters. The uplift generated by the topography, which is responsible for the occurrence of orographic precipitation, is rather well-constrained and therefore orographic precipitation can be viewed as
a testbed for studying aerosol-cloud-dynamics interactions. In this thesis the question is addressed,
whether non-dimensional numbers can be formulated that characterise the precipitation response to an
isolated mountain in stable flow solely based on the far-upstream flow properties.
In part II changes in precipitation amount and pattern due to variations in the upstream flow velocity
(5 m s−1 to 30 m s−1 ), the surface temperature (−5 ◦C to 15 ◦C) and the aerosol content (10 cm−3 to
300 cm−3 ) are systematically studied for quasi two-dimensional simulations using a double-moment
microphysical scheme. Non-dimensional measures for the efficiency of condensation, precipitation
formation and precipitation fall-out are used to discriminate between dynamical and microphysical contributions (ch. 6): While the fraction of water vapour condensing during the passage of the mountain
is almost only determined by the gravity wave response and the lifting condensation level, i.e., the
dynamic and thermodynamic flow properties, the efficiency of converting the condensate to precipitating particles depends strongest on the aerosol scenario and the cloud phase, i.e., the microphysical
properties (ch. 7). The strongest sensitivity to the aerosol scenario is observed for warm-phase clouds.
The fraction of precipitation particles that reach the surface before being evaporated depends, however,
strongly on the upstream velocity and the aerosol content, i.e., on dynamic and microphysical flow properties. These conclusions hold qualitatively also for simulations with a more simplistic single-moment
scheme, though significant differences in the precipitation distribution, the hydrometeor composition of
the clouds and the absolute value of some non-dimensional numbers occur (ch. 8). The quantitative difference between simulations with the two different microphysical parameterisations are in some cases
of the same order of magnitude than changes due to different upstream flow properties.
The efficiency of condensation can be predicted rather well based only on the gravity wave response
to the obstacle, which has been addressed in previous studies and can be characterised by the Froude
number, i.e., non-dimensional numbers involving the upstream flow velocity, the mountain height and
width and the moist static stability. The critical issue for predicting the precipitation response to an
isolated mountain is accordingly a formulation of the precipitation efficiency, i.e., the combined conversion efficiency of condensate to precipitation particles and their sedimentation efficiency. In part III
we therefore investigate the characteristic timescales of advection and hydrometeor conversion for orographic clouds and the dependency of the precipitation efficiency on their ratio (ch. 11). The characteristic timescales are analysed along air parcel trajectories, which allows a direct quantification of the
timescales of single parcels. For this purpose and particularly for its future extension to less idealised
settings, a novel trajectory calculation tool has been implemented, which allows the calculation of trajectories at very high temporal resolution (part I). In the framework of single parcels containing only liquid
hydrometeors a clear relation exists between the precipitation efficiency and the ratio of the advective
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to the microphysical timescale, the so-called Damköhler number (sec. 13.1.1): The larger the timescale
ratio the larger is in general the precipitation efficiency. For conditions more representative of cirrus
clouds, the precipitation efficiency scales well with the ratio of the advective to the sedimentational
timescales for high ice crystal number densities typical for homogeneous nucleation (ch. 14). For lower
ice crystal number densities the precipitation efficiency depends additionally also on the Damköhler
number for ice-phase clouds.
To transfer the concept from single parcels to entire orographic precipitation, the coupling of parcels
in the vertical by sedimentation fluxes of hydrometeors has to be taken into account. The effect of
this coupling on the timescales and the precipitation efficiency for warm-phase clouds is investigated
by performing simulations with a stack of trajectories, which are subject to the same vertical velocity
time series (sec. 13.1.2). Based on these results a new method has been designed to quantify the
impact of a single air parcel on surface precipitation (sec. 13.1.2.2 and 13.2.2). This analysis is finally
applied to two-dimensional simulations of orographic clouds, i.e., parcels are subject to different vertical velocity time-series depending on their relative position in the excited gravity wave (sec. 13.2.2).
It is found that high-level parcels have virtually no impact on surface precipitation, while the impact of
lower-level parcels increases almost linearly with their proximity to the surface. The bulk Damköhler
number for an entire cloud is therefore calculated as the weighted mean of the parcel Damköhler numbers. Combining this bulk Damköhler number based on analytical estimates of the timescales with
the precipitation efficiency from the numerical simulations of warm-phase clouds reveals a well-defined
relation between the two non-dimensional numbers (sec. 13.2.3): Surface precipitation occurs only, if
the bulk Damköhler number exceeds a threshold value. For larger bulk Damköhler number the precipitation efficiency increase rapidly until it reaches a maximum value at very large Damköhler numbers.
This behaviour allows additionally to discriminate different cloud ”regimes”, a first one where no surface
precipitation is formed (for small Damköhler numbers), a second one where the precipitation efficiency
is strongly sensitive to changes in the aerosol content (for intermediate Damköhler numbers), and a
third one where the precipitation efficiency is controlled essentially by the flow dynamics (for very large
Damköhler numbers).
Finally, it is demonstrated in part IV of the thesis that the concepts used for the definition of the microphysical timescales can be incorporated in an established conceptual model for orographic precipitation distribution, the so-called linear model (Smith and Barstad, 2004). This extends the applicability
of the linear model to study aerosol effects on the surface precipitation distribution and improves the
representation of surface precipitation rates on the upstream slope of the mountain. The suggested
modifications are, however, only valid in the absence of large-scale precipitation and apply only for
warm-phase clouds.
This thesis illustrates the potential of properly formulated non-dimensional numbers to describe the precipitation efficiency and its sensitivities for warm-phase clouds. Some pioneering steps have been taken
towards an extension of this concept towards pure ice-phase clouds. This work should be continued in
future studies and extended to mixed-phase clouds, as most real world orographic clouds contain liquid
and solid hydrometeors (e.g., Houze, 2012). Furthermore the question, whether these concepts apply
also in more complex settings has to be addressed. The studies by Seifert and Zängl (2010) and Miltenberger (2011) indicated that the tight relation between the precipitation efficiency and the Damköhler
number holds also for warm-phase orographic precipitation at an isolated three-dimensional hill. However, the concept should be also explored in settings involving a realistic topography and less idealised
upstream profiles of velocity and moisture content. The investigation of the impact of large-scale pre-
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cipitation and the vertical coupling of different air parcels will be an important issue in these studies.
It is not clear a priori that a unique Damköhler number exists for each cloud system, cloud type and
under all conditions. Particularly, more realistic clouds can be influenced by a multitude of different
timescales, for instance in the presence of embedded convection, a melting layer or sub-cloud evaporation. Therefore different timescale sets may be important in different cloud types, which limits the
generalised description of aerosol-cloud-dynamics interactions in terms of non-dimensional numbers.
It should be noted in addition that certain assumptions and simplifications are required for an at least
quasi-analytical formulation of the timescales, which may not hold under all conditions. Future studies
have to investigate of these aspects more closely. In particular, attempts to generalise the description of
the vertical coupling between parcels and to develop a framework how to combine different timescales
will be vital for a future success of the developed concepts.
In this thesis the Lagrangian analysis has been demonstrated to be a powerful tool to enhance our
understanding of aerosol-cloud-dynamics interactions. However, a Lagrangian analysis will be more
complicated in less idealised settings, as additionally horizontal wind shear will become important and
convective contributions to the vertical motion will be present. With the development of a novel trajectory calculation tool for high-resolution applications, a methodology to calculate accurate trajectories
for meso-scale phenomena and over complex terrain has been established, which may help to address these issues. The added value of a high temporal resolution of trajectories has been already
demonstrated for cirrus cloud modelling (Appendix A 2) and for the investigation of foehn air warming
(Appendix A 1). For future applications of this trajectory calculation method to investigate the characteristic timescales of orographic precipitation, it will be important to investigate the mass conservation
properties of the trajectory calculation method in more detail. Further subgrid-scale motions are currently neglected for the calculation of trajectories, which may hamper its applicability to turbulent flow,
e.g., typical in the planetary boundary layer.
Despite the discussed limitations and obstacles, if the close relation between the precipitation efficiency
and the characteristic timescales can be generalised to less idealised settings, it can serve as basis
to develop a new parameterisation of orographic precipitation in global models, which have a too low
horizontal resolution to explicitly represent the small-scale topographic structure. In a more conceptual
framework, the description of cloud systems with non-dimensional numbers may be an important step
to characterise the complex interaction between aerosols, cloud microphysics and dynamics and to
classify cloud systems according to their sensitivity to changes in either of the three components. The
concepts developed in this thesis are thereby not limited to orographic clouds alone, but may be also
useful to tease apart dynamical and microphysical contributions and to enhance the understanding of
the aerosol-cloud-dynamics interactions in other cloud systems, e.g., warm-conveyor belts or isolated
convective clouds.

A PPENDIX A

Applications of the Online Trajectory Module

Foehn Flow - Three Case Studies

At all major mountain ranges wind storms associated with very warm temperatures and sometimes
disastrous wind gusts are observed. Well known to the inhabitants of mountainous terrain, different
names were given to these wind storms: Föhn (European Alps), Bora (Dinaric Alps), Chinook (Rocky
Mountains), Aspr (Massif Central), Helm Wind (Pennines), Santa-Ana-Wind (South California), Zonda
(Andes) and Canterbury Northwester (Southern Alps) to name only a few examples. Due to there abundant occurrence and strong impact on society, foehn storms arose the curiosity of early day scientist
and are already mentioned in early description of the natural history of the Alps. For example by Wagner
(1680) in his chapter ”De Meteoris Aereis” (p. 367):
Australis ventus status. ”Die Fȯn”. Ventus hic ab ea parte ad tempus flat ubi montes alti
ac nivosi sunt, eoque nives solvuntur: circa initium veris vero præcæteris ventis Helvetiæ
sæpe est perniciosus: cum enim natura calidus sit, una nocte arbores ita calore suo
fovet ut virescere incipiant: contra sæpe etiam flores ac frondes recentes arborum ita
adurit; ac si ignis arboribus fuisset suppositus; flores etiam expansos suffocat, ut nihil inde
fructus eo anno exspectari queat, sicuti elapsis annis, ut 1676, & 1677. experti sumus:
nonnunquam etiam subito ac cum impetu ingruit, & in locis angustis ac convallibus arbores
dejicit, ædificia infirmiora subvertit, vel tectis suis denudat.
Studies with a less descriptive and speculative approach began to flourish in the second half of the
19th century in the central European Alpine countries with the work of Oswald Heer, Escher von der
Linth (Heer and Linth, 1852) and Heinrich Dove (Dove, 1867), which attributed the end of the last
ice age to warm foehn winds, and the subsequent studies by Julius von Hann (Hann, 1866; Hann,
1885), Heinnrich Wild (Wild, 1868; Wild, 1901), Leopold Blotnitzki (Blotnitzki, 1869), Gustav Berndt
(Berndt, 1886), Peter Blumer-Zweifel (Blumer-Zweifel, 1895), Heinrich von Ficker (Ficker, 1905; Ficker,
1910), and others. The focus of the very early studies was the connection of warm foehn winds to the
determination of the ice age. More influential studies for today’s foehn research attempted a robust
description of the geographical and temporal occurrence of foehn (e.g., Blotnitzki, 1869), investigated
single foehn events and developed some general theories for foehn flow. An overview of the early
foehn research in Switzerland and some historical text can be found in Walter (1938).
Since these early times numerous theories for the occurrence of foehn, mostly focussing on an
explanation for the strong warming in the foehn valleys, have been developed: These include the
vertical aspiration (Streiff-Becker, 1931), horizontal aspiration (Ficker, 1931), lee-wave (Lyra, 1940;
Queney, 1948), water fall (Rossmann, 1950), solenoid (Frey, 1944), hydraulic (Schweizer, 1953)
and thermodynamic foehn (Hann, 1866) and Austrian foehn (Hann, 1866) according to (Steinacker,
2006). The last two theories received most scientific resonance in the late 20th century. They are
schematically sketched in Fig. A.1: The thermodynamic foehn theory relates the warming of the air
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Figure A.1. Illustration of the thermodynamic (a) and the Austrian foehn theory (b). In the thermodynamic foehn
theory moist air is assumed to ascent over the upstream slope and to cool according to the moist adiabatic lapse
rate. Due to (heavy) precipitation on the upstream side, the air masses are assumed to be much drier once
they reach the lee slope, where they descent and warm dry adiabatically. In contrast the Austrian foehn theory
does not rely on the co-occurrence of warm temperatures in the foehn valley and upstream precipitation. The
warm temperatures are explained by the dry-adiabatic descent of air from above a stable, blocked air mass on
the upstream side.

masses to precipitation formation and accordingly the difference between moist adiabatic ascent and
dry adiabatic descent. In contrast the Austrian foehn theory explains the warmth of the foehn air by
dry adiabatic descent of higher level air masses from above the blocked air masses on the upstream
side of the mountain range. During the last decades, foehn research was characterised by dedicated
field experiments, as for instance ALPEX (e.g., Kuettner and O’Neill, 1981; Seibert, 1990; Steinacker,
1991; Kljun et al., 2001) and MAP (e.g., Bougeault et al., 2001; Baumann et al., 2001; Mayr et al.,
2007; Drobinski et al., 2007) in the Alps, and steadily increasing computational power for numerical
investigations (e.g., Vergeiner, 1975; Zängl, 2003; Zängl et al., 2008; Sheridan and Vosper, 2012). A
thorough overview of the current status of foehn research is provided in Richner and Hächler (2013).
Despite the long-lasting efforts the origin of the warm and dry air in the foehn valleys has not yet been
resolved entirely. In this context lately the Lagrangian perspective has been used to tackle the issue of
foehn air origin (e.g., Seibert et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2003; Würsch, 2009; Roch, 2011). While these
studies provide valuable insight in the travel history of foehn air parcels, they are partly hampered by
difficulties to compute accurate trajectories above complex topography. In a master thesis by Silvia
Reynolds the theme was revisited with the aid of online trajectories Miltenberger et al. (2013), which
are computed based on wind fields at high temporal resolution (Reynolds, 2014). In this thesis the
potential temperature budgets of foehn air parcels for two different foehn case studies is investigated
(May and March 2013). Hence the study addresses the question of foehn air warming by teasing apart
adiabatic and diabatic contributions. The following chapters summarise and extend the work presented
in Reynolds (2014). In addition an analysis of a foehn event in 1987 is presented.
In the following section a short overview of the synoptic conditions during each foehn event is provided
(sec. A1.1). The set-up for the foehn simulations, the used variables and the used diagnostics are
described in section A1.2. Section A1.3 provides an overview of the path of air parcels in the different
foehn events, while the potential temperature and moisture budget are discussed in section A1.4 with
a focus on the Rhine valley. Finally the conclusions are presented in section A1.5.
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1.1

Meteorological Situation

1.1.1

North Foehn Event July 1987

North foehn was observed in valleys on the southern side of the Alps between 25 July and 27 July 1987.
This foehn episode occurred on the downstream side of an upper-level trough moving over central
Europe. The surface pressure, the low-level wind field and the precipitation distribution are shown
in Fig. A.2 from the COSMO2 simulation. A slightly more detailed discussion of the meteorological
situation can be found in section 3.1. This foehn event was also studied by Rössler et al. (1992), Buzzi
and Alberoni (1992) and Paccagnella et al. (1992).
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Figure A.2. Synoptic scale conditions during north foehn event in July 1987. Panel (a) shows the accumulated
surface precipitation for the period between 20 UTC 26 July 1987 and 00 UTC 27 July 1987. Panel (b) shows the
horizontal wind-field at 850 hPa on 14 UTC 26 July 1987 (small arrows) and the mean sea level pressure for the
same time.

1.1.2

Dry South Foehn Event March 2013

During the period from 4 March to 7 March a long-lasting south foehn event was observed over the
Swiss Alps. An upper level trough located at the beginning of the foehn period off the coast of Portugal
steered warm southerly flow towards the Alps. This trough approached the Alps until the associated
low pressure system dissolved during late 6 March. The foehn onset in the Rhine valley occurred
at 22 UTC on 4 March and the cessation was observed at 5 UTC on 7 March (Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Föhnforschung Rheintal-Bodensee, 2014). The foehn event can be divided in two different phases, a
first one lasting until 22 UTC on 5 March 2013 with little rain on the Alpine south side and a second
phase with partly heavy precipitation over Northern Italy. The onset of the foehn event was connected
with a temperature increase of about about 13 K in Vaduz and a significant drop in relative humidity by
about 60 % according to the SwissMetNet surface station (Reynolds, 2014). The accumulated surface
precipitation for the first phase is shown in Fig. A.3 along with the mean sea-level pressure field and
the low-level wind field from the COSMO2 simulation. A satellite picture is shown in Fig. A.3d. The
sea-level pressure shows a strong pressure gradient across the Alpine ridge and a clearly visible foehn
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Figure A.3. Synoptic scale conditions during south foehn event in March 2013. The accumulated surface
precipitation is shown for the period between 22 UTC 04 March and 22 UTC 05 March 2013 (a) and the period
between 22 UTC 05 March and 05 UTC 07 March 2013 (b). Panel (c) shows the horizontal wind field at 850 hPa
on 08 UTC 05 March 2013 (shading and vectors) and the mean sea level pressure (orange line) for the same time.
A satellite picture from 06 UTC 05 March 2013 (infrared channel) is shown in panel (d) (from www.sat24.com,
2014).

knee structure. In the low-level wind a strong jet along the western side of the Alps is visible as well
as several jets emanating from northern Alpine valleys, as for instance the Rhone, Reuss and Rhine
valley.

1.1.3

Wet South Foehn Event May 2013

The second south foehn case occurred from 14 May to 16 May 2013 and was associated with heavy
precipitation on the southern slope of the Alps. The southerly flow towards the Alps developed at the
down-stream side of an extended upper-level trough associated with a surface low over the British Isles.
During late 16 May and 17 May the trough developed into a cut-off low west of France, which resulted
in an eastward turn of the upper-level wind and to the cessation of the foehn flow.
According to Arbeitsgemeinschaft Föhnforschung Rheintal-Bodensee (2014) the foehn episode lasted
from 23 UTC on 14 May to 15 UTC on 16 May 2013 in the Rhine Valley. The onset of the foehn flow
is marked by a strong increase of the wind speed in Vaduz, but a reduction in relative humidity by
about 30 % and an increase of the air temperature by about 5 K. This is rather weak compared to the
previously discussed case in March 2013 (Reynolds, 2014). During the event up to 120 mm rain fell
on the southern side of the Alps according to observations (Reynolds, 2014), which is captured quite
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Figure A.4. Synoptic scale conditions during south foehn event in May 2013. The accumulated surface precipitation is shown for the period between 23 UTC 14 May and 23 UTC 15 May 2013 (a) respectively the period
between 23 UTC 15 May and 15 UTC 16 May 2013 (b). Panel (c) shows the horizontal wind field at 850 hPa on
12 UTC 15 May 2013 (shading and vectors) and the mean sea level pressure (orange line) for the same time. A
satellite picture from 06 UTC 16 May 2013 (infrared channel) is shown in panel (d) (from www.sat24.com, 2014).

well by the model simulation (Fig. A.4a & b). The low-level wind field shows jets emanating from the
northern Alpine valleys, particularly the Reuss and Rhine valley (Fig. A.4c). Additionally a strong jet
developed along the western side of the Alps, strongly curving to the north east. The satellite picture
from 06 UTC on 16 May 2013 shows thick clouds over the southern flank of the Alps and only high
clouds on the northern side (Fig. A.4d).

1.2
1.2.1

Model Set-Up, Variables and Diagnostics
Model Set-Up and Trajectory Selection

The three foehn cases have been modelled with the COSMO-model version 4.7 (Baldauf et al., 2011)
together with the online trajectory module described in part I. The model set-up for the north foehn
event in July 1987 is described in section 3.2. The domain for the simulation at a horizontal resolution
of 2.2 km (COSMO2) and the trajectory starting region is shown in Fig. A.5a. As in section 3.5 only
those trajectories, which are below 1500 m above the Po valley, are considered for further analysis.
For the simulation of the foehn events in 2013 a slightly different model set-up was used. The COSMO2
domain covers only the Alpine region (Fig. A.5b). It comprises 600 times 450 grid points and 60 vertical
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levels. The vertical levels have a mean spacing of 388 m (13 m close to the surface and 1190 m at the
model top at 23 km). For the initial and lateral boundary conditions a COSMO-model simulation at 7 km
horizontal resolution (COSMO7) is used, which is driven with ERA-Interim data (Dee et al., 2011). The
choices for the parameterisation are identical to the simulation of the July 1987 case (sec. 3.2). The
COSMO2 simulation starts at 21 UTC on 3 March 2013 for the dry foehn case and at 3 UTC on 14 May
2013 for the moist case and is run for 102 respectively 93 hours.
Online trajectories are started along a line over Northern Italy (Fig. A.5) every 0.02◦ and every 100 m
between the surface and 3 km altitude. Trajectories are started every hour between 23 UTC 3 March
and 02 UTC 6 March for the dry case and between 05 UTC 15 May and 06 UTC 16 May for the moist
case. In both cases we selected afterwards those trajectories, which pass above the Rhine valley.
The Rhine valley is represented by a rectangular box with an extend of 0.58◦ times 1.05◦ centred at
47.16◦ N, 9.53◦ E, i.e., approximately the location of Vaduz. The vertical and temporal distribution of the
trajectory arrivals in the Rhine valley is shown in Fig. A.7. The variables traced along the trajectories are
temperature, pressure, the mixing ratio of water vapour, cloud droplets, rain, ice, graupel and snow, the
three velocity components and turbulent kinetic energy. For the moist case additionally all microphysical
rates contributing to latent heating, like condensation, evaporation and melting, are traced.

1.2.2

Variables and Diagnostics

In case of adiabatic frictionless flow the potential temperature θ should be conserved along trajectories. If diabatic processes occur the potential temperature tendency along a trajectory is non zero and
comprises the following terms

Dθ
= Slh + Srad + Sturb
Dt

(1.1)

where Slh denotes changes due to latent heating, Srad due to long- and short-wave radiation and Sturb
due to turbulence (including diffusion in a numerical model). The latent heating term Slh can be further
decomposed to trends from individual processes:

Slh = Sdep + Scond + Sf reez − Ssub − Sevap − Smelt

(1.2)

where dep pertains to latent heating due to vapour deposition on ice, snow and graupel particles, cond
due to condensation on liquid hydrometeors, Sf reez to freezing of liquid hydrometeors including riming,
Ssub due to sublimation, Sevap due to evaporation and Smelt due to melting of frozen hydrometeors.
Each of these terms Sx is calculated from the change in specific water vapour sx according to

Sx (t) =

Lq
sx
cp

(1.3)

where Lq is the latent heat of phase change and cp the heat capacity of air (Reynolds, 2014). With this
approach the role of different microphysical processes for the net latent heating can be assessed.

1.3

Foehn Trajectories and Air Mass Origin

In this section the path of the foehn air trajectories in terms of their position on the upstream side of the
Alpine ridge and their vertical displacement across the Alps is discussed for the different foehn cases.
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North Foehn Event July 1987

The air parcels descending to elevations below 1.5 km on the southern side of the Alps are located to
the northwest of the Jurassic mountains 12 h earlier (Fig. A.6). The parcels are located at altitudes of
1.5 km–2.5 km above the Swiss plateau and ascent to around 3 km during the passage of the crest.
The passage of the Alpine ridge occurs at certain well-defined locations, which coincide with major
passes. Most parcels cross the ridge in the Simplon-Gotthard region. Over the southern slope the
parcels descent rapidly to elevations below 1 km. Most parcels reach their lowest elevation around
44 ◦ N at about 12 UTC 26 July 1987. Until this point the general travel direction is orientated in the
north-south direction, while the trajectories diverge later east- and westwards. Some of the parcels are
even advected towards the southern slope of the western Alps, where they rise and subsequently turn
eastwards.
The statistics of elevation change of the trajectories are discussed in section 3.5: Almost all air parcels
descent strongly across the Alpine ridge with an average descent slightly larger than 1000 m (Fig. 3.5).

1.3.2

Dry South Foehn Event March 2013

For the foehn case in March 2013, the foehn air mass in the Rhine valley is reasonably sampled during the first foehn phase with about 13564 trajectories arriving in the target region between 22 UTC
04 March and 22 UTC 05 March at altitudes between 500 m and 3.5 km above sea-level (Fig. A.7).
All of the foehn trajectories have an almost south-north oriented path across the Alpine ridge. They
cross the main crest at elevations around 3 km–4 km (Fig. A.8). Over the northern slope of the Alps the
parcels rapidly descent to below 2 km. In the initial foehn phase they originate mostly from elevations
larger than 1.8 km on the Alpine south side (45 ◦ N), while in the afternoon and evening of 05 March
2013 a distinct low-level air stream forms with parcel altitudes below 1.8 km at 45 ◦ N. These trajectories
have a more northwesterly travel direction over Italy, originate mostly over the Adriatic sea or eastern
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Figure A.5. COSMO-model domain and trajectory starting location for the July 1987 case (a) and the March
and May 2013 case (b). The colour shading shows the COSMO2 representation of the topography (only shown
for elevations above 500 m). The orange box indicates the model domain. Trajectories were started at each grid
point in the red box for the July 1987 case (a) and every 0.02◦ along the red line for the two cases in 2013 (b).
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Figure A.6. Path of foehn trajectories for the north
foehn case in July 1987. The trajectories cross 45 ◦ N
between 05 UTC 26 July and 08 UTC 27 July 1987
with the majority arriving south of the Alps in the
morning of 26 July.
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Italy at levels below 1 km and ascent only in close vicinity to the topography (Fig. A.8e). Some foehn
trajectories arriving earlier in the Rhine valley also start at low levels over the Adriatic Sea, but rise
further away from the topography to elevations of around 2 km (Fig. A.8c).
Most foehn air trajectories undergo a pronounced elevation change during the passage of the Alpine
ridge (Fig. A.9a): At the latitude of Vaduz the average parcel displacement with respect to their position
on the southern side is 0 km wiht values for individual parcels up to ±1 km. At the latitude of Altstätten
almost all air parcels are located at lower altitudes then on the southern side, with a mean descent
of about 700 m. The difference between the two stations shows the general descent on the northern
side and indicates, that the trajectories are not able to penetrate down to the valley floor in the upper
Rhine valley. If the temporal and spatial distribution of the height change is considered, an interesting
pattern becomes visible (Fig. A.9b): The trajectories with the strongest descent form a well-defined

Figure A.7. Sampling of the foehn air in the Rhine valley by online trajectories for the March 2013 case (a) and
the May 2013 case (b). The left black line indicates the onset of foehn in Vaduz and the right one its cessation
according to the AGF data base (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Föhnforschung Rheintal-Bodensee, 2014). The black
dashed line in panel (a) indicates the onset of significant surface precipitation over the southern slopes of the
Alps. Additionally the evolution of the 2 m air temperature (red) and relative humidity (cyan) at the SwissMetNet
station in Vaduz is displayed.
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Figure A.8. Trajectories entering the Rhine valley
during the dry foehn event in March 2013. Each
panel contains a selection of trajectories arriving at
a given date in the Rhine valley. The colour coding
indicates the elevation of the trajectories.
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Figure A.9. Elevation change of trajectories between 45 ◦ N and 47.1 ◦ N (Vaduz) respectively 47.4 ◦ N (Altstätten)
for the March 2013 case: Panel (a) shows the distribution for all trajectories arriving in the Rhine valley. In panel
(b) each dot marks a trajectory passing the latitude of Altstätten at the specified time and height, where the colour
indicates the elevation changes compared to the Alpine south side.

band between about 1.5 km–2.0 km altitude above Altstätten, which corresponds well with the location
of strong warming in cross-sections along the Rhine valley from the COSMO-model (Reynolds, 2014).
In contrast parcels at lower or higher elevations experience in general a smaller net vertical displacement. The strongest descent is observed at the beginning of the foehn event during the early morning of
05 March. In the late afternoon and the evening less parcels with a strong net downward displacement
arrive and the number of parcels with a positive net vertical displacement increases (green points in
Fig. A.9b). Further interesting is an accumulation of parcels with a large positive vertical displacement
at elevations around 3.0 km in the early foehn phase. A similar feature is not observed at the latitude of
Vaduz. The vertical path of these trajectories indicates that they may be affected by a hydraulic jump
like feature (not shown).

1.3.3

Moist South Foehn Event May 2013

The south foehn event in May 2013 lasted for 40 hours in the Rhine valley. During this period about
27500 trajectories entered the Rhine valley or crossed it at higher altitudes (Fig. A.7b). While most
parcels arrive at altitudes between 500 m and 4 km, sometimes levels up to 7 km are sampled.
The trajectory paths shown an interesting time dependence (Fig. A.10 and A.11): At the onset of the
foehn event, the parcels originate from the Gulf of Genoa or even further west. While the majority of
parcels have elevations around or below 1.8 km above the Gulf of Genoa and the Po valley, a bundle
of trajectories rises already at the Maritime Alps to about 2 km–3 km and passes the Po Valley and the
Alpine ridge at these altitude (Fig. A.10a). Over the northern slope of the Alps most trajectories descent
to elevations below 2 km. In the night and early morning of the 15 May the source region of the foehn
air masses gradually shifts eastward and two distinct air streams with different source altitudes form
(Fig. A.10b & d): One trajectory bundle has altitudes larger than 2 km above the Po valley, while a second bundle with a more northwestern travel direction reaches the Alpine ridge at altitudes below 1.8 km
(Fig. A.10d). Trajectories from both bundles descent over the leeward slope with those originating from
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Figure A.10. Trajectories entering the Rhine valley during the moist foehn case: Each panel contains a selection
of trajectories arriving at the given date in the Rhine valley. The colour coding indicates the elevation of the
trajectories. A selection of trajectories arriving later in the Rhine valley is shown in Fig. A.11.

lower levels reaching in general lower elevations in the Rhine valley (Fig. C.17). However, some of the
parcels from the lowest levels rise to altitudes around 4 km during their passage of the Alpine crest,
which may indicate a scrambling of the air masses as hypothesised by Smith (2003). Parcels from
low levels become even more important during the late afternoon of 15 May (Fig. A.11a). During the
night to the 16 May the airstream with very low source altitudes ceases temporarily (Fig. A.11b), only
to become dominating the foehn flow in the early morning of the 16 May (Fig. A.11c). Until the end of
the foehn episode trajectories originating from the Adriatic Sea at elevations below 1 km constitute the
majority of trajectories arriving in the Rhine valley (Fig. A.11d). On the Alpine north side they arrive at
altitudes between the valley floor and 4 km (Fig. C.17).
The statistics of the elevation change of the trajectories shows significant differences to the one for the
dry foehn case discussed in the previous section (Fig. A.12a compared to Fig. A.9a): While the majority of air parcels descend compared to their elevation on the Alpine south side once they reached the
lower Rhine valley in the dry case (mean ∆z = −700 m), in the moist case less than half of the parcel
descent compared to the south side (mean ∆z = 470 m). However, the parcels descending during the
crossing of the Alps arrive mostly at low levels in the Rhine valley, while those passing at higher levels
ascent (Fig. A.12b): This pattern changes only in the later phase of the foehn event on 16 May, when
almost all parcels arriving in the Rhine valley ascended compared to their elevation over the Po valley.
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Figure A.11. Trajectories entering the Rhine valley during moist foehn case: Each panel contains a selection
of trajectories arriving at the given date in the Rhine valley. The colour coding indicates the elevation of the
trajectories. A selection of trajectories arriving earlier in the Rhine valley is shown in Fig. A.10.

The vertical displacement pattern between the dry and the moist foehn case already differ once the
parcels reach the Alpine crest (Fig. A.12a and Fig. A.9a): While in both cases almost all trajectories
rise towards the crest, the vertical displacement is much larger in the moist foehn event with an average
ascent of about 1.1 km compared to 0.4 km in the dry case. Also the further evolution of the parcel’s
elevation differs significantly between the two cases: In the moist foehn case parcels descent on average by 390 m between the crest and the latitude of Vaduz and by 650 m at the latitude of Altstätten. In
contrast the descent of the parcels is much stronger particularly over the Rhine valley in the dry case
with a mean descent from the Alpine ridge to the latitude of Vaduz of 440 m and of 1090 m to the latitude
of Altstätten.

1.4

Potential Temperature and Moisture Budget

The potential temperature and moisture budget of foehn air parcels is assessed by comparing their
properties at a location on the south and the north side of the Alps. For the north foehn event in
July 1987 parcel properties are considered at the location, at which the parcel reached their lowest
altitude over the Swiss plateau respectively over the Po valley. For the two foehn events in 2013 the
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Figure A.12. Elevation change of trajectories between 45 ◦ N and 47.1 ◦ N (Vaduz) respectively 47.4 ◦ N
(Altstätten) for the May 2013 case: Panel (a) shows the distribution for all trajectories arriving in the Rhine valley.
In panel (b) each dot marks a trajectory passing the latitude of Altstätten at the specified time and height, where
the colour indicates the elevation changes compared to the Alpine south side.

air parcel properties at a location of 45 ◦ N are taken as representative of the southern side, while the
air properties on the northern side are evaluated at the approximate latitude of Vaduz (47.1 ◦ N) and
Altstätten (47.4 ◦ N).

1.4.1
1.4.1.1

North Foehn Event July 1987
Potential Temperature and Moisture Budget

During the passage of the Alpine crest almost all air parcels experience a significant warming up to
27 ◦C, while only for very few parcels the temperature is lower than on the southern side (Fig. A.13a).
The mean temperature change is 12 ◦C. The strong warming is consistent with adiabatic warming
since most of the air parcels descent significantly across the Alps discussed (sec. 3.5). To quantify the
importance of adiabatic warming more precisely, the potential temperature change is calculated along
the trajectories (Fig. A.13b). If the flow is completely adiabatic and frictionless, potential temperature
should be conserved and the difference between the change of potential temperature between the
north and south side of the Alps should be zero. Though the change in potential temperature is clearly
much smaller than the change in temperature, the potential temperature of the air parcels is still up to
10 K higher on the southern side of the Alps. The mean potential temperature change is about 6 K.
Accordingly diabatic processes caused a significant warming of the air parcels, which amounts in the
mean to about half the total warming.
Potential mechanisms of diabatic heating are turbulence, phase changes of water or radiation. As
almost no surface precipitation is observed during the foehn event (Fig. A.2), no net latent heating of
the parcels should occur. This is supported by the change of specific moisture, which is distributed
almost symmetrically around ∆q = 0 g kg−1 with values up to ± 5 g kg−1 (Fig. A.13c). Though there
is not a very tight relation between the potential temperature and specific moisture changes along
trajectories, trajectories experiencing the largest ∆θ tend to get drier, while those with small ∆θ get
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Figure A.13. Temperature (a), potential temperature (b) and moisture budget (c) along trajectories for the foehn
case in July 1987. For each trajectory the difference between the point with minimum elevation over the Po valley
and the one with minimum elevation over the Swiss plateau is used. Panel (d) shows a scatterplot of moisture
change versus potential temperature change.

moister (Fig. A.13d). Therefore it can speculated that mixing with higher level air, which is generally drier
and has a larger potential temperature, may have played a role in the warming of air parcels. However,
if only an internal mixing of the foehn air stream took place, the mean potential temperature change
should be close to zero. To draw a more conclusive picture on the role of different diabatic processes
other than latent heating for foehn air warming further investigations explicitly quantifying turbulent
mixing and radiative processes is required. However, it can be concluded that adiabatic descent plays
an important role for foehn air warming in this case.

1.4.1.2

Representation of the Simplon-Gotthard Low-Level Jet

During the north foehn episode a low-level jet developed in the Gotthard-Simplon region, which extends
almost to the Ligurian Sea (Fig. A.5a). The jet core is located below 1 km altitude at about 45 ◦ N with
wind speeds in excess of 25 m s−1 . The jet is well captured by the online trajectories, as most trajec-
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(a)
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Figure A.14. Representation of the Simplon-Gotthard jet in different trajectory data sets (July 1987). Panel (a)
shows the horizontal velocity 450 m above ground at 20 UTC on 26 July 1987 from the COSMO2 simulation.
The black line marks the location of the cross-section shown in the other three panels. The black dots in each
cross-section mark the intersection points of the online trajectories (b) and the offline trajectory based on one
(c) respectively six hourly (d) model output with the given latitude-height plane. The histogram on the left side of
each panel shows the number of trajectories at each height.

tories are located with in the jet core region (Fig. A.14b). For offline trajectories based on one-hourly
model output the height distribution of the trajectories shifts slightly upward and its maximum is located
clearly above the region with maximum wind speed (Fig. A.14c). Finally, if wind field data is available
only every 6 hours as input for the trajectory calculation, trajectories are almost evenly distributed between the surface and an elevation of about 2 km (Fig. A.14d). Accordingly it can be concluded that
wind field data at high temporal resolution is required to capture meso-scale phenomena, which are
represented on the Eulerian grid, in the trajectory data.

1.4.2
1.4.2.1

Dry South Foehn Event March 2013
Potential Temperature and Moisture Budgets

Foehn air trajectories in the south foehn event in May 2013 experience substantial temperature changes
during the passage of the Alps (Fig. A.15). Between their upstream location and the Alpine crest most
parcels are cooled with a mean temperature decrease of −4 ◦C (red bars). From the Alpine crest to
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the latitude of Vaduz all parcels warm and the mean temperature change is around 0 ◦C (blue bars),
while further downstream in the foehn valley at the latitude of Altstätten the mean temperature change
is about 7 ◦C (cyan bars). This behaviour can be well explain with the vertical motion of the parcels
(sec. A1.3.2), i.e., adiabatic temperature changes: Most trajectories ascent between 45 ◦ N and the
Alpine crest and cool due to this lifting. Northward of the crest the parcels descent and hence warm
gradually.
The large contribution of adiabatic motion to the temperature change is corroborated by the potential
temperature change along the trajectories (Fig. A.16a). The mean potential temperature change is very
close to 0 K, though a significant spread of the values between −5 K and 7 K is observed. The spread
of ∆θ values is smallest at the approximate location of the crest and then increases during the leeward
descent. Between Vaduz and Altstätten the distribution is extended towards more negative values, i.e.,
the air parcels are cooled. As their is no precipitation falling from the considered parcels (Fig. A.17 and
A.3), the diabatic temperature changes can only be due to turbulent mixing or radiative effects. Particularly the reduction of the parcels’ potential temperature between Vaduz and Altstätten could be due to
mixing with colder air lying at the valley floor during the foehn event in the COSMO-model simulation
(Reynolds, 2014). In this region as well as during the descent from the crest, turbulent mixing is very
likely due to the formation and breaking of terrain-induced gravity waves and significant shear at the
edges of a narrow band with high wind velocities developing over the lee slope (Reynolds, 2014). In
accordance Richardson numbers well below 1.0 are observed over most of the leeward slope, which
indicate turbulent motion (Reynolds, 2014). However, no clear correlation between minimum or mean
Richardson number and the potential temperature change is found (Reynolds, 2014). The same applies for the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), though in general strong diabatic events coincide with high
TKE values (Reynolds, 2014). In future studies it would be beneficial to include the vertical potential
temperature gradient in the statistical analysis, as turbulent motion in regions with a weak potential
temperature gradient have a small effect on the potential temperature budget. This could explain the
frequent occurrence of high TKE values without a significant potential temperature change.
The diabatic temperature changes on the Alpine south side are more difficult to understand, as the
Richardson number is in general rather high and the turbulent kinetic energy small. Far away from the
surface and in the absence of clouds, the radiative temperature change should also be rather small.
However, it is interesting, that parcels diabatically warming more than about 2 K originate below 1.5 km

Figure A.15. Foehn event in March 2013 without signficant upstream precipitation. Temperature
change along trajectories between 45 ◦ N and the approximate latitude of the Alpine crest (46.5 ◦ N, red),
the latitude of Vaduz (47.1 ◦ N, dark blue) and the latitude of Altstätten (47.4 ◦ N, cyan).
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Figure A.16. Foehn event in March 2013 without signficant upstream precipitation. (a): Potential temperature
change along trajectories between 45 ◦ N and the approximate latitude of the Alpine crest (46.5 ◦ N, red), the
latitude of Vaduz (47.1 ◦ N, dark blue) and the latitude of Altstätten (47.4 ◦ N, cyan). (b): Arrival time and height
at the approximate location of Altstätten. The colour coding shows the specific moisture change along each
trajectory between 45 ◦ N and 47.4 ◦ N.

over the Po valley, i.e., within the typically well-mixed planetary boundary layer.
The potential temperature change shows an interesting temporal variation with mainly values below
1 K for trajectories reaching the lower Rhine valley before 12 UTC on 05 March and clearly positive
for parcels arriving later (Fig. A.16b). The statistics of diabatic temperature change separated for the
two periods corroborate this observation (Fig. C.16). With an average travel time around 10 h from the
southern to the northern side, this separation suggests that parcels crossing the Alps primarily during
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Figure A.17. Foehn event in March 2013 without signficant upstream precipitation. (a): Specific moisture change
along trajectories between 45 ◦ N and the approximate latitude of the Alpine crest (46.5 ◦ N, red), the latitude of
Vaduz (47.1 ◦ N, dark blue) and the latitude of Altstätten (47.4 ◦ N, cyan). (b): Arrival time and height at the
approximate location of Altstätten. The colour coding shows the specific moisture change along each trajectory
between 45 ◦ N and 47.4 ◦ N.
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the night or at the early morning cool and those crossing the Alps during the late morning to afternoon
warm. This may be a hint for a contribution from radiative processes.
The specific moisture increases along most trajectories from the southern to the northern side
(Fig. A.17a). Most of this moistening occurs during the lee side descent and is therefore consistent
with a cooling of trajectories on the northern side of the Alps is due to mixing with cold, moist air residing at lower-levels in the Rhine valley. The temporal and vertical distribution of the moisture changes
further supports this theory as the lowest foehn air parcels gain more moisture than higher-level parcels
(Fig. A.17b). The moisture change shows additionally an interesting pattern reminiscent of a daily cycle
of the boundary layer: While before about 09 UTC and after 18 UTC only parcels arriving below about
1.7 km experience ∆q larger than 1 g kg−1 , for parcels arriving around noon ∆q exceeds this value also
for higher level parcels. As larger values are mainly due to uptakes on the northern side according to
Fig. A.17a, the vertical growth of the boundary layer in the Rhine after sunrise seems to be important.
The potential temperature change increases about two hours later than the moisture uptake and may
as well be influenced by the upward heat transport from the surface in a turbulent high boundary layer.
A few parcels with a negative moisture budget enter the Rhine valley in the late evening of 05 March,
which are likely effected by the onset of precipitation on the southern side of the Alps.

1.4.2.2

Duration of Diabatic Warming and Cooling Events

The temperature evolution of foehn air trajectories in this foehn event is to first order controlled by the
adiabatic sinking of the air masses. However, diabatic processes can modulate the temperature by
±5 K. To better characterise the underlying physical processes for these diabatic temperature changes
and to assess the requirements for the temporal resolution of trajectories, the duration of the diabatic
events are investigated: Along each trajectory all episodes with increasing or decreasing potential
temperature are selected and all events with a total potential temperature change less than a certain
threshold are neglected. The cumulative probability function of the duration of diabatic warming and
cooling events is shown in Fig. A.18. Diabatic warming events for all thresholds are in most instances
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Figure A.18. Foehn event in March 2013 without signficant upstream precipitation. Duration of diabatic heating
(a) and cooling (b) events. Along each trajectory all cooling or warming events are identified between 45 ◦ N and
47.4 ◦ N. For the cumulative probability density function events with total diabatic cooling or heating in excess of
the given threshold (colours) are considered.
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rather short with about 60 %–80 % of all events lasting less than 5 min and more than 90 % less than
30 min. the threshold for the minimum temperature change during the event has no systematic impact.
In contrast diabatic cooling events with large temperature changes have clearly longer durations. For a
total cooling larger than 2 K only about 35 % of the events have a duration less than 5 min.
The short durations of the diabatic warming events suggest a turbulent nature of at least the warming
events. Eventually the diurnal cycle in the sign of the diabatic temperature change discussed in the
previous section is not directly related to radiative processes, but is mediated by turbulent mixing with
boundary layer air affected by a radiative processes. The longer duration of cooling events may, however, indicate either a different length scale of turbulent eddies and hence a different generation process
or a more direct impact of long-wave radiative cooling.
The abundance of short term diabatic events with durations of less than 5 min suggests that the use of
high temporally resolved trajectories is highly recommended for studying foehn air warming.

1.4.3
1.4.3.1

Wet South Foehn Event May 2013
Potential Temperature and Moisture Budget

The mean temperature change along foehn trajectories in the foehn event in May 2013 is close to zero,
while the values for individual trajectories vary between −40 ◦C and 20 ◦C (Fig. A.19). Similar to the
dry case most parcels cool during the ascent phase southward of the crest, but the warming on the lee
side is much smaller well in-line with a comparably rather weak descent (Fig. A.12 and Fig. A.9).
The statistics of the potential temperature change differ significantly from the dry case (Fig. A.20a and
Fig. A.16a): While the minimum values of ∆θ are much smaller than for the temperature change, the
maximum values are nearly unaffected by taking into account adiabatic motion. However, strongly
warming parcels in terms of air temperature in general tend to experience a decrease of potential temperature, while for those parcel with the largest cooling the potential temperature tends to increase
strongly (Fig. C.18a). Additionally the diabatic processes seem to act primarily on the upwind side of
the crest. Both of these observations together with the high precipitation rates on the Alpine south
side (Fig. A.4) already hints at a strong contribution of latent heating by phase changes of water: The
precipitation formation and hence the latent heating occurs primarily on the upstream side of the ridge.

Figure A.19. Foehn event in May 2013 with signficant upstream precipitation. Temperature change
along trajectories between 45 ◦ N and the approximate latitude of the Alpine crest (46.5 ◦ N, red), the
latitude of Vaduz (47.1 ◦ N, dark blue) and the latitude
of Altstätten (47.4 ◦ N, cyan).
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Figure A.20. Foehn event in May 2013 with signficant upstream precipitation. (a): Potential temperature change
along trajectories between 45 ◦ N and the approximate latitude of the Alpine crest (46.5 ◦ N, red), the latitude of
Vaduz (47.1 ◦ N, dark blue) and the latitude of Altstätten (47.4 ◦ N, cyan). (b): Arrival time and height at the approximate location of Altstätten. The colour coding shows the potential temperature change along each trajectory
between 45 ◦ N and 47.4 ◦ N.

Parcels rising strongest, i.e., experience a large adiabatic cooling, should produce most condensate
and hence experience strong latent heating. This is discussed in more detail below.
The temporal and vertical variation of the potential temperature change is much more heterogeneous
than in the dry foehn case (Fig. A.20b and A.16b). Most interesting is that parcel passing at high altitudes experienced the strongest positive potential temperature changes, while the parcels with small
or negative ∆θ arrive close to the valley floor. The spatio-temporal pattern of the potential temperature
change is at least partly reflected in the changes of specific humidity, which is strongly negative for high
arrival heights and positive for parcels constituting the low-level air in the Rhine valley (Fig. A.21b). The
histogram of the moisture change shows significant losses of specific humidity up to 7.5 g kg−1 for some
trajectories, while other parcel gain moisture (≤ 3 g kg−1 ). About 30 % of the foehn air parcels do not
show a significant change in specific humidity (Fig. A.21b). In contrast the specific humidity increased
for almost all parcels in the dry foehn case (Fig. A.17b).
To investigate the contribution of latent heating to ∆θ more thoroughly and to assess the importance of
different microphysical processes, the latent heating associated with different microphysical processes
is calculated according to equation A1.3. The processes are grouped in condensation of liquid water,
evaporation of liquid water, freezing of liquid water to solid particles including riming, melting of solid
particles to liquid drops, deposition of water vapour on solid particles and sublimation of solid particles. In terms of the hydrometeor categories of the two-moment scheme, solid particles are ice, snow
and graupel, while liquid hydrometeors are cloud droplets and rain drops. The mean latent heating
for trajectories binned according to their arrival time and height at the latitude of Altstätten is shown
in Fig. A.22. For parcels with altitudes larger than 3.0 km, latent heating by condensation and vapour
deposition dominates. Their sum is comparable to the mean potential temperature change (Fig. A.22b
and d). Latent heating by freezing or riming is negligible. Evaporation, sublimation and melting have
only a small impact. The integrated temperature change from latent cooling reaches maximum values
around −3 K, while the condensation and deposition induce potential temperature changes up to 16 K.
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For parcels passing the Rhine valley at lower levels, processes inducing latent cooling become successively more important (Fig. A.22a and c): For the lowest trajectories in the Rhine valley (Fig. A.22a),
latent cooling by evaporation, melting and sublimation are even the dominant terms between about 12
UTC 15 May and 06 UTC 16 May. Latent cooling reaches values up to 5 K, which is in the same range
as the maximum latent heating for low-level trajectories. As already pointed out by Reynolds (2014) the
sometimes large contribution from melting hydrometeors is particularly interesting.
The transition from latent cooling to latent heating for parcels passing the Rhine valley at successively
larger altitudes is very interesting also in terms of foehn flow dynamics on the leeward side: This pattern could imply that parcels experience strong latent heating during the ascent are too buoyant to
descent into the northern Alpine foehn valleys. In contrast parcels primarily influenced by evaporation,
sublimation and melting may become negatively buoyant and descent easily on the leeward side. This
hypothesis is also supported by the relation between the elevation change of parcels and their potential
temperature change, which shows at least for large Slh a tight correlation between the two parameters
(not shown). In this context it is also interesting to note that parcels experiencing strong latent heating
are located in general beneath an altitude of 2 km on the Alpine south side (Fig. C.18b).
The average total potential temperature change, particularly for parcels in the Rhine valley, does not
strictly follow the net latent heating. These discrepancies indicate that also other diabatic processes
influence the potential temperature budget, i.e., radiation and turbulence. To investigate their impact
more closely, the residual potential temperature change, i.e., ∆θ − Slh , is shown in Fig. A.23b. The
spatio-temporal pattern of the residual potential temperature change resembles more closely the one
from the dry foehn case (Fig. A.16b): In the vertical the values are much more homogeneous and their
is a clear separation between day- and nighttime. Positive potential temperature changes occur primarily between 9 UTC 15 May and 19 UTC 15 May, while the other times are dominated by very small
or negative potential temperature changes. Further interesting is the rather strong diabatic cooling of
the lowest-level trajectories during the onset of the foehn event. Eventually this cooling is associated
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Figure A.21. Foehn event in May 2013 with signficant upstream precipitation. (a): Specific moisture change
along trajectories between 45 ◦ N and the approximate latitude of the Alpine crest (46.5 ◦ N, red), the latitude
of Vaduz (47.1 ◦ N, dark blue) and the latitude of Altstätten (47.4 ◦ N, cyan). (b): Arrival time and height at the
approximate location of Altstätten. The colour coding shows the specific moisture change along each trajectory
between 45 ◦ N and 47.4 ◦ N.
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Figure A.22. Foehn event in May 2013 with signficant upstream precipitation. Contribution of different microphysical processes to latent heating: The mean integrated temperature change between 45 ◦ N to the latitude of
Alstätten (47.4 ◦ N) is shown. Only trajectories below 1.5 km (a), between 1.5 km and 3.0 km (c), between 3.0 km
and 4.5 km (b), and above 4.5 km (d) are considered. Trajectories were binned in 15 min intervals according to
their arrival time above Altstätten.

with the erosion of a cold air layer in the Rhine valley. In the previous section it was hypothesised
that the clear differences between night- and daytime are due to radiative processes. If this is true, it
can be speculated that the overall smaller residual diabatic cooling in the wet foehn case is due to the
cloud coverage over the southern slope of the Alps impeding significant cooling. In contrast the diabatic
warming during daytime is in the same order of magnitude for both cases, which may be explained by
a longer day and the higher irradiation in May compared to March. Those may balance the reduced impact on shortwave radiation on the southern side of the Alps due to the clouds. However, more detailed
investigations are required to test theses hypotheses.

1.4.3.2

Duration of Diabatic Warming and Cooling Events

For the foehn event in May 2013, both latent heating and adiabatic temperature changes are equally
important for the temperature evolution along trajectories. The duration of diabatic cooling and warming
events has been determined with the method described in section A1.4.2.2. The cumulative distribution
for cooling and warming events is shown in Fig. A.24. Compared to the dry foehn case the events last
significantly longer and are much more sensitive to the chosen threshold of minimum total potential
temperature during the event. Even for the smallest threshold (0.25 K), only around 35 % of the diabatic
warming events have a timescale less than 5 min, while for the dry foehn event 75 % of all events
fulfilled this criterium. 90 % of the warming events leading to a warming larger than 1 K (5 K) last less
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Figure A.23. Foehn event in May 2013 with signficant upstream precipitation. (a): The potential temperature
change due to latent heating (black symbols) and due to other diabatic processes (cyan) along each trajectory as
function of the elevation change. (b): Arrival time and height at the approximate location of Altstätten. The colour
coding shows the potential temperature change not related to latent heating along each trajectory between 45 ◦ N
and 47.4 ◦ N.

than 45 min (100 min). These observations are partly also relevant for the cooling events, though the
duration increases not as strongly with the chosen threshold. Compared to the dry event less events
with durations below 5 min occur, but the number of events with durations between 5 min and 15 min is
much larger. 95 % of all events with diabatic cooling larger than 0.25 K last less then 30 min, while for a
threshold of 3 K the percentage drops to 60 %.
The larger timescales of diabatic events fit well with the strong impact of latent heating and cooling in
this event. Latent heating essentially occurs during lifting of the parcels, which is controlled by the slope
and should therefore occur on timescales of several minutes or several tenth of minutes.
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Figure A.24. Foehn event in May 2013 with signficant upstream precipitation. Duration of diabatic heating (a)
and cooling (b) events. Along each trajectory all cooling or warming events are identified between 45 ◦ N and
47.4 ◦ N. For the cumulative probability density function events with total diabatic cooling or heating in excess of
the given threshold (colours) are considered.
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Due to the generally larger timescales of diabatic processes the constraints on the temporal resolution
of the trajectory data are less strict, but a temporal resolution around 5 min is still desirable to properly
resolve the cooling events.

1.5

Conclusions

The foehn air warming was investigated for three different foehn events with the aid of temporal highly
resolved trajectories. The selected cases include a south (March 2013) and a north foehn (July 1987)
event with barely any precipitation on the upstream side of the Alpine ridge and a south foehn event
with strong precipitation on the southern side of the Alps (May 2013). For the two cases in 2013 a
complicated flow pattern with several distinct air streams on the upstream side is observed. The air
parcels originate at altitudes mostly above 1.5 km for both dry foehn events, while low-level parcels with
altitudes close to sea-level are involved in the foehn flow during the event with upstream precipitation.
An analysis of the duration of the diabatic heating events highlights the importance of high temporal
(and spatial) resolution for studies of foehn flow: about 60 %–80 % of the diabatic warming events have
a duration less than 5 min for the foehn event in March 2013. In contrast less than 45 % of the diabatic
warming events for the May 2013 foehn case have a duration less than 5 min. The short timescales
of the diabatic events highlights the necessity of a high temporal resolution of trajectories for the investigation of foehn flow and foehn air warming. The high temporal resolution is required not only to
resolve short diabatic events but also to adequately capture the large spatial and temporal gradients in
the wind field, which occur over complex topography. This is vital to the accuracy of the trajectory path
with respect to the Eulerian wind fields from the numerical model and potentially impacts the validity of
the assumed conservation properties of specific humidity and potential temperature along trajectories
in adiabatic, frictionless flow. As these conservation properties are an important assumption for the
budget analysis of potential temperature, future studies should try to quantify, how well this assumption
is fulfilled for high-resolution trajectories.
In both dry foehn events parcels are found to descent strongly over the leeward slope with a mean descent of 700 m–1000 m. Accordingly the parcels are strongly warmed by the adiabatic descent, which
accounts for more than half the total air temperature change along the trajectories. The diabatic temperature change is much smaller with values between −5 K and 10 K. For the March 2013 foehn event,

Figure A.25. Illustration of the typical foehn trajectories for the moist foehn case. Parcels strongly heated by
diabatic processes related to the condensation, deposition or freezing of water remain at high altitudes on the lee
side. In contrast, parcels affected by evaporation, sublimation or melting of hydrometeors descend into the foehn
valleys on the lee side.
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trajectories arriving in the foehn valley between the late evening and the morning in general experience diabatic cooling, while those arriving during daytime experience mostly a diabatic warming. This
suggests that turbulent mixing with boundary layer air subject to radiative heating during daytime and
radiative cooling during night time is important for the potential temperature budget. Furthermore internal mixing in the foehn air mass may result in diabatic temperature changes.
For the south foehn event with strong upstream precipitation (May 2013) the majority of air parcels rise
during the passage of the Alpine ridge and only about 35 % of the trajectories descent. The altitude
change leads to a substantial temperature change along trajectories, which is, however, in the same
order of magnitude as the diabatic temperature change. Furthermore the potential temperature change
is in many cases anti-correlated with the air temperature change. A closer analysis of the diabatic processes reveals a strong contribution of latent heating by condensation and vapour deposition for parcels
with altitudes above 3.0 km in the Rhine valley, while for parcels arriving at lower altitudes latent cooling
due to melting, evaporation and sublimation of hydrometeors is important. The residual potential temperature changes, i.e., not related to phase changes of water, are in magnitude and spatio-temporal
structure comparable to potential temperature changes in the dry case.
The results for the May 2013 foehn event are consistent with a scrambling of air parcels, already hypothesised by Smith (2003) on the basis of a smaller trajectory sample at lower temporal resolution: Air
parcels strongly heated by condensation and deposition of water vapour rise further and are not able to
descent into the Rhine valley, while parcels experiencing weak latent heating or which are even cooled
by evaporation, sublimation and melting descent into the foehn valleys. A schematic picture of the suggested vertical motion of foehn air parcels is shown in Fig. A.25. The dominance of latent cooling for
air parcels passing at low altitudes through the foehn valley is a new aspect of the interaction between
microphysical processes and foehn flow dynamics, which so far have been constraint to the discussion of the thermodynamic foehn theory. Future studies should investigate the hypothesis of air parcel
scrambling and the importance of latent cooling in other foehn events and address the implications for
foehn air dynamics in more detail.

Sensitivities of Lagrangian modelling of mid-latitude
cirrus clouds to trajectory data quality
published as Kienast-Sjögren et al. (2015)

Abstract. Simulations of cirrus are subject to uncertainties in model physics and meteorological input
data. Here we model cirrus clouds, whose extinction has been measured with an elastic backscatter Lidar at Jungfraujoch research station in the Swiss Alps, and investigate the sensitivities to input data uncertainties (trajectory resolution, unresolved vertical velocities, ice nuclei number density and upstream
specific humidity). Simulations with a microphysical stacked box model have been performed along trajectories derived from the high-resolution numerical weather prediction model COSMO-2 (2.2 km grid
spacing). For the calculation of the trajectories we experimented with model wind fields at temporal resolutions between 20 s and 1 h. While the temporal resolution affects the trajectory path only marginally,
it has a strong impact on the vertical velocity variance resolved along the trajectories, and therefore on
the cooling rate distribution. In the present example, the temporal resolution of the wind fields must be
chosen to be better than 5 min in order to resolve vertical velocities and cooling rates required to explain
the measured extinction. The simulation improves slightly if the temporal resolution is increased further
to 20 s. This means that on the selected day the cooling rate spectra calculated by COSMO-2 suffice to
achieve agreement with the cirrus measurements.
On that day cooling rate spectra are characterised by significantly lower vertical velocity amplitudes than
those found previously in some aircraft campaigns (SUCCESS, MACPEX). A climatological analysis of
the vertical velocity variance in the Alpine region based on COSMO-2 analyses and balloon sounding
data suggests large day-to-day variability in small-scale temperature fluctuations. This demonstrates
the necessity to apply numerical weather prediction models with high spatial and temporal resolutions
in cirrus modelling, whereas using climatological means for the amplitude of the unresolved air motions
does generally not suffice.
The box model simulations further suggest that uncertainties in the upstream specific humidity (± 10 %
of the model prediction) and in the ice nuclei number density are more important for the modelled cirrus
cloud than the unresolved temperature fluctuations, if temporally highly resolved trajectories are used.
For the presented case the simulations are incompatible with ice nuclei number densities larger than
20 l−1 and insensitive to variations below this value.

2.1

Introduction

Cirrus clouds are an important component of the climate system, but their formation mechanisms are
not yet well understood. The implementation of clouds introduces large uncertainties in climate models
due to both, the low level of scientific understanding of cloud processes and their coarse parameterisations (Solomon et al., 2007; Stocker et al., 2013; Dessler and Yang, 2003). Depending on their optical
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thickness and cloud top temperature, cirrus clouds may have a warming or cooling effect on climate
(e.g. Corti and Peter, 2009). In turn, the optical thickness of cirrus depends on the nucleation properties
of the preexisting aerosols and on the local cooling rates, which both determine the ice crystal number
density and crystal size. The optical thickness further depends on the atmospheric relative humidity
profile, limiting the geometric thickness of the cloud. Finally, the cloud top temperature determines the
cloud emissivity (Platt and Harshvardhan, 1988; Ebert and Curry, 1992; Lin et al., 1998; Chen et al.,
2000). In addition, the shape and orientation of the ice crystals influence the radiative properties of
cirrus clouds, but both variables are in general not known and hard to determine from measurements.
While mid-latitude cirrus have been studied by several authors (e.g., Fusina et al., 2007; Cziczo and
Froyd, 2014), the magnitude of the cloud radiative forcing remains uncertain.
To better understand mid-latitude cirrus clouds and their effect on climate, we need to improve our
knowledge on their formation mechanisms and to better constrain the uncertainties involved in cloud
modelling. For this purpose, the formation of cirrus clouds has been investigated with detailed microphysical box models applied in case studies (or with column models, i.e. stacked box models, which
allow to take sedimentation into account). The box model simulations are usually conducted along
backward trajectories, which provide the required temperature and pressure history of the air parcels
(e.g. Jensen et al., 1994a; Jensen et al., 1994b; Haag and Kärcher, 2004; Hoyle et al., 2005; Comstock et al., 2008; Brabec et al., 2012; Rolf et al., 2012; Jensen et al., 2013; Cirisan et al., 2014)).The
Zurich Optical and Microphysical Model (ZOMM, Luo et al. (2003a) and Luo et al. (2003b)), the Model
for Aerosol and Ice Dynamics (MAID, Bunz et al. (2008)) and the Advanced Particle Simulation Code
(APSC, Kärcher (2003)) are some of the models used. Studies using these models entail a number of
uncertainties in the following quantities:
(a) in the trajectory path as well as the traced thermodynamic fields T and p resulting either from
uncertainties in the dynamic fields ~
v or the trajectory calculation method,
(b) the representation of small-scale vertical motions leading to small-scale temperature fluctuations
(dT /dt)ss , which are not resolved by the underlying numerical model,
(c) the initial specific humidity qv (t = 0), and
(d) the initial ice nuclei number density nIN (t = 0).
These uncertainties and their implications for cirrus cloud modelling are investigated in this study.
Uncertainty (a) concerns the motion of the cloud-forming parcels and their thermodynamic history. The
calculation of the paths of these air parcels relies on the advection of point masses with the wind
field predicted by a numerical weather prediction (NWP) model. Accordingly, their accuracy depends
on the accuracy of the modelled wind fields as well as the used trajectory calculation method. While
current state-of-the-art high-resolution NWP models have a sufficient resolution to resolve meso-scale
motions for instance over mountainous areas, the predicted wind field may suffer from errors in the initial
and boundary conditions and deficiencies in the model physics, particularly regarding parameterised
processes. Uncertainties due to the trajectory calculation method are mainly linked to the applied
integration method and the spatial and temporal interpolation of the wind field to the actual parcel
location (e.g., Stohl, 1998). Previous studies have shown that excessive temporal interpolation can
strongly affect the resulting trajectories (e.g., Stohl et al., 1995; Stohl et al., 2001). However, the impact
of these uncertainties on cirrus cloud modelling has received little attention so far.
Uncertainty (b) relates to the cooling rate in the very moment of the nucleation event, which influences
the number of nucleated ice crystals and thus determines the cirrus morphology (Kärcher and Ström,
2003; Haag and Kärcher, 2004; Koop, 2004; Hoyle et al., 2005). While temperature variations at spatial
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scales of several tens of kilometres can be captured by regional NWP models, vertical velocity and
temperature fluctuations at smaller spatial scales remain unresolved due to limited spatial resolution.
Several studies have resorted to include the unresolved vertical motions in cirrus cloud modelling by
superimposing artificial fluctuations on the trajectory data (Hoyle et al., 2005; Brabec et al., 2012; Rolf et
al., 2012; Cirisan et al., 2014; Murphy, 2014). Amplitudes and frequency distributions of the unresolved
motions are typically taken from field measurements, which are unrelated to investigation at hand. For
this most previous studies utilised measured power spectral densities (PSDs) of temperature, e.g from
the SUCCESS campaign (Hoyle et al., 2005) or from the INCA campaign (e.g, Haag and Kärcher,
2004). Whether these PSDs are applicable to geographic locations and meteorological conditions
other than during the measurement campaigns remains unclear. As an alternative NWP model data
becomes available at successively higher spatial resolution, but here it remains unclear, which fraction
of the vertical velocity variance is actually explicitly resolved by the NWP model and in the derived
trajectory data.
Uncertainty (c) limits the accuracy of the relative humidity of an air parcel. The humidity is usually
retrieved from state-of-the-art NWP models, however with large uncertainties in the upper troposphere
(Kunz et al., 2014). As ice nucleation occurs at a certain ice supersaturation humidity errors can lead
to significant shifts in the onset of ice nucleation.
Finally, uncertainty (d), i.e. the lack of knowledge on ice nuclei number density nIN in the investigated
air parcel, affects the results of cirrus cloud modelling. Ice nuclei, whose number densities are typically
between 10 l−1 and 100 l−1 (DeMott et al., 2010), lead to heterogeneous nucleation on solid particles
such as for instance dust and ash (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997; Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003; Wiacek
et al., 2010; Cziczo et al., 2013; Cziczo and Froyd, 2014). Heterogeneous nucleation results in cirrus
with lower number densities than homogeneous nucleation in metastable solution droplets (Lin et al.,
1998; Koop et al., 2000; Kärcher and Ström, 2003). In addition, the nucleation mode determines the ice
supersaturation, at which the nucleation starts (Koop et al., 2000; Koop, 2004), and thus the location
of nucleation onset. Knowledge of nIN is available only under the special conditions of concomitant
aircraft-borne ice nuclei measurements.
Some of the uncertainties discussed above have been assessed in previous case studies. However,
the impact of the temporal resolution of the trajectory data and forecast errors in the initial moisture
content has so far received less attention. In this study we investigate the representation of small-scale
temperature and vertical velocity fluctuations in the COSMO-2 model and along trajectories computed
with wind fields at different temporal resolutions between 20 s and one hour for a Lidar measurement
case study above Jungfraujoch in the Swiss Alps. We further analyse the impact of variations in the
initial humidity and ice nuclei number density within their respective uncertainty range on the modelling
results for the same case study.

2.2

Methods and Data

2.2.1

Lidar Measurement

The cirrus cloud measurements used in this study were conducted with an elastic backscatter Lidar
(LIght Detection And Ranging, Leosphere Lidar ALS 450). This commercial Lidar emits laser pulses
with a wavelength of 355 nm, a repetition rate of 20 Hz, and an average pulse energy of 16 mJ. It detects
attenuated backscatter, both in parallel and perpendicular polarisation enabling a determination of the
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Figure A.26. Lidar measurement at Jungfraujoch on 22 November 2011. Colours: aerosol extinctions retrieved
from measured backscatter.

sphericity and thus the physical state of the scattering particles (Schotland et al., 1971; Kovalev and
Eichinger, 2004; Zieger et al., 2012).
The Lidar was situated at the high alpine research station Jungfraujoch at 3580 m above sea level (a.s.l.)
in the Swiss Alps. Jungfraujoch enables Lidar measurements of the highest quality due to its unique
location above the polluted boundary layer. The high altitude also shortens the distance between the
Lidar and the scatterer, which further improves the quality of the range-corrected attenuated backscatter
signal.
The retrieved signal can be described using the Lidar equation (Ansmann et al., 1992; Kovalev and
Eichinger, 2004):

 Z r

0
0
0
r P (r) = C[βm (r) + βp (r)] exp −2
[αm (r ) + σp (r )] dr
2

(2.1)

0

where r 2 P (r) describes the range corrected signal detected by the Lidar, βm and βp denote the
backscatter coefficient by the molecules and particles, respectively, and αm and αp specify molecular and particulate extinction coefficient at the range r above the Lidar. The constant C describes
instrumental properties such as, for instance, the calibration and overlap functions. The molecular
backscatter and extinction coefficients are calculated using COSMO-2 analysis data of pressure and
temperature. We will compare the model results with the Lidar measurements in terms of the cloud
extinction coefficient, because the simulated extinction coefficient can be calculated directly from the
surface area density of the simulated particles from the microphysical box model ZOMM. The extinction
coefficient is related to the backscatter coefficient via the ”Lidar ratio” (i.e., the ratio between optical
extinction and 180◦ backscatter at the laser wavelength). We use a Lidar Ratio of 20 sr−1 . This value
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was determined as the most suitable using a Lidar inversion with far-end as well as a near-end boundary condition (Klett, 1981). Using the Lidar inversion described in Kovalev and Eichinger (2004), the
particulate backscatter ratio and extinction coefficient are determined. The profiles are corrected for
multiple scattering using the model of Hogan (2008) by the method described in Wandinger (1998) or
Seifert et al. (2007).
In the evaluation of the Lidar data we have taken into account uncertainties in the Lidar signal itself (due
to statistic uncertainty in the counting of photons), uncertainties in the assumption of Lidar ratio, as well
as uncertainties in the molecular properties retrieved from COSMO-2 analysis data. While these measurement uncertainties influence the absolute extinction value, they do not affect the vertical position of
the detected cloud (e.g., Fig. A.33 below).
Fig. A.26 shows the Lidar measurements of 22 November 2011 used in the current study. On this day
an almost persistent cirrus cloud cover is observed over Jungfraujoch from 4 UTC onwards. The cirrus
cloud had a vertical extent of about 1.5 km with the cloud top located at approximately 11.5 km a.s.l. For
the investigation in this paper we focus on 9 UTC. For the comparison to the modelling results we use
the mean extinction profile in a 20 min interval around 9 UTC. While the observations show an almost
constant height of the cloud top and bottom during this time period, the measured extinction varies
somewhat during this time interval. This, however, does not influence our conclusions as for the modelled extinction profiles variations in the extinction are almost always coupled to changes in cloud height.
The optical depth of the cirrus cloud during the considered time interval was 0.06, which is classified
according to Sassen and Comstock (2001) as a thin cirrus, on the limit to sub-visible (τ < 0.03).

2.2.2
2.2.2.1

Numerical Model Data
Eulerian Model Set-Up

The non-hydrostatic, regional numerical weather prediction model COSMO (Baldauf et al., 2011) was
used to predict the motion of the air masses, in which the observed cirrus cloud forms. In order to
obtain the best possible representation of the real atmospheric conditions observational data routinely
used for the COSMO analysis by MeteoSwiss was used for nudging of the simulation (based on the
method of Schraff, 1996; Schraff, 1997). The simulations were performed for the time period between
12 UTC 20 November 2011 and 12 UTC 22 November 2011 at a spatial resolution of 2.2 km. The
domain of the simulation covers the area between approximately 42.7 ◦ N and 49.6 ◦ N and 9 ◦ E and
17 ◦ E. In the vertical 60 levels were used, which provides an average vertical resolution of 388 m. The
spacing of levels gradually increases from 13 m close to the model surface to 1190 m at the model
top (23 km). For the initial and boundary conditions we used the operational analysis of the Swiss
weather service at 6.6 km horizontal resolution. In the simulation turbulence, soil processes, radiation
and shallow convection (Tiedtke scheme) are all parameterised. Deep convection is not parameterised
as it is explicitly resolved. Microphysical processes are parameterised by the standard single-moment
scheme with 5 hydrometeor classes operationally used in the model (Reinhardt and Seifert, 2006)
(which is replaced by the comprehensive ZOMM microphysics in the subsequent trajectory calculations
(sec. A2.2.3)). The time step for the model simulation is 20 s. The model output is available either
as Eulerian fields at a temporal resolution of 5 minor directly along online calculated trajectories at a
temporal resolution of 20 s (sec. A2.2.2.2).
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Trajectory Data

The wind fields from the COSMO-2 model simulation described above were used offline to calculate air
mass trajectories at temporal resolutions between 1 min and 1 h with LAGRANTO (Wernli and Davies,
1997). These trajectories are referred to in the following as “offline trajectories”. In addition, a new module of the COSMO-2 model was used, which allows to calculate trajectories during the model integration
(Miltenberger et al., 2013). This novel method makes use of the wind fields at every Eulerian model
time step (here: 20 s) and therefore provides very accurate and temporally highly resolved trajectories.
These are referred to as “online trajectories”.
Offline trajectories. These have been calculated in the standard manner as backward trajectories,
based on the conventional COSMO output fields. The backward trajectories start above Jungfraujoch
between 8 km and 12 km altitude with a spacing of 100 m at 09 UTC on 22 November 2011. The wind
fields were taken from COSMO-2 model output of the nudged simulation either at hourly or at 5 min
temporal resolution. When hourly wind fields were used (i.e., ignoring 11 of the 12 output fields at 5 min
resolution), the trajectory integration time step was chosen as 5 min, and the trajectory output was made
available every 5 min. For the 5 min COSMO-2 output fields (nudged forecast), the trajectory integration
time step was 1 min. Trajectory output is used at 5 min and 1 min intervals.
Online trajectories. Online trajectories can only be computed forward in time. In the COSMO-model
simulation trajectories were started every 15 min between 21 UTC 21 November and 00 UTC 22 November 2011 along the western domain boundary at a horizontal spacing of 0.02◦ and with a vertical spacing of 25 m at altitudes between 8 km and 12 km. This gives a total of 1 964 200 trajectories. This
large number is required to get enough trajectories over the Jungfraujoch at the right time and at a
reasonable vertical spacing. For the analysis we consider only air parcels traveling through a column of
0.01◦ × 0.01◦ geographic extent centred at the Jungfraujoch (i.e. roughly 1 km × 1 km), which results in
9793 trajectories (about 0.5 % of all trajectories). This includes a subset of 354 trajectories, which pass
over Jungfraujoch between 08:50 UTC and 09:10 UTC, the period chosen for closer comparison with
the Lidar measurements. Above Jungfraujoch, these selected online trajectories have a vertical spacing varying between 86 m and 124 m, with a mean of 100 m. Temperature, pressure, specific humidity,
vertical velocity, and ice water content are traced along the trajectories.

2.2.3

Microphysical Box Model ZOMM

In order to investigate the microphysical evolution of the cirrus cloud observed above Jungfraujoch,
we use the microphysical box model ZOMM (Zurich Optical and Microphysical Model), which was previously developed to investigate polar stratospheric clouds (e.g., Luo et al., 2003b; Engel et al., 2013) and
cirrus clouds (e.g., Luo et al., 2003a; Hoyle et al., 2005; Brabec et al., 2012; Cirisan et al., 2014). ZOMM
is forced with thermodynamic data (T , p) from the trajectories and is initialised with the COSMO-2 humidity at the trajectory starting point. We treat ice nucleation either as pure homogeneous nucleation of
metastable solution droplets based on Koop et al. (2000), or with additional heterogeneous nucleation
on solid particles such as for example dust or ash according to the formulation of Marcolli et al. (2007)
for Arizona test dust. For simulations including heterogeneous nucleation we used ice nuclei concentrations of 10 l−1 , 20 l−1 , 50 l−1 and 100 l−1 . These concentrations cover the range of free tropospheric
background ice nuclei number densities at mid-latitudes, typically ranging between 10 l−1 and 30 l−1
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(Haag and Kärcher, 2004; DeMott et al., 2010).
We ran the box model along offline backward trajectories and online trajectories derived from the
nudged COSMO-simulation. Sedimentational fluxes from higher to lower level parcels are taken into
account. By its nature, the model does not account for vertical or horizontal shear of the trajectories.
This is an approximation that ZOMM shares with all column models. This might be acceptable given
that the cloud observed by Lidar on 22 November 2011 above Jungfraujoch extended over many hours
and has a comparable small geometrical thickness, though there is significant wind shear in the upper
troposphere during the considered case study (sec. A2.3.1).

2.2.4

Evaluation Method for Simulations

We compare the cirrus clouds modelled along different trajectory data sets to the cirrus cloud observed
by Lidar above Jungfraujoch. For this comparison we calculate the extinction from the surface area
density in the ZOMM model output. We chose to analyse the extinction (instead of the backscatter)
as it can be directly calculated from the surface area of the nucleated particles. The backscatter ratio
requires an assumption about the aspect ratio of the ice particles to use the T-matrix method to solve the
Maxwell equations describing 180◦ -scattering of light by not perfectly spherical particles (Mishchenko
et al., 2010). Extinction, in turn, is much less sensitive to shape effects.
SAL metric. To compare the simulated and the measured extinction profiles an objective evaluation
measure is needed: One option are bulk error measures as for instance the root mean squared error
or the logarithmic error measure introduced by Cirisan et al. (2014). These measures allow a pointby-point comparison between the profiles, but do not allow a more thorough analysis of the reason
for any forecasting deficiency. Therefore we use the SAL error measure introduced by Wernli et al.
(2008) and adopt it to our 1D-profiles. The SAL consists of three different components: The first term,
structure S , compares compares the shape of the formed cloud, e.g. whether there is a very narrow
cloud or a cloud with a large vertical extend. S can take values between −2 and 2. The cloud is
predicted to have a larger (smaller) vertical extend than in the observations, if S is positive (negative).
The second term, amplitude A, quantifies the error in terms of under- or overestimating the measured
cloud extinction, regardless of the vertical position of the cloud. A can take values between −2 and
2; A = 1 (A = −1), when the modelled average extinction is larger (smaller) by a factor of 3 than the
observed extinction.Finally, the location L describes the error in the vertical position of the centre of
mass of the cloud. L can take values between 0 and 2, where L = 2 means that the cloud occurs at
the top of the vertical profile in one data set and at the bottom in the other. In a perfect forecast all three
components (S , A, L) are equal to zero.

2.3
2.3.1

Trajectories and Cooling Rates
Air Mass Origin and Path

The origin of the air masses, in which the measured cirrus cloud forms, is crucial for process understanding and modelling, because it controls the amount of water vapour available for condensation
and the potential degree of ice supersaturation. In particular, the path of the air parcel determines the
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Figure A.27. Offline (a) and online (b) trajectories arriving above Jungfraujoch at 09 UTC on 22 November 2011.
Offline trajectories: based on 5 min wind field data. Trajectory lengths: plotted for 10 h or until they leave the
domain. Colour coding: trajectory altitude upon their arrival above Jungfraujoch.

location and time of the first nucleation event via controlling the supersaturation and the number of
nucleating ice crystals via controlling the cooling rate during nucleation. The path of the air parcels,
which arrived above Jungfraujoch at the time the cirrus cloud was observed, is shown in Fig. A.27. The
trajectories shown in the left panel are based on wind fields at a temporal resolution of 5 min, while the
right panel shows online trajectories, i.e., based on 20 s wind field data. The colour bar indicates the
altitudes, at which the trajectories arrived at Jungfraujoch on 09 UTC on 22 November 2011.
In general parcels arriving at altitudes between 8 km and 12 km above Jungfraujoch are located just
north of the Massif Central 10 h earlier and impinge from a north-westerly direction on the Alps. A
significant spread of the trajectories in the horizontal is observed. In addition, there are significant
differences in travel speeds. The spread and the different travel speed on the air parcels can be problematic for column microphysical models, because these models do not take horizontal or vertical shear
into account. This may lead to significant errors as sedimenting ice crystals may enter lower trajectories
at unrealistic times. However, if only trajectories relevant for the observed cirrus cloud are considered,
i.e., those arriving between 10.5 km and 11.5 km a.s.l., the spread is significantly smaller (yellow to orange colours in Fig. A.27).
The horizontal travel path of online and offline trajectories is rather similar. In the 10 h prior to arrival
at the Jungfraujoch paths deviate by less than 100 km. In the vertical the paths of online and offline
trajectories are also very similar, with a maximum vertical deviation of about 500 m. Despite the overall
similarity of the trajectory paths some distinct differences particularly in the vertical path can be observed: For instance, the most northerly trajectory from the online and offline data set show a very
similar geographical path but reach Jungfraujoch at different altitudes, 500 m apart. Ten hours before
reaching Jungfraujoch, the two trajectories are almost at the same location. Their horizontal winds are
very similar, but their vertical winds differ significantly. The online trajectories ascent strongly by 300 m
about 2 h before reaching the Jungfraujoch. The offline trajectories, on the other hand, display a slight
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descent in the same time period (not shown). These differences have considerable impact on the cirrus
formation, as they display very different cooling rates (see below).
According to the rather similar horizontal and vertical location of the source region, the specific water
vapour concentration 10 h before arrival at Jungfraujoch is almost identical in the different trajectory
data sets (not shown). The initial moisture content of trajectories arriving at around 9 km a.s.l. is about
80 mg kg−1 and decreases almost linearly with elevation to about 10 mg kg−1 at 12 km a.s.l.

2.3.2

Temperature Fluctuations

Small-scale temperature fluctuations have been shown to be very important for cirrus cloud formation
(e.g., Hoyle et al., 2005; Brabec et al., 2012; Rolf et al., 2012; Engel et al., 2013; Cirisan et al., 2014),
because the cooling rate in the very moment of the nucleation event affects the nucleation rate (in
particular for homogeneous nucleation). These temperature fluctuations remain largely unresolved in
state-of-the-art NWP models due to their limited spatial resolution.
With ∆x = 2.2 km horizontal grid spacing only waves with wavelengths larger than 4 ∆x = 8.8 km can
be resolved. Recent studies have shown that the effective model resolution is typically even somewhat
lower, depending on the treatment of turbulence and numerical diffusion: Bierdel et al. (2012) find an
effective model resolution of about 4 − 5 ∆x for the COSMO-2 model domain over Germany (COSMODE), while Skamarock (2004) finds an effective resolution of about 7 ∆x for WRF simulations during the
BAMEX campaign. Here we continue to assume a resolution of 4 ∆x, which for stationary waves and
air parcels traveling with velocities between 10 m s−1 and 50 m s−1 (typical for the middle and upper
troposphere) corresponds to wave periods between 2.9 min to 14.7 min. In order to correctly represent
all waves resolved by the Eulerian model in the trajectory data, at least 4 points are required during the
wave period. This requires a temporal resolution of 44 s to 3.7 min depending on the travel speed.
In stark contrast, most trajectory calculation tools rely on NWP model output at a temporal resolution
between 1 h and 6 h. Calculating trajectory data at the required temporal resolution calls for massive
temporal interpolation of the wind-fields. Such interpolation (e.g. from 1-hourly Eulerian output fields
to 5 min trajectory steps) has been used extensively in past investigations, and it has been shown
that the interpolated data provide cooling and heating rates which are in much better agreement with
5 min based data sets, than trajectory data providing only the hourly trajectory data (see Appendix C
of Brabec et al. (2012)). This suggests that interpolating trajectory data is actually a microphysically
sensible procedure, because the interpolated trajectory points pick up the high spatial resolution of the
underlying Eulerian grid, including orography and weather systems, even when the temporal storage is
only hourly. Horizontal winds chase the air parcels faster across this texture than the texture changes
itself as function of time (Brabec et al., 2012). Nevertheless the required temporal interpolation can
introduce significant errors in wave amplitude and phase, in particular when trajectories pass through
non-stationary waves. By means of the online trajectories with 20 s time steps a new trajectory calculation tool is available, which mediates the problems introduced by temporal interpolation of wind field
data (Miltenberger et al., 2013).
The mean power spectral density of temperature fluctuations is shown in Fig. A.28 for trajectories based
on wind fields at a temporal resolution of 20 s (red curve), 5 min (blue curve) and 1 h (green curve). Displayed are also trajectories with a temporal resolution of 1 min, which have been interpolated from 5 min
and 1 h COSMO-2 output. While the power spectral densities are overall very similar, it is clear that increasing the temporal resolution increases the spectrum of resolvable waves to larger frequencies. As
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Figure A.28. Power spectral densities (PSDs) of the temperature calculated for trajectories arriving above
Jungfraujoch at 09 UTC at 10.0 km–11.5 km, where the cirrus cloud was observed by the Lidar. Grey lines: PSDs
of individual 20 s online trajectories. Red line: average of the online trajectories. Orange: online trajectory with superimposed temperature fluctuations. Light green: offline trajectories based on 5-min model output, interpolated
to 1 min resolution. Dark green: based on 1-h model output, interpolated to 1 min. Dark blue: offline trajectories
based on 5-min COSMO-2 model output. Light blue: offline trajectories based on 5-min COSMO-2 model output
with superimposed small scale temperature fluctuations. Cyan: based on 5-min model output, interpolated to 1
min resolution. Purple: offline trajectories based on 1-h model output. Coloured vertical lines: Nyqvist frequency
for each specific temporal resolution. Black solid curve: PSD derived from aircraft data sampled during the
SUCCESS campaign. Black dashed curve: same for the MACPEX campaign. Dashed vertical line: maximum
frequency that can be resolved on the COSMO-grid given the finite horizontal resolution and the mean horizontal
velocity along the trajectories (fmax = 17.4 m s−1 /(4 · 2.2 km) ≈ 2 × 10−3 s−1 ). Dashed-dotted vertical line:
Cut-off frequency using 8 ∆x as effective model resolution.

discussed above, waves with wavelength smaller 4 ∆x cannot be resolved on the Eulerian grid, which
corresponds to wave frequencies higher than about 2 × 10−3 s−1 using the average horizontal velocity
of 17.4 m s−1 along the trajectories (vertical black dashed-dotted line in Fig. A.28). Waves with slightly
larger wavelength also suffer from amplitude and phase errors in the Eulerian model up to about wavelengths of 8 ∆x (corresponding frequency indicated by vertical dashed line in Fig. A.28). Comparing
these limiting frequencies to the frequencies resolved in the trajectory data, it becomes clear that an
hourly temporal resolution is completely insufficient to capture the temperature variability represented
on the Eulerian grid (only frequencies up to about 1 × 10−4 s−1 can be resolved). In contrast, trajectories based on 5 min wind field data are able to represent almost all frequencies that can be represented
on the Eulerian grid. Online trajectories cover even a larger frequency range. Accordingly, trajectory
data based on NWP simulations with ∆x = 2.2 km should be used at least at a temporal resolution of
5 min.
For comparison to our model data we use the high-resolution temperature data from the SUCCESS
campaign taking place over the central and western United States (Toon and Miake-Lye, 1998) and
from the MACPEX campaign taking place mainly over the Gulf of Mexico and the south-eastern United
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States (Rollins et al., 2014). Both campaigns show significantly higher intensity for all frequencies, as
will be further analysed below.

2.3.3

Vertical Velocity Fluctuations

A different, though related question is the quality of the representation of small-scale fluctuations in
the Eulerian model itself. This can be assessed by comparing the power spectral density (PSD) of
the model to PSDs measured during field campaigns in the upper troposphere. For comparison to our
model data we use the vertical velocity data from SUCCESS (Toon and Miake-Lye, 1998) and MACPEX
(Rollins et al., 2014) and furthermore from the ALPEX campaign carried out over the Alps (Kuettner and
O’Neill, 1981). In a dry atmosphere the PSD of vertical velocities is directly linked to the occurring cooling rates by the dry adiabatic lapse rate, however, it is not directly related to the temperature PSD. The
PSDs of the vertical velocity from SUCCESS, MACPEX, ALPEX and our COSMO-2 model simulation
are shown in Fig. A.29. The PSDs of the model simulation and the SUCCESS/MACPEX data show a
very different power density even for very low frequencies, which should not be affected by the grid resolution of the model: The COSMO-2 model shows an almost constant PSD of 5 m2 s−1 for frequencies
between 1 × 10−3 s−1 and 1 × 10−4 s−1 , whereas the PSDs during SUCCESS and MACPEX varied
between 10 m2 s−1 and 100 m2 s−1 for the same frequency range. While the PSDs during MACPEX and
SUCCESS are obtained from all measurements regardless of the meteorological situation, Ecklund et
al. (1985) computed separate PSDs for active and quiet days during ALPEX (blue lines in Fig. A.29).
Active days have been characterised by strong surface winds (Mistral). MACPEX and SUCCESS PSDs
resemble the ALPEX PSD during active days. Conversely, the low-frequency PSD of the COSMO-2
model resembles the PSD for quiet days during the ALPEX campaign. This resemblance agrees with
the meteorological situation over central Europe, which on the 22 November 2011 was dominated by a
high pressure system over Eastern Europe.
To further assess the representation of vertical velocities w in the COSMO-2 model, we investigated
71 ballon soundings conducted from Payerne and the vicinity of Zurich in the years 2010-2014 (see
green dashed histogram in Fig. A.30). We follow the work by (Gallice et al., 2011), who showed that
information on air vertical motion w can be derived from the ascent rate of sounding balloons. The
deviation of the observed ascent of a sounding balloon from the one expected in vertically quiet air, as
derived from a detailed treatment of the balloon motion, is caused by the vertical motion of the air w.
Much simplified, but agreeing in general with this work, w can be estimated from the original ascent
dat of the sounding balloons by subtracting a 500 s running mean (boxcar over 500 one-second GPS
measurements), which represents approximately the ascent of the ballon in quiet air (Cirisan et al.,
2014). We cannot derive PSDs from sonde measurements since sondes measure the vertical wind
variance only along quasi-vertical paths in very limited regions. Rather, for comparison we constructed
a COSMO-2 based climatology of the vertical velocity variance w2 over the Alpine region for the years
2010-2014. For this we used hourly domain-averaged (COSMO-2, i.e., Alpine region) values of w2 at
altitudes between approximately 7 km and 9 km. Both data sets are depicted together with the SUCCESS and the MACPEX campaign data in Fig. A.30. The vertical velocity variance derived from the
COSMO-2 analysis and the balloon sounding agree very well, showing w2 in the range 1 × 10−3 m2 s−2
to 2 m2 s−2 . This range corresponds very well to previous observational data reporting vertical velocity
variances between 5 × 10−3 m2 s−2 to 0.4 m2 s−2 (Ecklund et al., 1986; Gage et al., 1986). In contrast, only variances larger than about 2 × 10−2 m2 s−2 were observed during the SUCCESS- and the
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Figure A.29. Power spectral density (PSD) of the vertical wind calculated from online trajectories (grey) passing
above Jungfraujoch at 09 UTC between 10.0 km–11.5 km. Red curve: average of online trajectories. Solid
and dashed black lines: PSDs of vertical velocities measured during SUCCESS (Toon and Miake-Lye, 1998)
and MACPEX (Rollins et al., 2014), respectively. Blue dashed and dashed-dotted lines: data from the ALPEX
campaign for active and quiet days, respectively (Kuettner and O’Neill, 1981).

MACPEX campaigns. The reason for this discrepancy remains unclear, but possibly SUCCESS and
MACPEX sampled mainly active periods, while the balloon data set covers quiet and active days.
We conclude from this comparison that the COSMO-2 model is able to simulate a reasonable climatological distribution of vertical velocity variances, though the vertical velocity variance of individual days
may be underestimated due to the missing sub-grid scale vertical motions. The power density at the
unresolved frequencies higher than 1 × 10−3 s−1 is much lower than at smaller frequencies and hence
has only a small impact on the w2 -distribution in Fig. A.30. A future study should perform an in-depth
evaluation of the model performance on a day-by-day basis using vertical velocity measurements. The
mean vertical velocity variance over the Alpine region for the day thoroughly analysed in this paper is
indicated by an orange line in Fig. A.30: Compared to the climatological distribution this day belongs
clearly to the rather very quiet days. In addition the vertical velocity variance of an active day is shown
by the yellow line. This active day is further discussed in the Appendix.
The comparison of the w PSD from COSMO-2 simulations and from ALPEX suggests that the spectral densities up to a frequency of about 6 × 10−4 s−1 –8 × 10−4 s−1 are well represented along online
trajectories. This is approximately the frequency range, in which power density biases due to the spatial resolution of the COSMO-2 model would be expected to be small. Higher frequency fluctuations,
which may affect cirrus cloud formation, are, however, not represented in the trajectory data and have
to be added artificially. To tackle this issue, we take a similar approach as previous studies dealing with
this issue (e.g., Hoyle et al., 2005; Brabec et al., 2012; Rolf et al., 2012; Engel et al., 2013; Cirisan
et al., 2014): High-frequency temperature fluctuations, which are constructed from a measured PSD,
are superimposed at random phase on the trajectory’s temperature time series. To construct proper
small-scale temperature fluctuations the mean PSD of the MACPEX and SUCCESS campaign is fitted
to the power spectral density from the trajectory data at a frequency of 8 × 10−4 s−1 (Fig. A.28). The
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Figure A.30. Normalised distribution (df /dlnw2 ) of hourly mean values of the vertical velocity variance. Blue
and red: aircraft measurements during SUCCESS and MACPEX, respectively. Solid green line: daily mean
vertical wind variance in the COSMO-2 analysis for the Alpine region for the time period from 2010 to 2014.
Dashed green line: distribution of vertical winds for 71 balloon-soundings from Zurich and Payerne (Switzerland).
Orange bar: mean vertical wind along the online trajectories on 2011-11-22. Yellow bar: mean w2 along offline
trajectories on an active day analysed in the Appendix A2.6.

high-frequency part of this scaled PSD is then Fourier transformed using 20 different random phase
time series resulting in 20 different small-scale temperature series, which are subsequently superimposed on the original temperature series. The resulting PSD of temperature along the trajectories is
shown in Fig. A.28 by the orange lines (online trajectories) and the cyan lines (offline trajectories based
on 5 min wind field data).

2.4

Cirrus Cloud Modelling

By means of the microphysical box model ZOMM forced by (p,T )-time series from the introduced trajectory data sets we assess the implications of temporal resolution (sec. A2.4.1), small-scale temperature
fluctuations (sec. A2.4.2), initial moisture content (sec. A2.4.3) and the number of available ice nuclei
(sec. A2.4.4) for the modelled cirrus cloud properties. We evaluate the modelling results against Lidar
measurements of extinction profiles above Jungfraujoch.

2.4.1

Influence of the Temporal Resolution of the Trajectory Data

The ice water content and ice crystal number density simulated by ZOMM are shown in Figs. A.31 and
A.32 for different trajectory data sets: The upper row shows simulations results using directly the online
trajectory data (a) and offline trajectories at a temporal resolution of 1 min (b) and 5 min (c). Both offline
trajectory data sets have been computed with wind field data at a temporal resolution of 5 min. The different lines in each panel display the vertical position of each trajectories in the 10 h prior to their arrival
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Figure A.31. Vertical position of the trajectories displayed as function of the time prior to their arrival at Jungfraujoch at 09 UTC (right edge of each panel). Colour coding: ZOMM-simulations of the ice water content qi in ppmv.
(a & d): Offline trajectories with a temporal resolution of 5 min. (b & e): Offline trajectories with a temporal resolution of 1 min. (c & f): Online trajectories (20 s temporal resolution). (a, b & c): Simulations along trajectories based
directly on COSMO-2 output. (d, e & f): Simulations with small-scale temperature fluctuations superimposed on
the original temperature time series. All simulations: assuming nucleation to be only homogeneous, and with
initial humidity reduced by 5 % with respect to the COSMO-2 value.

at the Jungfraujoch (at the right edge of each panel), while the colour coding shows the modelled ice
water content (Fig. A.31) or the ice crystal number density (Fig. A.32). Both figures show results from
simulations with homogeneous nucleation only and a slightly reduced initial moisture content compared
to the COSMO-2 data (95 %), as no cirrus cloud occurs above Jungfraujoch in simulations using the
unmodified initial moisture content. The lower rows in both figures show simulations with superimposed
small-scale temperature fluctuations and will be discussed in the next section.
All simulations display a first nucleation event about 7 h–8 h before the arrival at Jungfraujoch, but all
ice particles formed in this event sediment out before the air parcel reaches Jungfraujoch (Fig. A.31).
In the model runs using trajectories with a temporal resolution of 1 min and 20 s (Fig. A.31a & b) a
second nucleation occurs about 2 h before the arrival at Jungfraujoch. The ice crystals nucleated in
this event reach the Jungfraujoch at altitudes between 10.5 km and 11.5 km, which corresponds to the
observed cloud height in the Lidar measurements (Fig. A.26), as also shown by the rightmost panel
in Figs. A.31 and A.32. The ice water content and the ice crystal number density is slightly larger in
simulations based on online trajectories (panels c and f in Figs. A.31 and A.32). A closer examination
of this nucleation event shows that the nucleation occurs slightly earlier in the online trajectories data
set. Accordingly the cooling rates are slightly higher and the nucleation events lasts longer due to a
longer time period in the updraft.
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Figure A.32. Same as Fig. A.31 but for the ice crystal number density ni in cm−3 (colour coding).

The reason for these differences are likely small differences in the removal of water vapour after the first
nucleation event and slight temporal shifts in the ascent of the parcel related to the different temporal
resolution of the wind fields. The important second nucleation event does not occur in simulations using
trajectories at a temporal resolution of 5 min.
SAL metric. The extinction profiles from the three simulations are shown by the green lines in Fig. A.34.
The model extinction profiles compare well with the extinction profile retrieved from the Lidar measurement (black lines) in terms of the amplitude as well as in the vertical positioning of the cloud for trajectory
data at a temporal resolution of 20 s and 1 min (Fig. A.33b & c). Accordingly the location, amplitude and
structure error in the SAL metric are small for all simulations (see orange upward-pointing triangles in
Fig. A.35 below). In contrast, no cloud forms above Jungfraujoch in simulations with trajectories with
5 min temporal resolution (Fig. A.33a).

2.4.2

Influence of Small Scale Temperature Fluctuations

Small-scale temperature fluctuations, which are not resolved in the NWP model, can modify the cooling
rate at the time of nucleation and therefore alter the number of nucleated ice crystals in case of a homogeneous nucleation event. To assess the impact of these temperature fluctuations we superimposed
additional temperature fluctuations, which are derived from measurements during the SUCCESS- and
MACPEX-campaigns on the original trajectory temperature series (secs. A2.3.2 and A2.3.3). The influence of this modification of the temperature series on the microphysical evolution can be seen by
comparing the upper and lower rows of Figs. A.31 and A.32. The influence on the corresponding ex-
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tinction profile is shown by the grey lines in Figs. A.33 and A.34 (compare to green line). From these
figures it is obvious that the added temperature fluctuation have a significant impact on the modelled
extinction profiles if trajectories are used at minute scale temporal resolution. They can modify the
amplitude of the extinction signal as well as the vertical position of the cloud. For online trajectories
the superimposed temperature fluctuations have, however, no significant influence on the modelled
extinction profile (Fig. A.34a). The physical reason for the strongly different impact of superimposed
temperature fluctuations for online trajectories and 1 min trajectories is not evident from our analysis as
the temperature PSDs and the initial conditions for both trajectory sets are almost identical. This issue
needs to be addressed in a future study.
SAL metric. In terms of the SAL metric, the influence of the additionally superimposed small-scale
temperature fluctuations influences particularly the amplitude of the modelled extinction profile (open
and filled symbols in Fig. A.35 below). In general, the location and shape of the cloud (L-component)
is not positively affected by adding small-scale temperature fluctuations. Consistent with the previous
discussion the impact is largest for simulations with a small temporal resolution of the trajectory data.
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Figure A.33. Extinction profiles above Jungfraujoch at 09 UTC 22 November 2011 calculated by ZOMM along
(a) offline trajectories with a temporal resolution of 5 min, (b) 1 min, and (c) online trajectories. All simulations
assume homogeneous nucleation only. Thick black line: measured Lidar profile. Thin black lines: measurement
uncertainty , i.e., uncertainties in the Lidar signal, the assumption of Lidar ratio and the molecular properties
retrieved from COSMO-2 analysis data. Different colours: calculated profiles for simulations with modified initial
specific humidities qv (t = 0) of the trajectories. Grey lines: simulations of the reference run (100 % qv (t = 0))
with 20 different sets of superimposed small-scale temperature fluctuations.

2.4.3

Influence of Variations in the Initial Moisture Content

As it is known that the moisture content in weather prediction models are very uncertain in the upper
troposphere (Kunz et al., 2014), simulations with different specific humidity at the trajectory starting
points were performed. We used initial humidities between 90 % and 110 % of the values calculated
by the COSMO-2 model. The extinctions resulting from these sensitivity runs are shown in Fig. A.33
(assuming homogeneous nucleation only). Offline trajectories with a temporal resolution of 1 and 5
minutes are displayed in panels (a) and (b). Simulations using online trajectories are displayed in panel
(c). For the simulations using online trajectories, all runs except the +5 % and +10 % cases display a
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Figure A.34. Extinction profiles as in Fig. A.33, but assuming different ice nuclei number densities and an
initial humidity qv (t = 0) of 5 % lower than the value derived from the COSMO-2 model. Reference run (without
heterogeneous ice nucleation): identical to the simulation shown by the cyan line in Fig. A.33. Grey curves:
simulations of homogeneous run with superimposed small-scale temperature fluctuations.

cloud at the right altitude with very good agreement with the measured extinction profiles. The enhanced
humidity cases produce clouds at a too low altitudes because of a too early nucleation and subsequent
sedimentation of the formed ice crystals.
For the offline trajectories with a temporal resolution of 5 min, the variation of the initial humidity leads in
almost all cases to a disappearance of the cloud (Fig. A.33c). Using offline trajectories with a temporal
resolution of 1 min (Fig. A.33b) results in profiles similar to the ones using online trajectories.
SAL metric. The conclusion that increasing temporal resolution of the trajectory data leads to better
matches between the observed and modelled extinction profiles and to decreasing importance of the
unresolved small-scale temperature fluctuations hold for any initial humidity modification investigated.
However, the differences between simulations with different initial humidities are very large. While all
terms in the SAL metric are influenced by changes in the initial humidity, the impact on the cloud location
is particularly large (Figs. A.33 and A.35).

2.4.4

Influence of the Ice Nuclei Number Density

An additional uncertainty in modelling the microphysical evolution of cirrus clouds is the potential presence of ice nuclei (IN). These can affect the microphysical evolution as they influence the supersaturation and temperature required for nucleation. Further, IN can lead to a reduction of the nucleated ice
crystal number density, which may affect the sedimentation velocity of the ice crystals and hence the
total water content of the respective air parcel.
We performed simulations including heterogeneous nucleation on different IN concentrations. Significant differences can be observed between the results from these simulations even for a single trajectory
data set (Fig. A.34). The general finding is that simulations with 0 IN /l, 10 IN /l and 20 IN /l show good
agreement with observations, with differences amongst each other smaller than uncertainties due to
unresolved small-scale temperature fluctuations and smaller than uncertainties in the observations.
Conversely, simulations with more than 20 IN /l do not provide good agreement with observations.
In the case of online trajectories (20 s) the almost complete loss of extinction for IN concentration of
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Figure A.35. SAL for ZOMM simulations with modified initial moisture content (colours), different nucleation
modes (filled symbols) and with additional superimposed small scale temperature fluctuations (coloured lines
and open symbols). Open symbols: best and worst prediction in terms of the SAL metric from the 20 runs
with different superimposed small scale temperature fluctuations. Left column: SAL for offline trajectories with a
temporal resolution of 5 min. Middle column: SAL for offline trajectories with a temporal resolution of 1 min. Right
column: SAL for online trajectories.

100 l−1 is due to a fast evaporation of ice crystals, once they enter the sub-saturated region below
about 10 km a.s.l. However, this is not a very robust feature, because the 1 min and 5 min offline cases
manage to let some of these particles survive, likely due to a delicate phasing of cooling and warming
along the different trajectories (see height evolution of trajectories in Fig. A.32). In other words, sometimes particles by chance assume a size which allows them to sediment into cooling phases in the wave
field, and this can enhance their lifetime.
The similarity of the extinction profiles for the simulations with only homogeneous nucleation and those
with low IN concentrations is linked to the very fast sedimentation of the ice crystals forming in the early
phase of the simulated 10 h time period. The very fast sedimentation of the ice crystals allows for multiple nucleation events along the trajectory and these gradually remove all IN from the air parcel. Hence
the last nucleation leading to the cloud present at arrival above Jungfraujoch is formed exclusively by
homogeneous nucleation.
The simulations using offline trajectories at 5 min resolution (Fig. A.34a) show a very different behaviour
for the simulation with 10 l−1 : the formed cloud sediments out before reaching Jungfraujoch and no second nucleation event occurs. Using the offline trajectories without superimposing temperature fluctuations, the model produces a cloud only when assuming an IN concentration of 20 l−1 . For simulations
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using IN-concentrations larger than 50 l−1 , clouds only exist at lower levels. However, if we use offline
trajectories with a temporal resolution of 1 min, the model results resemble again those using online
trajectories (Fig. A.34b).
SAL metric. While there is clearly a strong impact of the assumed nucleation mode and the IN number density on the microphysical evolution, its influence may vary in a non-linear fashion with other
uncertainties, such as variations in the initial humidity. This becomes also clear from the SAL-analysis
shown in Fig. A.35: The comparison of different symbols with the same colour indicates no consistent
improvement for a single nucleation mode in any of the three error components.
Similarly to the experiments with modified initial moisture content, the assumed IN number density
does not affect the conclusions on the importance of small-scale temperature fluctuations and increasing temporal resolution of the trajectory data. Adding small IN number densities (≤ 20 l−1 ) has little
effect on the simulated extinction profiles for trajectories with a high temporal resolution, while adding
50 l−1 or more significantly deteriorates the position, amplitude and structure of the cloud (Figs. A.34
and A.35).

2.5

Discussion and Conclusion

An analysis of the uncertainties involved in Lagrangian cirrus modelling has been presented. The investigated sensitivities include the effects of (i) the temporal resolution of the trajectory data and of the
underlying wind fields (20 s to 1 h), (ii) the superposition of unresolved small-scale temperature fluctuations, (iii) small perturbations to the specific humidity at the trajectory starting points (±10 %), and (iv)
different ice nuclei concentrations.
The temporal resolution of the wind field data has a pronounced impact on vertical velocities and therefore the temperature variance captured in the trajectory data. To capture most of the variability that is
represented in NWP models with a horizontal grid spacing of 2.2 km, trajectory data should be used at
least at a 5 min temporal resolution. For the cirrus cloud investigated in this study, the modelled extinction profile matches very well with the observations if trajectory data is used at a temporal resolution of
1 min or higher and using wind field data at a resolution of 5 min or higher.
Vertical velocity fluctuations occurring at highest frequencies are not resolved in state-of-the-art numerical weather prediction model due to the finite grid resolution. Yet, these high frequency fluctuations
may alter the cooling rates locally and thus influence ice nucleation events. To investigate the impact
of the unresolved fluctuations we superimposed onto the original temperature series the missing frequencies of the temperature fluctuations, which are derived from observed power spectral densities of
temperature fluctuations from the SUCCESS and MACPEX campaigns. (The observational PSD are
scaled to the model PSD at the cut-off frequency to obtain a continuous PSD.) The influence of these
superimposed temperature fluctuations is significant for trajectories with a temporal resolution of 5 min
and successively decreases for trajectories with a temporal resolution of 1 min and 20 s, respectively.
While the modelled extinction profile for trajectory data at 20 s temporal resolution matches the observations very well even without superimposed small-scale temperature fluctuations, the superposition is
essential for modelling of the cirrus cloud along trajectory data with at temporal resolution of 1 min or
5 min. In the Appendix we show that the imposed small scale temperature fluctuations have significant
impact on the cirrus clouds both for the quiet and active periods, i.e., with strongly different vertical
velocity variances, using 1 h wind data and 1 min trajectory temporal resolution (Fig. A.39). Even for a
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regional model with 2.2 km resolution, the superposition of small-scale temperature fluctuation should
be considered in cirrus simulations.
In order to obtain physically meaningful small-scale temperature fluctuations some assumption about
the shape and amplitude of the power spectral density of the vertical velocity and temperature are required. A comparison of the PSD and variance of the vertical velocity predicted by the COSMO-2 model
for the present case study shows significant differences to observational data from the SUCCESS and
MACPEX campaigns, which have been used previously to superimpose small-scale temperature fluctuations. Significant differences in the wave energy occur even for low-frequency waves with wavelength
on the order of 100 km, which should not be affected by the grid resolution. However, the modelled
PSD agrees well with those observed during quiet days in the ALPEX-campaign. Further indication
of a large day-to-day variability of the vertical velocity variance is provided by the analysis of balloon
sounding data from the Alpine region. A climatological analysis of the vertical velocity variance in the
COSMO-2 analysis suggests that the model can capture the entire range of observed vertical velocity
variance. However, future studies should perform an in-depth evaluation of the model capability to predict the vertical velocity PSD for different regions and large-scale meteorological conditions.
The specific moisture content at the starting point of each trajectory determines the absolute values
of saturation with respect to ice. We observe significant changes in the modelled cirrus cloud properties and microphysical evolution if the initial specific humidity is varied by ±10 % of the model value.
For high-resolution trajectory data (5 min or better), the sensitivity of the modelled cirrus cloud to perturbations in the parcel’s humidity are generally larger than the sensitivity to small-scale temperature
fluctuations.
Finally, for the cirrus cloud investigated in this study only a weak sensitivity with respect to ice nuclei
number density is found, i.e., very small changes of the modelled extinction profile occur if the ice nuclei
number density is raised from 0 l−1 to 20 l−1 . This insensitivity is related to the occurrence of two nucleation events along the trajectories, which leads to the sedimentational removal of ice nuclei by the first
cloud. Conversely, if the ice nuclei number density is increased further to 50 l−1 or 100 l−1 , the modelled
extinction profile cannot reproduce the observation. The cirrus clouds either disappear completely or
are located at much lower altitude than in the homogeneous case, as the fewer but larger ice particles
sediment more quickly (see Fig. A.34). Also in a case with dynamically active conditions as treated in
the Appendix, the calculated extinction coefficients using an IN concentrations of 50 l−1 or 100 l−1 are
too small compared to measurements (Fig. A.39), even when small-scale temperature fluctuations are
superimposed. Thus, heterogeneous ice number densities of 50 l−1 or more appear to be very unlikely.
The major fraction of the ice particles originate from homogeneous nucleation.
While the use of high resolution trajectory data is shown to be mandatory for cirrus cloud modelling,
there are also significant uncertainties tied to the specific humidity and ice nuclei number density, turning cirrus cloud modelling into a challenging task with many non-linearly linked uncertainties. A careful
consideration of these uncertainties is necessary before any conclusion about the formation of a cirrus
cloud can be drawn.

2.6

Appendix

A comparison of the vertical velocity distribution, which is predicted by the COSMO-model for the case
study presented in this paper, shows significantly lower amplitudes than measurement data from either
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the SUCCESS or the MACPEX campaign (Figs. A.29 and A.30). As discussed in sec. A2.3.3 this is
likely related to the synoptic scale situation over central Europe on this particular day. A statistical analysis of the vertical velocity variance from 71 balloon soundings and the COSMO-2 analysis suggests
a reasonable performance of COSMO-2 in a climatological sense (Fig. A.30), but it remains unclear
how the NWP models perform on a day with a vertical velocity variance in the upper range indicated
in Fig. A.30. To analyse this further, we investigate 12 March 2012, which is an “active day” featuring
a cirrus cloud above Jungfraujoch, and compare the wind fields from the COSMO-2 analysis at hourly
resolution. Based on these wind fields backward trajectories from the Jungfraujoch were calculated
with LAGRANTO, using the LAGRANTO output with an interpolated 1-min temporal resolution.
During this active day strong northeasterly flow against the Alps occurred (Fig. A.36), which resulted
in a high gravity wave activity. The trajectories pass through a strong updraft zone at approximately
22 UTC (Fig. A.37), which has a significant impact on the ice supersaturation and accordingly on the
location of first ice nucleation. The PSD of temperature shows significantly larger values also at small
frequencies than the quiet day analysed in the main part of the paper (Fig. A.38). The power spectral
density for this case agrees very well with the measurements from SUCCESS and MACPEX. This corroborates that the amplitude of the temperature fluctuations at smaller frequencies is dependent on the
wave activity (and the presence of convection), which varies with the synoptical scale situation. The
variation seems to be reasonably captured by high-resolution numerical models.
On the chosen active day a cirrus cloud was observed by the Lidar on Jungfraujoch. The formation of
this cirrus cloud was modelled with the ZOMM model based on the described trajectory data set. In
these simulations the ice nucleation occurs always towards the end of the rapid ascent of the trajectories around 23 UTC (Fig. A.37). About one hour before reaching Jungfraujoch, the air parcels start
to descend, which causes some of the nucleated ice particles to evaporate, particularly close to the
cloud top. A maximum ice water content between 40 ppmv and 60 ppmv is simulated for this case.
As comparison, maximum values of around 20 ppmv were obtained for the quiet case. A comparison
of the modelled and observed extinction profiles above the Jungfraujoch is shown in Fig. A.39: From
this comparison it becomes evident that the upper cloud edge is not represented well in any simulation. While the superposition of small-scale temperature fluctuations, variation of the initial moisture
content and the ice nuclei number density significantly alters the absolute extinction value, they have
little impact on the position of the modelled cirrus cloud. As the cirrus cloud formation in this case is
largely determined by the strong ascent several hours before the arrival at Jungfraujoch, the small-scale
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Figure A.38. Power spectral density of the
temperature calculated for trajectories arriving
above Jungfraujoch as compared to the SUCCESS and MACPEX campaign. Green line:
PSD for quiet case on 22 November 2011
(identical to Fig. A.28). Purple line: shows active case on 12 March 2012 discussed in the
appendix.
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temperature fluctuations have less impact on the extinction profile than on the quiet day. It would be
interesting to investigate, whether the position error reduces if trajectories are calculated at a higher
temporal resolution. The trajectory calculation should be particularly sensitive to the temporal resolution of the wind field data, if large spatial and temporal gradients of the vertical velocity are present.
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User Guide for the Online Trajectory Module
Published as Miltenberger et al. (2014)

Abstract. An online trajectory module is implemented in COSMO 5.1 and higher versions. The module
is a diagnostic tool that enables to compute trajectories (i.e. to follow air parcels) and to trace any
prognostic variable as well as diagnostic variables along the trajectories. The trajectory position is
updated at each model time step based on the model wind fields, which allows to calculate trajectories
very accurately for high spatial resolutions.

3.1

Introduction

The Lagrangian description of atmospheric motion is a valuable approach to study numerous phenomena ranging from large spatial scales, as extratropical cyclones (e.g., Wernli and Davies, 1997) , to
small scales, as the entrainment in stratocumulus clouds (e.g., Stevens et al., 1996). It is also very
common to investigate the dispersion of atmospheric pollutants (e.g., Weil et al., 2012).
While many trajectory models for offline computation are currently available, they rely on the output
of numerical weather prediction models. To capture the spatial and temporal variability of the wind
field, that can be represented in the Eulerian model at high spatial resolution, model output would be
required at a minute-scale temporal resolution (about 5 min for 2.2 km grid spacing) for the trajectory
calculation. The temporal resolution of the wind-field data has been shown to significantly influence
the trajectory path (e.g., Rössler et al., 1992) . It thus appears very attractive for a NWP model to
incorporate a module for online trajectory computation, which allows to use the wind-field at every
model time step and hence allows a very accurate calculation of trajectories also for high resolution
applications.
This technical report describes shortly the implementation of the online trajectory module in the official
COSMO code and presents the technical aspects that are relevant for the user of the module. It is
based on the user guide published as supplement material of Miltenberger et al. (2013). Discrepancies
that can be observed between both documents reflect the changes made to the code between the first
version and the version that is currently implemented in the official COSMO version 5.1 and higher.
For a detailed documentation, the reader should refer to Miltenberger et al. (2013), where the scientific
rational, the workflow and an example of scientific application are provided.
The module has been tested on several platforms and applied in multiple research projects, demonstrating its versatility and scientific soundness.
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Scientific Rational

The scientific reasoning for implementing an online trajectory module into an atmospheric model is
thoroughly described in Miltenberger et al. (2013). This paper is freely accessible at http://www.geoscimodel-dev.net/6/1989/2013/gmd-6-1989-2013.pdf.
This comprehensive scientific documentation provides also insights in the workflow, the trajectory integration scheme. It discusses error sources and their relative importance and assesses the overall
performance of the model. In addition a case study of an alpine foehn event is presented, demonstrating the scientific soundness of the method and the advantage of the online trajectory computation over
offline trajectory computation using standard COSMO-model output.

3.3

Implementation Overview

The online trajectory module consists of two different source files, namely data traj.f90 and
src traj.f90. While the first file contains the definition of datatypes and the declaration of some
variables used across the whole module (in particular some maximal values for the dimensioning of
module arrays), the allocation of the module variables, the forward integration of the trajectories, the
communication between the processors and the I/O subroutines are available in the second file. The
interfaces to the rest of the COSMO code are slim: four calls to the organising routine of the module
and a global switch to activate/deactivate the module.
The module is controlled by a namelist and requires a text file containing the start positions of the trajectories (startfile).
In the following sections the technical details related to the use of the module and its implementation
are described. Section B3.4 provides an overview of all relevant namelist switches and section B3.5
explains how the start information of the trajectories should be specified. Reading these two sections
should be enough to set-up a trajectory computation. In section B3.6, more information about the output
files produced by the trajectory module is provided while section B3.7 details the current implementation
and should ease code comprehension and further extension.

3.4

Namelist Settings

The online trajectory module can be switched on and off by an additional namelist parameter in the
namelist group RUNCTL named ltraj, which is set to FALSE by default. The user-defined parameters
for the trajectory calculation can be specified in a separate namelist named INPUT TRAJ in a namelist
group called TRAJCTL. These parameters are described below.

• istart mode traj : Specification mode of the trajectory start times:
– istart mode traj= 1 : A comma separated list of start times has to be given through
the namelist parameter hstart traj or nstart traj. The list contains the start times in
hours after model start (hstart traj) or in model time steps (nstart traj). Trajectories
are always started at the same spatial locations for each specified start time. nstart traj
has priority over hstart traj if both are specified.
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– istart mode traj = 2 : Trajectories are started repeatedly at fixed time intervals from
the same spatial locations. The first start time (in hours after the model start), the last start
time (in hours after the model start) and the time interval (in hours) are specified through
the namelist parameter hcomb start traj (a comma separated list of the three elements).
The same triplet can be expressed in model time steps through the namelist parameter
ncomb start traj. ncomb start traj has priority over hcomb start traj if both are
specified.
– istart mode traj = 3 : Trajectories are started repeatedly at the times and locations provided in the startfile. The start times should be provided in hours and
the entries in the startfile should be sorted according to starting time. Except for
nstop traj resp. hstop traj all other namelist parameters pertaining to the start times
(hcomb start traj, ncomb start traj, hstart traj, nstart traj) have no effect.
startfile traj : Path of the start file. The path can be a relative path and is limited to 100
characters. A description of the start file is provided in section B3.5.
hstop traj or nstop traj: Time at which the trajectory calculation stops in hours after model
start or in model time steps, respectively. It only has to be specified if the trajectory calculation should stop before the model integration. It has to be a multiple of the model time step.
nstop traj has priority over hstop traj if both are specified.
ydir traj : Directory to which the trajectory output will be written. The directory specification is
limited to 100 characters.
hinc out traj or ninc out traj: Output frequency of the trajectory positions (and traced
variables) in hours or in number of model time steps respectively. hinc out traj has to be a
multiple of the model time step and ninc out traj has to be a whole number. If both parameters
are specified, ninc out traj has priority over hinc out traj.
tracevar traj : Names of the variables which should be traced along the trajectories. The
naming should be consistent with the table in the COSMO source file src setup vartab.f90,
which is also used for the COSMO-model output.

An example of the namelist TRAJCTL is given in Listing 3.1.
Listing 3.1. Namelist example

cat > INPUT_TRAJ << end_input_traj
& TRAJCTL
nstop_traj = 4320 ,
hstop_traj = 24.0 ,
istart_mode_traj = 1 ,
hstart_traj = 3.0 ,6.0 ,12.0 ,
nstart_traj = 540 ,1080 ,2160 ,
! hcomb_start_traj =
! ncomb_start_traj =
startfile_traj = ’./ startfile_case_n . txt ’ ,
ydir_traj = ’./ output_traj ’ ,
! hinc_out_traj = 0.0333 ,
ninc_out_traj = 6 ,
tracevar_traj = ’T ’ , ’P ’ , ’ QV ’ , ’ QC ’ , ’ QR ’ , ’ RELHUM ’ ,
/
end_input_traj
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Start File

A start file containing the start positions (and times) of the trajectories has to be provided. It is specified
by the user via the namelist parameter startfile traj (see section B3.4). It contains the rotated
longitudes, the rotated latitudes and the height and optionally the times at which the trajectories are
started.
It is a textfile and it must comply with strict formatting rules.
The first 3 lines are header lines:

• First line: It contains the reference date, i.e. the date at which the COSMO simulation starts. This
line is not considered by the program.
• Second line: Description of the file data columns. It should either be "time lon lat z" or "lon
lat z" (without quotes). Only the first four non blank characters of this line will be analysed by
the program and in case the first four characters match the keyword time, the program will read
the first data column as being the start times and expect the second column to be the rotated
longitudes. If the first four characters do not match the keyword time, the first data column is
assumed to contain the rotated longitudes.
• Third line: It is not relevant for the program. It traditionally contains only "-------" symbols.
The following lines in the file are content lines. In case the keyword time is present on the second line,
the program reads the first column as the start times, the second as the rotated longitudes, the third as
the rotated latitudes and the fourth as the height. If the keyword time is not present on the second line,
the first column are read as the rotated longitudes, the second as the rotated latitudes and the third as
the height. Column delimiters are blank spaces.
The longitudes have to range between -180.0 and 180.0 degrees and the latitudes can be comprised
between -90.0 and 90.0 degrees. They are expressed in the same referential than COSMO (i.e. same
rotated pole coordinates). The height has to be given in meters AMSL. If time data is provided, it must
be in hours after model start. The entries in the startfile should be sorted according to starting time.
The start file is read in an endless loop and all lines (except the 3 header lines) are considered as data.
Make sure that your start file fulfil the format requirements explained above!
A startfile should look similar to the example provided in Listing 3.2.
Listing 3.2. Start file example

Reference Date 19870725 _0000
time lon lat z
---------------10.00
-8.000 -2.500 9000.000
10.00
-8.000 -2.500 9100.000
10.00
-8.000 -2.500 9200.000


3.6

Output

For all trajectories, their position as well as the value of the traced variables along them are written
to file at the output frequency specified by the user via the namelist parameter hinc out traj or
ninc out traj (see section B3.4) in the output directory specified by the user (ydir traj, see
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section B3.4). Only NetCDF format is supported.
The output is split in the following way: the trajectories that start together at a given start time are
considered as a group. If the group is too large to be contained in one single file, the trajectories
are further split over several files, according to their position in the start file. A limit of 2 GB is set as
maximal file size in order to ease postprocessing. At all output time steps comprised between the start
of the trajectory group and the end of the trajectory simulation (see namelist parameter hstop traj or
nstop traj in section B3.4), the positions and traced variable values for the group of trajectories are
written to one (or several) files. The files can thus have different lengths (for different start times).
One or several files traj tXXXXXX pYYY.nc are thus produced, where XXXXXX is the start time of the
trajectory group expressed in minutes after the model start and YYY is the number of the file in the file
set containing the trajectories starting at XXXXXX after the model start.
The output files follow the CF conventions. Some global attributes (reference date, duration of the
simulation for the group of trajectories, coordinates of the rotated Pole and output frequency) are
written to each file. A variable time indicates the time elapsed since the model start in seconds.
For each instance of time (first dimension) and for each trajectory identified by its ID (id as second
dimension), the longitude, latitude and height (variables longitude, latitude and z) are written as
well as the value of the traced variables. For each of these variables, the short name, the long name
and the units are provided as attributes.
The header of an output file (here for 13507 trajectories starting after 120 minutes) thus looks like the
example provided in Listing 3.3.

Listing 3.3. Output file example

netcdf tr aj_t00 0120_p 001 {
dimensions :
id = 13507 ;
time = 541 ;
variables :
float time ( time ) ;
time : standard_name = " time " ;
time : long_name = " time " ;
time : units = " seconds " ;
float longitude ( time , id ) ;
longitude : standard_name = " grid_longitude " ;
longitude : long_name = " rotated longitudes " ;
longitude : units = " degrees " ;
float latitude ( time , id ) ;
latitude : standard_name = " grid_latitude " ;
latitude : long_name = " rotated latitudes " ;
latitude : units = " degrees " ;
float z ( time , id ) ;
z : standard_name = " height " ;
z : long_name = " height above mean sea level " ;
z : units = " m AMSL " ;
float T ( time , id ) ;
T : standard_name = " air_temperature " ;
T : long_name = " temperature " ;
T : units = " K " ;
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float P ( time , id ) ;
P : standard_name = " air_pressure " ;
P : long_name = " pressure " ;
P : units = " Pa " ;
float U ( time , id ) ;
U : standard_name = " gr id _e as tw ar d_ wi nd " ;
U : long_name = "U - component of wind " ;
U : units = " m s -1" ;
float QV ( time , id ) ;
QV : standard_name = " sp ecific _humid ity " ;
QV : long_name = " specific humidity " ;
QV : units = " kg kg -1" ;
float QI ( time , id ) ;
QI : standard_name = " m a s s _ f r a c t i o n _ o f _ c l o u d _ i c e _ i n _ a i r " ;
QI : long_name = " specific cloud ice content " ;
QI : units = " kg kg -1" ;
float RELHUM ( time , id ) ;
RELHUM : standard_name = " re lative _humid ity " ;
RELHUM : long_name = " relative humidity " ;
RELHUM : units = "%" ;
// global attributes :
: ref_year = 2011 ;
: ref_month = 11 ;
: ref_day = 20 ;
: ref_hour = 12 ;
: ref_min = 0 ;
: ref_sec = 0 ;
: duration_in_sec = 10800. ;
: pollon = -171.5 ;
: pollat = 47.5 ;
: o u t p u t _ t i m e s t e p _ i n _ s e c = 20. ;
}


3.7
3.7.1

Implementation Details
Workflow Overview

An organising routine organize traj is called four times from lmorg.f90:
1. Once at the beginning of the initialisation phase with the action ’input’. The namelist
INPUT TRAJ is read as well as the start file. Necessary checks are performed in order to ensure that the specifications made by the user are meaningful. The user can proof the settings by
inspecting the YUSPECIF file.
2. Once later on during the initialisation phase with the action ’init’. Arrays required for the whole
trajectory simulation are allocated. A data structure is filled for all traced variables (see section
B3.7.4). The rank of the eight surrounding processing elements for each processing element is
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defined in a parallel case. The position of the trajectories are initialised using the information read
from the start file. Also, a status flag indicating if the trajectory has to be computed (alive), has
left the domain (dead) or is not yet started (embryonic) is initialised using the start times read
from or derived from the namelist settings (see section B3.4). The number of required output files
is computed and the split of the trajectories among these files is determined. All NetCDF files
are created and the global attributes are written to the files. The variables are defined and their
attributes written. The NetCDF files will be kept open for the whole trajectory simulation.
3. Once at the end of each time step, where the other diagnostics are computed, with the action
’compute’. For each compute time step of the trajectories (i.e. for each time step comprised
between the start of the first trajectory and the end of the trajectory computation, both specified
by the user via namelist parameters), it is checked for each trajectory if it should be computed
or not on each processor. In case it has to be computed, the forward integration is performed
(see Miltenberger et al. (2013) for more details) and in case the trajectory leaves the processor
domain after its integration, it is added to a buffer for communicating the new position to the
relevant neighbour processor. After this has been done for all trajectories, the communication of
all trajectories that have to be passed to a neighbour processor is performed. Finally output is
performed if the time step corresponds to an output time step.
4. Once at the end of the simulation with the action ’finalise’. All NetCDF files are closed and
the memory used for the trajectory simulation is freed.

3.7.2

Maximal Values for Array Allocation

Some restrictions have to be set regarding the maximal size of arrays used in the module. All the maximal values are defined as parameters in the module data traj.f90.
In case these maximal values have to be increased, one can simply change the values of the parameters listed below in data traj.f90 and test if the model still works on the platform used.
The parameters are:

• nmax traj starttime=100: Maximal number of trajectory start times. It means that up to
100 values can be provided by the user through the namelist parameters hstarts traj or
nstarts traj or that the namelist triplet hcomb start traj or ncomb start traj does not
lead to more than 100 values. This parameter should be increased with caution!

• nmax traj startpt=50000: Maximal number of trajectories that can start at a given start time
(from different locations). It thus means that a maximum of 100*50000=5 mio. trajectories is
imposed. Please note that so far, the module has been tested only with up to about 2 mio. of
trajectories. If increasing this parameter or the previous one, intensive testing should be done.
• nmax traced var=30: Maximal number of variables that can be traced along the trajectories.
This parameter could be increased if more variables should be traced but testing is recommended.
• nmax out per start t=100: Maximal number of output files per start time. It corresponds to
the part YYY in the output filename traj tXXXXXX pYYY.nc. Please note that this could not
be increased to more than 999 without modifying the naming scheme of the output files. At the
moment, we cannot produce more than 100*100=10’000 output files (nmax traj starttime
times nmax out per start t).
• nmax nc size=2*230 : Maximal size of an output file. The file size is currently limited to 2 GB in
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order to ease post-processing. If increasing this value, some post-processing facilities might fail.
• header nc size=2*220 : Reserved space for the header in an output file (2 MB). If more information is added to the header in the future, it might be necessary to increase this number.

3.7.3

Restrictions of Use

Currently, the trajectory module cannot be used in combination with a few other model settings:

• Restart (hstart > 0). The restart is not yet implemented for the trajectories.
• Periodic boundary conditions (lperi x and lperi y). Actually this setting works but the trajectories themselves are not cycled.
Other configurations are supported.

3.7.4

Traced Variables

A new data type trajtrace type is defined in data traj.f90 to hold the needed information to
handle properly the traced variables. Most of the information is inherited from the var structure available
in src setup vartab.f90. It contains the following elements:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

name: name of the traced variable
levtyp: level type (GRIB related)
ntri: time range indicator (GRIB related)
rank: rank
p4: pointer to a 4-dimensional field
p3: pointer to a 3-dimensional field
idef stat: status indicating if the variable has been computed already or if it should be derived
from other model variables

• istag: staggering flag (0: no staggering; 1: zonal staggering; 2: meridional staggering; 3:
vertical staggering)
• units: units (NetCDF related)
• sdname: standard name (NetCDF related)
• lgname: long name (NetCDF related)
Only COSMO-model variables can be traced. The name of the traced variables must match exactly
the name of the corresponding variable in the var structure (in src setup vartab.f90). Only 4dimensional and 3-dimensional variables in space can be traced. The traced variables must be instantaneous values (i.e. have a time range indicator of 0), since it is not clear what should be traced in case
of accumulated values or statistical quantities (mean, min, max). The variables can be on the half-levels
or on the full-levels. They can be staggered in zonal direction (U) or in meridional direction (V). All variables that are valid at each time step in the model (idef stat=1 in src setup vartab.f90), i.e. all
prognostic variables and several diagnostics, can be traced. The other model variables (idef stat=0
in src setup vartab.f90) must be derived before being written to the COSMO output. Only a subset
of these variables has been implemented for tracing so far:

• P: total pressure
• RELHUM: relative humidity
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• POT VORTIC: potential vorticity
Other variables could easily be implemented by making use of the subroutines used in
src output.f90 (e.g. curl).
At each output step, the traced variables are interpolated to the trajectory position using a linear interpolation. The computed values for the traced variables as well as the trajectory ID and position (longitude,
latitude and height) are gathered on processor 0, which writes the data to file.

3.7.5

Communication Strategy

For each trajectory that leaves a processor, its ID as well as the three components of its position
(longitude, latitude and height) are packed in a buffer dimensioned with the 8 neighbours and with the
number of trajectories times the four needed pieces of information (ID, longitude, latitude and time).
After having looped over all trajectories, actual communication is performed. For this, a ”pairwise” nonblocking (MPI ISEND and MPI IRECV) communication strategy has been chosen. Two slices of the
buffer for opposite neighbour processors (e.g. Northern and Southern neighbour) are communicated
at a time. This is faster than communicating in each direction one after the other and requires less
memory than a communication in all directions at a time. This solution is thus a compromise between
performance in terms of communication speed and memory consumption. This could easily be changed
if desired. The MPI IRECV are pre-posted in order to improve performance.

3.7.6

Trajectory Positions

The trajectory positions in the index space must be determined several times during a trajectory computation time step: to determine the winds at the trajectory position in order to update its position, to
interpolate the orography at the trajectory position (in order to check if the trajectory has reached the
ground), and finally to interpolate the traced variables to the trajectory location in case output must
be performed. This computation is sensitive to the reference system and rounding errors thus occur
when changing the domain decomposition. They are very small (typically differences of O(10-9 ) for the
longitudes and latitudes, O(10-6 ) for height, O(10-7 ) for traced temperature, O(10-8 ) for traced wind or
pressure, O(10-10 ) for the traced humidity variables are observed) and do not affect the physical interpretation of the trajectories.
The required horizontal interpolation combined with the formulation of the lower boundary condition
in the model (wind extrapolation) leads to trajectories that intersect the terrain, which is physically impossible. Any trajectory that reaches the ground is then lost for the rest of the simulation. In order to
avoid unreasonable loss of trajectories, a trajectory that reaches the ground is reset to 10 meters above
ground during the Euler forward integration (see Miltenberger et al. (2013) for more details). A hardcoded switch ljump controls this feature and could easily be set to FALSE, in order to let the trajectories
leave the domain at the ground during the forward integration. Similarly, the value of the hardcoded
parameter hjump that defines the height at which the trajectories are reset (currently 10 meters above
ground) can easily be modified.
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Model Set-Ups

In parts II, III and IV of this thesis numerical simulations of orographic precipitation have been discussed
without providing a model description or a detailed description of the model set-up. These technical
details are summarised in the following chapters:
COSMO-model (ch. B4):
Initial and boundary conditions for the quasi two-dimensional simulations conducted with the
COSMO-model are detailed as well as the used parameterisation schemes (sec. B4.1). Additionally a method to construct initial profiles with a constant moist static stability, which has
been implemented in the COSMO-model for idealised set-ups, is described (sec. B4.2). At the
end of the chapter COSMO simulations of dry orographic flow are compared to well-established
solutions for dry orographic flow from literature (sec. B4.3). Additionally some exemplary
cross-sections of the flow pattern and the hydrometeor fields for moist simulations of orographic
flow are shown (sec. B4.4).
Sinewave experiments (ch. B5):
Mathematical expressions for the construction of the vertical velocity time series used in the box
model experiments and for the number of parcels used in the vertical coupling experiment are
provided.
Microphysical box model (ch. B6):
The microphysical box model based on double-moment scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2006) is
described. Additionally the coupling of different box model simulations in the vertical, as used
for the coupling experiments in part III, is discussed. Microphysical evolutions along trajectories
from the quasi two-dimensional simulations are compared to simulations with the box model.

COSMO Simulations of Orographic Flow

Numerical simulations of orographic flow and precipitation discussed in part II, part III and in part IV
have been conducted with the non-hydrostatic numerical weather prediction model COSMO (Baldauf
et al., 2011) with an idealised set-up. COSMO version 4.22 with an isochoric saturation adjustment, the
two-moment scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2001) and the online trajectory module (part I) was used
for all simulations. In the first section the set-up of the COSMO-model is described (sec. B4.1) followed
by a description of the newly implemented method to construct initial profiles with a constant moist static
stability (sec. B4.2). Simulations of orographic flow with a dry atmosphere are compared to previously
published simulations in section B4.3. And finally some exemplary results from the simulations with a
moist atmosphere are shown (sec. B4.4).

4.1

COSMO-Model Set-Up

All simulations are performed on a quasi two-dimensional model domain with 7× 750 grid-points and
a horizontal grid spacing of 1 km. The vertical extend of the domain and the number of vertical levels
is varied for different upstream velocities to avoid artificial reflections from the upper boundary and is
described in more detail in section B4.1.3. The model domain contains a mountain defined by

hsurf (x) =

h
((1 + ( xa )2 )2

(4.1)

where h as the maximum height of the mountain and a its half-width. The geometry of the topography
is kept constant in all simulations with h = 1000 m and a = 30 km. The mountain is present from the
first time step on.
The simulations are started from a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere specified by the temperature,
humidity and velocity profile (sec. B4.1.1 and B4.1.2). The same profiles are used as inflow boundary
condition later on. The lateral boundaries are open, meaning that energy can propagate out of the
domain and only at the upstream boundary the solution is relaxed to the inflow profiles (sec. B4.1.3).
The parameterisations used for subgrid-scale and moist processes are detailed in section B4.1.4.

4.1.1

Set-Up For Simulations with Constant Dry Static Stability

For the COSMO simulations discussed in part II and part III the initial temperature profile is constructed
to have a constant dry static stability. The temperature profile is calculated from the specified surface
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temperature and Brunt-Väisäla frequency by solving

N2 = g

d ln θ
dz

under the assumption that the potential temperature θ = Tsurf

(4.2)

 κ
p0
p

is conserved and that the atmo-

sphere is in hydrostatic equilibrium. In all simulations a dry static stability of N = 0.013 s−1 is used. For
the simulations of low-level clouds discussed in part II surface temperatures Tsurf of −15 ◦C, −5 ◦C
and 15 ◦C are used. The simulations discussed in chapter 13 of part III have a surface temperature of
15 ◦C. The different temperature profiles are shown in Fig. B.1. The initial relative humidity profile is
specified to give approximately moist neutral conditions close to the surface: It is 99 % at the surface
and decreases steadily with height to 60 % at 3 km respectively 10 % at 12 km (see dew point curves in
Fig. B.1). With this relative humidity profile no sub-cloud evaporation occurs, as the cloud touches the
ground, and the vertically decreasing relative humidity inhibits the formation of higher level clouds or
secondary clouds in the lee. For simulations with temperatures below 0 ◦ C at the surface, the moisture
profile is adapted to relative humidities with respect to ice (same nominal values).
A uniform horizontal wind speed in x-direction is used, which is varied between U0 = 5 m s−1 and U0 =
30 m s−1 . The wind speed in y- and z-direction is zero at the upstream boundary. The horizontal Froude
number of the simulations varies between 0.0128 and 0.0769 and the vertical Froude number between
0.38 and 2.31.

4.1.1.1

Upstream Conditions for Cirrus Clouds

As in the simulations for low-level clouds a constant horizontal upstream velocity is used for the simulation of upper-level ice clouds discussed in chapter 15 of part III. The upstream velocity of U0 = 13 m s−1
and U0 = 30 m s−1 are used. To obtain a ice-cloud at upper levels, we prescribe a moist layer at upper levels with a relative humidity with respect to ice (RHI ) of 100 % for heterogeneous nucleation
experiment and almost dry conditions above and below this layer (RHI = 20 %). As, however, using a
constant elevation for this moist layer would result in sampling different phases of the gravity wave, the

100

Figure B.1. Tephigram of initial conditions for 2D COSMO-model simulations with different surface temperatures (different colours). Air temperature is shown in solid lines and the
dewpoint temperature in dashed lines.
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Figure B.2. In panel (a) the maximum vertical displacement of trajectories is shown as function of their starting
height for different upstream velocities in dry simulations. If the maximum vertical displacement is normalised
with the mountain height and the trajectory starting height with the vertical wavelength of the gravity wave derived
from the simulation, the curves behave very similar (b). The normalised maximum vertical displacement is used
for positioning the moist layer for idealised simulations of upper-level ice-phase clouds: The moist layer covers
the altitudes for which 0.35 < ηmax /h < 0.5 indicated by the grey dashed lines in panel (b).

moist layer is placed such that a non-dimensional vertical displacement range of 0.35 < ηmax /h < 0.5
is sampled (Fig. B.2). In addition it is important to have similar temperature conditions in the cloud.
Therefore we prescribed the surface temperature and pressure such that we obtain a temperature of
approximately 245 K at the base of the moist layer and a pressure of approximately 200 hPa. The used
surface temperature and pressure, the altitude of the moist layer and the relative humidities are listed
in Tab. B.1. The impact of latent heating on the static stability should be very small due to the small
moisture content at these temperatures. Therefore the strong gradients of relative humidity in the initial
condition no significant reflection of wave energy is expected from these surfaces.

4.1.2

Set-up for Simulations with Constant Moist Static Stability

In part IV the initial temperature profile is construct to have a constant moist static stability in order to
make the solution more comparable to the analytical solution used in the upslope model of orographic
precipitation. The construction of the profile from a specified moist static stability and a surface temperature is described in section B4.2. All simulations have moist static stability of Nm = 0.006 s−1
and a surface temperatures of 15 ◦C. The initial horizontal velocity is varied between U0 = 5 m s−1
(F rh,m ≈ 0.83) and U0 = 15 m s−1 (F rh,m ≈ 2.5). Due to the different static stability the vertical
wavelength of the gravity waves are changed, which requires an adaption of the upper boundary layer

Table B.1. Altitude, temperature, pressure and relative humidity at the bottom and the top of the moist layer and
surface temperature used to construct the initial profiles for 2D simulation of upper-level ice clouds. In the 500 m
above respectively below the top and the bottom of the moist layer the RHI is linearly decreasing to 20 %.

U0

zcb [km]

zct [km]

Tsurf [K]

psurf [hPa]

RHcb [%]

RHct [%]

13
30

1.424
5.036

1.691
5.509

260.62
279.08

240
381

82.32
82.32

81.11
79.98
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Figure B.3. Initial conditions for simulations with a constant moist static stability of Nm = 6 × 10−3 s−1 and
an upstream velocity of U0 = 15 m s−1 . The initial temperature and dew-point temperature profile are shown in
panel (a) and the moist and dry static stability profiles at the upstream boundary and one mountain half-width
before the mountain top in panel (b).

setting according to Tab. B.3. The moisture profile is modified to have a deeper layer with almost saturated air compared to the set-up for low-level clouds with constant N , as this conforms better with
the assumption in the linear orographic precipitation model of Smith and Barstad (2004): The relative
humidity is 99 % up to 8.5 km height (97 % up to 2.5 km for U0 = 5 m s−1 ), decreases linearly to 90 % at
10 km (4 km) and 70 % at 11.5 km (6 km) (Fig. B.3a). An additional change to the simulations described
in section B4.1.1 is that no turbulence parameterisation and a different formulation of the lower boundary condition is used. These changes are required due to problems of the COSMO-model to conserve
the static stability profile during advection over complex terrain. The model tends to reduce the static
stability in the lowest two model layers to zero (Fig. B.3b). The ultimate reason for this problem is most
likely the finite difference method used in the dynamical core (pers. comm. Ulrich Blahak). The problem
may be solved, if a flux form is used to describe vertical advection.

4.1.3

Upper Boundary

The upper boundary formulation is an important issue especially for two-dimensional orographic flow
simulations, as the results are very sensitive to energy reflected at some surface in the atmosphere.
Physical meaningful reflecting surfaces as for instance temperature inversions lead to gravity wave
breaking (e.g., Durran and Klemp, 1987), but such effects can also occur due to reflection from the
model top. Previous studies developed and discussed appropriate formulations of upper boundary
condition for modelling orographic flows (e.g., Klemp and Lilly, 1978; Klemp et al., 2008). We use an
Rayleigh damping layer as a upper condition, which gradually dampens the waves. As also described in
Lin and Wang (1996), the starting height and and the damping coefficient of the damping layer have to
be adapted for different horizontal flow speeds to obtain physical reasonable flow fields. The reason is
the dependence of the vertical wavelength of the gravity wave on the initial velocity and the problematic
nature of the damping layer, if it crosses regions of strong vertical velocities. The values for the starting
height and the damping coefficient are given in Tab. B.2. As the values are in a certain sense tuning
parameters, they were chosen such that the simulated flow pattern in dry simulations (RH = 1 %)
matched the flow patterns described in literature for the same Froude number (sec. B4.3).
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Table B.2. Starting height rdheight and damping coefficient nrdtau of the Rayleigh-type upper boundary
conditions chosen in the simulations with constant dry static stability for different initial velocity U0 . In addition
also the total domain height zz top and the number of vertical levels ke tot is listed. The variation of these
parameters is required for stable simulations due to different vertical wavelength λz of the developing gravity
wave.

U0 [m s−1 ]

λz [km]

zz top [km]

ke tot

rdheight [km]

nrdtau

5
10
13
20
30

2.42
4.83
6.28
9.67
14.5

10.0
27.0
30.0
30.0
30.0

75
125
125
150
150

5.0
9.0
10.0
10.0
10.0

100.0
70.0
120.0
40.0
100.0

Table B.3. Starting height rdheight and damping coefficient nrdtau of the Rayleigh-type upper boundary
conditions chosen in the simulations with constant moist static stability for different initial velocity U0 . In addition
also the total domain height zz top and the number of vertical levels ke tot is listed. The variation of these
parameters is required for stable simulations due to different vertical wavelength λz of the developing gravity
wave.

4.1.4

U0 [m s−1 ]

λz [km]

zz top [km]

ke tot

rdheight [km]

nrdtau

5
10
15

5.24
10.04
15.71

12.0
22.5
30.0

70
125
150

4.0
6.0
9.0

150
140
40

Physical Parameterisations

In the simulations the Coriolis force is not considered and no parameterisation of convective, soil, radiation and boundary layer processes is used. For the simulations two different microphysical schemes
were used: The operational one-moment scheme of the COSMO-model is used (Reinhardt and Seifert,
2006) and the two-moment scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2006). Both scheme have five different
hydrometeor classes (cloud and rain water, snow, ice and graupel). The microphysical rates for different microphysical species are detailed in the above mentioned publications. For simulations with
the single-moment scheme the standard set-up of MeteoSwiss is used, except for some simulations of
warm-phase clouds in part II and IV. For these simulations threshold for autoconversion is changed to
0 kg kg−1 , where the standard is 0.0002 kg kg−1 .
The two-moment scheme has additional prognostic equations for the hydrometeor particle number concentrations and accordingly different aerosol scenarios can be simulated. In part II of the thesis we use
a maritime and a continental scenario, which correspond to those described in Seifert and Beheng
(2006) based on Khain et al. (2001). In this case the nucleation rate is based on an empirical activation
spectrum, which is a function of the supersaturation S (in %):

Nccn (S) = nCCN S κ

(4.3)

where κ = 0.308 and nCCN = 1260 cm−3 in the continental and nCCN = 100 cm−3 in the maritime
case. Additional the number of cloud droplets can be prescribed at a certain value, which is used in
part II, III and IV. We used different cloud droplet concentrations between 10 cm−3 and 250 cm−3 .
The two-moment scheme has additionally an explicit representation of homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation based on Kärcher and Lohmann (2002) and Kärcher et al. (2006).
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Construction of an Initial Profile with Constant Moist Static Stability

The moist static stability can be approximated by
2
Nm
≈g

dlnθe
dz

(4.4)

where θe is the equivalent potential temperature, z the geometric height and g the gravitational acceleration. The approximation is not accurate (Durran and Klemp, 1982a), but is sufficient for the purpose to
construct an initial temperature profile. Unlike for the computation of a temperature profile with constant
dry static stability, the temperature and moisture profiles for an atmosphere with constant moist static
stability cannot be calculated analytically. For the numerical computation a first order finite difference
approximation is used to compute the equivalent potential temperature on model level k + 1:

θe (k + 1) = θe,surf exp(

2 ∆z
Nm
)
g

(4.5)

Subsequently, the approximate equation for the equivalent potential temperature (Bolton, 1980)


θe (k + 1) = T (k + 1)

p0
p(k + 1)

κ
exp

Lv qv,s (k+1)
cp T (k+1)

(4.6)

is solved for the air temperature T (k + 1) with a Newton iteration. The saturation vapour pressure is
computed with the approximation:


T −T
a T −b3

qv,s

es = e3 e
e · Rd
 s

=
Rd
Rv p − es + es R
v

(4.7)
(4.8)

The pressure is calculated such that the air column is in hydrostatic balance with the same algorithm
used for the construction of initial profiles with constant dry static stability.
The initial profile of the dry and the moist Brunt-Väisälä frequency are compared to the profiles after
a non-dimensional runtime of 50.4 for the simulation with U0 = 15 m s−1 in Fig. B.3b: In the cloudy
layer the stability is almost constant as intended by the construction of a profile with constant moist
static stability. Above the cloud top a strong stability increase is observed, which is also present in the
simulations of Barstad et al. (2007) using a very similar set-up. A strong gradient in static stability is
further observed in the lowest three model levels. This feature is unphysical and is most likely linked to
the formulation of the dynamical core of the COSMO-model. The spike does always occur if the vertical
velocity at the lowest model level is non-zero and it occurs also in absence of any parameterisation.
Most likely the only option to get rid of the problem would be a flux-form formulation of the dynamical
core, which is beyond the scope of this study. As the problem remains confined to the lowest modellevels if the turbulence parameterisation is switched off and all other fields look reasonable. Despite this
problem, the simulations are used in part IV.

4.3

Reference Simulations for Dry Cases

Numerical simulations of two-dimensional orographic flow with the COSMO-model are very sensitive
to the formulation of the upper boundary condition, which is critical for wave energy reflection and
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Figure B.4. Steady-state solution to dry orographic flow according to Long’s analytic model (a, c & e: stream
function and vertical velocity) and the quasi-steady state solution from the COSMO-model (b, d, & f: isentropes
and vertical velocity). The comparison is shown for U0 = 30 m s−1 (F rh ) 2.31, a & b), U0 = 20 m s−1 (F rh ) 1.54,
c & d) and U0 = 13 m s−1 (F rh ) 1.0, e & f).
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Figure B.5. Comparison of dry model simulations with the COSMO-model (b, d, f & h) to simulations of Lin and
Wang (1996) (a, c, e & g) in terms of the isentrope distribution after a non-dimensional run time of U0 t−1 a−1 =
50.4. The Froude numbers of the COSMO-model simulations are 0.38 (a & b), 0.77 (c & d), 1.0 (e & f) and 1.54
(g & h), while the figures from Lin and Wang (1996) are for Froude numbers of 0.4, 0.8, 1.0, 1.3. The aspect ratio
is 0.05 in the simulation of Lin and Wang (1996) and 0.033 in ours.
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subsequent positive interferences in the model domain. To ensure the flow field simulated is consistent
with the well-established knowledge on dry orographic flow, dry simulations were performed and tuned
to the flow patterns described in literature for the same Froude numbers. The dry simulations are
performed with the set-up described in section B4.1.1 except that the relative humidity is reduced 1 %
at all levels. For linear orographic flow, i.e. vertical Froude numbers larger than 1.0, the obtained
solution is compared to analytical solutions (sec. B4.3.1), while for non-linear flow the simulations of Lin
and Wang (1996) are used as reference (sec. B4.3.2).

4.3.1

Comparison to Analytical Solution

The steady-state, Boussinesq flow across a hill of finite height can be calculated analytically by Long’s
model (Long, 1953). Assuming a constant static stability and horizontal velocity far upstream of the
mountain the vertical displacement field is described by:

∇2 η + l 2 η = 0

(4.9)

η(x, z = hs (x)) = hs (x)

(4.10)

where η is the vertical displacement of an air parcel from its undisturbed far upstream position z0 , l =
N0
U0 the Scorer parameter, N0 the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and U0 the horizontal velocity far upstream
and hs (x) the topography. The appropriate upper boundary condition for the atmosphere requires that
energy can only propagate upward.
Equation 4.9 subject to the linear lower boundary approximation η(x, z = 0) = hs (x), which is valid for
infinitesimal perturbations, can be easily solved in frequency space:

η̂zz + (l2 − k 2 )η̂ = 0
ˆ 0) = hsˆ(k)
η(k,
ˆ z)eikz is the Fourier transform of η and hsˆ(k) the Fourier transformed topogwhere η(x, z) = k η(k,
raphy. The general form of the solution is
P

η̂ = Aeimz + Be−imz
(4.11)
where m = (l2 − k 2 )1/2 is the vertical wavelength. Apply the radiation upper boundary condition gives
B = 0 and

m(k) =

(
sgn(kU0 )(l2 − k 2 )1/2 f or|k| < l
i(k 2 − l2 )1/2

f or|k| > l

(4.12)

An analytical solution involving the correct non-linear lower boundary condition (eq. 4.10) is in general
not possible, but the solution can be calculated numerically (e.g., Lilly and Klemp, 1979; Laprise and
Peltier, 1989). An exception is for instance an semi-circular obstacle (Miles and Huppert, 1968).
Several studies with non-linear numerical models (e.g., Clark and Peltier, 1977; Klemp and Lilly, 1978;
Durran, 1986) showed that Long’s solution can be reproduced for long integration times. We therefore
compare our simulations, which have smaller non-dimensional mountain heights, with Long’s model
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solution, which we compute based on the predictor-corrector method proposed by Laprise and Peltier
(1989):

ηN +1 (x, z = 0) =ηN (x, z = 0) − EN (x, z = hs )

(4.13)

EN (x, z = hs ) =ηN (x, z = hs ) − hs (x)
η0 (x, z = 0) =hs (x)
The streamlines and the vertical velocity profiles from the analytical solution are shown in the left column
of Fig. B.6 for vertical Froude numbers of 2.31, 1.54 and 1.0. The isentropes and vertical velocity from
the COSMO-model at a non-dimensional runtime of 50.4 are shown in the right column of Fig. B.6 for
the same vertical Froude numbers. The vertical wavelength in the simulations is very similar to the
analytical solution for all Froude numbers. The overall flow pattern compares well with the analytical
solution. For F rh = 1.0 the analytical solution indicates an overturning of the streamlines between
4 km and 6 km altitude. As a turbulence parameterisation is used in the COSMO simulation, the wave
breaking occurs at the same altitude range in the numerical simulation.

4.3.2

Comparison to Numerical Solutions

For cases with vertical Froude numbers smaller than the critical Froude number for wave overturning,
the flow field can only be calculated numerically. As a reference for a validation of the COSMO simulations the simulations of Lin and Wang (1996) are chosen, who used the North Carolina State University
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Model to compute numerical solution for flow past a two-dimensional hill.
They assume the flow to be hydrostatic, but show that their solutions are comparable to the results
obtained with a non-hydrostatic model by Peltier and Clark (1979). While Peltier and Clark (1979)
essentially focus on a certain case and the possibility of wave trapping, Lin and Wang (1996) show
simulation results for Froude numbers between 0.3 an 1.3 for the same topography. Their topography
has a different shape than the one used in this thesis resulting in a smaller maximum terrain slope. But
as different aspect ratios show similar results for their model and as the horizontal Froude number is
small for all simulations, the comparison should be valid at least in a qualitative sense.
The streamlines from the simulations by Lin and Wang (1996) are shown in the left column of Fig. B.5
along with those simulated by the COSMO-model in the right column for comparable vertical and horizontal Froude numbers. The non-dimensional runtime is 50.4 in both simulation sets. For Froude
numbers larger than 1.0 both models show a linear flow response (g and h), while for F rh = 1.0 the
wave breaking occurs over the lee slope (e and f). If the Froude number decreases further, upstream
blocking develops in both models. While the strong flow blocking is already observed at a Froude number of 0.8 in the simulations of Lin and Wang (1996), blocking is much weaker in the COSMO simulation
with F rh = 0.77. However, for Froude numbers around 0.4 both models show strong upstream flow
blocking. Similarly as the general flow pattern also the vertical gravity wavelength of the COSMO simulations corresponds well to the one in the simulations by Lin and Wang (1996), though the damping of
the signal particularly for small Froude numbers is considerable weaker in the COSMO-model.
In general one can conclude that the dry COSMO simulations capture the changes of the flow with the
vertical Froude number very well and that the solutions are compatible with the established knowledge
on orographic flow response to topography.
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Example Cross-Sections for Moist Simulations

The simulations of orographic flow in dry atmosphere served to tune the COSMO setup, in particular
the settings for the upper boundary condition, to reproduce the well established flow patterns for certain
Froude numbers. The same settings are also used for simulations with a moist atmosphere, which are
used in the main part of the thesis to investigate orographic precipitation and its control parameters.
The flow pattern and hydrometeor fields from moist simulations with the two-moment scheme are shown
in Fig. B.6 and those with the one-moment scheme in Fig. B.7. Moistening the atmosphere in the
COSMO simulations is observed to reduce flow blocking at small Froude numbers and to slightly reduce the gravity wave amplitude, but else has little impact on the flow patterns (e.g., compare Fig. B.6
to Fig. B.5). A reduction of upstream flow blocking is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Durran and
Klemp, 1982a; Jiang and Smith, 2003; Reeves and Rotunno, 2008). Fraser et al. (1973) also reported
little impact of latent heat release on the gravity wave structure for larger Froude numbers in stable flow
and a moist layer close to the surface. However, as discussed in section 5.1 other studies found a more
complex impact of moistening the atmosphere. These studies mostly used moist neutral conditions
throughout the atmosphere in contrast to the set-up used here. Jiang and Doyle (2009) observed during measurements above the Sierra Nevada a decrease of the gravity wave amplitude in the presence
of a deep moist layer in the lower to mid troposphere. Some indication of a slight weakening wave amplitude is also visible in our simulations, if the maximum vertical displacement of trajectories from dry
and moist simulations is compared. In general the response of the COSMO simulations to moistening
is consistent with literature.
The exemplary cross-sections of the hydrometeor fields in Fig. B.6 and Fig. B.7 show consistently
deeper clouds for higher upstream velocities and a downwind extension and a leeward shortening of
the cloud for smaller upstream velocities. Further, for both microphysical schemes simulations with a
surface temperature of 15 ◦C contain only liquid hydrometeors (a and b in both figures), while those
with Tsurf = −15 ◦C are dominated by frozen particles with some supercooled cloud water over the
upstream side for large U0 (e and f in both figures). For the simulations with an intermediate surface
temperature (Tsurf = −5 ◦C) a melting layer is clearly visible in all shown cases, except for the simulation with the one-moment scheme and an upstream flow velocity of 5 m s−1 (c and d in both figures).
The clouds at intermediate temperatures contain significant amounts of supercooled liquid.
A more comprehensive discussion of the microphysical and dynamical properties of orographic clouds
simulated for the different upstream conditions is presented in part II.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure B.6. Cross-sections for moist simulations with the two-moment scheme for U0 = 5 m s−1 (a, c & e)
and U0 = 30 m s−1 (b, d & f). Panels (a) and (b) displays simulations with Tsurf = 15 ◦C, (c) and (d) with
Tsurf = 5 ◦C, and (e) and (f) with Tsurf = −5 ◦C. Only simulations with a constant cloud droplet number density
of Nc = 100 cm−3 are shown. The shaded areas illustrates regions containing cloud droplets (cyan), rain (dark
blue and orange in the uppermost panel), ice (orange) and snow (red). The green isoline indicates the presence
of graupel. Additionally isentropes are displayed by the grey lines, positive vertical velocity by blue and negative
vertical velocity by red lines.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure B.7. As Fig. B.6 but for simulations with the single-moment scheme.
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Sinewave Experiments - Set-Up

The sinewave experiments are designed to investigate the conceptual ideas for the timescales and the
scaling relation developed in chapter 11 in a dynamical set-up more complicated than a linear updraft
but simpler than two-dimensional orographic flow. By assuming the air parcels experience a sinewave
like vertical velocity mimics the flow across a mountain without invoking flow asymmetries due to gravity
waves. The dependency of the timescales and the precipitation efficiency on maximum vertical lifting,
maximum vertical velocity, number of hydrometeors and advection time can be investigated in a simple
set-up. In addition by stacking parcels undergoing the prescribed vertical velocity evolution allows to investigate the impact of sedimentation influx of hydrometeors in lower levels without considering vertical
shear. This allows to investigate the dependency of the timescales and the precipitation efficiency on
the cloud depth.
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Figure B.8. Typical vertical velocity (a) and vertical displacement (b) time series used for the sinewave experiments. The prescribed time series are controlled by the period of the wave (here: T = 3500 s = const.) and the
maximum vertical displacement (different colours).

The vertical velocity time series in all sine-wave experiments is described by



2 7π t

0 ≤ t ≤ 72 T
w
sin

m
4T


2
5
w = wm sin 7π
t − π6
3T
7T < t ≤ 7T



−w sin2 7π t + π
5
m
4T
4
7T < t ≤ T

(5.1)

where a is the maximum vertical velocity, which is computed such that for all T a constant maximum
vertical displacement ηmax is reached:

wm =

ηmax
3T
+ 7π

T
7

(5.2)
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Figure B.9. Cloud depth for sinewave experiment as
function of the sinewave period. The vertical depth is
scaled with the gravity wave length provided by linear
theory for the horizontal velocity corresponding to the
sinewave frequency time a mountain width of 60 km.

The resulting vertical velocity and vertical displacement time series for different ηmax are shown in
Fig. B.8. Changing ηmax corresponds to altering the mountain height, while keeping the mountain halfwidth constant; choosing different periods T corresponds to altering the horizontal flow speed while
keeping the mountain geometry fixed (or making the mountain broader with a constant horizontal flow
speed).
In simulations to investigate the influence of the cloud depth several trajectories are stacked on top of
each other. To reflect the variation of the vertical gravity wavelength λz and hence the cloud depth with
the far upstream horizontal velocity, the number of parcels is scaled with T according to

πa
TN ∆z
1
πU0
zc loud ∼= λz =
2
N
nparcels ∼

based on

(5.3)
(5.4)

where a is the mountain half-width, N the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and ∆z the vertical dimension of a
single parcel.
The microphysical evolution along the trajectories characterised by the above described thermodynamic
time series is calculated with the microphysical box model described in Appendix B in chapter 6, which
is based on the Seifert and Beheng two-moment scheme (Seifert and Beheng, 2006).

Microphysical Box model based on the Seifert and
Beheng (2006) Scheme

A box model has been developed to calculate the evolution of microphysical species in an air parcel
subject to a prescribed vertical velocity time-series. The formulation of the microphysics is based on
the two-moment scheme of Seifert and Beheng (2006), which is also used for the simulations with the
Eulerian numerical weather prediction model in this thesis. The box model can be either run in a forced
mode, where the pressure and temperature are prescribed, or in a free mode. In the free mode the
pressure and temperature are calculated based on the vertical velocity assuming adiabatic motion and
a hydrostatic atmosphere (sec. B6.1). Additionally the temperature changes related to phase changes
of water are taken into account. If the model is used in forced mode, a simplistic representation of
mixing is available, which accounts for losses of water from the parcel in the Eulerian model due to
processes other than sedimentation (sec. B6.2). The box model can also be used to calculate the
microphysical evolution of a two-dimensional cloud by stacking several trajectories on top of each other
(sec. B6.4). The box model takes full account of vertical shear in this mode.
The box model described in this section is used for all box model simulations in part III of this thesis.

6.1

Calculation of Temperature and Pressure in the Free Mode

The height, temperature and pressure of the parcel at time step i + 1 is calculated based on the values
at time step i by assuming adiabatic lifting and a hydrostatic pressure decrease:

zi+1 = zi + wi dt


g(zi − zi+1 )
pi+1 = pi exp
Rd ti

(6.1)

ti+1 = ti + Γdt

(6.3)

(6.2)

where g is the gravitational constant, Rd the specific gas constant of air and Γ the dry adiabatic lapse
rate.

6.2

Representation of Mixing

The box model assumes that the water content is consumed except for losses and gains due to the
sedimentation of hydrometeors. However, in the Eulerian numerical weather prediction model, to which
the simulated microphysical evolution is compared, the water content is altered additionally by other
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processes as turbulent mixing and numerical diffusion. To account for these losses or gains of water
the total water content of the parcel in the box is forced to equal the one traced in the Eulerian model.
The tendency of the total water content in the Eulerian model is calculated at each time step i according
to

∆qt,i+1 = qv,i+1 + qc,i+1 + qr,i+1 + qi,i+1 + qs,i+1 + qg,i+1
− (qv,i + qc,i + qr,i + qi,i + qs,i + qg,i ) + ssedi,out,i − ssedi,in,i

(6.4)
(6.5)

where qv is the specific water vapour content, qc the cloud water content, qr the rain water content,
qi the ice water content, qs the snow water content and qg the graupel water content. ssedi,out is the
sedimentational outflux during the current time step and ssedi,in the sedimentational influx. The change
in the total water vapour content is added to the water vapour content at the beginning of the time step
in the box model.

6.3

Description of Microphysical Processes

The calculation of the microphysical processes is based on the two-moment microphysical scheme
of Seifert and Beheng (2006) and is identical to the implementation in the COSMO-model. Additionally an isobaric saturation adjustment is implemented following the implementation in COSMO-model
version 4.17 and an isochoric saturation adjustment developed by Ulrich Blahak for COSMO-model
version 4.22. A switch in the model allows to shut off all warm-phase or all ice-phase processes in
order investigate only pure warm- or pure ice-phase clouds. The temperature change due to phase
changes of water is calculated at the end of each time step and added to the temperature; the density
is re-calculated accordingly.

6.4

Vertical Coupling

For quasi two-dimensional simulations the microphysical evolution along different trajectories is calculated starting with the highest parcel. The sedimentational outflux from this parcel is stored and used
as input for the box model simulation along the next lower trajectory. The sedimentation fluxes are
used at the timestep, at which the lower-level air parcel is situated beneath the higher level air parcel according to the horizontal position of the parcels, which is required as input. The sedimentation
fluxes are adapted to the potentially different horizontal velocity of the parcels: If the lower parcel needs
more timesteps to travel the same distance as the upper parcel, the outflux is split and distributed to
the timesteps using linear interpolation. Similarly, the fluxes of the upper parcel are summed up, if the
lower parcel travels the same distance in a shorter time than the upper parcel.

6.5

Comparison to Variables Traced in the Eulerian Model

The box model has been evaluated by simulating the microphysical evolution along trajectories from the
two-dimensional COSMO simulations described in chapter B4. The simulated microphysical evolution
from the box model is then compared to the one traced along the trajectories from the Eulerian simulation. A comparison of the microphysical evolution is shown in Fig. B.10 for a trajectory basing close
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Figure B.10. The evolution of hydrometeor mass mixing ratios (a & c) and number densities (b & d) simulated by
the box model and traced along the online trajectories in the COSMO-model simulations are compared. Shown
air parcels are starting at about 100 m above ground in the COSMO-model simulations with Tsurf = 15 K and
Nc = 100 cm−3 . The initial velocity is U0 = 30 m s−1 (a & b) and U0 = 5 m s−1 (c & d).

to the surface through warm-phase clouds. The mixing ratios and the droplet number concentrations of
cloud and rain water agree very well in both models. A similar comparison is shown for a mixed-phase
cloud in Fig. B.11. The results agree again well except some discrepancy close to the last occurrence
of cloud water in the mixing ratio and number density of snow. Additionally the number density of ice
crystals rises earlier in the Eulerian simulation than in the box model, which is, however, likely related
to spatial interpolation artefacts in the traced fields.

6.6

Technical Documentation

The box model is written in Matlab and has been tested with versions 2011b to 2013a. The source
code consists of one main function and a number of sub-functions, which contain the calculation of
different microphysical rates. Before the main function a function called rel pos has to be called,
which computes some variables required for the calculation of the sedimentation fluxes. The main
function is called by
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Figure B.11. The evolution of hydrometeor mass mixing ratios (a) and number densities (b) simulated by the
box model and traced along the online trajectories in the COSMO-model simulations are compared. Shown air
parcels are starting at about 100 m above ground in the COSMO-model simulations with Tsurf = −5 K and Nc =
100 cm−3 . The initial velocity is U0 = 30 m s−1 .

Listing 6.1. Call of the box model


t r a o u t = box model cosmo ( max id , t r a , i d v e r t , t s t e p s , dt , t y p e c l o u d , l f r e e , . . .
l cqnc , l s e d i , l mixing , lcoupling , linuc param , l i s o c h o r , l n i s a t , . . .
l h e t , nhet , n c c o n s t )



The different arguments in the function call are described in the following:

• max id number of trajectories that a stacked vertically
• tra structure containing the specific humidity, pressure, temperature, the horizontal position of

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

the parcel and the vertical velocity time series. if the model is run in forced mode with mixing it
should additional contain the mixing ratio and the sedimentation rates of all hydrometeor species
traced along the trajectories in the Eulerian model.
id vert output from rel pos
tsteps number of timesteps to be calculated along the trajectory
dt time step for the calculations in seconds
type cloud specification of the hydrometeor types that should be considered. Possible options
are
– warmp only liquid hydrometeors are considered (cloud and rain water)
– iceph only solid hydrometeors are considered (ice and snow)
– mixed only five hydrometeor species are considered (ice, snow, graupel, cloud and rain
water)
l free 1 the model is run in free mode; 0 the model is run in the forced mode
l cqnc 1 the cloud droplet number density is forced to a constant value, 0 otherwise. If l cqnc
= 1 the argument nc const has to be specified.
l sedi 1 sedimentation of hydrometeors is calculated. 0 hydrometeors are assumed to remain
in the parcel.
l mixing 1 mixing along the trajectory as taken into account based on the traced variables from
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the Eulerian model, 0 otherwise
l coupling 1 trajectories in a stack are coupled by sedimentational fluxes, 0 otherwise
linuc param 1 ice nucleation parameterised according to Meyers et al. (1992) and Fletcher
(1958); 2 homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation are parameterised according to
Kärcher and Lohmann (2002) and Kärcher et al. (2006)
l isochoric 1 isochoric saturation adjustment, 0 isobaric saturation adjustment
l nisat 1 only one ice nucleation event is allowed along the trajectory, 0 otherwise
l het 1 only heterogeneous nucleation of ice is treated by activating all ice nuclei at a relative ice
supersaturation of 110 %. The number of ice nuclei is prescribed by nhet. 0 nucleation is treated
according to linuc param.
nhet number ice nuclei prescribed for l het = 1
nc const number of cloud droplets prescribed for l cqnc = 1.
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Sensitivity of Orographic Precipitation to Physical Parameters and
Microphysical Scheme
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Figure C.1. Potential temperature fields of simulations with the single (dark grey) and double-moment scheme
(light grey) for U0 = 5 m s−1 (a, c & e) and U0 = 30 m s−1 (b, d & f). The upper row displays simulations with
Tsurf = 15 ◦C, the middle with Tsurf = 5 ◦C and the lower with Tsurf = −5 ◦C.
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Figure C.2. Relation between the mean liquid water
path (LW P ) and the number of cloud droplets nc for
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Figure C.3. Contribution of different hydrometeor types to surface precipitation for U0 = 10 m s−1 (a & c) and
U0 = 30 m s−1 (b & d). In panels (a) & (b) the surface temperature is Tsurf = 5 ◦C and Tsurf = −5 ◦C in (c) &
(d). Only simulation with the Kessler-type single-moment scheme are shown.
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Figure C.4. Integrated microphysical rates
along trajectories through an ice-phase cloud
as simulated by the COSMO-model for a twodimensional mountain, an upstream velocity
of U0 = 30 m s−1 and a surface temperature
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Figure C.5. Number density of ice crystals formed by homogeneous nucleation as function of the vertical
velocity during the nucleation event w0 (a). The combinations of initial ice crystal number densities and mean
updraft velocity in the ice clouds covered in the simulations are shown in panel (b).
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Figure C.6. The impact of sedimentation on vapour
deposition is illustrated by the time, at which the deposition rates differ by at least 10 % in a box model
simulation with and without sedimentation as function
of w0 . The results are normalised with the deposition
timescale.
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Figure C.8. Evolution of the mean particle mass due to different microphysical processes. Panel (a) shows
simulations with τw = 100 s and panel (b) with τw = 1000 s. The time axis in each panel is normalised with the
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Scaling Relation of Orographic Precipitation - Warm-Phase Sinewave
Experiments
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Figure C.9. Comparison of the microphysical evolution for warm-phase sinewave experiments with Da = 2.0.
Panel (a) is identical to Fig. 13.3 except for the circles, which indicate the simulations considered in panel (b). In
panel (b) the evolution of the integrated condensation (green) and precipitation (dark blue) rate and the cloud and
rain water content is shown for simulations with a Damköhler number of approximately 2.0.
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Figure C.10. Scaling relation for single air parcels for box model simulations along a sinewave like vertical
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residence timescale for a non precipitating timescale is used. The simulations have an initial relative humidity of
RH = 99 % and an initial temperature of T0 = 15 ◦C. Different colours show simulations with a different wave
periods
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Scaling Relation of Orographic Precipitation - Two-Dimensional
Warm-Phase Clouds
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Figure C.11. Comparison of Lagrangian and analytical estimates for τic,lagr (left) and τmicro,lagr (right) for 2d
warm-phase clouds with an upstream velocity of U0 = 5 m s−1 (a&b), U0 = 10 m s−1 (c&d), U0 = 13 m s−1 (e&f)
and U0 = 20 m s−1 (g&h).
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Figure C.12. Microphysical evolution for warmphase 2D orographic clouds along trajectories
with starting height z0 (different line-styles). The
cloud water content (cyan), the total condensate
(green) and the rain water content (red) is shown
for simulations with a cloud droplet number density of Nc = 100 cm−3 . The upstream velocity is U0 = 30 m s−1 (a), U0 = 20 m s−1 (b),
U0 = 13 m s−1 (c), U0 = 10 m s−1 (d) and
U0 = 5 m s−1 (e) from top left to bottom left. The
grey lines indicate the location, at which the trajectory has the same vertical displacement as at the
location of first condensation. The orange lines indicate the location, at which the significant sedimentational influx of rain water start.
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Figure C.13. Microphysical evolution simulated by
box model forced with a sinewave-like vertical velocity time series. The initial temperature is T (t =
0) =−30 ◦C and the initial relative humidity over ice
is 110 %. Ice crystals nucleate homogeneously. Simulations with wave periods of 5.8 min (a), 23.3 min (b)
and 58.3 min (c) are shown, all of which have the same
maximum vertical displacement ηmax = 1000 m. The
time axis is normalised with the wave period. The
dashed lines indicate the time, at which the maximum vertical displacement is reached. The legend of
Fig. 14.2 is also valid for this figure.
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Figure C.14. Microphysical evolution simulated by
box model forced with a sinewave-like vertical velocity time series. The initial temperature is T (t =
0) =−30 ◦C, the initial relative humidity over ice is
99 % and the number of ice nuclei is 50 l−1 . Simulations with wave periods of 5.8 min (a), 23.3 min (b)
and 58.3 min (c) are shown, all of which have the same
maximum vertical displacement ηmax = 1000 m. The
time axis is normalised with the wave period. The
dashed lines indicate the time, at which the maximum vertical displacement is reached. The legend of
Fig. 14.2 is also valid for this figure.
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Comparison of Upslope Model and Idealised COSMO-Model Simulations
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Figure C.15. Horizontally integrated surface precipitation rate from the upslope precipitation model
with different conversion timescales (cold colours)
and COSMO simulations with the one- and the twomoment scheme (warm colours). The upstream horizontal velocity is U0 = 5 m s−1 (a), U0 = 10 m s−1
(b) and U0 = 15 m s−1 (c).
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Foehn Flow

(a)

(b)

Figure C.16. Foehn event in March 2013 without significant upstream precipitation. Potential temperature
change along trajectories between 45 ◦ N and the approximate latitude of the Alpine crest (46.5 ◦ N, red), the
latitude of Vaduz (47.1 ◦ N, dark blue) and the latitude of Altstätten (47.4 ◦ N, cyan). Panel (a) contains only
trajectories arriving before 12 UTC on 05.03.2013 in the Rhine valley, while panel (b) shows all trajectories
arriving later.
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Figure C.17. Foehn event in May 2013 with significant upstream precipitation. Each dot marks a trajectory
passing the latitude of Altstätten at the specified time and height, where the colour indicates the trajectory height
on the Alpine south side (45◦ N) (a). In panel (b) the colour indicates the elevation change of the trajectory
between the Alpine south side (45◦ N) and the latitude of Altstätten (47.5◦ N)
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Figure C.18. Foehn event in May 2013 with significant upstream precipitation. (a): Relation between the
temperature and the potential temperature change along trajectories between 45 ◦ N and the latitude of Altstätten
(47.4 ◦ N). (b): Relation between the potential temperature change due to phase changes of water and the altitude
of the air parcels on the Alpine south side (45 ◦ N). The potential temperature change is calculated between 45 ◦ N
and 47.4 ◦ N.
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